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ABSTRACT 

THE PHENOMENON AND POETRY OF THE NEW YORK GROUP: 
DISCOCTRSES, DISGUISES, AND Lih4INALITY 

Maria G. Rewakowicz 
Doctor of PMosophy 200 1 

Graduate Department of Slavic Languages and Literanires 

The New York Group is a circle of Ukrainian avant-garde émigré poets, most of 

whom began to wcite and publish in the second halfof the 1950s in New York City. The 

purpose of this study is to examine those creative, philosophical and socio-political aspects 

that justify the existence of the goup as a singie literary phenomenon in the history of 

Ukrainian literature. I approach the group's output and activity by focusing on its 

discursive practices, thematic preferences, and liminal predicarnents. In Part One, 1 

introduce the individual poets and situate them against the background of Ukrainian and 

Western modernisms in order to elucidate the New York Group7s generai aesthetic 

orientations. In Part Two, 1 outüne the group's emergence and formation, paying 

particular attention to the Literary discourses underlying the poets' interaction with their 

predecessors, contemporaries and succesors. In Part Three, 1 present a thematic anaiysis 

of the poetry of the New York Group, concentrating mainly on the poets' predilection for 

the erotic, the Spanish, and the ludic. My aim in this part is to point out the multiplicity of 

signification inherent in these ttiree selected themes. Finaiiy, in Part Four, 1 discuss the 

group's creative, assembling, and aolic tcajectories and argue that the poetic shift from 

modemist to postrnodernist way of representatioo as well as the poets' exiiïc condition can 

best be conceptualized from the angle of the concept of liminality. 1 employ the theoretical 

consûucts of Michel Foucault, Georges Batde, Amold van Gennep and Victor Turner to 



provide a Gramework for my analyses of Iiterary politics and the texts themselves. in the 

conciusion 1 argue that the poets of the New York Group, despite their Sinal émigré 

status, were able to transcend their periphery by pushing the aesthetic boundaries of 

Ukrainian literature. The group's overall contn'bution has been substantial and it cannot be 

ornitted in any serious discussion of twentieth-century Ulirainim poetry. 
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NOTE ON TRGNSLJTERATION 

For the most part L have used-the Libraq of  Congress system in uansliterating 

Ukrainian texts. 1 have made a few exceptions. The proper names of the poets of the New 

York Group are given in the fonn they themselves adopted in their respective countries of 

residence - thus Boychuk instead of Boichuk, Andijewska instead of Andiievs'ka. 

Moreover, the soft sign (6) is omitted in proper names; also the adjectival ending -s'kyi in 

ükrainian sumames is rendered by -siq; therefore Kostetsky instead of Kostets'kyi. 

However, 1 fiilly preserve the Library of Congress system of transliteration (without my 

modification) in the footnotes, Worlis Cited and Consulted, and whenever I make use of 

parenthetical references in the text. 
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Introduction 

The prevalence of varying accounts of what and who reaily stands behind the label 

'New York Group' stems in large part from the fact that over the years the statements 

given out by the individuai members of the group have not aiways been consistent.' By 

general consensus, however, the so-called New York Group refers to a circle of 

Ukrainian avant-garde émigré poets, namely Bohdan Boychuk, Yuriy Tamawsky, Patricia 

Kylyaa, Zhenia Vasylkivska, Emma Andijewska, Bohdan Rubchak, and Vira Vovk, most 

of whom began to write and pubiish in New York City in the mid-1950s. The group has 

never corne up with any manifestoes and has aiways insisted that the bais of its existence 

is personal fiendship and a belief in the fieedom of artistic expression. Moreover, despite 

its name, it also embraced poets living outside the New York area as long as they 

propounded (more in praxis than in theory) an innovative approach to Ukrainian poetry 

and shared the sarne avant-gardist spirit. 

tt may well be that such broad criteria used for determinhg who is 'in' and who is 

not greatly contributed to the longevity of the group. +4s the 1996 special commemorative 

issue of Svito-wd [World View] attests; the New York Group managed to rekindIe and 

1 See especially F ~ e r ,  '%terv7iu" 13-32; Rubchak, Womes as SheUs" 115; Boichuk, 
"Dekil'ka dumol?' 20; 'Uozmova" 215. Boychuk in 'Dekil'ka dwnok," for example* 
makes a case (though not a strong one) for the existence of the group also as a broad 
generationd movement of the 1950s that would would include not only poets but artists as 
weU (Bohdan Pevny, Lubko Hutsaiîuk, ArkaOIenska-Petryshyn, Jurij Solovij, to name 
just a few) (20). 
2 Svito-vyd (1990-1999), a quarterly of herature and the arts that began as a joint venture 
between the New York Group and the Writers' Union of Ukraine in 1990, was the first 



perpetuate its youthfiil exuberance weU into the 1990s. Yuriy Tamawskq, a guest editor of 

this special issue, reiterated in his introductory remarks thai the New York Group is not a 

school, but a circle of %ends who are united by a common desire to express themselves 

free[y in their native tongue (5). He ais0 nostalgically pointed out that like forty years ago, 

the 'rejuvenated' group happened to consist of seven members, although, understandabty, 

there is no exact overlap as far as the names are ~oncerned.~ Thus the paradip proposed 

here by Tarnawsky, and earlier by Boychuk ('%onnova" 2 1 9 ,  entails that the original 

contingent of seven poets expanded in the 1960s and 1980s to include the younger 

generation, namely George ~olomyiets,' Oleh Koverko, Marco Carynnyk, Roman 

Baboval, and Maria Rewakowicz. While this 'fiiendship' criterion in dethhg the New 

York Group as a group ofiwelve rathw than of seven has iü merits and validity,' in this 

thesis, the poetry of these 'feilow travelers' wiiI not be examined. The main reason for 

literary forum that brought together wnters and poets Iiving in the diaspora and Ukraine. 
While the active involvement of some influentid shistdesiatnyky (for example, Ivan Drach) 
was essential for the journal's initial suMvd under the Soviet, somewhat relaxe& but sta 
communist regime, later on, with Ukraine gaining its independence in 199 1, Svito-vyd 
quickly aiigned itseif with the postshisrdesiaotyky generation, Le., nameIy with the poets of 
the so-cdled Kyiv School (a core of which consists of Vasyl Holoborodko, Mykhailo 
Hryhoriv, V i o r  Kordun, and Mykola Vorobiov). In this respect Viktor Kordun's taking 
of the editorial and managing post signailed a change in the journal's approach. Thus the 
issue devoted to the New York Group (Svito-vyd 2, 1996) was soon followed by the issue 
cornmemorating the achievements of the Kyiv SchooL See Svito-vyd 1 -  (1997). 
Notwithstanding such orientation, at alI times the journal has insisted on being first and 
foremost a platform for emerging talents. 

The lis of contributors to this speciai issue Uiclude (i the order of appearance in the 
table of contents): Maria Rewakowicz, Vira Vovk, Bohdan Boych& Emma Andijewska, 
Bohdan Rubchalq Roman Babovd, and Yuriy Tarnawsky. 
4 George Kolomyiets, bom Ïn 1930, is 'youager' only in the sense of his poetic debut 
which occmed ahost  a decade hier than it had for most of the founding members. His 
ka collection Hranchaste sontse was published in 1965. 
This iS also the view I subscnibed to in the article 'Deshcho pro N'iu-Iorks7ku h p u n  

(105-06). 



such an elhination is that none of them participated nor had been irnplicated in the 

discursive practices so essential to the formation of the group's image during the 1950s 

and 1960s. It is also my view that the poetic contniution they offered did not in effect 

change nor augment the overall profile of the original seven-member group. That is why 

this investigation centres exclusively on the nature and range of the poetry produced by 

the founding members. Furthemore, it aims at foregrounding those traits in poetic idiom 

and philosophicdaesthetical outlook that justi@ the existence of the group as a clearly 

definable episode in the history of Ukrainian Iiterature. 

The phenornenon of the New York Group of poets has generated a variety of 

critical responses. Although it has been treated in numerous journal articles and book 

chapters,6 such seemingly ample criticism neither has engendered a serious analysis of the 

poetic texts nor has lead so far to the emergence of a compreheasive study on the group's 

significance in the context of twentieth-century Ukrainian Iiterature. This account, which is 

an effort to offer such study, is therefore, to a large extent, a pioneering undertaking, and 

as such, it presents but one among many possible interpretive readings. 1 intend to 

examine the group's activity and output fiom the perspective of three distinct theoretical 

standpoints, nameIy New Historicism (with some reference to Michel Foucault's concepts 

of discursive practices, power, transgression, 'otherness'), thematics, and 6nally cultural 

criticism. While this çcheme necessarily points to a methodological pluraIism, nevertheless 

6 Most noteworthy among them are: Lavrinenko, Znib i oarosty 253-307; Grabowicz, 
'Wew Directions" 165-73; PytIovany, Ehov-Schneider, and Pavlychko 393-432. For a 
complete list see Works Cited and Consulted. 



it does set the stage for my own synthesis of literary politics, social history, and close 

te'mial analysis. 

In Part One 1 shall ïntroduce the individual poets and situate them against the 

background of Ulcrainian and Western modernisms in order to elucidate the New York 

Group's general aesthetic orientations. It wiii be argued that the group's version of 

modernism betrays hybrid qualities, mainly because it subsumes the elements of both the 

historical avant-garde and of 'high' modemisn 

The purpose of Part Two is to place the New York Group's emergence and 

activity within a clearly dehed social and political context. This contextualition, 

however, wilI not be presented as a linear, evolutionary construct (though the appearance 

of cfironological order will be somewhat unavoidable) but rather as a senes of distinct, yet 

very much entangled, imerconnected, temporally simultaneous (with the exception of the 

Kyiv School) discourses which, paradoxicaily, display characteristics of being 

discontiiuous. 

According to Michel Foucault, discourse, action, power and knowledge are 

inextncably intertwined (Powerffiowledee 5 1-52; 93). Foucault's focus is not upon 

isolated individuals but upon individuais as role-bearers irnplicated in the production of 

relatively enduring and orderly structured discourses, understood as systems or networks 

of reguiar dispersion of statements. In that sense, power is 'productive' and represents the 

other side of knowledge: 'power produces knowledge . . . power and knowledge directly 

irnply one another, . . . there is no power relation without the correlative constitution of a 

field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute at the 

same thne power relation" -e 27). The exercise of power, according to Foucault., 



is "a way in which certain actions modii others" rSubject and Powei' 219). In other 

words, "it is a mode of action upon the actions of others" (221). 

in Part Two 1 shaii argue that, as far as the New York Group is concemed, this 

Foucauldian chah is relevant and applicable to the period of roughIy Meen years, Eom 

the group7s emergence in the mid-1950s to the early 1970s, i-e., fiom the first book debuts 

by Tamawsky and Rubchak in 1956 to the publication of the last issue of the annual fi 

poezii New Poetry] in 197 1 .7 This is the period which not only witnessed the ' r d  

action,' i.e., subsumed the vibrant literary process both in the diaspora and in Ukraine, but 

also one that encompassed considerable power struggles (at times painfùlly conspicuous) 

on the part of the young poets to assert their distinct voice and presence. The discourses 

thus engendered refer to the totaiity of interaction, i.e., not onIy literary, but aiso socialt 

politicai, and cultural; not only with predecesson, contemporaries, and successors, but 

among the members of the group itself. 

The next two parts expand the discussion of the poetic output of the group, first 

introduced in Part One, Part Three will be approached by selecting a handfiil of themes 

which have proven emblematic, seminal, and relatively pervasive. While such a choice cm 

aiways be labeled arbitrary, nevenhetess, 1 shalI insist that erotica with its antecedant 

existentialism, 'Spanishness,' and toying with the iudic constitute the cutting edge 

thematic formuiations, indispensable for the overaII understanding of the group's creative 

7 Novi poezü, a yearly publication published by the New York Group fiorn 1959 to 1971, 
was to a large extent the group's organ and as such it helped to soiidify the image of the 
group as a single Literary phenornenon. Though narrow in scope (ody poetry and 
translations were included), it offered a t d y  independent platform for publishing a 
diversity of individuai, poetic voices. 



activity. My aim in this part wili also be to point out the multiplicity of signification 

inherent in each of the selected themes. In the case of erotica, for example, 1 shall argue 

that it was used (at least by some members of the group) not only to stir controversy by 

debunking sexuai taboos, promoting transgressions and aitenty, but also to convey 

existentiaiist views, especidly the need for fieedorn and responsibility for each individual 

choice. 

According to Georges Bataille, there remains "a connection between death and 

scxual excitement" (1 1). The theme of death, so obsessively present in erotic and love 

poems resurFaces again in the New York Gmup's 'Spanish' poetry.8 [t is rny view that 

eroticism permeates the poetry of al1 the rnembers of the group, though the degree of its 

intensity varies from poet to poet. However, while Ems has proven to be universally 

inspiring, the 'Spanish bug' affected only a handhl within the group. In fact, Chapter Six 

and Seven represent a bifüration of sorts, especidly in the sense that those who display 

affinity for things Spanish are less inclinai to be 'playhi,' and converseiy, those who 

cultivate the ludic (mainly Andijewska and Rubchak) betray hardly any traces of the 

inthence of the Spanish-langage cultures. The issues surroundhg the 'Spanish School' 

that are of particular interest to me hover around uncovering the deeper meaning of this 

somewhat exotic turn on the pan of some members of the group. Was this fascination 

incidentai, whimsicai, or are we dealing here with some disguises that cry to be unmasked? 

a I am refemng here maidy to the poetry of Tamawsky, Kylyna and Boychuk which 
incorporateci the Spanish themes. These poets as well as Vovk and Vasykvska Iearned 
the Ianguage and spent considerable rime and energy translating the works of modemist 
and contemporary Spanish authors. 



The last chapter in Part Three deals indeed with the masks. ïhrough the examination of 

the play-element in the poetry of Andijewska and Rubcfiak, I shalI attempt to pinpoint the 

shifts that occurred in the poetic texts of the aforementioned poets within the 

modernism/postmodernism paradigm. Does such a borderiine exist and ifso, how is it 

reified in the body of poetic texts? 

Part Four constitutes an approximate recapitulation of the previous three parts. 

Chapter Eight assesses the group's poetic output From the perspective of two dominant 

trends in twentieth-century arts and literature, namely modemism and posunodernism. It 

discusses the group's surreaiist mm, traces modernist and postmodemist characteristics in 

the poets' wntings and argues that at least in the 'vocal' penod,9 modemism prevailed. 

But with the gradua1 tum toward the postmodemist posture in the West in the late 1960s, 

some members of the group ventured to test the waters of this new fashion. My intention 

is to zero in on the interstices benveen these two modes as reflected in the poetic texts of 

the New York Group. 

The concept of liminality seems to be equdly applicabie to the questions of poetic 

shifis within the modernism/postmodernism paradigm and to the exile condition into which 

the poets of the New York Group were thrown by the necessity of historical 

circumstance~.'~ Giuseppe Mazzotta in Dante. Foet of the Desert, for example, views 

both exile and poetry as naturaiiy lirninal states (107-46). In the case of the New York 

Group of poets, 1 shaii argue that despite their émigré status (which necessarüy entails a 

9 This is my designation for the period stretching roughiy fiom 1956 to 1971. SoIomiia 
Pavlychko, for example, calls this paiod 'cIassic' (395). 
'O 1 am using the concept of Iiminality in the sense given to it by Victor Tumer in bis The 
Ritual Process 94-96. 



considerable degree of marginaiiion), they were abIe to transcend their penphery by 

pushing the aesthetic boundaries of Ukrainian fiterature. It is my view that these émigré 

poets were its vanguard during the 1960s considerably more so than the poets tiom 

Ukraine, namely the so-cded shisuksiotnyky. The group's overail contriiution has been 

substantiai and it cannot be omitted in any serious discussion of twentieth-century 

Ukraînian poetry. 

There is yet another aspect worth mentiming. The New York Group of poets 

were not only in liminai space vis-à-vis literary Ukraine, but also vis-à-vis their own 

politicized émigré milieu. They were Iiteraliy betwixt and between two powerfùl 

structures: on the one hand, the cornrnunist regime of Ukraine; on the other, the 

ideologized and politicized érnigé majority which had a hard time accepting such atypical 

exile postures as pure aestheticizing and mere playfiilness. 

The approach outlined above does not c l a h  to exhaust the subject. On the 

contrary, 1 hope that it will clear the path and set the stage for further investigations. 



P a r t  O n e  

TBE PBENOMENON AND POETRY OF THE NEW YORK GROUP 

In modentism, artistic inrent is traniferredfiom tzarrative, corrcepd, aiui didactic 
p o e ~  to poeny as vistiaI metaphor. .... Metaphar is not simply poeric ornament but 
corresponds ro essence. 

AR Berman, Preface to Modernism 



Chapter One 

Historical Background, Poetic PorCraits, Basic Principles 

The creative impulse of the poetry produced by the rnembers of the New York 

Group cannot be fiilly appreciated without examinhg the grou p's afinities with 

intellectual and cultural developrnents in the West, including the relation to the rnodernist 

and avant-garde movements, partly transplanted from Europe and ffourishing in the United 

States shonly d e r  the Second World War. In fact, the interplay between modernism's 

perpetual thirst for newness and "an abstract opposition between tradition and the 

present" (Habermas, "Modemity versus Postmodemity" 4) on the one hand, and the 

avant-garde's rebellious spirit, on the other, Ligures quite prominently in the poetic oeuvre 

of the group. And while 1 agree with Richard Murphy's differentiation of these two 

. . 
phenornena in his Theormm the -4vant-grde and his insistence that 

. . . rnodernism's iconoclastie edge is directed essentially against the outrnoded and 
traditional techniques of its predecessors, 50 that rather than criticizing art and its 
conditions as a whole - the hnction which in Bürger's opinion' defines the 
histoncal avant-garde - the aim of modernism's drive for innovation is primarily to 
distance itself merely from previous modes and fashions of art." (254), 

in this introductory chapter 1 want to argue that in the context of Ukrainian iiterature, the 

poehy of the New York Group (especially that produced in the period 1955-1971) 

constitutes a decisive, synthesizing, though somewhat hybrid (in the sense that it 

t Murphy refers here to Peter Biirger's semirial work Theory of the Avant-pude, 
pubiished in English translation in 1984. See Works Cited and Consulteci for M e r  
details. 



incoprates the elements of both international 'high' rnodemism and the histoncal avant- 

garde) phase in the history of Ukrainian modemism. 

The emergence of Ukrainian émigré rnodernist poets in the American setting in the 

mid- 1950s, the poets who consciously chose to express themselves artisticaily in the native 

tongue rather than in Engtish, necessari1y places thern and their oeuvre also in the 

histocical context of Ukrainian literary tradition The New York Group's stance vis-à-vis 

its imrnediate and not so immediate cornpatriot predecessors is as determinhg a factor in 

the poets' formation of aesthetic outlook as their corrnection with the West. These two 

tactors (native and Western) provide a dynamic framework within whic h each individuai 

poet bas constmcted hislher own poetic vision by measuring out his/her own specific 

doses of acceptance andor rejection of the native vs. Western sources. 

Discussions of literary modernism have remained very much national or regional in 

charmer, ofien to the point that the same term may denote compktely different 

concepts.' Yet there is a general agreement that the modernist movements and the debates 

they generated are the product of an era characterized by hternationalism and ever 

increasing artistic migrations (as Mdwh Bradbury and James McFariane put it: "No 

single nation ever o w e d  Modemism, even thougb many of the multifonn movements of 

which it was made did bave national dimensions and origins in specific regions of 

European culture" (1 3)). 

2 Spanish Iiterature is especially a case in point, where modemismu refers to the literature 
written in the last decade of the 19' century (roughly an Hispanic variant of French 
Symbokm), and pcrsmiociernismo refers to the üterature written before World War i, 
1905-1914 (Calinescu 77). 



In the Angio-Arnerican tradition the term 'modeniism7 is predominantly associated 

with the htuigs of such authors as Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot, James Joyce, Virginia WoolÇ 

Wallace Stevens, Gertrude Stein, most of whom had their literary debuts in the period 

foilowhg World War 1, Their works display a high degree of technical innovation which in 

tenns of form and language stands in sharp contrat to the literary production of the 

preceding era The concept of 'High Modeniism,' which is ofien applied to the writings of 

the aforementioned authors, is aiso extended to include literary figures whose medium of 

expression was not necessarily Engiish. The modernist canon also embraces such writers 

and poets as, for exampie, Thomas Mann, Franz Kafka, RM. Rilke, Marcel Proust, André 

Gide. This Iand of 'hi&' metaphysical modernism, as Tamara Hundorova puts it, is 

simply missing in Ukrainian Iiterature (66). 

The period around the Fust World War in the Continental-Eurogean tradition is 

characterized by the presence of a wide range of the avant-garde movements rather than 

by a canon of individuai writers. Such movements as Expressionism in Germany, Futurisrn 

in ltaly and Russia, Dada and Surrealism in Switzerland and France bring about the 

question of interrelationship between modernism and the avant-garde. While there are 

critics who see the avant-garde as a concept subordinate to modernism or as its prominent 

featurq3 there are also those who want to draw a fum line between these two artistic 

approaches, seeing the avant-garde as a more radical form of artistic negation reflected 

' Cf: Astradur Eysteinsson, The Concept of Modernism (Ithaca : Mord üi?, 1990); Peter 
Nichoils, Modemisms: A Literarv Guide (Los Anseles : University of California Press, 
1995); M.H. Abrarns, A Glossary oflaerary Terms, 4& ed. (New York : Holt, Rinehart 
and Wnston, 1981) 1 IO- 



especiaiiy in its daring experimentation and opposition to art as an institution." Within the 

latter fiame of reference, the tenn 'modemism' is understood more dong the ünes of the 

Germanic iiterary tradition, in which modernim is a concept appiied to the iiterary 

activities of the 1880s and 1 890% the period characterized by a promeration of 

manifestoes and 'modem7 magazines aii in the spirit of some kind of a hybrid synthesis 

between romantickm and naturalism (Bradbury and McFarlene 105-19). By the end of the 

century Ibsen, Strinberg, Hauptmann, Hamsun, Przybyszewski, and Nietzsche are 

household names to al1 those 'converted' into a new mode of artistic expression. There is 

a clear reaction among these writers and thinkers against positivism on the one hand, and a 

fascination with irrational and unconsciow forces on the other, the latter not without the 

4 The most notable proponent of such a divide is Peter Bürger. In his book Theorv of the 
Avant-earde he insists on separating the European avant-garde of the 1920s fiom 
aestheticism (and one can assume fiom 'high' modemism as weU) on the bais of the 
a~ant-~arde's goal to undermine, attack and alter the bourgeois institution of art and its 
ideology of autonomy. In other words, changhg artistic and Iiterary modes of 
representation (something that experimentation is supposedy ail about) was insufficient - 
one had to also attempt reintegrating art and life to be considered truly 'avant-garde.' 
ffowever, as Bürger himseif recognized, the avant-gardists failed to achieve their ultimate 
goal of dissolving the borders between Me and art, and the question of aesthetic autonomy 
remained for them as much of an issue as for the modemists. (An excellent critique of 
Bürger's work is included in Murphy 26-48.) The other critics who aIso advocate drawing 
the üne between the avant-garde and modemism base their stand more on the grounds of 
the former's artistic extretnism and the rebeltious spint rather than on the issues related to 
the autonomy and institution of art. See, for example, Charles Russell, Poets. Pro~hets, 
and Revolutionannanes: The Literary Avant-garde fiom Rimbaud throuah Pomodemism 
(New York : Oxford UP, 1985); Matei Calùiescu, Five Faces of Modernitv: Modemism, 
Avant-aarde. Decadence. Kitsch Postmodenü'srn (Durham : Duke UP, 1987); Richard 
Kostelanetz, ed. The -4vant-garde Tradition in Literature (BufTaIo, NY : Prometheus, 
1982). Lastly, it is Unponant to point out that ttiere are dm scholars who codate the 
avant-garde and modmism, and make the latter subotdinate to the former. Renato 
~ o ~ ~ k I i ' s  concept of the avant-garde, for example, is so extensive that à redy 
cocresponds to what others designate as modemism. S e  his The Theory of the Avant- 
garde (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard UP, 1968). John Wei@bnan7s The Concept of the 



influence of Nietzsche's apotheosis of the Greek god Dionysus and the elemental ecstasy 

and passion he evoked. 

The era offi de siècle in the Anglo-American context corresponds to 

Aestheticism and Decadence (the wrïtings of Oscar Wilde are the best representation of 

this movement in English iiterature) and to Symbolism in France (with Charles Baudalaire 

as a point of ongin and source of inspiration). The French symboiists (poets Mallarmé, 

Verlaine, Rimbaud, Laforgue) exerted an enonnous influence upon development of 

modernism in general, but there is no agreement whether or not the movement itself is a 

constituent part of the modernist trends or ifit stands out as a completely separate 

phenornenon. René Wellek, for example, identifies symbolism with modernism and sets it 

offfiom the new avant-garde movements d e r  1914.' The problem with this approach is 

that it sometimes creates paradoad situations. in ükrainian Iiterature, symbolism is 

aImost nonexistent or (at most) poorly represented prior to 1917. Hence, following 

WeUek's interpretation, one could make a logicai conclusion that it is impossible to speak 

of Ukrainian modemism before 1914. Bohdan Rubchak, for example, consistently refers to 

the writers of 'Moloda muza" [The Young Musel and Vkrains7ka khata" [The ükrainian 

House] (the only two modemist groupings before World War i) as pce-symbolists and in 

those few instances when he does use the tem 'cmodemist" in reference to their writings, 

he puts it in quotation marksm6 

Avant-Garde: Explorations in Modernism (London : Alcove, 1973) deariy foiîows 
Poaoli's iine ofconceptuaiization. 
S See his 'The T m  and Concept of Symboiism in Literary History," DisMminsttions: 
Further Concepts of Criticism (New Haven : Yale UP, 1970) 1 19. 
6 Taking into account that the members of the New York Group (and Rubchak, of course, 
is one of hem) have always regarded themselves as the only genuine modernists in 



Untii very recently, modemism in the context of ükrainian literature had a rather 

narrow connotation: a prerevolutionary period fkom roughly the mid-1890s to 1914 which 

found its rnost vocal representation in the activities and writings of two literary groupings, 

namely Moloda muza in Western Ukraine and Ukrains'ka khata in Kyiv (the latter ais0 

being the utle of the modernist journal published there in the years 1909- 19 14). This 

traditional (if not outdated) conceptualization of ükrainian modernism is broadened 

occasionally to include other writers and poets (e.g., Oiha Kobylianska, Mykola Vorony, 

Ahatanhel Kryms ky, Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky, Vasyl S tefanyk, Volodyrnyr Vynnychenko, 

Hnat Khotkevych) who did not belong either to Moloda muza or to the circle of 

Ukrains'ka khata, but whose works nonetheless also reflected the new literary vogue: 

pursuit of the beautifLi, denial ofutilitarianism, devotion to aesthetic individualism, 

emphasis on psychoIogy and mood.' 

The renewed interest in modemism has brought to the surface many 

inconsistencies that this term inheres, A series of articles published in Harvard Ukrainian 

Studies 15 (199 1) under the general heading"Discussion: Ukrainian Modemism" (245- 

8818 is a case in point. Both Oleh nnytzkyj and Maxim Tarnawsky include in their 

Okrainian titerature' this approach is quite symptornatic. One can certainiy infer fiom tbs 
practice that he considers the prerevolutionary titerary production but a prelude to 
modemism. See Bohdan Rubchak, Trobnyi let," in George SN. Luckyj, ed. Ostap 
Luts'kvi - Molodomuzets' (New York : Slovo, 1968) 9-43- 
7 See, for example, George S.N. Luckyj, Ukrtiinian Literature in the Twentieth Cent-y: A 
Readefls Guide (Toronto : U of Toronto P, 1992) 3-22. See also George G. Grabowicz, 
"Commentary: Exorcising Ukrainian Modernisqm Harvard Ukrainian Studies 15 (1991): 
281-82- 
&le articles included there are: Danylo Husar Stmk, 'The Journal Sviz: A Barorneter of 
Modernism," Oleh S. iinytzkyj, 'The Modemist Ideology and Mykola Khvyl'ovyin 
Maxim Tarnawsky, "Modernisrn in Ukrainian Prose." 



considerations authors and works 6om the postrevolutionary period and thereby they 

seem to question the validity of the traditional approach to Ukrainian modernism, i-e., as a 

period designator forfin de siécle literary production, On the other hand, 0. Ilnytzkyj 

insists on exciudiig tiiturism as one of the modernist movements, even though he makes a 

reference to Bradbury and McFarlene (who certainly view ttturism as an integral part of 

modernism) and mentions the practice which prevails in the West (286-87). iinytzkyj sees 

syrnbolism and impressionism as essentiaiiy modernist trends, but not Futurism and 

neoc~assicisrn.~ Yet the inclusion of symbolism alongside fiiturisrn under the tenn 

'rnodernism,' for example, does not pose (so it seems) a problem for scholars in Russian 

literature. 'O 

In the iight of the above discussions, the appearance of the monograph by Solomiia 

Pavlychko in the late 1990s,~' entitled Dvskurs modeminiu v ukrains'kii literaturi [The 

Discourse of Modemism in Ukrainian Literature], cannot be overestimated. This is the 

first systematic attempt to juxtapose and outlie various Ukrainian modemkt movements 

as distinct phases (rather than separate literary phenomena) in the developrnent of 

Ukrainian modemisrn throughout most of the twentieth century. Pavlychko differentiates 

four main 'waves' of modemisrn in Ukrainian literature: the fust encornpasses the period 

of@ de siécle and the 1900s (characterized by her as antipopulist and bent toward 

This is the stance that O. iinytzkyj also expounds in the foiiowing papers: Wminïan 
Symboiism and the Problem ofModeniisqn Canadian Slavonic Pa~ers 34 (1992): 113-30 
and "Ukrains'ka khata and the Paradoxes of Ukrainian Modernism," Journal of Ukrainian 
Studies 19.2 (1994): 5-30. 
10 See Victor Terras, ed. Handbook of Russian Literature (New Haven : Yale UP, 1985) 
284, and George Gibian and RW. TjaIsma, eds- Russian Modernism: Culture and the 
Avant-Garde. 1900-1930 (Ithaca : ComeU UP, 1976). 
" The 6rst edition was published in 1997; the second, revised and expanded, in 1999. 



ae~theticism'~); the second refers to the avant-garde movemems of the 1920s; the third 

involves the activity and discourse of MUR;" and the fourth incorporates the phenomenon 

of the New York Group. While her account is not without notable shortcomings," it is 

nonetheless significant not oniy because of her unorthodox periodization of Ukrainian 

modemism, but aiso because of a reaction it triggered among some members of the New 

York Group. I am referring here to the extensive review written by Yuriy Tarnawsky, 

followed by a response from Bohdan Boychuk, h t h  pubbshed in -ka, the preerninent 

inteliectual journal published in ~yiv.' '  It seems that PavIychko's publication handed them 

(directly in the case of Tamawsky and indirdy in the case of Boychuk) an opportunity to 

1 30 be exact, one should mention that Pavlychko for some reason separates these two 
contiguous periods (designating the 1900s as "the second wave") even though they are 
clearly aestheticaiiy and ideologically wntinuous (especiaily if contrasted with the trends 
of the 1920s) and are presented as such in her monograph, 
l3 The abbreviation MUR (Mystets'kyi ukrains'kyi nildi [The Atistic Ukrainian 
Movement]) refers to an artistic-literary organization that emerged in the DP camps 
shortly after the Second World War and whose main objectives were the consolidation of 
artistic resources, the establishment ofa publishing house and the creation of a forum for 
Iiterary dialogues among émigré wrïters (Struk, 'Qrganizational Aspects" 22425). 
14 Among them the most conspicuous is her delîberate disregard of actuai poetic and prose 
texts produced at the time. Her anaiysis of modemism in Ukrainian titerature concentrates 
instead on the process aione and the debates that these texts evoked in criticai writings. 
Also questionable is her inclusion of MUR period as a credible representative of the 
modernist discourse in Ukrainian literature. The two figures that she heavily relies on in 
the section on MUR, namely Viktor Petrov-Domontowch and Ihor Kostetsky, constitute 
exceptions rather than the mainstream of trends @y and large conservative) advocated by 
uiis organization For example, Domontovycti's works published in the West shortly d e r  
the war to a large extent were wrïtten in the late 1920s and arguably belong to a different 
phase of Ukrainian modernism. Kostetsky's modemïsm, on the other han& and especiaiiy 
his f o d  experiments in the realm of drama, fiom the very beginning did not quite fit the 
utiIitarian and nationaikt (disguisxi as aesthetic under the concocted phrase 'velyka 
iiteratura' [a great üterahire]) concem of the MUR'S main ideologues, Iurü Sherekh and 
üias Samchuk 
15 See luni Tamavs'lqi, T e m a  storona misiatsia," Kqgka 4.7-8 (2000): 4-10; and 
Bohdan Boichuk, "Zatemnena storona misiatsia," -ka 4.10 (2000): 27-28- 



articulate their own understanding of the issues surrounding modemism in general, and its 

ükrainia. manifestation in particular. 

As 1 have already intimateci, Tamawsky's review-essay 'Temna storona misiatsia" 

v h e  Dark Side of the Moon] is structured around two main considerations; the first being 

evaluative (his assessment of Pavlychko's book, parts 1-3) and the second one bemg 

conceptual or propositional (i other words, his own view on the issue, parts 4-6). 

Tarnawsky's major critical objections vis-à-vis Diskurs modemizmu hover around three 

areas: its exciusion of analysis of even most representative works of literature produced 

during the periods in~esti~ated;'~ its inconsistent use of some key definitions (e.g., 

modernism, populism, the avant-garde, ~uro~eanization)"; and finally its too selective (if 

-- 

16 Interestingly, this particular objection was taken up by Eleonora Solovei in her "Shche 
trokhy pro misiachni zatemnennia" [Still More on Lunar Eclipses], yet another Krvtyka 
contribution to the debate surrounding Diskurs modemimu. Solovei vigorously defends 
Pavlychko's approach against the charges brought forth both by Tarnawsky and Boychuk 
by pointhg out that 'kormac~ s a n e p e ~ m  npmc Toro, B r o ~ y  Tap~aBcbd  i 60hyu 
o~O£OCE~ÜH~:  UO KHHXU~ naBJIli.tK0 6pa~y€ TeKCïOBOïO aH&Ilhy TBoP~B. ~ ~ O C H T ~  A H B W  

sr i~ora  no npaui cyro ~ e o p m q ~ o ï ,  ma oxonmoe nyme mqoue ~ o n o  mm, 3a 
BH3HaHW TapHaBcb~oï0, KiïpâKM9HO BCe, iiI0 &ocII B Y K P ~ H C ~ K ~ Ü  JliTepaTyPb 
nponrro~ ~ a n o  He uinoro croni-rr~. Cme TOMY amopm il o6pma o m  uo~qems i i  
~acqi3mM «cmxm): TeopennHy cmop~neucim yrcpaiiicb~oro ~ o n e p ~ i a ~ y  nepiony 
Ü O ~ O  CTWOBJieHHR: 'fa P 0 3 B t q ,  a TâKOX lK0JIeMkY nOBKOJTâ HbOrO IIK H ~ B ~ ~ H ~  

w c q p c a e ~ ~ i i  C I C J I ~ ~ H W ?  (27). [...one wants to contest that wkh which both Tarnawsky 
and Boychuk agree, Le., the charge that Pavlychko's book lacks textuai analysis of actuai 
works. It is a strange requirement for a purely theoreticai account, an account which 
encompasses a wide circle of phenomena, according to Tarnawsky himselç "practicaiiy 
everything that happened in Ukrainian literaturen during almost an entire century. That is 
why the author selected one transparent 'plot': a theoreticai self-reflection of Ukrauiian 
modernism in its inception and development as wel as the polemics it shed ,  aii 
constituting its inseparable discursive element.] 
17 The latter, Tarnawsky admits, is not defineci but one wi infer fiom the coaext that 
PavIychko understands it as a movement (mostiy conservative) that strove to refashion 
ükrainian Iiterature according to the European models. The inconsistencies Tarnawsky 
refers to stem mostiy ftom Pavlychko's hesitant stance vis-à-vis the opposition modernism 
vs. the avant-garde, On the one han& she seems to foUow the Anglo-American tradition 



not incomplete) presentation of the modernist canon in ükrainian literature of the 

twentieth century.'* But he apparently does not question the validity of Pavlychko's 

rationale to expand the application ofthe tenn modernism to include (in addition to the 

period offi  de siécle) the literary processes tiom the 1920s, late 1940s, the mid-1950s 

through the early 1970s. 

Far more engaging than the criticism directed toward Pavlychko7s account, 

however, is Tamawsky's own conceptualition of the development of modernism in 

Ukrainian literature. Not surprisiigiy he starts with a definition: 

Monep~h y m e ,  R o~pecn~o n K  ni.repa.rypq ( m c r e ~ ~ b ~ y )  TB OP^^, 
ma xapmepwymcrr rnn6omm oco6nmrmri n q e 6 a w w ,  paan~anb~om 
HOBWHOKI i Tey i ~ O P M ,  3 o ~ p e ~ a  3 MOEK, 3 no~pe6om pyiiya-m nonepeme. 
HacfliJ.tK0~ sboro E ~ a ü x e  y ~ iaepcam~a enimp~icrb ~ o n e p ~ o ï  nixpa-ryp w 
(mcxema). (6) 

m s  I will define modernism as a literary (artistic) creative output, characterized 
by the deep personai needs, by the radical novelty of themes and forms, and of 
Ianguage in particular, an output compeiled to destroy everything preceding. An 
almost unived elitism of modem literature (art) is a consequence of al1 that-] 

It is noteworthy to emphasiie that this definition is derived fiom Tamawsky's 

interpretation of Charles Baudelaire's oeuvre and literary activity. He tùrther States that he 

and treats the avant-garde movement as an integral part of the twentieth century modernist 
project; on the other, in the Ukrainian context she clearly dissociates tùturism fiom 
modernism Thus7 according to Tarnawsky, she does not uphold her own definition of 
modernism as a movement bom of conflict, deniai and destruction of the old, antecedent 
and traditional (the attributes typicai to ttninsm as well). The definition of modernism 
proposeci by Pavlychko to a large extent foUows Jürgen Habermas's reasoning presented 
in his essay "Modernity - An incomplete Project," See Hai Foster, ed., Anti-Aesthetic: 
Essavs on Postmodern Culture (Port Townsend, WA: Bay, 1983). Also published as 
cModemity versus Postmodemity," New German Critique 22 (1981): 3-14. 
" The most conspicuous omissions, according to TarnawsIry, are the experimental fiction 
by Osyp Turiansky, Leonid Skrypnyk, Maik Iohansen; and the poetry of Bohdan Ihor 
Antonych, Vasyl KhmeLiuk, and the Kyiv School (Mykoln Vorobiov, Vasyl Holoborodko, 
V i o r  Kordun, Mykhailo Hryhorïv), 



does not intend to contrast modeniism and the avant-garde, cIeatly considering the latter 

(quite in 'ne with the practice of Aaglo-American critics and Literary schohrs) an inregrd 

part of modernism. Therefore he expounds the view of modemism as an umbrella concept 

for a secies of rnovernents that began with symbolism (with Baudelaire necessarily 

providing the starting point of reference), and proceeds with decadence, neoromanticism, 

expressionism, surrealism, Tmawsky also considers it essentiai to diierentiate two trends 

within modemism itselc the first he calis "imovative," and the second he cails 

"established." It is not particularly clear for what purpose he introduces this particular 

classification, but fiom the subsequent outline of his own version of the modernist canon 

in Ukrainian literature it becomes obvious that he favors formal experimentation rather 

than phiiosophicai outlook andor aesthetic posture as a defining critenon in detennining 

the extent of the modernist attniutes of a given text." 

This proclivity to judge a work of literature or art as üuly 'rnodernist' almost 

solely on the basis of its formal innovation becornes particulariy pronounced in his 

assessrnent of the individuai members of the New York Group- While he attempts to make 

the case for the group's radical modernism, he simultaneously adrnits that some poets 

(mainly Bohdan Rubchak) have notably retreated fiom the modernist positions back to 

more traditional ones. Again, Tarnawsky's pinpointhg of such a shift is made by 

foregrounding the f o n d  aspects. On the other hand, when he summarizes the 

19 But as Boychuk succindy noted in his response, Taruawsky is not entireiy consistent 
here, The poet Volodymyr Svidzinsky is especiaUy a case in point. Taniawsky considers 
him a modernist, but bases his evaluation on Svidzinsky's phiIosophicai bent toward 
irrationalism rather than the iatter's poetics (which tàvored traditional f o m )  (%temena 
storona misiatsia" 28). 



accomplishments of the New York Group he mainIy refers to the aesthetic and 

philosophical underpinnings of the poetry of its members: 

[The existentidkt poetry is original in the group's output, There is no such in 
English or Spanish poetry, or, for that rnatter, in Russian as well. Tt has some 
affinity with the postwar Polish poetry, but there was no direct contact between 
them, and it evolved on its own. The aforementioned associative style, ofien 
identified with surreaiism, is also unique to the group. Perhaps, it wouid be usefbl 
to cal1 it Ukrainian surrealism. Another original contniution to Ukrainian fiterature 
can be found in the group's poetic language, Free of romantic tradition and, among 
some members, iiiguistic purisrn.] 

Notwithstanding Tamawsky's case for boosting the group's standing in Ukrainian 

literature, Bohdan Boychuk's response to his essay is not particularly approving. Boychuk 

does not have an argument with Tarnawsky as far as Pavlychko's book is concemed. He 

agrees with his criticism in that regard. However, he objects to his colleague's own 

inconsistencies (both in theory and praxis). in the main, he questions the validity of 

Tamawsky's rationaie to confiate modernism and the avant-garde, noting that the latter is 

an ahistoricai concept applicable as much to the t920s as to any other historÏcal period in 

the modem era. He aIso expands Tamawsky's definition of rnodemism by adding three 

more characteristics: inteiiectuaiism, a r e t m  to the sources of the past (tradition), and 

individuaIism of styIe. Moreover, he States that the attn'butes of modernism proposed by 

Tarnawsky are conceivable but certainiy not univerd or binding. This is clearly done in 

order to undermine his colleag~ce's version of the modernist canon in -an üterature. 



Tarnawsky's disrnissing of such unquestionably modernist poets as Pavlo Tychyna, 

Bohdan Ihor Antonych, Mykola Bazhan, according to Boychuk, is troublesome and 

problematic to say the least. Boychuk concludes his criticism by saying that both the 

definition ofmodemism and its practical application, as presented by Tamawsky, are 

narrow and reflect but a very personal perspective based solely on personal taste. 

What cornes to light through their polemics, however, is that both discuss 

Ulcrainian modemism in the context of overall twentieth century international artistic 

trends and movernents, firmly believhg in the soundness of such an approach, Both see 

the activity OP the New York Group inextricably intertwined with the artistic developments 

in the West, They diverge on the issue of defining modernism vis-à-vis the avant-garde 

(Tarnawsky adhering to the Anglo-American tradition; Boychuk sticking more to the 

continental standm), but do not question the suitability of considering Ukrainian 

modernism as a series ~Pdiscontinuous phenomena with an underiying continuous strife 

against mediocrity and utilitarian restrictions in the realm of creative endeavors. 

My approach to modemkm agrees in general outhes with that of Solorniia 

Pavlychko's, although her emphasis on discursive rather than titerary production 

foregrounds a dserent emphasis in the whole debate. in order to place the New York 

20 Though, admittedly, Boychuk does not follow nor makes any reference to Biirger's 
understanding of the historical avant-garde. He contemplates the avant-garde as '%he 
radical destruction of an exking order" (((paxwmb~a pyiiciauiri Harrettoro)) (27)) and is 
more in Sie with Eugène [onesco's concept of the avant-garde man as '?he opponent of 
an existing system" (Quoted in Caluiescu 119,) Thetefore, the avant-garde, acwrding to 
Boychuk, can conceivably exist in any period. On the other hand, he also betrays some 
inconsistencies in the modemkm vs. the avant-garde debiite i1;. stating (in reference to 
Mykhd Semenko) that an avant-gardist can be, but does not have to be a modernist (27). 
Thus it seems that he aiso (like Tarnawsky) confiates modemian with the avant-garde, at 
least as far as the 1920s are concemed. 



Group's output and activity, 1 am inched to use the term 'modemism' in a broader 

sense, Le., as the concept that encompasses a variety of trends and movements which in 

Ukrainian literature began in the mid-i890s with neoromanticism, aestheticism and 

decadence (early modernism), then peaiced &er 1917 with symbolism, tùturism, 

neoclassicism, constructivism (modemism proper and the avant-garde), died out in the 

early 1930s because of the implementation of socialist realism and the accompanying 

Stalinist purges, and resurged again in the 1950s and 196th with surreaiism and 

exïstentialism (late moderni~m).~' The two groupings most representative of the latter are 

the New York Group and the Kyiv School of poets. 

Despite the variety of styles these movements represent, they do share certain 

cornmon traits, namely: antitraditionalism (which can manifest itself either ideologically as 

a certain mode of aesthetic consciousness or formdy as technicd innovation, or as both), 

elitism, preoccupation with human (tirne) consciousness, and h d y  strongly individuai 

and subjective representation of reality. It wuld be argued that the major achievement of 

modernism Les in its apotheosis of subjectivity and subversion of the authority of tradition. 

Yet it is also possible to use this argument against the suitability of placing 

neoromanticism and neociassicism under the same 'umbreiia' concept. However, these 

two trends reflect the general dichotomy that exists in modemist aesthetics. Astradur 

Eysteuisson characterizes this dichotomy as foiiows: 

" An interesting characterization of Iate modernism that Fredric Jameson pointed to in his 
lecture "Modemity, Modernism, Late ModeraiSm,'' presented at the University of Toronto 
on 20 March 2001, is the fact that ail hte modernists, ie. those who came to prominence 
f ie r  World War II, are seLfansciously modemist which is certaïnly not the case with the 
authors of the interwar period. 



On the one hand, it seems that modernism is built on highly subjective premises: by 
directing its attention so predominantiy toward individuci1 or subjective expenence, 
it elevates the ego in proportion to a diminishing awareness of objective or 
coherent outside reality. ... On the other hand, modernism is ofien held to draw its 
legitimacy primarily fiom writing based on highly antisubjectivist or impersonai 
poetics. T.S. Eliot was one of the adamant spokesmen of a neoclassicai reaction 
against romantic-personai pmtry . . . (27) 

But he Ends a way to reconciie these two diierent tendencies by stating that "what the 

modemist poetics of impersonality and that of extreme subjectivity have in cornrnon (and 

this outweighs whatever may separate hem) is a revolt against traditional relation of the 

subject to the outside world" (28). While rnodeniism rnay have eroded the authority of 

tradition, it has certainiy kept the authority of the subject, i.e. the individuai '1." This '1,' 

whether expresseci through the poetics of impersonality or subjectivity, still retains certain 

rnetaphysicai attniutes (the quaiity which is by and large missing in highly parodistic and 

surface oriented postmodernist discourse). 

The sigdcance of early modernism in Ukrainian literature camot be 

underestimated mostly because it introduced a radical shifi in the realrn of aesthetic 

thinking (the concepts of art's autonomy and fieedom of artistic expression were certainiy 

revolutionary in the context of Ukrainianfirr de siècle period, d l  dominated by a populist 

ideology), however, this period was not particularly revolutionary (with a very few 

exceptions such as Vasyl Stefanyk and Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky) in the realm of artistic 

innovation, the latter being more characteristic of the postrevolutionary era (the 

preoccupation with poetic form and language, although comuig fiom entirely different 

angles, was equally important to Mykhaü Semenko, the firtunst, as it was to Mykola 

Zerov, the neoclassicist), in cornparison to their tumiif -thmntury cokagues, the 

modernists of the 1920s were more rad ia i  and consistent in carrying out their aesthetic 



platform: antitraditionalism, cosmopolitanism, formal novelty. What distinguishes the 

poets of the New York Group fiom their avant-garde coiieagues of the 1920s, is the 

former's reluctance to express poetically their politicai views. However, they both shared 

the criticism of caving in to foreign influences and were often labeled 'un-Ukrainian' in 

their approach to art. 

The literary production prior to 19 14, characterimi &t and foremost by an 

attempt on the part of a young generation of writers to bring down the populist ideology 

and to distance themselves from ethnographie reaiism, is uneven and tom between two 

loyalties: whether to serve Art and nothing else or to serve the ruaod(the people) in its 

smggie for statehood. The modernists of the 1920s beiieved that the latter ~ o a i  had been 

achieved and that they could finally taste the reai freedom of artistic expression. They soon 

reaiized, however, that to a large extent the problems faced by early modernists were still 

with hem, except it was now the Soviet proletarian ideology rather than prerevolutionary 

populism that they had to wrestle withn Notwithstandmg the fact that at lest in the 

beginning quite a few of them embraced the revolutionary postdates of the Coammh 

regime, this period wimessed an enormous explosion of real talent. The diversit. of styies 

and the degree of experimentation (not only in literature but aiso in cinema, theatre, and 

the arts) were very much on a par with similar avant-garde developments in Russia and in 

the West. However, it al1 came to a standstüi with the Stalinist purges of the early L930s. 

Thus it can be argued that the first who successttlly disengaged themselves fiom any 

utiIitanan or political concems were the late modernists of the 1950s and 1960% mainly 

Although it can be easily argueci that in terms of their aesthetic reification these two 
phenornena codated rather seamiessiy under the Communist reality- 



the poets of the New York Group. They focused almost excIusively on experimentation 

with poetic form and language, and on projecting a highIy subjective vision of the world. 

The individualistic approach to art, the autonomous role of language and an emphasis on 

the univerd were taken very much for granted. 

As much as the members-founders of the group embraced their exiiic situatedness 

as stimulating rather than halting and turned to Western literary sources for inspiration, by 

choosing the Ukrainian language as the main (if not exclusive) medium of artistic 

expression they necessarily and aiso quite consciously cultivated the Iink with the Iiterary 

past of their o m  country. The indebtedness to this native line of tradition assumed two 

hypostases: the first, 'confrontationai,' refers to the sphere of discourse and ideoIogy 

(manifested as a decisive rejection of traditionalist approaches to poetry, formai and 

aesthetic, represented by the majority of older generation émigré poets), and the second, 

'in~~irational,'~ less obvious and indirect, points to the actual influences (not aiways 

readily admitted by the poets themselves) in the sphere of creative activity. This 

'confiontational' sticeak in the New York Group's attitude toward the poetic production 

of its immediate émigré predecessors, mainly the poets of the s o 4 e d  Prague ~ c h o o l ~ ~  

and those literati who witnessed their debuts in the Displaced Persons' camps in the 

Both desigations are mine. 
" This label refers to the group of poets, namely Iurii Darahan, Evhen Maianiuk, OIeh 
Olthych, Oleksa Stefanovych, Oksana Liatuyuka, Natalia Livytska-Kholodna, Olena 
Teliha, who began their titerary weers in Prague in the 1920s. Some of them (e.g. 
Malani& Teliha, Livytska-KhoIodna) moved later to Warsaw, Poland. They are also 
known as Vi~nyRivfsi for they were activeiy contniuting to the j o d  Vistn~k [HeraId] 
published in Lviv under the editoriai direction of Dmytro Dontsov. 



second half of the 1940s under the auspices of revealed itselfin the desire to open 

up new possibilities for Ukrainian poetry by b ~ g i n g  forth texts qualitatively dierent and 

formally experimental. This stance stood in sharp contrast to what vinlykivisi (or 

'mriv&sï') had to offer poetically in the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s. 'ïhe poetry of the 

Prague School was patriotic, very much committed to the cause of Ukrainian 

independence, thus tùil of heroic pathos, though, strange as it might seem, not entirely 

devoid cf merits on a purely artistic plane.26 This is how Mykola nnytsky characterizes the 

Prague School in bis outline on twentieth-century Ukraïnian poetry: 

The worldview, which became the basis for the poetry of this group, was 
historiosophy. Et derives fiom the very status of these people, who, having lost the 
battle for their homeland's independence, found themselves in a foreign country. 
This is the source for the motifs of distress, of omens taken fiom the revived 
imagery of pagan Kyivan Rus, of anxious premonitions, and at the same time, of 
strong-willed, even voluntaristic pnnciples; it is also the source for the thirst for 
action, for a cursing of their homeland and the @orifjing of it at the sarne time, for 
faith in its rebirth. ("At the Crossroads" 66) 

The postwar reality left no illusions for the younger generation of émigré poets. Poetry for 

them was inconceivable as a weapon or an expressive platfonn to be used in fight for a 

national cause. They saw (partly due to the entirely different set of hîstoricd 

circumstances) but an uunost futüity in such voluntaristic tendencies. 

There can be no doubt that the modernism espoused by the poets of the New York 

Group was of Western provenance. Yet that does not mean that there had been no 

25 For exampte, the pets  Leonid Poltava, Yar Slavutych, Borys Oleksandnv, Ihor 
Kachurovsky, Ostap Tarnawsky aii represented the traditionaiist h e  in poetic craft. 
26 They wrote good traditional poetry and possessed considerable talent, as later Bohdan 
Boychuk would sum up in his criticism on the Prague circle ("Dekii'ka dumok" 22). Tbe 
ctirious fact remains, however, that the creative activity of visnykivtsi coincided with the 
avant-garde movements and high modernism in the West which, nonetheles, lefi no trace 
on their m e .  



Ukrainian poets who provided at les t  some inspiration for the individual members of the 

group- The imagery oEBohdan ihor Antanych, for example, had an unquestionable impact 

on the poetry of Bohdan Rubchak, Emma Andijewska and Vira Vovk. The earthy, 

expressive, demental quality of Todos Osmachka's poetic oeuvre reverberates in the early 

poetry of Bohdan Boychuk. Zhenia Vasylkivska, Andijewska, and Vovk aiso substantiaily 

drew fiornthe riches of Ukrainian folklore. But the most sigdicant sources of inspiration 

nevertheless came fiom the West. 

The group's initiai fascination with the modemkt poetic world found its reflection 

especially in the realm of translation. The scope and nurnber of poets translated into 

Ukraiaian fiom Spanish, French, English, German, Portuguese is indeed impressive. 

Among the group's most active translators are Yuriy Tarnawsky (cf his renditions of 

Fedenco Garcia Lorca, Pablo Neruda, Georg Trakl, Ezra Pound, SamueLBeckett), Vira 

Vovk (Garcia Lorca, Neruda, Fernando Pessoa, Paul Celan, and a number of lesser known 

Braziiian poets), Bohdan Boychuk(e.e, cummings, Juan Ramon Jiméneg Samuel 

Beckett), Zhenia Vasylkivska (Garcia Lorca, Paul Eluard, Henri Michaux, Jacques 

Prevert), and Patncia Kylyna (Garcia Lorca, Miguel ~ernandez)." No wonder, therefore, 

tbar this work, which by and large resuited in anintimate knowledge of the work of the 

prominent representatives of the modernist canon, lefi some traces of poetic influence on 

the emerging poets of the New York Group, Federico Garcia Lorca, for exampie, 

unmistakably affected the poetry of Patricia Kylyna and Zhenia Vasylkivska Pablo 

Neruda, on the other han4 hada marked impact onthe beginnings of Tamawslry's poetic 

72 The ady  twa p e t s  in the group not pd&y Incilned toward the art of trandation 
were Bohdan Rubchak and Emma Andijewska 



endeavors. Bohdan Rubchak and Bohdan Boychuk, as their early poetry attests, both were 

devoted readers of Anglo--4merican high modernists, rnost notably e.e. cummings, TS. 

Eliot and Ezra ~ o u n d . ~  Emma Andijewska's metaphonc ambiguities and the exploitation 

of the formai and aura1 properties of verse align her noticeably with the hermetic oeuvre of 

Stéphan Mallarmé. On the other hand, some mesure of indebtedness to Velemir 

Khlebnikov's experirnents with word formation and sound association, ahded to on more 

than one occasion,29 makes her the only poet in the group that displays a trace of the 

Russian intluence. 

The above narne-dropping is not htended to create the impression of bondage and 

lack of originality among the poets of the New York Group, but rather to indicate that the 

signposts for their poetic beginnings were decisively outside the sphere of contemporary 

Ukrai~an Iiterature of the 1940s and eariy 1950s. At the same time, the continuity with 

the native Iime of tradition (however weak and less conspimous) was also pceserved. As 

each individual member of the group evolved as a poet, the foreign influences 'padually 

dissipated or became uniquely amalgamated with the innate elements. S tylistic 

diversification characterized the overall output of the group since the very beginning, but 

by the mid-1960s, as each poetic voice matured, it became even more pronounced. 

What unites the New York Group pets, however, is their conspicuous worsùip of 

metaphor. More than a mere trope, rnetaphor constitutes to al1 of them the very 

The titie ofBoychuk's second book (which the poet later disowned) Zeda  bula 
pustoshnia m e  Land Was a Wasteland, 19591 clearly evokes, though in no parodistic 
terms, Eliot's famous poem 'The Waste Land." 
29 See Lavrinenko, Zrub i paros& 262; Struk, "Emma Andiievs'ka" 7; Rais, "Poeziia 
Emmy Andüevs'koi" 44; Rubchak, ''Homes as Shelis" 1 17. 



essence of poetic reality. Regardless of the manner of its practical application (whether 

lavish and arnbiguous as with Andijewska or skeietal and concrete as with Tamawsky), the 

primacy ascnibed to the use of metaphor remains invariable for ail the members. -4s the 

portraits of the individual poets will attest beiow, the associative, ofien surrealistic way of 

conveying poetic visions, uu'tiaily combined with unmistakabie existentialist underpinnings, 

makes the group's contribution to ükrainian iiterature unique and novel, 

Bohdan Boychuk's organizationai skills ofien contniuted to the impression 

(somellmes upheld even by his coiieagues) of his being the unnamed leader of the group, a 

label he has neither disputed nor defended. Born in 1927 in Western Ukraine, he has been 

otd enough to experience the horrors of World War II, including forcehi deportation to 

ûemany for bard labour by Nazi at the age of sixteen. He completed his high school 

education in a Displaced Persons' camp in Aschaffenburg, Gemany, and emigrated to the 

United States in 1949. Eager to establish hirnself in the adopted homeland and taste its 

everyday comfarts, he enrolled in the City Coiiege of New York and in the mid- 1950s 

graduated with a degree in electronic In 1957, his first poetry colIection 

Chas boIiu [The S i e  of Pain] came out, matking the beginning of anémigré iiterary 

career. The two professionai roles he assumed ran perféctly parailel Iives and seemingIy 

never hterfered with each other. 

BohdanBoychuk's poetic oeuvre, viewed Eiom the angie of its philosophical 

underpinnings, exhibits a remarkable degree of unity and continuity, despite the Fact that 

'O By a twist of fate, his coiiege educaion was ïntetrupted by a miIirary dr& and a 
subsequent discovexy of a serious iüness which prevented him fiom serving in the Korean 
War- Diagnoseci with tubercuiosis, he spent three years recovering at S tony Wold 
Sanatorium in upstate New York He resumed his studies in 1953. 



his eight coliections pubiished so far span alrnost four decades3' He is an existentid poet 

with a strong metaphysical bent, placing supreme emphasis on the individual - his 

thoughts, fears and desires, as weli as on the individuai's relationship to society, the 

universe and God. Boychuk's lyrical hero, easnared in time, alienated and doubtfiil of 

God's existence, nevertheless remains in a constant dialogue with the transcendent, the 

Other, the absent: 

fl niirny, 
ru06 TH crynna CZ~HLIWMH, 

406 TH n p ~ ü u o ~  no MeHe 
CTeXKOH) MOÜC PRI[K~B, 

60 li He 3HiüO. 

Ane TH noewes ic~yea~w 
60 B T h b ~ ~ a t  MOU QOBZC, 

B  MO^ M ' R ~ ~ X ,  

B  MO^ KOCTHX, 

B YOPHNX pi~ax niaceiao~oc-rii MO& - 
noscnrcrac mise noqe6a 3a Tohto. 

1 R TOT nmy. (Mandnvka til6 1) 

[I write 
so you could step in your sandais, 
and corne to me 
on the trail of my verse iines, 
for 1 do not know you. 
Yet you should exist, 
because in the ceUs of my blood, 
my musdes, 
and my bones, 
in the dark rivers of my subconsciousness 
my need for you constantly Iives. 

" The last book, entitled Tretia osin' [The Third Fd], was pubtished in 1991 in Kyiv by 
the 'Dnipro" hbtishing House. 
n AU translations are mine, d e s s  otherwise indicated. 



The anguish caused by man's mortality and his fiustrated attempts to rise above the 

historicity imposed by time is counterbaIanced in Boychuk's poetty by the energy drawn 

fiom creativity and physicai love: 

[L could believe 
in your beauty, 
receivùig a woman 
into my consciousness, 
1 could even believe 
in eartbiy etemity, 
piercing a woman's 
soft womb 
which alone is the cradle 
where the fiture s1eeps.j 

Paradoxicaily, human sexuality provides reIease and trap simultaneously, for it opens, 

however briefly, the gates to eternity; on the other hand, it invariably perpetuates tirne, 

man's inevitable temporality. 

Iurii Lawinenko, reviewing Boychuk's third coilection S ~ o m p v  tiubovy 

Nemones of Love, 19631 and refemng to the titles of the pet's books, underscores the 

centrality of pain and love in the poems published thus far C'Na trudnimshiiakhu" 42). 

More accurate for Boychuk, however, would be the statement pairing love with time. 



poet's obsession with the passage of tirne, with birth and death that ultirnatety define it, is 

evident in virtuaiiy every book: 

h b  G ~ A H ~ B  T ~ K  nere 
i namm pam: 
ïyCïOKi K~OB'K, 

cicanye x m  
a xonomy e i w i m  (Chas boliu 16) 

[The venom of everyday routine bites 
and bums the wounds: 
with a thick blood 
Iife drips 
into cold etemity] 

... JIipKKalloJIo~b 
3i1mqm~a a irciaoro~y eonocci -- 
3MMBa€ïbCII WCOM. ( S D O ~ ~ ~ V  liubow 25) 

1. -. the Lyricism of bands 
entangled in wornan's hair 
washed out with tirne.] 

aosro rosop i~  npo eiprui M nronek, 
60 -reMpmr 3 o6niiu He crepry -- 
npu r r i e p e . i ~ ~ i  cnis MH 3a6yne~o aem, 
awrfi H ~ I T  no syxa cbfepnt (Mandrivka tii 48) 

Kong shadows of days grow between us 
and break in watery eyes. 
Let's sit down, for there is no more road ahead, 
i'm aiien and of no need here. 

Let's have long talks about poems and people, 
For it's impossrile to wipe out darkness Eiom our faces, - 
with the rustling of words we might forget the day 
which wiii stoop to the death's ex1 



M e ~ i  cainohacno Teqe pim mHynom, 
i n w m  pom: 
mo6 cepue no mo6oen noeepynocsr 
i roino no u e l 6 i ~  (YH no T O ~ )  C T ~ ,  (Podorozh z uchvtelem 6) 

[The river of the past flows in my conscioumess, 
and the heavy years fall: 
so my heart tums to love 
and heals me on this (or that) side of path.] 

So strong is the temporal dimension of Boychuk's poetic discourse that it ofien 

subsumes his other fixation, namely Eros. Time does affect the physical beauty and the 

poet perceives the process of women's aging as especidy tragic and cruel: "A Moxe 

 parue 6yrn C~OMHHOM, 60 MH He BM~WO nporuanf, 60 ~paca X&OK HenoBtfa, 60 Kpaca 

~ H O K  cmpambcrt po~am" (S~omynv liubovy 58) waytie it is better that you remain a 

memory, because we don? know how to forgive when a woman's beauty wears down 

with age33] (Memories of Love 59). But the act of lovemaking redeems the signs of tirne 

by intiising beauty and youthfid vitality regardless of age, although that seerns to be true 

more for men than women: 

Cniury sa KOHTYP~MH n o m  norwry 
i noramm rac. (Tretia osin' 212) 

[1 feel the form of your body dose tu me - 
why are you so 
young? 

1 run &r the contours of your look 
and catch up with the.] 

3"ranslated by Mark Rucimao. 



Analyzùig the temporal aspects of Boychuk's oeuvre, Aifa Bondarenko aptly 

observes that "cnuiicnir~iii m e p i  noaa  npmwame eaamToame nepermmaHm 

gnc~pmocr i  oionoriworo sacy, B n o ~ m i j i ~ o ~ y  K O ~  more ~nc~ i~mornbcx  r p a ~ i  

nocrtramia Ka Kpacy noryrria ~a spony.. ." (48) [mtrinsic to the poet's stylisUc manner is 

the exalted awareness of discreteness of biological tirne, the conceptualkation of which 

elucidates the facets of W g e m e n t  upon the beauty of feelings and upon the beauty of a 

woman]. Yet she tàils to decode Boychuk's seeming nostalgia for the absolute (49) as a 

mere disguise. While he engages in a dialope with the demiurge and frequently questions 

God's justice, he consciousty denies the 'eternal presence' ('here and now' is alien and 

hardly sati-g to him) and prefen to dweiI in tirne by foregroundins the past (memory) 

and the hture (desire). The p e t  embraces and identifies with the pain that Iife unfolds, 

because it alme alIows the fullness of experience and canstnies the identity of each 

individual. As it happas in his case, the pain he experienced brought forth poehc 

testimony. Incidentaily, Boychuk's uneasy mernories of the persecution of the Jews and of 

his own hardship during World War II, as reflected especiaII in his h g  poem Podorozh z 

uchytelem [Jountey with the Teacher, 19761 and the cycle '2iubov u tr'okh chasakh" 

[Love in Three Time Spans, 19831, make him the oniy p e t  among the members of the 

New York Group who contemplates poetidiy the hhorrors of the war, including the 

~ o l o c a u s t . ~  

54 Jaroslav Rozumnyj, for example, traces the war motifs among the poets of the New 
York Group and compares them to those ofshisfJesiamyky- He admits, however, that 
among the members of the New York Group war thematics is strongest in Boychuk's 
work (37). 



While Boychuk's underlying phiiosophy remains steady, this is not the case as Far 

as his poetic craft is concemed- tIis later poems, paaicularly those writtenin the 1970s 

and 1980s, display a conspicuous tendency toward a more colloquiai, concise, image-wise 

simplifieci langage- There is a marked retuni to the free verse of his early poetry and 

rhymes are i.equent.3s Boychuk's initial proclivity for heavy, sharp edged, otlen 

cumbersome (ifnot verbose) metaphors gives way to a more reîked and transparent 

image building in his mature oeuvre. The extent to which the poet transfomed his own 

poetic language is evidenced by the collection of new and selected poems, entitled Virshi, 

vybrani i ~eredostanni [Poems, Selected and Next to the Last, 19831. He rewote or 

eliminated quite a few of his early poems, in many cases creating completely new poems.j6 

Such public display of self-editing is not a fkequent practice arnong poets; in Boychuk's 

case it resulted in constructing a somewhat artiticiai continuity aiso in the sphere of poetic 

language. 

The beginnings of the phenornenon, later known as the New York Group, go back 

to the acquaintance and ensuing fiiendship between Bohdan Boychuk and Iruriy 

Tamawslq. They met in 1953 and Grom the very start engaged in organizinp a variety of 

forums for their literary production: ad hoc cafë gatheringg literary evening? and the 

'' His first three books are ail vers libre. But in subsequent three collections, nameIy Virshi 
diia Mekhiio [Poems for Mexico, 19641, Mandrivka til [The Journey of Bodies, 19671 
and Podorozh z uchytelem, the poet variably experiments with a reguiar verse. 
36 For example, D.H. Struk anaiyzes some ofthe poems affecteci by such self-editing (Rev. 
of Virshi wbrani i ~eredostanni 96-97) and po6veIy evaiuates the poet's self- 
intefierence. 
37 The first important literary evening at which both poets read their work, organized in 
conjunction with the exhibit of young aspiring artists, tookpiace on 18 Eeb- 1955 
@oichuk, 'Tak i poshchon 35)- 



bulletin "Students'ke slovo" [The Student Word], an addendum to the daily ~voboda .~~ 

They not only shared a love for the d e n  word, but aiso experienced a set of similar 

biographical circurnstances. Soth lost their mothers at an early age during the war, 

Boychuk at the age of fourteen and Tamwsky at the age of ten. Both hished their high 

school education in Gerrnany (though Tarnawsky graduated tiom a German rather than 

Dl? school); and h d l y  both embarked on engineering careers. Tarnawsky worked his 

entire professionai life for IBM, a premier Arnencan cornputer Company. Perhaps it is the 

computers' communicative potential that prornpted him to expand his education. in the 

mid-seventies he retumed to school to study semantics and ho1ds a Ph.D. degree in 

liiguistics. 

Born in 1934 in Western Ukraine, Tamawsky was luckier in some ways than his 

older colleague. Unlike Boychuk, he arrived in the United States in 1952 not aione, but 

with his father and siblings, an older sister and a younger brother. The sense of belonging, 

at least on the f d y  level, was thus preserved. Despite these biographicai junctures, the 

creative impulse of both pets  differs substantially. 

By a general consemus, Yuriy Tamawsky is considered the rnost radical and 

experimentaily daring poet among the members of the New York Group. A fervent 

proponent of vers libre in poetry, he practices what he preaches. An author of ten books 

of poetry, the last of which ikh nemaie [They Do Not Exist] was published as recently as 

in 1999, Tarnawsky deiights in formai and genre diversity- lyrical miniatures, stanzaic 

38 This buiietin began to corne out in 1954 and Boychuk was one of the initial editon. 
Eventuaiiy the editorial duties were taken over by Zhenia Vasylkivska ('Tak i poshcho" 
34-36). 



poems, long poems, prose poems, and even poems consmicted as questionnaires.3g fis 

poetic oeuvre displays an incessant searçh for novei €annal solutions in order ta channe1 

his vision as accurately as possible. Tmawsky's poems evince a certain sense of 

mathematical precision, especially in the way he uses bis poetic Ianguage. His images tend 

to be word efficient, coocrete, calculated and simultaneously spontaneous. The poet 

&bits a real talent for mir9ng the o r d h y  with the musuai, for perceiving the similarity 

in dissimiiars: 

[my days are colored with the paint 
that leaves the taste of life in the mouth] 

[Tirne breaks like w m  paper.] 

[The min chewed and the city was spining me out; ...] 

[the waiters, made of wood, 
lend their bones to the chairs] 

[pot$otios 
in wkch high officiais 

39 CE the cycle "Ankety" in Poezii pro nishcho i inshi ~oetii na tsiu samu temu. in an 
interview given to VÎktor Neborak in 1995, Tamawsky declares this cycle his best work 
("Rozmova" 147). 



cany home 
unread cheeks] 

Bohdan Rubchak characterizes Tarnawsky's procIivity to dweii on things of 

everyday prosaic existence of a city man as 'antipoetry' ("Pd antypeni" 48), although 

this label, according to the critic, also includes the poet's conscious efforts to break up 

with the tradition of the Ukrainian poetic language. Bohdan Boychuk, on the other hand, 

praises his colleague for offering forma1 experirnents and bold metaphors (ToePi pro 

nishcho" 45-46), but criticizes him for excessive hermeticism and obsessive focus on his 

own persona (50). However, neither Rubchak nor Boychuk explkates a comection 

between the pnmacy of subjectivity in Tamawsky's poetic output, on the one hand, and 

his existentialist worldview, on the other, As it is the case with other exktentialists, 

nonconformism, individual digity, personal love, creative effort, and freedom of choice 

are al1 of paramount importance to hirn: 

[L can go to the movies, 
read a book or stop thinking, 
I can take a train 
and Ieave for a blue tunnel, 
1 can throw myseifin fiont of an oncoming car 
and, having heard the shriek of nibber and metal, 
stop to exist, 
as ifleaving room unnoticeably] 



The motifs of death and alienation pervade al1 his oeuvre. Death takes on many 

shapes and disguises; occasionally fiïghtens, occasionally amuses, but never points beyond 

itself. Unlike Boychuiq Tamawsky rejects the transcendent with the conviction of an 

obstinate empiricist and replaces it with a void, an emptiness: 

m e  -rino nopox~e'li 
n e m b  TOA~ FUIR MeHe, 
i MeHe ccyrb WMKH: 

~errc~ i ,  ane npo n o x o p o ~ ~  (50) 

[a void's sticky body 
lies near me, 
and 1 am sucked by thoughts: 
unclear, but about the fùneral] 

Even love (physicai or othenÿise) is incapable of alleviahg the absurd transience of 

existence: 

[my eyes are sad 
iike lukewm water, 
because welt part: 
you toward death! 
and I toward death!] 

Thus the feehgs of separateness and extreme alienatiok ensuing from such a reaiization 

are ubiquitous and inextncably tied to everyday routines: 



am alone 
arnong the people and the books in the library, 
arnong the pensive, sensitive to steps, 

corridors, 
eating dry pieces of bread, 
writing with closed eyes] 

Paradoxicdiy, however, the thematization of nothingness and absurdity, so pronounced 

particularly in his first coiiection Zhyttia v misti Fife in the City], does not necessarily 

entail extreme pessimism- It forces the poet or his lyrical alter ego to Iive life to the fullest, 

Le. creatively (a typical modernist stand). Again, as in Boychuk's work, creativity seerns 

to alleviate the existentid nausea: 

O, L I H ~  senmi noxcmaHm, 
ri 3~03~biiB p a , U i ~ ~ b  B ~ U O ~  MOiiCJIMBOCTM, 

s no6awin r u i n n ~ a ~ ~  oreii 
no'mey cepen ronony Hynbni 

[oh, days great in waiting, 
grasped the joy of your potential, 

L saw through the crevices of my eyes 
food in the midst of nausea's hunger 

oh, days festive in conquering, 
legions of hard thoughts 
march in my mind 
and their steps sound iike poetry!] 

Taruawsky's mature poetryU) somewhat suppresses the universaList tendencies of 

his early work; it does not shy away fiom political engagement4' nor does it refiise 

40 That is the poetly wrïtten since the 1970s and included in the collection ikh nemaie. 
" Cf his long poem U ra na (1992) and the cycie '?)orosfi I;irshin [Adult Poems] in & 
nemaie. 



autobiographical elements. It thematizes absurdity not only existentially, but stylisticdly 

as weL For example, the cycles "Nuii i odynytsi" [Zeroes and Ones] and 'Zeo pivonii" 

[Zeo Peony] hyperbolize sunealist juxtapositions to the point of postmodemist parody. 

Frequent pardeiisrns and repetitions are perhaps designed afler a prayer, a litany: 

Kpma mona, IIK ~0pm030pi 04 
Kpma mrona, nK 3mpa-t-i ori 
KpWM RHïOJIâ, RK H ~ C $ O K Y C O B ~ H ~  0Cfi 

Kpma atirona B OKyrrrrpax 
Kpma mirona B T e m m  oqmpax 
Kpma Rtirona saiiurnn K ~ O B ' Q  a K  ori ein ~ C O H H I I L O  
Kpma Rtirona saiiurn~ qoe'm, RK uini 
K ~ O B  e m i ~ a e  3-nia q ~ i n  mirona, FUC 3- ni^ tiinie 
K ~ O B  e m i ~ a e  3-nia q m  mirona, SK 3-ltin neepeii (ridi nemaie 130) 

[the angei's wings Like shoasighted eyes 
the angei's wings like squinting eyes 
the angel's wings like unfocused eyes 
the angei's wings in glasses 
the angel's wings in dark giasses 
the angel's wings covered with blood N e  eyes after insomnia 
the angei's wings covered with blood like nails 
blood drips fiom beneath the angel's wings like fiom under the nails 
blood drips fiom beneath the angei's wings iike Eiom under the door] 

Despite the poet's considerable efforts to skeietonite and 'de-beautiy his poetic 

language, he excels as a Lyticist (cf Ideaiizovana biohrafiia Ddealized Biography, 19641) 

and remains a romantic at heaitJ2 

The initiai core of the group, consisting of Boychuk and Tarnawsky, soon 

expanded to include Zhenia Vasylkivska and Bohdan Rubchak, the latter residiig in 

Chicago at the tirne- Vasyikivska, bom in L930 in the Voihynia Region of Western 

42 Tncidentdy, a trait vigorousiy denied by Rubchak ('%eziia antypoezii" 46-47), but 
upheld by Boychuk ("Do poiavy zbirky" 84), Iurü Shevelov (Troie proshchan' 480) and 
Viktor Neborak (Taruavs'iqi, "Rozmova" 147)- 



Ukraine, ernigrated with her family first to Austria in 1944, and later to the United States. 

She delayed her poetic debut until l959, but already in the mid-1950s became very active 

in editing and translating, especiaily tkom French, Spanish, and English into Ukrainian, and 

occasionally also fiom Ukrainian into English, A Pm. candidate in French language and 

literature at Columbia University at the time of the group's inception, she was highly 

respecteci by her male counterparts and encouraged to share her considerable literary and 

language expertise. This encouragement was equally directed toward her original creative 

efforts- By and large, however, Vasylkivska was a somewhat reluctant participant in the 

émigré literary process. Perhaps this attitude explains her untimely exit From the group, a 

fact that puzzled her coileagues for a long time. After finishing hes Ph.D. studies, she 

rnoved south to West Virginia, got married, and by the mid-1960s disengaged herself 

cornpletely tkom things literary, abandoning active participation in Ukrainian culture. 

Korotki viddali [Short Distances], Vasylkivska's only book of poetry, foregrounds 

the elusive, the veiled, the oneiric- Confessional directness is thoroughly foreign to her. 

Vasylkivska filters her poetic vision through dense, opaque metaphors which are 

nonetheless kesh and not without a dose of surprise: 

p a y  like a jar med with honey] 

[thougbt - a snail- 
bristles with the fangs 
of wiid dogs] 



[ . . . clods of silence 
got pink, and, like a shepherd, 
the wavy wind roUs lightly 
shaggy anire of catnaps.] 

[Night undresses 
Iike an onion.] 

The emotions of the lyrical heroine (never overexposed, but always intenseiy klt) 

are imperceptibly interwoven into the voluble world of nature. This is a world in which 

gras sings, Stones talk, winds cry, a world in which poetry and nature conflate searnlesdy, 

as, for example, in the poem "'Poeziia:" 

Tkr - mc B ~ H O K  ~ackwi .  Monm cai~na, 
uxo poi6'e nyc~y, tue L~OB~-O 

n c ~ i ~ i i ~ e  cninam cme, i nos i~b 
He sipee ci~eii, He po3aki-m 30PY, 
q o  B +aeax srpi6ae meapi mima. 
M k  MOnOKOM i M'~~ToH), Ha 3aïOpOXâX 
nyicio~, moï sene~ i  seHkt 
ibara~bcn mono y q o p ~ o o m  TepHonl, 
sarpaBoto rrrwnrrrkian. . .. (57)  

[You are like a wreath of seed- A hammer of light, 
crashing the sheü, wiii long glimmer 
after the traces of wards, and the flood 
wiIl not tear the nets and parcel out the sight 
that gathers generous harvest at dusk, 
Between milk and mint, hedged in 
thoughts, your green veins 
sprout with hawthom, black-eyed thombush, 
with the fie ofwiid rose. .--1 



Vasylkivska's nature, however, does not evince the power of everlasting renewai. Not 

unlike a human being, it knows the, self-consciously expenences its temporality and 

death: 

Bk - L ~ M  He a h  ue? %r nprikte, 
CiïOBHifïb H ~ , X ~ W  qi6, 
m e  npo~opa i qma, I ~ K  ~ p ~ r a ,  
cbieprb Ha xonon~iii ropi? (43) 

[Time grows out of the wet clay, 
hardens like a wine pitcher - 
the stars dried out -the waters and wines 
flowed out deep down through the fog. 

1s it that day or not? Will i t  corne 
and fùlfill the hopes of a grave, 
will death become transparent and brittie 
like a block of ice on a cold mountain?] 

Yet the passage of t h e  and imminent death hardly ever evoke feelings of anxiety. 

Typicaily existentiaiist angst and absurdity are noticeably muted, if not totally absent. 

Death is aiways implied rather than spoken of directly, It never entails nothingness; on the 

contrary, it only enhances the mystery oflife, endows the latter with fairylike qualities; 

stylisticaily speaking, it brings forth an ekement of tension_ Arguably, hers is the Ieast 

existentid poetry among the mernbers of the group. Surrealist imagery unquestionably 

ptevails over existentid philosophy. 8ut her deeply fett responsibility for the written word 

(it took her several years to prepare Korotki viddaii for print) and aimost childlike delight 

in the fieedom of expressive possibiiities, make it impossible to sever her work from that 

of the rest of the group. 



Vasylkivska rarely refers to contemporary realitr, the city - ever-present in 

Tarnawsky's oeuvre and aiiuded to in a number of Boychuk's poems - is conspicuously 

ignoreci by her. On the other hand, she does bring out the theme of homeland, odd as it 

rnight seem. However, the poem '%atYkivshchyna" [Fatherland] (of which we are given 

only excerpts, Le. seven parts to be exact) is so abstract and detached fiom histoncd 

reality, that, except for the title, one has hardIy a clue to decipher its thematic suata. A 

subtle aura of nostalgia, ail dressed up in imagery drawn fiom the worid of nature, 

perrneates the poem, and there is a reference to the "broken bridges," "rough roads," "the 

horizon of bones," ail presumabiy pointing to the horrors of war, but overall the poem 

addresses the homeiand as ifit were an entity totdy removed fiom the conlines of tirne 

and space. Paradoxically, the poem reveals more about the poet's imaginative sensitivities 

than about her bond with the lost home. Slight as her poetic output is, it manages to unveil 

an idiolect that is both mature and youthfully promising, but - in line with a typicai 

Vasylkivska idiosyncrasy, that promise has been letl unfulfilled. 

Bohdan Rubchak's connection with the New York Group tumed out to be more 

steady and significant, even though, unlike Vasylkivska, he did not reside in New York 

City at the time the group was consolidating. Yet discursively and creatively, through 

correspondence and publications, he was very much at the centre of ai i  the major efforts 

undertaken by the group. Born in 1935 in Western Ukraine? he was barely a teenager 

when he arrived in Arnenca in 1948, together with his mother. His early proclivity for 

things philological eventuaiiy resuited in a full-fledged Iiterary and scholarly career. He 

graduated with a Master7s degree in comparative titerature Erom the University of 

Chicago in the early sixties and with a Pm- fiom Rutgers University some ten years later, 



at whkh t h e  he took a teactiing position at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Thus he 

returned to the city in which he resided throughout the fifties after a decade OP living on 

Ihe East Coast in New York City and its vicinity. 

An author of six books of poetry, Rubchak defies a hasty compartmentahtion. 

Early cntical responses intimated his indebtedness to syrnbolism,J3 and set his oeuvre 

against the more 'modemist' endeavors of his colleagues. On the surface, Rubchak easily 

stn'kes one as a traditionaiist, the least experirnental member of the group, especially in the 

way he approaches poetic language and forms, Undoubtedly, this perception shielded him 

fiom caustic remarks that some other poets in the group (mainiy Boychuk) initially 

eqerienced." What is often missed, however, is that behind Rubchak's refined 

intellectuaiism and poetic craftsmanship lies a strikingiy hovative incorporation of the 

implied reader into the very structure of his texts." indeed Rubchak appears to be the 

only poet among the members of the New York Group who displays a penchant for a 

playfiil dialogue with the reader 

Thematicaily, Kamimyi sad [The Stone Orchard, 19561, the poet's tirst collection, 

clearly betrays an existentialist bias. Time and the meaning of existence constantly stir the 

poet's imagination: 

" See Hordyns'kyi 97; Derzhavyn, Rev. of-Kaminnvi sad 13 15; Lesych, 'Try z b ï  
paezii" 8; Kostets'kyi, Rev, of Promenvsta nada 1 13. 
jJ For example, Denhavyn, reviewing Boychuk's first poetry coUection, expressed doubts 
whether there was a fûture for him as a poet (1 17). 
." To my knowledge, the only critic who did point out the importance of the reader in 
Rubchak's poetry is John Fizer. See his 'Modern u mezhakh" 15. 



[You wiH feel tomorrow iike a kiss on your Iips. 
Tomonow a wind wiii carry the Eagments of hours7 
baize, a zephyr will carry the sculptures of blue 

nothingness. 
And you wiU Say: 

1 do &st. 

Today you are a breath, sight, hearing - invisible, 
but a body - is the ship sunk in some sea.] 

Rubchak does not dwell on absurdity and dienation as much as, for example, Tamawsky. 

Though lonehess does afnict his lyrical hero and death is not that far-off, the sense of 

despair is absent. The balance and deliverance corne from creativity (an unquestionably 

modernist trait which he, incidentally, shares with his coiieagues). The paem Toetovi" 

For  a Poet] is the best illustration of that: 

&ma TBOR - nanepy 6ùIsii apicyur, 
Y e m o  crcnaneairii ~x c-ropimam 
Teoro ~ i ~ o n w  He nporrrrmoro Tins. 

[Your sou1 - is the sheet of white paper 
Carefùlly folded in-between the pages of 
Your never read body. 

At night, 
Spreading the sod on the tabIe in fiont of yourseIf7 
You sketch thoughtfùl plans, 
And the hard pend (not a gentle ink) 



Hurtfiilly impresses your drawings.] 

hnimyi sad also foregrounds the motif of dichotomy between nature and the 

city. Rubchak attempts to present a synthesized middle between the prevalence of urban 

Iandscapes in Taniawsky's oeuvre and Boychuk's earthy qualities. For instance, the 

untitled poem beginning with 'Wsta Lystia" [Leaves' tips] elucidates the poet's deliberate 

embrace of the city, yet sirnultaneously unveih IEs somewhat repressed awareness of the 

divine beauty offered by nature: 

Ane 3HâH) BeCHy, 
60 necb cno~isam'tbcri. co~ueai nacrrr ycra; 
1 TaM AeCb 3AâCïbCR BCTX 

1 -rpemnrmo spoc~ae 
g y ~ o  3a6yrrzx &rie. (8) 

[ . . . -- t am a son of the city, 
I'rn a son of a gray sky, not the spring's blue skies; 
Indusuy's whistle is my day aad my sIeep. 

1 see the spring, 
because the patch of snow and soot between the walls has become 

a little smaller, 

But 1 know the spring, 
because somewhere the leaves' Lips confess to the sun; 
And somewhere out there it seems 
the marvel of forgotten gods 
rises and tremuiously grows.] 



Overalt Rubchak's nature is not as overwhelrning and 'humanized' as was the case with 

Vasyikivska. Its role is always ancillary and the poet never assigns to it an autonomous 

status. Moreover, the more mature the oeuvre, the more phenomena of nature (inchding 

the human aspect of it) yield to cultural and philosophical ruminations, ofim zbstract, 

though decipherable. Rubchak's late poetry favors the overly intellechial, the referentiai, 

the distanced or rational treatment of the subject matter over the guarded spontaneity and 

lyricai directness of his early poems. 

Formally, the first two coiiections Kaminnyi sad and Promenysta zrada pright 

Betrayal, 1901 display the most diversity and innovation. The poet experiments with a 

variety of foms and genres, namely haiku, vers libre, regular verse, dramatic interludes, 

stanza poems, sonnets and cycles. His metaphors invite us to take leave of familiar reality 

but not for the sake of a more profound vision of what is. Rather, they c d  for a new 

reality, quite in line with surrealins tenets: 

û 6 n m  - ~ C ~ C T P ~ H H ~  cicplinm, sanopoutena i nopoxam (Karnimyi sad 32) 

[The face - a stringless violin, dusty and empty.] 

Bi-rep MeBaMn KP)THTb, MOB K J ï X ï î X M W  CTaPCDI KUeT (42) 

[The wind twists the seagulls as if the pieces of old newspapers] 

1[ 3 r o p m x ~ ~ ~  pay Gina i npmorrry ~ o 6 i  a m  Kaxeur: q e  xni6. 
(Promenvsta zrada 3 7) 

II tear pain out of my throat and bring it to yoy and you say: This is bread.] 

Rubchak's subsequent coiiections, namely Divchvni bez krainy For  a Girl Without 

a Country, 19631 and Osobvsta Klio [A Personai Clio, 19671 become more narrative 



alliterative, playfiil, allegoric, and captious. Metaphor seems to play less of a role, but still 

manages to stay fresh and striking: 

Hir, nase BHUB~T nciaiom, 
Hare rnmrranb rir  Kopma (Divchyni bez krainy 40) 

[Night like psychosis's btooming forth, 
Iike a hospital or a tavern.] 

6oc~ii  nout 6 p y ~ 0 ~  niuroe, 
Hare xe6pay q m ~  06 urn6n- (Osobysta Klio 19) 

parefooted rain walked on the pavement 
like a beggar it knocked on the windows.] 

His mature oeuvre exudes a certain sense of liminal inconsequence. Mykola Riabchuk, in 

his introduction to the poet's Kyiv edition of Krvlo ikarove [The Wing of Icarus, 199 LI, 

emohasizes Rubchak's dichotomous predicament: being uprooted h m  the native 

linguistic and cdtural environment, on the one hanci, and, on the other, unconvincingly 

integrated (poetically and thematically speaking) into things Amencan (1 1-1 2). Indeed 

Rubchak's poetry, in contrast to that of Tarnawskq and Boychuk, bears no reference to 

American reality. It basks in the universal and absuact rather than in the particular and 

local. 

When Patricia Kylyna published her debut coktion Trahediia dzhmeliv [A 

Tragedy of Bees] in 1960, it was greeted by her colleagues as well as by the cntics with 

much awe and enthusiasm. Born Patricia Neii Warren in 1936 in the state of Montana, she 

embraced altenty as a guiding force in her creative endeavors quite early on. By engaging 

herseif in thiags Ukrainian in the America of the t950s7 she codd not possibly have men 

more for the local and marginalized. Her W a n  tum came as a result of the events of a 

pemnai nature. in 1956, Kylyna met the y o w g  Ukrainian poet, Yuriy TamawsIqy and a 



year later they were married. incidentdly, Boychuk half-jokingly depicts this event as 

Tarnawsky's only patriotic gesture ('WC i poshcho" 36). The fact remains that KyIyna 

mastered the ükrainian language witbin a remarkably short period of time and, not 

without a considerable degree of defiance against the mainstream American culture, chose 

it to be her medium of poetic expression. 

Her rendezvous with Ulcrainian poeq spanned approximately skteen years, fiom 

1957 to 1973, d u ~ g  which time she also worked professionally as an editor for the 

Reader's Digest. By the late 1960s Kylyna's interest increasingly was shifting fiom writing 

poetry in Ukrainian to writing fiction in her native Engiish. In 1973, she divorced 

Tarnawsky and has since then devoted herselfexclusively to prose. The author of seven 

novels, the best known of which is The Front Runner, a gay love story, she currently 

resides in Los Angeles and CO-owns a media Company, Wddcat International. 

Kylyna's ükrainian output consists of four collections of poetry, only three of 

which appeared as printed volumes, A number of poems from the fourth, unpublished 

collection, entitled "Horse With the Green Vinyl," were published in the last three issues 

of Novi ~oezii, the group's yearly almanac. Her poetry projects a world in which nature 

and civilizations are not opposed but intertwined, a world in which humans live at the 

intersection of both realities and mediate the tmce between them, though not always 

successtùliy. Interestingly, Kylyna's nature, powetful and eternal vis-à-vis the human 

fiagïiiîy, never stands on its own, it aiways entails the human dimension. People, their 

mundane affairs and artifacts coexl*st and uncannily interact with mimals, trees, and 

landscapes: 

Kono mocrpami ~ p y n r r a c ~  sep&, 



Moxe sa mcmy powa apxeonor 
Ü 3Haae B ~ O P H ~ M  6ono~i, 
i HeMos H a  cap~oaar cnaseoi Koponescr 
B ~ H  H ~ ~ K H O  llOLIBBCITbCII Ha H d  i CKajKe: 

((Konncb ue 6yna MaruaHa no npaHM.), 

Kono amocrpanir B@H n m i ü ~ ~ b ~ x  B pltn; 

ny~mq y q o  ropso-omnieti nnrtnnom~~ 
SeKaiOTb Ha KOïOCb BâiKnHBOrO, 
seceno ~ p y 6 m b .  (Trahediia dzhmeliv 30) 

Wear the highway the willow trees are spinning, 
bIack-faced, dressed-in-blac k; 
they dance near the pond, 
on which, on ice, a washer stands: 
an old mode1 that has four legs. 

Around the wiilows diligently watch 
like weepers or Furies, who knows, 
and the washer is surely wounded; 
its sides are red with rust; 
two legs descend into the ice, 
and the washer bends over. 

Perhaps in a thousand years an archeologist 
will Euid it in the black mud, 
and as iflooking at the sarcophagus of a famous queen 
he'U gently take a dance and say: 
"A long t h e  ago it was a washer." 

Near the highway the willow trees form a row, 
cars, thinking thaî these diplornais dressed-in-bIack 
are waiting for someone important, 



memly honk.] 

An archeologist, mentioned in this poem, many a time is the role that the poet herseif 

assumes; the motifof digging out the things of the past, whether it be a cow's skull found 

in the ground, or a wooden spoon lefl by a great grandmother, is quite pervasive in the 

first two collections. 

Kylyna's poetic juxtapositions, often unusual and very much wrapped in metaphor, 

underscore the surrealist way of perceiving the world. Surrealist reality embraces visible 

reality, but mixes it with the contradictory reaiitia of dreams, fantasies, and the fantastic: 

[When you open your eyeq a clock takes out 
its entrails fiom the stomach ofthe gass door. 

When you start to roll your eyeq the moon gets rusty 
like a coin in the black soi1 of the sky. 

When you get up, the wild camels nin away 
over there on the plains under thunders and clouds.] 

Her metaphors have a tendency to comrningle the human objects and accoutrements with 

the phenomena of the naturai world: 

P k  corne, m nepo (9) 

[A year withers Sie a pen]; 

[The black skirt of a creek is quite worn out]; 



[The waves pass by l i e  nightly trains, 
and the moon rambles around 
like a drunken sailor, like a last ione 

passenger.] 

Ideologicaily, Kylyna's oeuvre is firmiy situated in the existentidkt camp. Her 

obsessive preoccupation with death, with the passage of time, temporaiity and etemity 

foregrounds the poet's intellectud preferences, al gounded in the philosophy of 

existentiaiism, The overail gloominess of existence permeates many of her poems. The 

existentialist anguish, Le., the anguish of being, choice, and freedorn is best conveyed in 

the poem "Zhakh" [Anguish]: 

a0 p 0 6 m  C ~ O ~ O A H ~ ?  
~ B ~ ~ I X C R  Ha MOpe, IIK BOHO TBOplfh ~ I ~ o K ?  

w a t  to do today? 
Look at the sea as it creates the saud? 

What to do today? 
Look upon the city as it creates sadness? 

What to do today? 
Die? 

Or look at the sea as it creates the sand?] 



The poem contemplates the idea of freedom and choice in a subtly deceptive way. The 

thrice asked question: '%dut to do today?" indeed implies a choice, but in reality, in the 

face of death, there is no Ereedom. Thus the lyricd heroine necessarily questions her own 

existence in a universe where death reigns: 

[Alone 1 sit at the pink wall 
and neither think, nor honour, nor pray, 
because, having been born, [ do not exist.] 

Bohdan Rubchak's extensive essay on Kyiyna, entitled "Mïty chuzhydcy" [The 

Myths of a Foreigner], focuses upon the mythopoetic, archetypa1 nature of her poetry, He 

diierentiates two types of myth in her oeuvre: 'open' myth (based on references to the 

known sources) and 'hidden' myth which is solely t h  product of the poet's imagination. 

According to Rubchak, myth plays the central role in Kylyna's poetic output.J6 While it is 

true that she incorporates and oflen refets to the Hellenic, Arabic, Spanish, and even 

native American mythic sources (especially in her second collection Legendv i snv 

[Legends and Dreams, 1964]), her poetry aiso abounds in the lyrical and the personai. 

Admittedly, however, she does have a penchant for spicing up her Iyricism with dramatic 

and narrative elements. in her mature poems, Kytyna more and more experirnents with 

46 A thesis vigorously denied by George Grabowicz in his 1969 polemicd essay ''Wd 
mytiv do krytyy' which sparked a heated response from Rubchak who took Grabowicz's 
criticism not oniy as an attack on his own interpretative coqetence but also as a dmisive 
undemining of the New York Group's accomplishments (Wd 'sviatykh koriv' do 
tvorchoho myslennia7' 43)- Grabowicz, on the other hand, eventually beçaa to portray the 
group in a more positive light and acknowledged the importance of the poets' d e  to - - introduce new poetic venues into CTkrauiian literature. See especially his 'Wew Directions" 
166 and "The Voices of~ktainian Émigré Poetry" 159- 



poetic forms (lyr*cai miniatures, sonnets, long poems), as welI as ventures into new themes 

(implicit eroticism being one of them). This phase of her poetic growth, abniptly stopped 

for personal reasons, attests to her incessant thirst for search and innovation. 

The year in which Kylyna began to l e m  Ukrainian, i.e. 1957, also saw the arriva1 

of Emma Andijewska fiom Munich, Gennany, and the beginnings of her association with 

the group. By then she was a weli-known and highly praised young poet (a debut 

collection Poezii poems] came out in 1951) whose thirst for novelty and experiment 

eamed her the label of being the first surreaiist in Ukrainian literature." Andijewska's 

almost the-year residence in New York coincided with the most lively period in the 

group's existence. Arguably, her bat  poetic work comes fiom these years, namely the 

collections Narodzhennia idola [Birth of an idol, 19581, Rvba i rozxnir [Fish and 

Dimension, 19611, and Kuty opostin' [Corners Behind the Wall, 19621. Her knowledge of 

the riches and nuances of the Ukrainian language has been phenomenai and much admired 

by her colleagues who, many a time were cnticized for hsufficient mastery of the 

ianguage. In this respect, that is on the continuum of the language itselt Andijewska and 

Kylyna stand on the opposite ends." 

Born in L93 1, Andijewska is the ody poet among the members-founders of the 

group who comes from Eastern Ukraine. During the war her family managed to settie in 

Gemany and this is the country she bas adopted as her second homeland, even though at 

47 See Derzhavyn Toeziia Emmy Andüevs'koi" 33. 
58 Remarkable as Kylyna's progress in mastering &ainian was, her poetry was not 
entirely f?ee of superîiciaI constructions and obvious tlaws in the way she used the 
language. Marco Carynnyic, reviewing her Le-udv i sny, catalogueci quite a few of them. 
See bis 'Mtotvorcha spadshchyna" 106-107- Yet hardly anyone, incluning Carynnyk 
tumselt: would ever deny Kylyna's poetic talent- 



various times she took temporary residences in New York City and Paris. She currentfy 

lives in Munich and, in addition to writiag, devotes much of her t h e  to painting for which 

she has gained considerable recognition. 

An enomously proiific poet and writer, sshe has authored sixteen books of poetry, 

tiuee novels and numerous works of short fiction. Andijewska's reputation as a poet, 

however, rests mainly on the work produced during the 1950s and the 1960s. niis is the 

period that witnessed a sustained measure of gowth and poetic progression, the qualities 

which by and Iarge are lacking in her mature oeuvre. in fact, it is possible to discem two 

distinct periods in the development of her poetic craft: the first begins with Poezii in 195 1 

and ends with Nauka pro zemliu [A Lesson About the Earth], published in 1975; the 

second, in which the poet limits herself almost exclusively to the sonnet form, starts with 

Kavamia [Café, f 9831 and concludes (thus Far) with the book VilIv nad morem [Villas on 

the Seashore], published in 2000. 

Among the members of the New York Group, Andijewska is undoubtediy the poet 

most written about. The hermeticism of her poetry, at tines intriguing and bewildering, 

invites many interpretations and that is why, perhaps, her output tias triggered a variety of 

responses, some complementary and some contradictory. Interestingly, the poet herself 

never reacted in public to the criticism written about her, never attempted to expIicate her 

particular approach, and made no efforts to dispe1 the charges of elitism. 

The perceiveci difEcuity of Andijewska's poetry invariably cornes fiom the way she 

approaches poetic language. It is used creatively rather than communicatively. The 

language constitutes the material out of which a new reality must be Mt, it is never 



simply a tool that enables to inform or mirror sornething akeady in existence. The poetic 

word ought to h c t i o n  in such a mannec that it c m  enchant and stade: 

Hiq xriranacb, IIK -rpaBa - 
H&M nponn~mmii nyuri 
3 napacorrrrm B pyrrax, 
3aqnuern~ Mope fi cyury. (Narodzhennia idola 17) 

[The night swayed l i e  gras - 
The souls sailed in the sky 
With urnbrellas in their hands 
Having shielded the sea and the land.] 

Nothing ever seems ordinary to Andijewska. The quotidian, filtered through her childlike 

imagination, is metamorphoseci into something unfamiliar, if not quite bizarre. For 

example, in the poem 'Wa chest' lita" [In Honour of Summer], the poet associates the 

summer's overabundance and heat with juicy watermelons that break up showing the red 

meat: 

[With lungs meat in watermeions, 
And the seeds fly off !ike bubbres, 
The forged heat-lightning lies 
Like roUs in the noontide bowls 
On the idols in birds' masks: 
That is why the grass is trampleci in the woods, 
That is why no-one wiil even take a dance 
#en watennelons of their awn juice, 
Like wds, will break Uito bloch-] 



Andijewska's surrealism transpires not ody through her particular irnagery, 

irnagefy that, incidentaiiy, delights in juxtaposing the concrete and the uncanny: 

[Night's a wheel on a thead and three spiders. 
A cup tumed inside out.], 

but also through the attitude toward the creative process itselfwhich clearly elevates 

spontaneity, the unconscious, the oneirk4' The excessive intellectuaiization is clearly 

dien to her, aithough it does not mean that she shies away fiom the philosophical 

questions concerning existence, death and eternity: 

[This impermanence cailed 'Torever." 
This movement that knows no rest. 
All these bonds fall apart. 
A massive solitude joined with 
sea-sheiis, echoes that scatter in flight. 

49 in an interview given to Literatuma W a  in 1992, Andijewska shares some insights 
into her creative process as far as art is concerned: "-. . B M e H e  pyKa nkiunore~a rrpomo 
no r n r r y ~ ~ a  uûtc~ü~o~oct-i, BoBa c m  sce  HE" (6) [.-- my hand is plugged in d~ectly to 
the stomach of the unconscious, it alone knows everything]. Unquestionably, her art and 
poetry foiiow the same aestheac r e & q  exude the same kind of surreal characterïstics, 
therefore it is £ittins to assume that the same principle guides her poetic craft as weii, 



Where are you, life? In that which is passing? 
Here not a singe bridge hoIds, 
Nor a raft, nor handrails. 
The river flows and knows no retum - 
Iust farewells, just changes and losses. 
And yoq standing on this sand, 
In a thousand years will say: 
Was man ever here?] 

Ber existentialism, however, is consistently masked and approached with distance which, 

in turn, oflen evokes the grotesque: 

[The distance between the nearest abjects: 
Two rolls, two countries, a half-glace- 
Tirne is measured by a pair of shoes, 
By a ticket to the soccer stadium, 
By a frost on a window sill. 
So much has been said about perfection, 
And man still has to die. 

In the air a wretched horse with a t d  f i I l  of infusoria-] 

Andijewska avoids the Lyrical 'I' in her poeûy? the emotional directness is 

consistently denied. Hers is a poetic vision which foregrounds descriptiveness, chance and 

playfdness. The latter is especidy evident in her treatment of traditional versification 

schemes and genres. She loves diterative building of a üne and replaces perfect rhymes 

with assonances, consonances and dissonances- This characteristic, in~identally~ pewades 

her whole oeuvre. The sonne& Andijewska's favorite genre, is never presented in its pure, 



classical form, but aIways variegated and experimental. Not unlike her colleagues fiom the 

group, she elevates metaphor and places it in the centre of her poetry. Formal conthuity is 

very much supplemented by thematic ccntinuity. If there is one word in Andijewska's 

poetic lexicon tint plays equally an important roie in her poetry of the 1950s and that of 

the 1990s, it would have to be "buttia" [being]. The mystery of existence sparks the dance 

of words for Andijewska and, simultaneously, instigates the desire to go beyond them into 

the unknown and primordial. 

Vira Vovk's atfiliation with the New York Group arrived comparatively Iate and at 

a point when she was already considerably involved in literary rnatters of the Ukrainian 

émigré commwiity. By the time she became acquainted with most of the group7s members 

in 1959, she had authored three collections of poetry [Iunist' [Youth, 19541. Zoria 

providna [Guiding Star, 19551, Elehii FLegies, 19561) and three books of short fiction." 

Perhaps that is why she has always guarded her independent stance and preferred to speak 

of her association with the group more in terms of a fiiendly cooperation than in tems of 

outright membership. However, no matter how provisional in her mind the connection 

with the group was, the fact remains that the contacts she established during occasional 

visits to New York City €rom Rio de Iaueiro (the place of her permanent residence) 

constituted a bais for a fiuitful and creative peer exchange, an exchange that 

unquestionabiy lefl a mark in the development of her poetic idiom. 

Born in 1926 in Western Ukraine, Vi Vovk (the pen name of Vira Selianska) lefi 

her homeland whiie stiii in her teens, joininp her parents as they were fleeing the Soviet 

50 They are: Leeendv (1959, Kaziq (1999, and Dukhv i dem-shi (1956). 



occupation of Lviv. The family settied in Dresden, Gennany, and this was where Vovk 

received her high school education and witnessed the death of her father- The city 

experienced relentless bombing in the h a i  stages of the war and Vovk's father was killed 

during one such attack. After the war she completed her undergraduate studies, attending 

university in Tübingen and Munich, but did not stay in Gemany. In 1949, she ernigrated 

to Brazil, where she continueci her studies, eaniing a doctorate in comparative literature at 

the Catholic University in Rio de Janeiro. For many years, until her retirement, she taught 

at the Federal University in Rio. in addition to nine books of poetry, six books of prose, 

numerous translations, she aiso wrote several verse dramas. 

Uniiie Boychuk, Vira Vovk did not d o w  memones of the war to usurp any 

significance in her poetic reaiity, even though, like him, she was old enough to observe 

and experience its homors. It is as if from the very beginning she decided to shield her 

poetic world from the despair and heaviness necessarily inherent in references to a past as 

heinous as World War H. Instead, her poetry pcefers ta focus on more positive aspects of 

human reality such as fiïendship, charity, love, and ultimately faith in God. A religious 

undercurrent remains strong throughout her entire oeuvre and stands in sharp contrast to 

the skeptical (if not atheistic) existentialist posture of her coIIeagues. The poet repeatedly 

invokes the emblems of Christiantraditionand does it with much humiiity, avoidiig the 

pitfalls of superticiality and redundant decorativeness: 

. .. 9 o q  R Bonogy ce% qecr, mc 6opoq 3a cobto, 
¶ o ~ y  He Gepy üoro paaicao, Xpme, a K  nepme, 
MOB [I~CKKI 6 n w  B yc~a, 
MOB ~oemnf i  nepcTeHb H a  rraneub? 
Xpucre, He Gepa ocratmoi m p m  3 pyic nopenmIix, 
Xpume, mrr TaKe mepae, RK mi6 eincromtiii, 
Xpame, nam qacoM ne-~e-ne, mc n iscdxaa t  panim ~echiina 



- He ~ e f i ,  He ~ e ~ i  sin Te& m a n i !  
5i xc Hit~oro He nana, rcürnaox c y ~ ~ u n c  nicesb, - 
Po3ropm, a K  c h ,  csom rsenpy nonom, 
TH, q o  napym yce i sannami He m e m  (Nehii 9- IO) 

[. .. Why do C drag my cross Like a harrow after myself: 
Why don? I take it with joy, oh Christ, üke it was before, 
As ifit were a blue song in my mouth, 
As if it were a forged ring on my hger? 
Christ, do not take the last ember from chapped hands, 
Christ, Life is so hard like sale bread, 
Christ, only fiom time to tirne joy sprouts like shy snowdrops. 
- it's not my lot, not my lot to demand tiom You! 
1 have not given anything but a few sad songs, - 
Spread your generous hand like a sower, 
You who grants everything and does not expect reward.] 

Yet it would be a mistake to dismiss her existentialist credentials. Vovk's 

existentiaiism, however, is more in line with that of Gabriel Marcel than that of Jean-Paul 

Sartre. She always attempts to balance despair and hope, sham and truth, she recognizes 

the necessity to feel the presence of God: 

[Only my restless winged spirit would fly 
To seek its nest in the true song, 
In the w m  word. Would not ask for anything more. 
Death is beautifùl but He calls us 
Into the rufùous perspective to suffer lonelimess, desire, 
To endure proudly caüosity and to cast, nch in otnaments, 
Inspired jars for the min, for God's grace.] 

The tone of contemplative gravity introduced in Eiehii aiso continues in Chorni akatsii 

plack Acacia, 19611, arguably Vovk's most 'existentialist' coiiection. The lyricai 



heroine's impressions from joumeys across South America are inextricably intertwined 

with reflections on loneiiness, ternporaiity and death: 

%C GflHTb ~ ~ C O K  3 JIoJ~oH~ B JlOJlOHio, 

1 CMeprb Morne CTYKHyJIa JIerKO 06 L I ~ W ~ Y  

h ~ o m  ropswx a~auik  (Chorni akatsii 8) 

plack Acacia 

I don't know whose hand rocks 
This net stretched for rest 
Where the shore appears white. 

Time strains sand ftom hand to hand, 
And death has likely touched çently the window pane 
With the branch of black acacia.] 

Cepue nonore, n K  roq6 y eirpi. 
P O ~ ~ Y U U  Gymi, 3mapi~mc~i xym~o~i ,  
Ae ntii - naema CMHL. (13) 

The day left ike a white seaguu. 
The sun fell down on earh, got stuck 
On the basalt spire. 

Heart drums like a pigeon in the wind- 
You'U take off days like shoes, becominp p y  in SC& 

Where shadows are the peacock's anire-] 



The pensive lyricism of these two miniatures also underscores Vovk's preferred manner of 

expression: personai, direct, decisively in vers libre, always wrapped in metaphor. 

The poets of the New York Group, namely Boychuk and Rubchak, have 

considered Elehii Vovk's first serious entry into the realm of poetry.51 While it is tme that 

her preceding collections bear the characteristics of an apprenticeship, it would be unwise 

to dismiss thern out of hand, Zoria urovidnq the poet's second book, especially signals the 

array of germinant singularities which found their full expression in her more mature work. 

We encounter here the harmonious coexistence of the past and the present, the 

idiosyncratic juxtaposition of native ükrainian (Hutsul) lore with the exoticism of 

Brazilian customs, ail interspersed with religious and biblical motifs. Vovk enriches her 

poehc lexicon by incorporating a number of foreign words pertaining specificaily to South 

American reaiity. Here is a stanza from the revised version of the poem '%razyl's7ka nich" 

prazilian Night], included in her most recent book ~oezii'~: 

[The night7s Frantic l i e  Anitra: 
coco, samba, fievo! 
The music's become a copper 
Scorpio in the heaven.], 

'' See Rubchak, Toeziia pohidnoho patosu" 5; and Boichuk, '?)eki17ka dumolr" 29. 
'' In Zoria providna this stanza reads: 
Hitt, MOB Atri~pa, ruanesa: 
CahlGa, 6 a ~ ~  I bnepo! 
Cina h m  rra HA 
Mpma CKO~II~OHOM. (36) 
It becomes evident that her newer version considerably expands the Braalian leXicon_ 



where bbcoco, samba, frevo" stand for the various forms of Brazilian dances. 

Thematically and fonnally Vovk's poetry is dynamic, diversified, and constantly 

searching. Lyricism is counterbalanced by the dramatic and the narrative. She is equaily 

comfortable with a lyrical miniature7 an elegy, a ballad or a long poem Her iiterary 

erudition finds its manifestation in a number of poetic allusions to various mythologies: 

Greek, Old German, native indian- Her poetic world is not insulated h m  surrounding 

reality; the mythic and the contemporary coexist and are of comparable importance.53 The 

personai dimension, openly autobiographical in the ûrst two collections, becomes 

ÜonicalIy andor rnythically disguised in her mature poetry.SJ Vira Vovk utilizes nature 

subordinately, more as a background to manifold human &amas than as an autonomous 

subject. in this respect she differs sharply from the poetic vision of both VasyIkivska and 

Andijewska, and stands somewhat closer to Kylyna7s approach. Neither of these three 

female poets equals Vira Vovk with regard to issues of womanhood. Ferninine (and 

occasionaiiy feminist) concerns ofien captivate her imagination: whether it is a woman- 

lover, a woman-poet, or a wornan as rnother, the poet identifies herself with every 

53 Cf especialIy K ~ D D ~  Khresta (1969). 
54 The rnyth of Daphne, for example, stands in the centre of Meandry (1979) and, 
according to Rubchak, constitutes a mask for Vira Vovk's personai metamotphoses. This 
is how the critic sums up her creative approach: 'Bipa BOBK - X ~ H K ~ ,  noema, y~pai~iha- 
m m  - crac K H M C ~   HUIM MM y &@ti, RK mana rama i~ruaw y nepesi. h e  B 

uoHewoMy maemioiq mep~arreii~i, Aat$~a m e  Bipom BOBK: 3 nonoMorom .UFy Bipa 
BOBK ce& sin ce& ainamq mo6 nornrrq-m na ce6e IIK Ha i I C i ~ q ,  IIK Ha n o v ,  RK Ha 
y ~ p a ï ~ ~ y - y x i ~ ~ y  3 n m e ~ o i  ~ e m o p a n a ~ o i  nepcnemcr, HeHare n p y r m  ~ i m r e ~  
nane~oswa" ("Meandramy Viry VovK' 47). v i r a  Vovk - a woman, a poet, an exiied 
Ukrainian - becomes someone else in Daphne, as Daphne became something else once 
transfonned into a tree. But in this ineluctable mutuai minoring Daphne becomes Via 
Vovk with the help of the myth, Vua Vovk distances herseif fiom herselfin order to Look 
at herseif as a woman, as a poet, as an exüed ükrainian fiom afar, fiom a temporal 
perspective as if through the other end of binoculars-] 



womaniy hypostasis, at the same t h e  ascniing to her originary qualities, a dimension in 

which causality dissolves: 

am honey and cowbane 
I am grace and sin 
[ am the root and the crown] 

Within the context of the New York Group's output, this particulas imprint is Vovk's 

alone. 

The attitudes and images, a pattern of thinking which these poets, seen individually 

and as a group, have fostered in their texts reveal a number of common threads. First of 

ali, as the poetic excerpts above clearly attest, the significance attniuted to metaphor is 

unmistakable. From the very beginning, it became the most potent weapon in the group's 

mission to undennine the existing aesthetic practices and alliances. Not unlie the 

surrealists, the poets exalted in the individual and sought to create unconventional foms 

fiom a highiy individualistic and nonconformist perspective- With its emphasis on freedom, 

choice and individual responsibility, existentialism provided them with a philosophicai 

foundation thai very much suited their initiai artistic convictions and needs. [t is more than 

evident that creative seIf-realization was not oniy quite high on their agenda but, arguably, 

constituted the oniy goai worth pursuing in order to achieve nich self-reaiization, they 

had to address the question of power and capture control over iiterary discourse. This 

attitude codd in part explain the group's eventuai isolation and the imputations of eiîtism 

directed at same of its members. 



When in 1954 "Slovo," an Association of Ukrainian Writers in Exile which had as 

its main task to continue and develop the ideology and activities of MCTR, came into 

existence, on Iurii Lavrinenko's advice (who was a CO-editor of Ukrains'ka Literatuma 

Hazeta [Ukrainian Literary Newspaper] at the time), the young poets entered the ranks of 

the association, even though aesthetically they had very Iittle in cornrnon with the goals 

propounded by their older colleagues. By joinùig the organization which was thoroughly 

traditionalist in its conception, the poets ody accentuated their o m  avant-gardist 

tendencies and thus set themselves apart from those who continued to work in the mode 

defined during the DP period. In a way, they were deIighted to cultivate the image of 

themselves as a new generation of impudent apostates. 

The New York Group's avant-garde rnanifests itselftirstly in the rejection of the 

authority of the institutions such as MUR and "Slovo," and secondly in the embracing of 

surrealist aesthetics. It has to be stresseci, however, that they have never questioned the 

vaiidity of art as an institution nor have they ever undemined the importance of aesthetic 

a ~ t o n o m ~ . ~ ~  What needs to be reemphasized is that the New York Group's version of the 

avant-garde is a hybrid phenomenon incorporating both the elements of the historicai 

avant-garde (via surrealism) and the eIements of modemism, the latter reflected especiaily 

in the group7s fetishization of newness, individuaiism, and the creative process itself. 

Accordmg to Richard Murphy, 

. . . what distinguishes the avant-garde kom modedm in general is its institutional 
awareness: firstly, unlike rnoderriisrn the avant-garde not only renovates the means 
but also deconstmcts the ideologv of art, wMe refiecbng upon those social 
demarcations of culture for which modernism seems to show a complete lack of 

55 Clearly, Peter Bürger's thesis that the avant-grde intended to destroy art's autonomous 
aatus and reintegrate it with life simply does not apply here. 



awareness or interest. The avant-garde sets out to expose and alter art's status as a 
socially differentiated and segregated mode of discourse, and to make it clear that 
its position is aiways mediateci by the social mechanism responsible for the 
institutionaikation of culture. (258) 

As 1 intend to demonstrate in the next three chapters, the New York Group was very 

much aware of the role certain institutions play in securing discursive control. The poets' 

radically new poetic language ernpowered them to also engender a number of culturaily 

significant, non-poetic discourses with their iiterary predecessors and contemporaries 

aiike, evident especiaily in correspondence and criticisrn. In this respect they did not 

espouse rnodemism's rather passive and historically 'bystander' tendencies. On the 

contrary, the poets' early movement to assemble was manifestly strategic in nature. They 

used the platform of the group as a rneasure to secure for themselves enough clout not 

only to propound their novel and controversiai (Rom the point of view of the mostly 

conservative émigré milieu), approach to poetry, but also to prevail over and conuol the 

literary discourse. This striving for dominance was particularly tangible during the period 

of roughiy meen years, fiom the mid-1950s to the early 1970s. 



P a r t  T w o  

DISCOURSES: POETRY AS POWER, OR AFFIRMCNG THE PRESENCE 

Poeîry is knowkedge, sasaivarian, pwer,  abundo~rment. 

Octavio Paz, The Bow and the Lyre 



Chapter Two 

MUR, The Prague School, and "Whither Goest Thou?" 

The spirit of rebelliousness, so inherently present in any çenuinely avant-garde 

movement, does not arise uniess there is sornething tangible to rebel against. One c m  

perhaps argue that there are rebels without a cause, but that is not the case as far as the 

New York Group is concerned. It is not difficdt to pinpoint the reasons for their defiance. 

Understandably, the group did not ernerge in a vacuum. The tradition of Ukrainian émigré 

literature of the interwar period, with centres in Prague and Warsaw, not only survived 

following World War iI, but was carried on and, rnoreover, was reinforced by the influx of 

a new wave of political re&gees - among them rnany writers and intellectuals who sought 

haven Erom the oppressive Soviet regime in the DP camps of Western Europe. The 

combination or juxtaposition of these two strains of literary tradition, Le., one coming 

fiom the ranks of writers tiom Soviet Ukraine, and the other coming From the émigré 

centres in Prague and Warsaw, engendered a IiveIy debate on the status quo and the h r e  

of Ukrainian literature, not without reference to the relatively &esh Soviet purges against 

the ükrainian intellectual elite.' Therefore the appearance of the young poets in the 1950s 

to some extent bears the characteristic of a certain teleoIogical necessity. So vibrant and 

extensive were the repercussions of the recent DP activity, so fertiie and inviting the 

postwar cultural setting in the United States, that a fdure to respond to the riches of such 

1 For a detailed d y s i s  of the DP literary debates and actMty see Grabowicz, "Great 
Literature" and Stnik, "Organizational Aspects" (especially 29-32]. 



stimuli was simply not an option for the emerging New York Group. One can almost Say 

that the new generation of tikrainian émigré responded with a vengeance. At least 

such were the beginnings. 

This chapter traces the origins of the New York Group's defiant spirit through the 

examination of various discourses that took place in the 1950s and early 1960s between 

the young poets and their iiterary predecessors, mainly the founders and active participants 

of MüR and the members of the Prague ~ c h o o l . ~  It also attempts to estabtish that 

underiying the poets' early tendency to assemble was their quest for power, understood 

both as a set of institutions and apparatuses, and as "the multiplicity of force relations 

immanent in the sphere in which they operate and which constitue their own 

organization7' (Foucault, Sexuaiity. Introduction 92).' The assertiveness that the New 

* Grabowicz, for examph questions the vaiidity of appIying 'émigré' label to the poets of 
the New York Group (see his "New Directions" 165). However, the fact remains that they 
have written mostly (if not exclusively) in ükrainian and for the émigre communities. The 
degree of their assimilation into the societies of adopted homelands or their being in step 
with current poetic developments in the West, does not, in my view, change the status of 
the oeuvre produced, although it certainly has a considerable bearing on the general 
approach to fiterature as such (e.g., noticeable is the absence of typicdy émigré themes of 
homeland riostdgia among the poets of the New York Group). 
3 By most accounts this group of writers and poets constitutes the 6rst wave of Ukrainian 
émigre literati (Kostiuk 40), thougf~ some (see especidiy Grabowicr, 'Voices" 157 and 
"Great LiteratureY7 24 1) seem to challenge such ~Iassification. 
4 Foucault seems to contradistinguish these two sets of power (Sexuality. Introduction 
921, however his understanding of an 'apparatus' as the system of relations within a 
structure of heterogeneous eiements Cfower/Knowledge 194) underscores or points to 
theu complementarity rather than opposition: "the apparatus is thus always inscnied in a 
play of power, but it is also always linked to certain coordinates of knowledge which issue 
fiom it but, to an equd degree, condition it- This is what the apparatus consists in: 
strategies of relations of forces supportkg and supporteci by m e s  of knowIedgem (196). 
Furthmore, his 'appitratus7 also seems to subsume the t e m  'institution' understood as 
"everything which fictions in a society as a system of coostraint and which isn't on 
utterance, in short, aü the field of non-discursive socid- (197-98), because "the apparatus 
in its generai form is both discursive and non-discursive, its eIements being much more 



York Group of poets displayed early on, had its roots very much in the knowledge of how 

important it is to secure the weii-being of their poetic production, first by grafting the 

group's activity ont0 the existing literary structuresYs and second by subverting the very 

authority of those structures through making themselves indispensable for the 

advancernent and evolution of the ükrainian iiterary process. 

Notwithstandig the fact that the poets under scrutiny here were aii  young and 

relatively inexperienced, they quickly reaiiied that a coherent assemblage constitutes a 

convenient vehicle of sufficient vehemence to atfirm their presence in the shaping 

paradigms of Ukrainian literature outside Ukraine: 

MH Mononi y ~ p a i ~ c b ~ î  nucbMeHHmm, M~CMMO nepxamcsi pa3oM, MH MYCMMO 

3'€.LXHaT~cir HePOJPHBHIIM IIePCTHeM J I P Y X ~ K ,  60 OAIlHUeM T[QOnaL[eMO 
ôacnia~o. M m  ~aniro, uo BK yceiriomrn~t 6e3~aniiiHicrb ~amoi cmyauii. Konri 
MM q e  noxneeMo Ha eimrpauii necmb - n'm~anumb poia~, y Hac mami He 
6yne HLXTO nacamr yq~aï~cb~om ~oaoro. Y ~ p a i ~ c b ~ a  Kynbypa nepewrsae -renep 
CrpauIHv q m y  i eoHa cnpa~ni croï~b nepen, npo6arre ~paaapemuii BHCJ~~B, 
O C T ~ M  ~ 6 y - r ~  sn He 6y1-m). Bnmb~o, Xa~nmea M- Kyniur i i ~ u i  npe~pac~i 
nmaw ~ M H ~ J I W .  3a ~ e ï ,  Mn He CM~EMO ïï 3aHanacrm. Hatue sasna~w -- 
spmyaaTn ri. iianea~o samaxyae, ~ a m i  «crapurb Kymqpti ~ h i  ~ O B C ~ M  He 
uiKaBJlRTbcir HaMn, &O fi He nmOHe B H m  6 k  ( ~ O B O ~ H ~  3aïMbHO i He 
oco6ucro emBm cnoea cc~aruv)). Mn q c r i ~ o  s ~ p 0 6 m i  c06i BnacHy mertny 

rcpm~r~cia, anaci rry6~tiaauiï, ~aait.6 ~ n a c ~ i  BmaaHwwa. Mrr M ~ C H M O  

o~'€!JH~T€~~R B I I K ~ C ~  a o p ~ a n b ~ y  opra~i3a160, ~ o a i  B Hac ôyne Fi cma. 
(Rubchak, Letter to Iurii Tarnav'skyi, 25 Nov. 1955) 

[We, the young Ukrainian writers, must keep together, must unite in indissoluble 
fnendship, because individually we shali vanish without a trace. 1 hope you have 
reaüzed the precariousness of our situation- Ten, £ifteen more years of émigri 
existence, and no one would be writïng in ükrainian. ükrainian culture undergoes 

heterogeneous" (197). Despite its seeming inconsistency, power for Foucadt is fkst and 
foremost relational, i.e. it is not possessed exclusively by an agent, but operates within 
networks whereby the dominant are constrained and their position is very much unstable, 
ifnot reversrile, and this aspect (important for my purposes) can be found in both sets of 
power speci6ed above. 
5 They di, for example, joined the Ukrainian Wnters Association in E d e  "SIO~O,~' even 
though the latter represented mostly conservative titerary forces- 



an awtiil crisis nowadays, and it's t d y  faced with, forgive my cliché, the last 'Y0 

be or not to be." Vlyzko, Khvylovy, M. Kulish and other wondef i  people gave 
their lives for it. We do not dare put it down. Our task is to rescue it. You've 
certainly noticed that our 'older' cultural activists do not display any interest in us, 
and no one gives a darnn about our work (I'm saying this in generai and my use of 
'OUI' is impersonal). We've got to fonn our own cucle of critics, our own 
publications, even our own publishing houses. We must join in some kind of a 
formal organiration, then we shall have the power.] 

This passage aptiy underscores several diiemmas facing the young poets.6 First, they 

recognized that the questions of power should be fomulated in tems of tactics and 

Strotegy; second, it became clear to them that the recognition they yearned for wiii not 

d a m  on them gacetùlly on its own, but requires an effort and smggle on their part 

(forming a group, for example, would represent one of the strategies for achieving such 

end); Gnally, they evinced a strong sense of respoosibility, onerous as it might be, for the 

very existence and continuation of Ukrainian literature. However' one cannot but notice 

that this sense of responsibiiity Rubchak refers to, to some extent reverberates the 

atmosphere and concms of the DP literary petiod Yet the prescriptive tone, so 

hrpical of aii the MUR progammatic statements, is noticeably absent here, The young 

poets saw themselves as champions of t hdom who resisted large organizational 

structures and diiectives that such structures usuaily entaii. 

The power issue raised by Rubchak in the letter quoted above found a sympathetic 

ear in Tamawsky. His letters to Rubchak attest that the idea of having a group as a force 

6 Tt a h  seems to contradict Fytiovany7s assumption that the group's genesis ' bas  
somewhat spontaneous and anarchic" (4). 
7 This is a period when, according to George Grabowicz, "the two fundamental premises 
that Ukrainian attists, specifidy wtiters, have a moral duty to their nation, anobiigation 
to bend ail th& efforts to the overarching national cause of Ukrainian independence and 
that their task is to be eEected through art that is of the highest quality, are more than 
piain" ("Great Literature'' 250). 



promoting new venues in ükrainian poetry was viewed as essentiai: T~apa t iTec~  

nepeixam B N.Y. [New York] Tyr eeceniure - 6yne~o npauroeam p a o y  -rpe6a 

 opmi mi ceom U I K O ~  ~n MycnMo aam nomoBx y q -  nhepa~ypi, a oco6nneo no&! 

Mycmo npoMocrmn umx ~ononrum!" (27 h g ,  1956) [Try to move to N.Y. It's 

more cheerfiil here. We'll work together, we must create our own school, we have to give 

a nudge to Ukrainian literature, and especially to poetry! We've got to pave the road for a 

younger generation!]. Moreover, the group was aiso seen as a force offsetting the stifling 

atrnosphere of the Ukrainian émigré literary process: "Ii npocro sau~ixamc~ ~ i a  Haruoro 

MMCïeUbKOïO IIoB~TPH; lrâCaMH 3na€ïbCir, IiiO ~ a ~ i ~ b  aTOMOBI 6 0 ~ b  He 380PYUIMJIa 6 

#0ï0; - BOHO B O H K  %C HaM 6pamcrr no rIpaLli, MJWiMO pâ30M. cniJlbH0 po6im, 

TBOpHTH, ~ O P O T M C ~ ,  MYCWMO p036yqma~n ZIKYCb IUMT@OPMY, Ha ZIK% MOXHI  ~YLIJW~TH 

miiioyr~d" (10 Sept. 1956) [I'm simply sufocating Eom our artistic air; sotnethes it 

seems to me that even the atom bomb would not be able to shake it - it stinks. It's about 

tirne for us to get to work, we must together. iointlv push matters, create, fight, we must 

build some kind of platform which may facilitate the hture!]. These letters manifest that 

the formation of the g o u p  with its attendant institutions, nmeiy a publishing venture and 

the publication of a periodical, had been weli discussed early on. 

Poetry and power became inextricably intertwuled in the initial stages of the New 

York Group. There can be no doubt that the more avant-garde, 'transgressive' character 

of the poetry produced, the more visible or controversial it became. An increase in 

visiiility brought about more attention and thereby laid the foundation for more power. 

This power, in tum, backed up by the net-like forces iniierent in the group, was used to 

secure more weight for the poetry brought forth, oRen regardless of ds actual aesthetic or 



historical merit.' Therefore the concerns behind the formation of the group were by and 

large pragmatic rather than programatic, although this does not imply that the poets 

were fiee of goais and comrnitments. 

In 1959 the &st issue of Novi DO& came out and the publishing venture of the 

New York Group was thus estabcshed. This event marked an important new phase in the 

development of the group. Not only did it underscore the gains made in the realrn of group 

cohesiveness, but also reveaied and substantiated the poets' viewpoint concerning the 

group's role in the émigré titerary process. To that end, it made public what had been 

aiready heavily discussed informally either in correspondence (cf Rubchak's and 

Tarnawsky's letters above) or in café gatherings as early as 1955. For example, an 

introductory editoriai note, included in the first issue, States: 

ïIow~aiowi 3 1949 porcy, e~irpauïkie ni.repa.ryp~e * m m ~  onwirtnocrr Ha 
noxmiii mm. .. - 3  npyroro b~y, nireparypa Ha Y q a ï ~ i  6yna sxe Ha nox~niii 
u e  ein racy, Konki ~ ~ M O B K J I M  T I ~ ~ I B H ~  i E a m a ~ ,  Konn 3rt11iynn XB~IJ I~OBH~~  i 
Kyniq a Ha m-repa-ryp~o~y mirri BMnaneHo maMn couirrnicr~rnoro peanimy, 
ruo B c a ~ o ~ y  npli~rurni He -rhm ~anepel~yc, a npocro B ~ M B ~ C  B C R K ~  

kJUi~i,il"XIIb~y ~Bop&Tb. . . . 
HMBH~CT~ T~KOI  AiMc~ocri nocmoe B nmneii ~orronoï m~epa.ryp~oi 

re~epauii noryrra mncreub~oi sisnosi~anbtiom. . , . 
TOX B ~ O M ~  Bxe B n i~epa -qp~oq  d Hm-iiop~cbrca r p p a  supimitna 

He ~ i n b n r  i r n e ~ c ~ ~ n i m e  nporzoeqwam ceoi TBOPG HaMaraHm, ane ii s n n ~ ~ y r u  
Ha oxkisnemi Ta norrrci6nc~r.m JriTepa-ryp~on, rrpouecy. (5-6) 

[Our émigré iiterary iXe has found itseifsIoping downward since 1949. ... On the 
other hand, iiterature in Ukraine has been in decline ever since Tychyna and 
Bazhan became silent, KhvyIovy and Kuiish perished, and iiterary üfe had been 
stamped with socialist realism, the very essence of which is not onIy to deny, but 
simply to hi1 any individual credve effort, . .. 

8 Zhenia Vasylkivska is a case in paint- Notwithstanding the quaiity of her poetry, her 
overall conm%ution, spanning l e s  than ten years, is certainly rather marginal (she 
produced only one book of poems Korotki viddah), and, without the support that the 
network of the group provides, her name would have disappeared a long t h e  ago. 
However, her being one of the initiators of the goup perpetuates her iiterary existence. 



The persistence of such reality increases the sense of artistic responsibility among 
the individuals representing the young Literary generation. . . . 
That is why the New York Group, already well-hown in literary circles, decided 
not oniy to vigorousiy keep up its creative endeavors, but also to eniiven and 
deepen the literary process.] 

Inasmuch as the New York Group of poets denied ever writing any manifestoes, this 

editorial statement, issued in the narne of dl the rnembers of the groupy comes relatively 

close to being such Moreover, it stressed not oniy the role of the group in rejuvenating 

the literary process outside of Ukraine, but aiso unequivocally declared the group's 

aesthetic credo: 

[... creative work of each individuality cails for an absolute fieedom of expression, 
such work is a world of its own and knows only its own, totally subjective, laws of 
lie and death. Each artist acutely fiels the demands of hisher own inner world, 
and, having no other choice, s/he must creatively manifest it to the iùllest. In other 
words, s/he must tieely express herself(liimself) in the native tongue.] 

From the very begiming, guardmg the sovereignty of artistic creativity had become 

of utmost importance to the young poets and came in stark contrast to the controiled and 

prescnied formulas propounded by MUR_ One such formula that was particularly 

opposed and outrïght rejected by the New York Group was the notion of a 'national- 

organic' style, introduced by Iurü Sherekh (a pseudonym of George Shevelov), the main 

proponent and theoretician of MUR organizatioa The idea that one can a priori arbitrate 

9 The fist issue of Novi DO& inchdeci ci the ocder of appearance): Bohdan Rubchak, 
Zhenia Vasylkivska, Bohdan Boychuk, Yuriy Tamawsky, Pamcia Kylyna, and Emma 
Andijewska 



the content and direction of a creative process was not only unacceptable, but simply 

abhorrent to the poets of the New York Group: 

[Alrnost the whole world shares the thought that an artist's self-reaiization is one 
of his most important missions. Socialist realism rises against this idea. Strange as 
it is, the Ukrainian émigré community's stand on this issue is not with the West, 
but with socialist realism. Our émigré press aims at imposing upon the artists some 
kind of "nationaiist," "public" mission, and makes attempts to give them its own 
poetic formula or "socialist order." This is a dangerous 'kitelage" which can 
provide more darnage than help to the national arts and literature.] 

The only concession to the national cause (and not necessarily style - itself a highly 

problematic concept) that they could corne up with was the fact that they retained the 

language. Rather than adopting the language of a new homeland (English in the majority 

of cases), they chose ükcainian as the main medium of artistic expression. 

There was never any diect public didogue between Sherekh and the New York 

Group, the most likely reason being that the group with its extremely cosmopolitan 

attitude, Western orientation, and poeticaiiy apoliticd stance, struck at the very heart of 

Sherekh's thesis and made his concept of a 'nationai style' if not obsolete, then surely 

inapplicable.10 The idea that a writer (or a poet) ought to self-consciously work on the 

national character of her/his oeuvre or that dhe should somehow strive to express 

10 It is to Sherekh's credit that he admitted the dubiousness of this concept later on. See 
his Tretia storozha 388. 



artisticdy the essence of a national spirit seemed incomprehensible to the young poets and 

tnggered a reaction in the form of almost obsessive emphasis on the Eeedom of creative 

process as Vasylkivska's response above attests. Sherekh, on his part, pointedly ignored 

the poets' literary debuts and preferred to greet the group's endeavors with silence- When 

in 1964 he finally did react to the poetry of one member of the çroup, namely Tamawsky, 

he did so, as Solomiia Pavlychko rightly notices (407), in order to undermine Tarnawsky's 

(and thereby the group's) claims of being tnily modernist and innovative." Sherekh 

continued his tiawed MUR rhetoric by focusing on 'what' rather than on 'how' in any 

given text. The fact that there are thematic similarities between Borovykovsky's poem 

and that of Tarnawsky in and of itself proves nothing, Obviously, Tarnawsky's innovative 

approach in this particular poem pertains to the formal rather than the thernatic sphere. 

But in tu's article, Sherekh implies more than just thematic correspondence. More 

significantly, he also undercuts the stylistic and attitudinal differences between the two 

poets and 6 d l y  sums up: 

CI want to say that in principle there is little or no difference at al1 between the 
poetry which is considered among us ultramodem and that which we c d  the New 

Sherekh's reaction came as a presentation at a symposium 'Tradition and innovationn 
heId duchg the second meeting of the ''S1ovo" Ukrainian Writers' Association in Exile. 
The subsequent article 'Troie proshchad i pro te, shcho take istoriia literatury" [-ree 
Farewells and What History of Literature is Ali About] was pubfished four years fater in 
the aimanac SIovo Ford]. In this article the critic compares three poems (aU dealiag with 
the theme of parting between a man and a woman) fiom three different literary periods by 
three different poets, namely Levko Borovykovsky, Olena Pchilka, and Yun'y Tamawsky- 



York Group of poets, and . . . that poetry which we cal1 romantic. The new poetry 
sets itseif apart only by placïng more emphasis on the other, the unreal, the 
metaphoric, the symbolic, the imaginative. The role of allusion has increased, but 
an overaii approach is similar ifnot the same.] 

What strikes one most in this passage is that the critic treats poetic devices such as 

metaphors and irnagery as mere 'augmentations7 to a style and not as factors that 

constitute or determine that very style. While there is some justification in Sherekh's 

pointing out certain inherent affinities between the romantic and modemist movements 

which stem mostly from presupposing the autonomy of subject (Tarnawsiq's pronounced 

subjectivity and almost religious seriousness in approach to art is indeed a case in point), 

the cntic's hidden agenda, however, had little to do with this. Again, his goal was to 

diminish the vaiidity of the New York Group7s achievements and, ultimately, to undermine 

the influence and recognition the poets had managed to usurp thus far. 

Another theoretical consuuct that sprang from the MUR'S activity, which, 

however, tumed out to be less of a 'red flag7 for the young poets, was the concept of 'a 

great literature7 (velyka literatura).'2 That is not to say that the New York Group agreed 

with the reasoning and remedies proposed by MUR to deviate the seenhg 

'provinciaiism7 of Ukrainian iiterature, but the attitudes the poets assumed in this area 

were somewhat less defined, more likely because they refiised to formulate the problem in 

12 This notion refers to M W s  recommendation that ükrainian w-riters should strïve to 
achieve excellence in their oeuvre so that their collective effort would subsequently 
aileviate the seeming provincialism of Ukrainian iiterature. In his insighdùi anaIysis of this 
phenornenon, Grabowicz also points out that 'the centrai mted issues of v e b h  lit~rolin-a 
("Europe7' vs. provincialism, quality vs, populism, a sense of "mission" and of optimism 
for the future of Ukrainian iiterature) and the more thoughttùl programmatic statements of 
MLIR (the articles of Sherekh and Kosach) had Khvyliovy as their touchstones" (259). In 
other words, the poIemics engendered by MUR to a large extent resembled the essence 
and the mode of the debates in Ukraine of the artiartisticaiiy turbulent 1920s- 



such tenns in the first place. They did not lave my sign that they themselves suffered 

from any fonn of inferiority complex. 

Generally speaking, there is nothing wrong with writers7 aspirations to excellence 

and production of high-calibre texts, but that is not what the issue was. What the poets 

did oppose, however, is the notion that this process c m  be somehow controlled and 

micromanaged by a series of postulates coming €tom the organization. The totaiitarianisrn 

of such an approach was aptly taken up by Gcabowicz: 

. . . the issue is not how welf the literary process was managed - the evidence 
shows that is was not managed weU at dl, and that is al1 to the good - but the very 
fact, with its literary implications, that managing and controlling the literary 
process was generaiiy and en thu~i~ca i iy  accepted by what then qualitied as the 
literary establishment as well as the majority of the rank and file. From our cultural 
and historical vantage point, the proximity of this understanding of iiterature to the 
Soviet and generally totalitarian attitude may be quite deplorable. But, deplorable 
or not, it did underlie the general psychological, cultural and largely unconscious 
context of the idea of a 'great literature.' ("Great Literature" 255-56) 

ï he  poets of the New York Group, although questioning that very 'ccontext'7 and the 

discourse behind it, generaily liked the idea of prornoting excellence in writing. In fact, 

they themselves (not unlike their predecessors) nurtured considerable ambitions,13 

boosted, to digress a little, in large part by the fact that aiready in 1959 they were noticed 

by the Polish émigré critic, Jozef Lobodowski, who introduced their poetry to a Polish 

audience in the Parisian journal ~ultura'" Notwithstand*mg such early signs of recognition, 

13 For example, Patricia KyIyna submitted her EngIish translations of Yuriy Tarnawsky's 
poems to the Arnerican Literary magazine The Ffiies as early as in 1958. Cf. Iurii 
TafnavsYkyi's Papers. The New York Group Arches, Rare Books and Manuscript Lib., 
Columbia University, New York City. 
'' Lobodowski not only came up with a critical article on the emerging poets, but also 
presented his own renderings of thek poetry under the heading: Mloda poezja ukrainska 
[The Young Ukrainian Poetry], 



the New York Group neither used, nor espoused, nor even mentioned the concept of 

velyka literatura. To be sure, the poets easily diipeased with the epithet 'great,' because 

they preferred to replace it with the tag 'new' (cf. Novi ~oeziT), convinced that they alone, 

fieed fiom the rhetonc and bonds of organizationai structures, were capable of initiating a 

truly new chapter in Ukrainian literature. But the group's adamant dismissal of the need 

for organized movements and an early aversion for any kind of 'theorkg' (which came in 

contrast to what MüR offered) onIy underscores the fact that its very formation was 

shaped as an antithesis to the discursive practices of the MUR period. 

First of dl, the poets refiised to engage in propounding declarative programmatic 

statements; furthemore, they also refused to follow the MUR'S recommendations in the 

realm of genre, displaying an overwhelming preference for lyric poetry rather than for the 

more favored epos, the novel or even drama;Is finally, they m e d  down the cal1 to 

theorize their aesthetic positions. The New York Group made poetry speak for itseE The 

poetic language alone (Le. the way it was used) became an effective and potent instrument 

for bringhp about a change on a literary stage- And theu poetry did open up new 

directions (formal, stylistic, and thematic), at least in the context of Ukrainian literature, 

no matter how hard the critics tried to undermine the group's cIaims to i~ovation.'~ 

15 That does not mean that the poets of the New York Group did not try their hands at 
other genres. Andijewska, Vovk, Tamawsky have produced works of prose as weU; 
Boychuk, on the other hand has written several plays, but, comparatively, poetry does 
remain the most îàvorite channel for expressing their artistic visions. 
l6 interestingly, qttlovany (6-7) considers Sherekh's method in Troie proshchan'" wonh 
exploring and appties bis technique (see Fwmote 1 1) to the analysis of one of Boychuk's 
poems, namely "Monakhynia," comparing it to Shevchenko's poem 'NT." or 
"Velykomuchenytse kurno-" 



Unlike Iurii Sherekh, thor Kostetsb, a rnaverick initiator-activist of MUR,'' 

originally wholeheartedly embraced the New York Group's youthtiil initiatives, ofien 

advising its members to çuard their independence at al1 costs and to be watcffil of al1 

sorts of 'doctrinaires' (undoubtedly ceferring to the organization he hunself represented 

not so long ago): 

MO-M r m 6 o u 1 ~  nepeKoHamm, ~aiironosHiure m Bac Tenep - ui B R K O M ~  

pa3i He csryxamcx nopas rnaa~ilx norcrpnaepi~, marani Ha HMX He 3~axca~lc. 
I ~ a m e  K ~ M  - 3a B C I I K ~  u i ~ y  He aam ce6e aicnam Ha rr~ycb nonnricy B 

crrçremaarni'i~rrx enpasax-rm, mi RWIOT~, uo BOHH Bce ~ H ~ I O T ~  i LUO BoHn E: 

~ N H M M N  pesHuKaMu BCbOrO, tu0 6yn0, E, i 6yae. He Haneam Ï X H ~  i ~ e ~ ,  60 
ni~onir He p06m ~ i r o r o  no3a ori ( 3 none,wroto ~wcrynaro TUIbut npCtnmnHo i 
nin BnacHHM npi3sriure~), ane ~exaii caMe UR o6craswna ü nae B ~ M  ~ o ; ~ n n s i c ~ b  
nincraamn nia n o m r r  «norcrpmiepap Koro BH c a ~ i  ainrysacre nK TaKim. 
(Letter to Bohdan Boichuk, 1 1 Nov. 1956) 

[I am deeply convinced that the most important thing for you now is not to listen 
to the advice of any doctrinaires, not to pay any attention to them at d l .  To put it 
differently - at aii cost do not allow yourselves to be pigeon-holed by those who 
think that they know everything and that they are the sole spokesmen of al1 that 
was, is, and will be, 1 do not point out their names, because 1 never say or do 
anything behind someone else's back ( my polemical disputes are always public and 
under my own name), but let this circumstance give you an opportunity to place 
under the notion of 'doctrinaire' aü those that you yourseff feel beiong to that 
category.] 

Clearly by 1956 Kostetsky had no desire to be associated with the MUR'S overly 

dogmatic past. Instead, he quite swiftly aiigned himself with the ernerging group and had 

high hopes for a fhitfiil cooperation with the young poets, be it in the sphere of criticism 

or translation.18 in a way, such a turn was quàe naturai for Kostetsky, considering that his 

I f  Suuk Lists six people as initial founders of MUR: 1- Bahnany, V. Domontovych, lu. 
Kosach, 1. Kostetsky, 1. Maistrenko, and Iu. Sherekh (Wrganizational Aspects" 224). 
18 Publishg Seiected Works of Garcia Lorca in Ulrrainian translation in 1958 was one of 
the f'irst successfùl coflaborations between Kostetsky and the poets of the New York 
Group. Three poets conmbuted th& translatians to this edition, namely Zhenia 
Vasyikivska, Yuriy Tarnawsky, and Bohdan Boychuk 



own modemist, quite experimental, texts challenged, to a large extent, MüR's rhetoric. 

Taking into account that even in the DP period, the cultivation of the writer's own 

individuaiity and &dom was the prime issue for Kostetsky, his estrangement and 

subsequent disengagement f?om the organizational web does not come as a surprise. No 

wonder that Grabowicz considers Kostetsky a kind of 'launchhg pad' tigure for the next 

Iiterary generation: 

It is also not surprising that the aesthetic program of sovereign individualism, of 
genuine not rhetoricai openness to new and Yoreign' ideas and models, of intuitive 
rejection of shibboleths, missions and organizational control that was present in 
embryo in Kostetsky's oblique and tentative ruminations was picked up and given 
substance by the next generation, the so-called New York Group. It may seem 
unkind, but perhaps the most lasting achievement of MUR was that it sheltered 
such subversives, and of velyka Iiterarura that it so quickly generated its own 
antithesis. C'Great Literature" 263-64)19 

in the debates of MUR on how to best achieve the goal of vefyka Iiterntitra, 

Sherekh and Kostetsky stood on opposite ends. The first advocated the previously 

mentioned 'national-organic' style, with its notorious motto 'to the sources of Ukrainian 

national cuiture" (Sherekh, 'Y oboroni velykykh" 12), the second unequivocally 

19 In his review article 'Temna storona misiatsia" Yurïy Tarnawsky seems to question 
Grabowicz's assessment about Kostetsky's role in the formation of the New York Group: 
'cHbio-CiOpncm rpyna, nonpa 6nmb~ï 0~06ncri K O ~ I C I X  AeKoro 3 ü w ~ H ~ B  b 
Kocreubmy b M O A ~ ~ H U M ~  fior0 He Liepiï~â., 0craribKEi He 6~ B ~ H  nOCiaTHb0 
rnu6omir.q tu06 i3 H ~ O C O  repnam, Aimb~icm Kocreub~oro Tex He Moma BBaxami 3a 
MOUleHHR IIOMOCXY lWi M O A ~ P H ~ ~ M Y  H ~ ~ O - ~ O ~ K C ~ K O ~  ïPYiiH- Hi KPHTHKa, ~i qLfCâUbKa 
@mut rpyny H e  npniirwra, OTOX 6yny~am ueii n o ~ i m  Bona Mycrina c m a  co6i." (9). 
[The New York Group, despite the close of contacts with Kostetsky, did not draw out of 
fis modemism, because it was not deep enough to draw fiom it anything. Kostetsky's 
activities aIso cannot be considered a bridge for the New York Group's modemism. 
Neither the critics nor the reading public acceptai the group, xi the group had to build 
this bridge on its own.] While Tarnawsky is right stating that the New York Group did 
not benef3 much corn Kostetsky's writhgs, he c m o t  deny the fact that Kostetslq was 
the only member-founder of MUR who actively engaged in a dialogue with the group, 
thereby indirectly helping the young poets shape theu own discursive stand 



championed an orientation to the West. Unquestionably, this orie~tation to the West 

constituted the basis for the initiai mutuai respect and cooperation between Kostetsky and 

the poets of the New York Group, Yet, foliowing his own advice, the poets eventually 

spumed his ambitions of becoming a mentor to them. Like any true avant-garde, they 

simply resisted any authonty and guidance, even ifthey were coming fiom an d y .  

Kostetsky's fnendly counsel to ignore hostile critics was, in a way, falüng on deaf ears, 

because the poets were already doing precisely that. In a 1963 letter, written to 

Tarnawsky, Kostetsky, somewhat disappointed and defensive in tone, reiterated his 

position regarding the need to construct the theoretical discourse around the group, de 

facto questioning the poets' insistence on speaking out through poetry alone: 

9n He ranacre B y u o  6yno 6 ~ y n n  ui~mime, rr~6n n p ~ r ~ a M ~ ~ i  mocb onm 3 Bac 
rne~ononinb~o c@op~ymeas,  u o  m e  - Ha B q  nyw - MonepHa 
niîepa'rypa? Xi6a He 6yno 6 ~ o n i  u e  &bme nepeKoHnnso Bau smyna-rn y 
cyracHiil ciïryauiï? Xi6a He sno6yn~ 6 Sroni a e ~ r ~ ~ o ~ i c b r c i  6iibuie elirincrm 
rro~nqiii, eincysarowr cemoxie y -rim m~ynoro?  A cam rr, no peri, ~ i m o  ~ H U I M ~ ~ ,  

porci~ 30 ~ p i ï  TOW, SR TO y mmi no 6ohyca, wi TO  asi in i no Bac, 
t-ranonermtao nponotryeas, q06 c m e  X T O C ~  i3 Bamm nae yaascs no îeopïi i no 
~ p m m m .  q o ~ y  He enanncs? qorq  HeMa y Bac BnacHnx K ~ ~ K K ~ B ,  m a c m  
ocMircneHm nosnuiti, enac~o'i neranboeaaoi ~eopiï, HKOEO Momna 6 6yno 6mir 
no sacrapulm? (29 Mar. 1963) 

pon't you think that it would be considerably more interesting if at least one of 
you, the members of the group, formulated what is in your opinion a modern 
literature? Wouldn't it be more convincing for you to debate in the present 
situation? Wouldn't the 'urbanites' secure then more advantageous positions, 
pushing the 'vüiagers' [populists] back to the shadow of the past? h fact, it was 1, 
no one else, who some three years ago, in a letter to Boychuk or, perhaps, even to 
yoy insisted that someone fiom your ranks turned to theory and criticism. How 
come no one did? How come you don7t have your own critics, your own thought 
out positions, your own detailed theory which you could use in your fight with the 
O ld-fashioned?] 

Kostetsky's treatment of the group as a uniform entity rather than a circle of individuai 

poets tn'ggered Tarnawsky's protest: "KOJM roeopme npo H& rpyny, roeopme npo 



~ a 8  6w nma-rn mcicb TU ~ a ~ i 4 e a - n  w onpaenzurw caoïk c~aiae" (Letter to Ihor 

Kostets'kyi, 9 Iune 1963). [When you speak about the New York Group, you speak about 

the people who do not fonn any unity. We do not have any obligations vis-a-vis ourselves 

or vis-à-vis the world. E do not see any reason why anyone of us ought to write any 

manifestoes or apologies for his or her own taste.] There is some dishonesty in this 

staternent, because Tarnawsky has always displayed concerns about the well-behg of the 

group, and has been its most outspoken proponent, but in the context of Kostetsky's 

tuminations one alrnost feels that the poet wanted to distance himself from the critic's 

position and implicit demands. The correspondence between them cooled off substantially 

foUowing this exchange. Kostetsky, on his part, replaced his initial euphoric generosity 

toward the young poets with more and more biting criticism. His series of reviews in 

Ukraina i svit w a i n e  and the World] (1963-65) is a case in point and embodies this shifi 

in the most pronounced way. Therein he calls Vasylkivska a "light-rninded poet" (Rev. of 

Novi poePi 11 l), underscores Boychuk's lack of mastery in stress (1 1 1)' accuses the 

group7s translation endeavors of being too Iiteral (1 12), and fhally concludes: 

~b to - t iop~cb~a  rpyna mc Ha H M U H U ~  nem He Mac 6 a m o  rm noxsanirrncx K P ~ M  

sipmie npo chiepn, ma noporPRye a6o He noponmyr Hoae m7 i aiprnie 3 

e a ~ x a ~ ~ a o  ~era@op, mi He s a n a ~ ~ m o ~ y ~ m c n ,  xici marani Hi no roro He 
3060~'113~Tb, TOMY UIO k Ha 3Maî5UIHII 6e3 TpYAY MOMa BHiWyBaTH COrmfMIi 

3a qam~oto m a .  (Rev. of Korotki viddali 1 15) 

[At present the New York Group does not have much to offer other than poems 
about death which do or do not gïve biah to a new Me, and poems with a 
confiising overfiow of metaphors which one cannot remember and which, on the 
whole, do not bind in any way, because it would be so easy to compete with them 
by making up hundreds d i e  whüe sipping coffee.] 



He could not express his disappointment in the young poets more forcefiiily than that. 

Despite the disagreements about the directions the New York Group was supposed to 

assume, Kostetsky's contacts with the individual members of the group continued ( e g  

Boychuk, Vovk), and joint projects were being ~ndertaken.~ The fact remains that among 

the founders of Kostetslq was the oniy one who engaged in a Iively exchange with 

the poets of the New York Group, be it on the level of personal or professional 

interaction. 

in cornparison to MUR, the goup's attitude toward the poets of the Prague 

School was considerably more respectful and constructive, notwithstanding the fact that 

aestheticaily and ideologically these two groups could not be farther apart. Romantic 

voluntarism, deeply-rooted nationalism and a belief that literature should play a pivotal 

role in the regeneration of Ukrainian statehood were not the watchwords the poets of the 

New York Group would accept as theu own. However, this kind of 'nationai' style was 

respected mainly because it was considered genuine, truly 'organic,' Le. coming fiom the 

inner imperatives and not fiom the prescnbed dogrnatic and rhetoncal postdates 

(Boichuk, c'ûekil'ka dumok" 22). Moreover, the poetry of the Prague School was 

embraced because it managed somehow to exude such an explicitly nationally engagé 

attitude without sacrificing the high standards of poetic crafl or laying to rest universai 

humanist concerns. 

20 For example, Boychuk and Kostetsky compited and published Ziovii Berezhan7s 
collective works, Na okrainakh nochi [On the Outskirts ofNight, 19771. 



Bohdan Boychuk in %faister z a h o h o  slova" Master of an lron Wotd], as eariy 

as in 1957, arguai that Evhen Malaniuk's poetry, even though firmly grounded in national 

history and sensibility, is nonetheless universai because behind his words are concem of 

universal value such as love for one's uwn country (3). The stature of Malaniuk in 

ükrainian émigre ck!es was quite formidable, and one could almost argue that Boychuk's 

criticisrn was strategic in nature, mostly in the sense that it wodd be a geat mistake on 

the group's part to alienate someone so infl~ential.~' What is even more interesting, 

however, is that in his later article, wtitten to commemorate Malaniuk's seventieth 

birthday, Boychuk constantly draws parallek between the latter's poetry and that of such 

mode& poets as Ezra Pound (3 7 l), William Butier Yeats (3 721, and even Eugenio 

Montale (374), despite the fact that the poetry of al! the poets of the Prague School 

(incIudig Malaniuk's) was deeply rooted in traditional poetics and hardly manifested any 

bent for modemist experirnentationa 

Boychuk's apparent effort to pull Malaniuk out of the traditionah' camp and 

place him somewhat closer io the modemist one is even mon striking when one considers 

the fact that Malaniuk by and large was obiivious to the group's poetic endeavors, and 

the only endorsement the poets managed to secure from him was his '2yst do rnoIodykh" 

'' For example, Kostetsky in his letter to Boychuk commended him highly for writing 
about Malaniuk:  ri npasmHo spo6curii, nro tiartacam TaKy c r a m  npo Marramow. 
He Moma nopmami 3 qarwrim, q e h ,  tu06 npouec ai~16yea~crr P~BHHMH XBNJUIMEI, a 
He po3pm~mm c~pu6KaMFI" (1 Apr. 1953. [You were correct in writing such an article 
about MaIaniuk One should not break the ties of tradition, it is essentiai that the process 
continues smoothiy rather than discontüiuously.] 
22. However, Malaniuk's late poetry displays a shiil toward more l y r d  and contemplative 
treatment of the subject matter- His Iast book of poetry S e q m '  [Augiist], pubüshed by the 
New York Group in 1964, mirrors this shift in a particulariy pronounced way. 



Letter to Youth] published in the special cornrnemorative issue of Terem [Tower] in 

1966 .~~  011 the other hand, it could also be that finding such junction points with the 

representatives of high modernism constituted a cenain justification for taking up the task 

of critical interpretation in the first place. 

By and large, the discursive exchanges between the New York Group and the 

Prague School were minimal. For example, the only two poets in the New York Group 

who came up with critical andlor editoriai responses to the legacy of the Prague School 

were Boychuk and ~ubchak." Conversely, the poets of the New York Group received 

even less attention and criticai treatment fiom their older colleagues, Oksana Liaturynska7s 

extensive essay-review of Emma Andijewska7s second book of poetry Narodzhemia idoia 

(1958) is an exception rather than the mie, Liaturynska treated Andijewska rather harshly, 

accusing the latter of a lack of dynamic qualities (650), of an unjustified excess of 

incongruous metaphors (656), of a somewhat mocking and superticial tone (636), and at 

the same time implicating and attacking in her criticism Rubchak's earlier interpretation of 

this particular book.* A few years later, she also challenged Emanuil Rais's interpretation 

of Andijewska's p ~ e t r ~ . ' ~  In her essay "Z cRodovidnoi'," Liaturynska expressed her 

utmost disappointment with Elais's generous evaiuation. [nstead, she ascribed to 

23 See Chapter Three for more details on this. 
24 That could very much be co~ec ted  with their work on the anthology of émigré poetry 
Koordynaq [Coordinates]. The fact remaius, however, that Boychuk, in addition to 
writing a coupIe of articles on Malaniuk and the Prague School, also compiled and edited 
Collective Works of Oleksa Stefanovych (Toronto: ïevshan-Zia, 1975)- Bohdan 
Rubchak, on the other han& contniuted a very extensive introduction to Natalia Livytska- 
Kholodna's coilected poems, entitled Poezii - Stari i novi poems - Old and New], 
published in 1986. 
* See Rubchak's 'Toezüa zvii'nenoi osobystosty? 
26 See his ' T o d a  E m y  Andiievs'koi," published in 1963. 



Andijewska a lack of mords (682-83), materiaikm (681), and atheism bordering on 

demonism (685). Clearly, Liaturynska did not hide her disSie of Andijewska's oeuvre nor 

did she shrink fiom cnticizing its advocates. To my knowledge that was the only clash that 

occuned between the poets of these two groups. On the whole, mutuai tolerance and 

respect lay at the heart of their interactions? The 'fathers/sons7 complex, conspicuousIy 

present in the group's deaiings with MUR, is absent when it comes to its rapport with 

visnykivtsi. That perhaps explains why at the level of non-poetic discourses, the 

rebeliiousness of the young poets against the Prague School was muted. At the levei of 

poetry itself, however, the poets of the New York Group went to great lengths to 

emphasize the dEerences by openhg up the doors to formal experimentation and by 

rooting out any traces of integral nationalism and voluntarism as espoused by the Prague 

School. 

The publication of Novi uoezii in 1959 not oniy marked the beginnings of a new 

chapter in the history of the group, but also constituted a consununation of approximately 

five years of intensive work diiected toward the solidification of power relations within the 

existing literary structures. Bold as they were, the poets would not have managed to 

establish themselves so quickly, were it not for the support they received tiom such key 

figures as IurÜ Lavrinenko, Vasyl Barka, Vadym Lesych, and the previously discussed 

Kostetsky Lavrinenko, a CO-editor of Ukrains'ka Literatuma Hazeta thereafler) - a 

prestigious literary forum in the 1950s - was particularly instrumental in the poetic debuts 

of Tamawsky, Boychuk, and Rubcbak He encouraged the publication of the$ fist poetry 

27 in a Ietter to Rubchak, Taniawsky wrote: "Manamo~ BrrcJroamoBaBcx m e  r a p ~ o  npo 
Bac. B ~ H  3  am! M ~ J I ~ ~ K  rapEiamomiHa i ndp& mer" (12 Feb- 1957). w a n i u k  



collections: Tarnawsky's Zhyttia v misti (1956), Rubchak's Kaminnyi sad (1956), and 

Boychuk's Chas boliu (1957); rnoreover, he invited their contributions (both poetic and 

critical) to m; and finally he himselfreviewed and analyzed profiisely whatever new 

texts were presented to him by the poets. His criticisrn, by and large, was generous, 

insightful, and very prolifi~.~~ 

However, when Lavrinenko declined to review the first issue of Novi ~oezii, 

Rubchak in a letter to Boychuk complained about the fact that the group is being 

consistently ignored. This is how he expressed it: 

A peuemiï Ha ; ~ y p ~ a n  TaKu HeMae. Ynepro iniopym~b Hac - CncreMamiwo i 
C IO~OBHO.  Hacyaafrbcrr AyMica: UiO 6ym, KOnM MM S~MOPYWO ÜC i B C ~  

mortceMo niicani no-a~rniticarcii? w o  BOHM 3po6mb ~oni?  Inicrr~r He ynemm-rb, 
uro BOHM npocro He ~ o ' ~ c y r b  c06I n o s ~ o n ~ ~ u  Ha Te, uro6 Hac in iopysa~~ -- BOHM 

ax m o r o  UIMPOKO~O B M ~ O P Y  He M~IOTL. Ane u o  spo6iiur? (4 Aug. 1959) 

well, our journal is still not being reviewed. They stubbomiy ignore us - 
systematicaily and consistently. An idea cornes to mind: what would happen ifwe 
ignored them and aii began to &te in English? What would they do then? m e  
idiots do not even fancy that they cannot fiord to ignore us - they simply do not 
have much of a choice here. But what can you do?] 

While his observation about an unavoidable immanent interdependency between the two 

iiterary generations is quite accurate, his charge about the lack of critical response at that 

time does not reflect the tnie state of &airs. In fact, the first years of the group's activity, 

roughly the period fiom 1955 to 1961, evoked a considerable resonance. True, not al1 the 

accounts were favorably di~posed,~ but in tcnns of publicity it is aimost irelevant 

spoke well of you. He is with us! MaIaniuk is a nice person and a good poet.] 
2% Lavrinenko published extensivdy on the poets of the New York Group both in ULH 
and in L m  do p~a te l iv  Petters to Friendsl- Most of these articles and reviews were 
later reprinted in his book of essays Zmb and oarosty [Stumps and Sprouts, 19711. 
" See especidy Hordynsky and Derzhavyn on Boychuk. 



whether the response was constructive or hostile, for either contributes to strengthening of 

visibility and facilitates the creation of space in which al1 power relations become identified 

and then set to play off against each other. Such interplay of power does not necessarily 

entai1 an open confrontation or a domination of any kind of repression On the contrary, 

according to Foucault, what makes power especiaily invincible and simultaneously ailuring 

is that "it does not only weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and 

produces things, it induces pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse. It needs to be 

considered as a productive network which runs through the whole social body, much 

more than as a negative instance whose fùnction is repression." (Power/Knowledee 1 L9). 

From this perspective, aii responses (positive and negative) were good because they 

stimulated reactions, induced actions, perpetuated discourses and the poets' intransigence 

not to cave in to the counsel of older colleagues. The discursive exchanse with them had 

proven indispensable for it affirmed the group's own stature. Operating within the nexus 

of such manifold interaction greatly accelerated the maturation process of the New York 

Group and ailowed Rubchak to question the need for its continuation as early as 1962, 

barely si.. years d e r  the publication of his debut collection Kaminnvi sad: 



nepeqsina), arre npo nmmy nom iï i~nminyanb~m rnew~.  (Letter to Iurii 
Tarnavs'kyi, 25 Sept. 1962) 

[As you s e ,  Our émigré literature deteriorates more and more. The breeze of the 
New York Group has fallen and no one has done anything spectacular lately. . . . 
Yes, the formative period of the New York Group is a thing of the past, as are for 
that matter youtttfiil exuberance, novelty, the poems in and irresponsible 
youth. Now each of us has developed hidher own literary image, each of us now 
signifies something to intelligent Ukrainians, each has become an individual writer 
in hidher own right. Oniy now the real stmggle be@, Le. the consolidation and 
strengthening of al1 that which we undertook, fought for and envisaged. 
Ovenvhelmed by nostalgia, 1 browsed through some issues of m. Our 
beginnings - excepting no one - were much more interesting than our immediate 
reality these days. . .. Please share your thoughts not as much on the New York 
Group (it hardly exists any more, for its n i d  has withered) but on the fate ofits 
individual members.] 

While Rubchak's comment about the group's dissipation proved to be considerably 

premature, his generally dismissive tone was somewhat justified, especially in the sense 

that by 1962 the group had reached its apex and ail the consdidation of force relations 

within and without had occurred by then. In 1957 Emma Andijewska arrived in New York 

fiom Munich and for the next few years entertained the 'New Yorkers' with her colottùl 

personality-30 In 1959 and 1960 Zhenia Vasylkivska and Patncia Kylyna had their book 

debuts, respectively." At the end of 19% Vira Vovk came to New York fiom Braiil and 

acquainted herself with the other members of the group. Thus the second issue of Novi 

pzü, published in 1960, indudeci the poetry of al1 seven members of the group. In 1961 

ULH rnerged with Suchasna lkraina [Contemporary Ukraine] to form a monthly - 

Suchasnist' [Contemporaneity]. Ivan Koshetivets became its first editor and invited 

" Emma Andijewska had her poetic debut in 1951, considerably ahead of most other 
poets in the group. However, her second book came out whiIe she Iived in New York 
Having rnarried Ivan Koshetivets, she moved back to Munich in the eariy 1960s. 
" CE Korotki Mddali and Trahediia dzhmeliv. 



Bohdan Boychuk to the editoriai board, asking him to be responsiile for providing literary 

texts from the United States. Thereby the New York Group secured for its own iiterary 

production a key émigré publication, It will not be an exaggeration to say that in the 

1960s the journal Suchasnist' became the group's other organ (Novi ooezii being the 

primary one). 

The formative period of the New York Group was al i  about forming the power 

relations and gaining the support of influentiai cntics and poets. The foliowing decade, i.e. 

the L960s, was about winning over the ceading émigré audience. As the next chapter wiil 

reveal, the latter mission proved considerably more chailenging and problematic. 



Chapter Three 

Shisî<lesiutnyky, or Who Purloineci Our Audience? 

In their struggle for autonomy, which enticingly offers a degree of independence 

and criticai distance Eom society, the poets of the New York Group soon realized, 

however, the pervasive iduence of the extemal 'institutionai' criteria upon the work's 

reception and its general social effect.' This real'mtion reveaied itself in a paradox: 

autonomy, it tums out, ultimately enta& isolation Their attempts to poeticaüy transcend 

the dominant social and political discourses within the émigré milieu, led eventualiy to 

charges of being elitist and detached fiom the immediate redit. (Horbach 87-88). As long 

as the monopoIy on novelty and youth was theirs alone, such charges did not bear much 

significance. However, with the appearance of competition in the early L960s, namely the 

sc~called shis~desic~t~yky, a generation of young poets and writers from Soviet Ukraine 

whose vivid debuts were instigated to a large extent by Nikita Khmshchev's policy of 

Liberalization and reforms following Joseph Stalin's death, the position of the New York 

Group of poets became somewhat circumscribed. As much as they were proud of being 

able to establish their own independent publishing ventures, before long it b m e  quite 

ciear to them that such structures cannot operate without the substantial support of a 

reading public. independence and defiance both happened to have a considerable price tag. 

I I am aiiuding here to the concept of the "itution of art,* introduced by Peter Bürger 
in his Theoy of the Avant-earde, understood as both ï h e  productive and distn'butive 
apparaaisy' of art and the "ideas about art that prevaü at a given tirne and that determine 
the reception of works" (22)- 



In this chapter 1 intend to focus on the discourses pertaining to the issues of 

reception and group cohesiveness, both set against the background of new developments 

in the sphere of literature and the a .  in Ukraine of the 1960s and the changes ensuing 

theretiom in the dynamic of the émigré literary process. C shall argue that the poets' 

continuing nonconformity to the expectations of the average émigré reader and the latter's 

fascination with the literary process in üknïne contributeci to the slowing down of the 

group7s activities and eventuaily undemined the viirancy and etiïcacy of its very 

existence. 

Every literary text is built out of sense of its potential audience, and an author, 

whose function, according to Foucault, is ï o  characterize the existence, circulation, and 

operation of certain discourses within a society" (Languase 124). A text cannot but 

intimate in its written gesture the kind of 'addressee' it anticipates. The hoped-for reader 

of the New York Group, by and Iarge an abstract construct, entails a person who, while 

fluent in the language and steeped in its tradition, is, at the same tirne, flexible, 

appreciative of experimentation and opened to the idea that it is al1 right to break the d e s  

occasionaily (Le., promoting transgressions of any kind). Moreover, such a reader, 

aesthetically inclined, wouId find a poetics of 'shock' not shocking but stimulating, and 

wouid welcome the notion that Iove for one's country (an ineluctable issue for any exile) 

can be expresseci impticitly via the currency of a non-patriotic rhetoric and by 

foregrounding a discourse whose fùnction is to maintain not a single and exclusive 

meaning, but the simuItaneous e..uistence of muItipIe meanings. At issue was also the 

wntemporaneity of such discourse. Thus existentialism, very much in style in the 1950s, 

captureci the artistic imagination of aii the p e t s  in question, much to the dismay of the 



representatives of an older generation who saw existentialist pessirnisrn and angst as 

unhealthy and injurïous to the Ukrainian cause. Clearly there was a considerable gap 

between the directions the poets assumed, and the expectations projected ont0 them by 

the mostiy conservative émigré readers- According to Hans Robert lauss, "a Kterary work 

with an unfamiliar aesthetic form c m  break through the expectations of its readers and at 

the same tirne confiont them with a question, the solution to which cemains lacking for 

them in the religiously or officiaily sanctioned morals" (44). As the poets of the New York 

Group diiovered eariy on and much to their disappointment, only a hnndfiil of their 

émigré compatriots were willing to face such questions and hence were ready to share in 

the challenges that the poets had set for thernselves. The group's expectations were high, 

but reality was less accomrnodatinç. 

The journal Sucknist', in several issues of the L962 volume, introduced to the 

émigré audience the texts of some shistdesiamyky, namely those of Ivan Drach (no. S), 

Mykola V'tohranovsky (no. 6), Ievhen Hutsalo (no. IO), and Valeni S hevchuk (no. 12). 

This series of publications marked the beginning of a new era for the New York Group of 

poets, an era which opened up alteniatve avenues for an average émigré r* thcreby 

forcing the group to contend for attention even more vigorously. For that matter, the 1962 

issue of Novi ooezii presented an expanded List of contriiutors. in addition to the regular 

members of the group, Vasyl Barka and Vadym Lesych were both invited to submit 

selections of their poetry, These two poers were higbiy respectai in the literary circles, 

therefore their participation in the group's activity was of considerable irnport. Even more 

sisnifiant is the that this participation and support,unlike that of Kostetslq or 



Lavrinenko, appeared to be coming to the members of the group with no svings attachedh2 

Neither Lesych nor Barka seemed to be harboring any intention to use the poets as 

instruments for their own hidden agendas. On the contrary, their positive attitude toward 

the group more than kely sprang fiom the genuine conviction that these young poets had 

something new and worthy to offer. At Ieast this was the view they upheld in their 

criticism3 Moreover, Barka profùsely praised Novi poezii for its remarkably high 

standards: 

U e  npo «Hoai noe3k: xyp~arr TaK vynoeo penaroea~nii, Ha pie~i 
W a p o n ~ b o ~ y ,  mipueao penaro~aanii, rrro n i He ~ i r  i He MOV Mam XonHoro 
3ampexen~iq TMM Ohbute, U ~ O  gpyiymia  B H W M ~  nomn (Ba, Tap~aacbicriii, 
BacnJIbKiBcb~a, AHniescbm), Ha nKm R nouas aci ~aniï  IIK Ha rono~ni cnnn 
~ a i 6 p b o c ~ n  y~pai.~cb~oï noe3ii.' (Letter to Boichuk, 26 Dec. 1961) 

[Again about "Novi poezii": the joumai is so beautifully, so exernplarily edited, on 
such an international level, that 1 could not or cannot have any objections, al1 the 
more because it includes the poets (you, Tarnawsky, Vasylkivska, Andijewska) 
who, 1 hope, will present the main force in the future of Ukrainian poetry.] 

2 For example, Lavrinenko, in his letter to Bohdan Rubchak, outlined a few of his projects 
he hoped the group would undertake: 
"&Manocb M ~ H (  Bâiiia rp)!iïa 3kp BCe ~-arr[e. &rOTy€ aHToJI0ïk YKP~~Ic~Ko~ 
nom- B anrnijicbrn nepemuilr (~onepuoï noe3ii, ein Tmam nowi~aior~), npa3 y 
nepemane TPW npam M. Kynirna Aani: BK i Xem, mc ni~epaqpo3sami sa 
y~isepcirre~ac~om ocsi~om, ~ a n ~ u ~ e r e  nei ~o~orpa@i i  - onna rrpo noe3iio, npyra rrpo 
q 0 3 y  ii npaMy. T o i  s6epe~o @om - i ~ ~ C T H M O  Ha eiccnopr. pyManocrr, uro -ram 
p h  nana 6 Baki Toi? M ~ M ~ T ,  . . - BZW RK ~ O B ~ T P  ~ O T ~ & H  W B~CIIO~ ~ I O ~ T M H O ~  

opmi~anb~oi ~ ~ o p ~ o c r d '  (20 June 1958). 11 thought that your group wodd collect the 
best there is. That it would compiie an amhology of Ukraïnïan poetry in English 
translation (of modern poetry, beginning with Tychyna), an anthology of prose, that it 
would translate three plays of M. KuIish Furthemore, you and Zhenia, having graduated 
6om universities with degrees in literatwe, could write two monographs, one on poetry, 
the other on prose and cirama. Then we would secure necessary fimds and export it. 1 
thought that kïnd of work wouId create a cihate .-- as indispensabIe for your own 
original poetic production as air is.] 
' See Barka's reviews of Chas boliu i Kamirugi sad in ULH and his "Trahizm i syian SS- 
56; Lesych, Toety na perekhestîakh" 26-17; Try zbicky" 8. 
4 The issue Barka refers to in his letter is no. 3 published in 196 1 - 



Yet, at the same the ,  he couid not resist expressing his comments for improvine the 

journal: 

3sri.iati~o q -Han «Hosi noaw) Moma i ~ p e f h  po3urnpio~ani. 3 0 ~ p e ~ a ,  R 

mm, nyxe rEmi 6ynn 6 (qwe  opm mi eceï - opuriaanb~i i neperurami, xor 
6cr B ~aiironoeHirnm @pametf.rax, npo noenIo, ~anzica~i GWWM n o m  i He 
~b'IbKlï HIIMII. T~Kox p 0 3 k  3 nOeTKWHx npaM. A Ue - K O P O T ~  iiOKa3HMK 

0~06JliiBHx HOBHHOK 3 CIO& pkHMH MO&I (ait- B ABOX p ~ a ~ ) :  Cnin 
6H B ~ H ~ W ~ V  i AaTH BWFiKl rx  I I O ~ T ~ B  m03eMHOïO MHHynOTO: CTOP~HKA 3 

M i h p ~ o i o  H ~ T K O I O  i HOBUM. CYL(~CHHM nepeKnaAoM Ha OL[HY cropi~tcy, r~ 
n~i.' (Barka's underiining. tetter to Bohdan Boichuk, 6 Dec. 1961) 

@aturally, one could and shouId expand the journal Wovi poezii," 1 think that 
especially interesting wouid be (very short) essays on poetry - original and in 
translation - at lem in generd outliies, written by poets themselves and by others 
as weU. Also, [you should have] a section of poetic drama. StiU more: a concise 
index of s~ecial news in the redm of poetry written in many langages ( a two-line 
annotation); it [would not hurt] to cornmernorate the dates of great poets fiom the 
world's past: pages with a miniature note and a new. contemporary translation on 
one or two pages.] 

This particular advice was never implemented. Tt nevet triggered concrete changes 

in the profile of the journal, aot necessarily because the poets of the New York Group did 

not appreciate Barka's input in this matter, or tecause they themselves did not 

' interestingiy' three decades later Barka also advised Boychuk about the direction Svito- 
lryo should follow: 
"Xyp~an onHiao cropoaom noemierr 6 y ~  - IUC &der j: Digest: npo tcynb-rypmopri 
3no6ynui 3aKOpAOHHKX YKP~HU~B, - Ue 3a6e3nem Z O M ~  ii0- ({'faM)). ~B~WGHO, 
i~iuimop iioro, H.-Ei- rpyna, 6yne npeAcraaneHa s omorq ceicropi ~ai i~oeiutum 
n o a h .  Ane ocrepim: B XOAHOM~ pa3i ~e npy~cy~ivnr T~KIQC peseii, mc 6yna B 

«Hoam n o a b ) ,  - ~enpucroii~oaï: ue no@= mypaan. B3arani: y~smm BCRKO~ 

rrrre6etin.1~~~ 3 Ü L [ w ~ ~ ~ ~ M o M .  II B ~ B H ~  CIaCTOfOH) Ha llarpe6i  O OB HO^ 
ap~cro~pa-rm~ocnt, mc omia 3 ~aiirairrarnm ~ H K M ~ T  ~ ~ n e p ~ o i  noaiï?' (2 1 Iune 
L989). [The journai, at lest in one aspect, shodd be Like the R e d r  's Digest, i.e. to - * 

Uiform about the cultural achievements of tlkmmms abroad, - this will secure its demand 
"over there." Obviously, its üütiatot, the N.Y. Group, will presern its newest poetry in one 
of the sectors. But 1 warn you: at no times you shouid publish such things as used to be in 
''Novi pezii", - such obscenities wiü only destroy the journai. On the whole, you shouid 
avoid any kind of pIebeianism and its cynicism. E bave beea ingstùis for a long t h e  now 
on the need for spiritual nobility as one of the most valuable traas of modem poetry-] 



contemplate the improvementq but because it was already hard for them (mostly for 

Boychuk and Tamawsky, since they alone were carrying the lion's share of editorial, 

publishing, and dimiuthg duties) to maintain the publication even in the form orirrjnally 

conceived, narrow as it was. The cooperation of individual members, much to Boychuk's 

disappointment, was also not aIways eady forthcoming. Moreover, the 1962 issue of 

Novi mzii saw the last contribution of Zhenia Vasylkivska, thereby marking her 

irrevocable exit firom Literature and thus from the group as weii. This tirst crack in the 

group's cohesiveness would not perhaps become much of an issue if it did not come about 

at a juncture, when mustering al1 the force relations turned out to be so crucial, especially 

in the Egbt of growing fascination with the literary and non-literary processes in Ukraine 

not only among the émigré readers, but, more imponantly, among the cntics as well. To 

be exact, the pets  of the New York Group were aiso at first very enthusiastic about the 

processes in ükraine, but the tme dialogue they were hoping for never materialied, 

mainly because of politicai as weU as aesthetic divergemies, But in 1962 the perspective 

was still diEerent. For example, Rubchak in a Ietter to Tamawsky, bemoaning the group's 

idleness, underscored the importance of contacts with the young pets in Ukraine: 

pour  name has completely disappeared fiom p ~ t -  Vasyikivska aiso does not 
publish aaythg. Andijewska revels in literary scandais. 1 don't do anythiog 
important. Boychuk done works on a book of poems. (Wbat's going on with 
Viuykivska? We've got to wnte to iier.) And we are much needed nowadays. Not 



so much for the émigré milieu (although for it too!) as for the young poets in 
Ukraine, whose wonderful work we7ve got to support with our own work Only 
then can a continuous process of new Ukrainian Iiterature be boni.] 

Barka's, Lavrinenko7s7 and to a lesser degree Lesych's support and 

acknowledgment of the poetry of the New York Group canied some weight and came as 

a counterbaiance to the numerous negative accounts coming mostly fiom dilettante critics 

(e.g. Svaroh, Mandryka, Shankovsky), who nevertheless had some power to influence 

certain ranks of the reading a~dience.~ What was not appreciated in this circle of critics 

was the group's bent for pessimism, existentialim, irrationaiism. An open advocacy of the 

existentialist pla$orm by the poets of the New York Group was particulariy irksome to 

Vadym Svaroh: . . ."emnc~e~uirrrn3~ Caprpa i iioro nocninoeanian ~opanb~o ,  a once ii 

ponniaamroro ennwsy" (''Ekzystentsiialin'' 1 I ), [. . . the existentialism of Sartre and his 

adherents is morally - and thus sociaily - h d l .  It is our task to safeguard our youth 

tiom its demoraiizing and cornipting influence-] The prescriptive tone emanating from the 

entirety of Svaroh's criticd work, imbued as it was with dogmatism, is simply astonishing. 

Another pseudocritic, Ihor Shankovsky, very much in Svaroh's fashion, alluded to the 

reiterative quaiity of the young poets7 output in general, and in the sphere of erotica in 

particular. He aiso underscoreci the fact that the émigré reader does not have to tolerate 

the (allegedly) questionable modemïsm and novelty of the New York Group because of 

the emergence of new poetry in Uktaine: 

6 Kostetsky, as early as in 1957, was warning against Svaroh's influence: "Csapor, 
3smaii~0, nypem i nanapEScra. Ane B ~ H  MC BNMBH B neBm Konax- 1 caMe ~RIL [MX 

  in eapr Eoro B H C ~ ~ B K M  y crrpa~imraoary ceErni" (Letter to Bohdan Boichuk, 15 Oct- 



pf one takes into account that in h a i n e  after the overtum of Stalin's cult there 
arose a truiy modern, vivid poetry, fascinahg in its sirnplicity and ability to excite, 
then one cannot remain a dent bourgeois. .. . 1 am curious, by the way, whether 
the so-cailed 'modem' poetry here in exiie is at least original in its thoughts, 
because even the primitives understand under what inOuences it originated.] 

For most of the second haif of the 1950s the poets simply ignored this kind of criticism, 

however, in the 1960s, it becarne less of an option, An urgency to offset and neutralize the 

attacks of this sort earned an undeniable currency among the members of the group, 

especialiy because the critics 6 t h  some repute (e.g. Koshelivets, Kostetsky, Lavrinenko) 

who seemed to be backing the New York Group eariier, eventually shifted their interest to 

the situation and literary developments in Ukraine.' 

There was a gecerai sense among the poets that they had somehow faiied to 

maintain the momentum of the late 1950s. A pervasive feeling of stagnation and erosion of 

power dominated the internai discourse of the group in the mid-1960s. Yet this self- 

criticism was stiil constructive, instigating the need for transformation and adjustment to 

the new reality. Boychuk's letter to Tamawsky (who was in Spain with his wife Patricia 

Kylyna at that time) aptly iiiustrates the situation: 

---- - - 

1957). [Svaroh, of course, is a fool and a Wure- But he does have some influence in 
certain circles. And it is for these circfes that stiowing his true worth makes a lot of sense-] 
7 In a very primitive way it reverberates Sherekh's doubts regarding the group7s claims to 
innovatio' expresseci in Troie proshchan'? 
8 Ivan Koshehets, for example* published two extensive works on shistdesiainy~ 
Panorama nainovishoi literatuq v URSR [Panorama of the New Ukrainian Liderature in 
USSR, 19631 and Suchasna üteratura v URSR [Contempocary Literature in USSR, 19641. 



wour cornments on 'Wovi poezii" no. 6 are apt. We have ail locked ourselves in 
ivory towers, and only fiom time to time drop a book or a poem ftom there; we 
have not ben able to create a process and establish a mitical exchange of 
thoughts, - and, it looks U e  our work is gone downhilI. 1 thiuk we've got to do 
wmething. Koshetivets and Kostetsky ptefér riding on the wave of shist&siatny&y 
and this is how they are making a name for themselves. They use us only to patch 
holes. So, more likely, we shall not be abte to hold to "Suchasnist"' much longer. 
We've got to tùînk of something. 1 have a plan to establish a kind of book club: 
each of us would donate to the origuial stock 30 books of each publication, and we 
would offer this to our merubers. Then we could publish at least 2-4 issues of 
"Novi poezii" a year, and one or two books of individual authors. We should 
expand "Novi pod' to include prose and criticisq and art - and take action to 
gain more subscniers. Only in this way shall we be able to mate  a lively 
atrnosphere, a publishing house and our own journal. We should also take into 
consideration our relation to the Kyiv poets and Ukrainian Iiterature over there. 
Moreover, we should brhg forward concrete dernaads and take over the initiative 
with regards to Literature and art, But we'U talk about aN these things once you 
come back, because it is impossible to cealize sucb imposing plans on my o m .  
Besides we must h d  a way to pubiish our works in English So come back and we 
shaü then have some kind of an atmosphere- 1 have in mind an administrator who 
would take charge in this matter. We SM open a branch in Chicago which would 
publicite our publications in the West-] 



This extensive excerpt, despite its gioomy tieginning, is not l a c h g  in enthusiasn It 

evinces a strong resolve (at least on Boychuk's part) to make a ciifference; it radiates a 

determination to regain control over the literary proces- Furthmore, it also aiiudes to 

Boychuk's personai difticdties in professional cooperation with Ivan Koshelivets, the 

editor in chef of Suchasnist '. A year earlier Boychuk wrote to Rubchak: 

I[ want to talk to you about "Suchasnist"' - Koshelivets and 1 have not been 
communicating with each other for four months now. . . . So it fooks like that it will 
be dïEcuit for us to cooperate any tùrîher. it would be a pity to break up with the 
journal, because there is nothing else. Eit came to my resignation, perhaps you 
couid take over this task. [ wodd collaborate with you either a s  an author or 
coworker, and this way we could stiii pubIish mnething in prolohg fiom time to 
time.] 

Suchasnist' no longer appeared to be in the group's steadfast gr@. Hence the cal1 for the 

expansion of Novi ~oezii. This expansion as well as the plan to establish a book club, 

outlined by Boychirk in his letter to Tarnawsky, never matenalized. What did happen in 

1965, however, is that the goup itseifexperienced an enlargement. The no. 7 issue of 

Novi DO& incIuded samptes of poetry by Marco Carynnyk, Oleh Koverko, and Iurii 

(George) Kolomyiets. Unfortunately for them, the timing of their debuts was not 

9 Proloh was a publishing house rwponsiile for issuing Suchasnist'. 



particularly propitious for gaining recognition, because it coincided with the wave of 

'cultural exchange mania' arnong the Ukrainian émigré comm~nity.'~ 

Rubchak's reaction to the realities of this situation was considerably more bitter 

than Boychuk's: 

0 AyMaEU npo maii6yr~e fiauroi r p p ?  Bce ro~ycb  po3ni~aabc~. Ta ii e 
npwwHn. O.ri B C ~ X  3~ep~eHI Ha Yqaï~y,  i npo Hac 3a6ynn uin~om. i ioxopo~ms 
-ra ii ece. I[ sacom 3ann~ylo ce&, ni mararri eaplo nponoexyam nscam no- 
y ~ p a i ~ c b ~ o ~ y . .  . H m  rrpocro crBopeHo urry~ny cMep. KouieJKiaeub Ta 

K o C T ~ U ~ K H ~ ~  Ta J ? ~ B ~ ~ H ~ H K o  phEWIK OJWOïO A M ,  WO He BUiïpaBAaJia C B O ~ X  

saena~b, uro soHa c m ~ r e ~ a  Ta uro Eti~oro 3 ~ e ï  He oym, i nosanIr 6asmrtcb 
nomam Ha Y~pai~i .  
Bce ue uraonkrn He TaK H ~ M ,  a K  TMM, u o  IIIO~~HO IIOYHHWL. Hexmnma nom 
Konomiirur, m p n ~ ~ k i ~ a ,  Koaepm.. BOHH Bxe U~JIKOM He hi-b Ha u10 
OIIepi-iCb. B T W ~ Ü  MOMHa 6 rOBOPHTli, IJIO BCe Ue I(i~etlb-iHUiB 3aTanbHO- 

~au io~anb~a ,  yicpaï~cma ni-repaypa, q o  i Koeep~o, i KanH~eub - ontte. 4 e  
speurroio npaena. Ane npamlirtio cnpaea BHrnruiae qoxn iaaicure. KimiHeub 
Ma€ 3a ~ 0 6 0 ~ )  40 M i J l b Ü 0 ~ i B  Y I C T ~ ~ ~ B  ILJLKH: e~iipaLIh0. KOB~PKO He Ma€ H~KOTO, 

60 Ta ropcrKa eharpamis, mo ~ycina 6 HHM n i ~ y a m c b ,  3 BncononneHnMn 
I I ~ H K ~ M H  T S I ~ H ~ C R  no Y~pa ï~n ,  Bnxo~mb, ruo HaM ~pe6a nepecra-rn nncam 
marani, a ~ B H O  nimepxya'rw no en*^ B Yqaï~ i ,  60  min ~pnxincy +ï 
paru, rrco iï mn manu Ha e*rpairù, m mpamn B K O P H ~  ma~e~n~a . "  netter 
to Bohdan Boichuk, 10 Apr. 1965) 

[What are your thoughts on the firture of our group? Everything seems to faIl 
apart. Weli, there are reasons for that. Everybody7s eyes tumed to Ukraine and 
we've become completely forgotten. Tbey buried us and that's it. Sometimes 1 ask 
myself if it makes sense at ail to cacry on writing in Ukrainian. .. An artificial death 
has ben  irnposed on us. Koshelivets, Kostetsky and Lavrinenko came to the 
conclusion one day that the New York Group has not warrantai its tasks, that it is 
finished and nothing will come out of it, and began to play up to the poets in 
Ukraine. 
Al1 this hurts not as much us as those who have just started. The fate of 
Kolomyiets, Carynnyk, Koverko is not enviable at aii.. . They have absolutely 
nothing to lean o n  In theory one could say chat after ail it is aii about one national 
Ukrainian titerature, that both Koverko and KaIynets represent the same roots. 

10 This cultural exchange in the mid-1960s was de the rather limited and one-sided, Le. - * 

involving meetings of a handful of Soviet Ukrauüan poets and wrïters with the émigré 
communities in Canada and the United States. 
" The simiiar view Rubchak expressed also in one of his articles. See "Shukaiuchy 
spravzhn'oho kui'tobminuy' (Part 11) 54-55 



Actually it is the truth. But in practical tenns the whole thing looks quite diierent. 
Kalynets has at his disposai 40 million readers plus an émigré audience. Koverko 
does not have anyone, because even tbat mere handfùl of émigré readers who 
should take notice of him, gravitate toward Ukraine with their tongues put out. It 
tum out we should stop writing at ali and also actively support the poets in 
Ukraine. Because even those few crumbs of attention that we were privileged with 
before, now we've lost it to the homeland.] 

On the whoie, one should emphasize, however, t b t  Rubchak's ruminations, pessimistic 

and resigned as they were, did not have a paralyzuig effect on the group's activity and the 

stîuggle to expropriate conuol over the Iiterary discourse continueci. 

In 1966 the group somewhat ostentatiously celebrated its decade of existence by 

guest-editing a special 'modemist' issue of the magazine ~erem-'* This issue includes an 

extensive selection of poetry and short prose by the 'old' and 'new7 members of the New 

York Group, preceded by the previously mentioned Evhen Maianiuk's 'Zetter to Youth," 

Bohdan Boychuk's essay Yak i poshcho aarodylasia N'iu-Iorks'ka hmpaY7 [How and 

What For the New York Group Was Born], and Emand Rais's study 'Wiasytsyzm i 

modernin v ukrains'kii poezii" [Classicism and Modeniisrn in Ukrainian Poetry]. 

Boychuk's article somewhat playfùily, if not provocatively, sketches the beginnings 

of the group, undersco~g the importance of the poets' initial association with a circle of 

young artists. Boychuk's deliberateiy orniand tone masks quite successftily the behind- 

the-scenes struggles (so evident in the poets7 correspondence) and simultaneously 

foregrounds the group's adventurous and bohemian proclivities. Furthemore, the author 

c h l y  questions Lawhenko's daims of behg the group's 'godfather' and acknowledges 

l2 Terem an irreguiar iilustrated cultural seriai publication, pubiished fiom 1962 to 1975 in 
Detroit by the hstitute of ükrahian Culture, and since 1979 in Warren, Michigan, by the 
Association for the Advancement of Ukrainian Culture. 



his overaii role rather reluctantly; on the 0 t h  hand, he does not fd in the end to highlight 

the group's accornplishments: 

Fooks like that's it. Except that 1 have not mentioned plah work: a new 
autographed issue of "Novi poezii" [no. 61 has just corne out, an issue with the 
graphic works of our artists, unprecedented in our Literature; the rnembers of our 
goup have authored collectively around 30 publications, a good dozen of 
manuscripts await sponsors as well as collections of translations. But enough of 
this 'self-flattery. '1 

This self-advenising, tempered a little by Boychuk's carefiee style, points to the poets' 

persistent attempts at regaining the upper band in the émigré iiterary process, and at 

redirecting the public's attention back to the group's creative potentiai and effons.13 For 

that matter the poets eventuaily realized that the best tactic to actüeve such goais was 

joining rather than resisting the wave of cultud exchanges with Ulcraine.l4 

in the fa11 of the same year when the New York Group issue of Terem was 

published, Ivan Drach and Dmytro Pavlychko, the leading shi~faésiatnyky~ came to New 

York as part of an oficial delegation to the United Nations, and thereby a historic meeting 

- 

'3 The no. 6 issue ofNovi ~ o e n i  (mentioned by Boychuk in his Terem article) was very 
wrumly &ved and reviewed in Suchasnist' by Emand Rais. Despite the atmosphere 
which ovenvhelmingiy Favored the new poetry from Ukraine, Rais highly praised the New 
York Group for its ovedi achievemem and explicitly exprêssed his view as to the 
group's poetic superiority over the production coming fiom Kyiv (Rev. of Novi uoezii 
108). 
" For example, both Boychuk and Rubchak responded to the texts wming fiom Ukraine- 
See Boichuk, %a poety" 49-60 and Rubchak, 5Shukaiuchy spravzhn'oho kui'tobminu" 
50-66. 



between them and the poets of the New York Group took place.'5 This encounter or 

rather a series of enco~nters'~ spuned hopes for a genuine exchange and cooperation on 

both sides. Drach and Pavlychko envisioned joint publiçbingendeavors, promisimg to the 

New York poets publications of theû individual poetry collections as well as issuing an 

anthology of the group. There were also plans made for reciprocal visits of the New York 

Group of poets to Kyiv. However, since the shiifdesiainy& were unable to secure officiai 

invitations for them, the diaspora pets refuseci to go to Ukraine as mere tourists (Vira 

Vovk being a sole exception in this regard). Neither Drach nor Pavlychko were powerflll 

enough to convince the authorities of the communist regime that such coUaboration could 

be advantageous to ail concerned. On the other hand, they were both too much 'of the 

< 
system' to pursue (in any mannec) somethgunsamioned by the regime, Miche! 

Foucault, for example, insists that power relations are discursively or communicatively 

constituted only by and between tkee subjects. He Links power with the Beedom to choose 

and act, because only fiee human beings retain a capacity for acting and resisting the 

power: 

Power is exercised ody over fie s u b j ~ a n d a n l y  insofar as they are kee. By 
this we mean individuai or coliective subjects who are Fdced with a field of 
possibilities in which severai ways of beha- several reactions and diverse 
comportments maybe realized. . . . in this game Beedom may wel appear as the 
condition for the exercise of power (ai the same time its preconditingsince 
Beedom must exist for power to be exerted, and also its permanent support, since 
without the possibiiïty of recalcitraace,pawer would be equivalent to aphysical 
determination). ("Subject and Powet' 221) 

'' The poets of the New York Ciroup tàat pdcTpatedIn thls meetin5 werc Bohdan 
Boychuic, Patricia Kylyna, Bohdan Rubchak, and Ymiy Tatnawsky. 
16 According to Tarnawsky, there were at Ieast a dozen meetings at various private and 
public places. V i a  Vovk and Wolfram Burghardt joined the other members of the group 
at one occasion. (E-mail to the author? 28 Jude and 9 Jdy, 2000.) 



in other words the cooperation between the émigré pe t s  and shistdesiatnyky was doomed 

tiom the very start, inasmuch as the Iatter were not priviieged to act freeiy and thus were 

able neither to resist nor to exert any power. Yet it does not mean that they were 

completely powerless. Following their retum to Ukraine, they organized a poetry reading 

in the quarten of the Union of ükrainian Writers and introduced the New York Group of 

poets to the Kyivan public.'7 This is how Drach descnies this literary evening in his letter 

to Boychuk: 

[We had an evening at the Union and Dmytro and L taIked about the New York 
Group, read poems. There were many questions - people are interested in the life 
of emigrants. Dmyvo talked more about the wrïters, and I about the artists: 
Hutsaliuk, Hnizdovsky, Zubar, and, naturaity, Arkhipenko.] 

At the same the,  he diplomaticaily shifls the blame for the difficulties with publishing 

émigré texts back to the diaspora: 

Cnpa~a 3 Barurirmi eimaHHZIm YCKJI~PHH~W B d ~ 3 1 c y  3  ni^, LUO y Baruo~y 
amasHi ((Tepe~a), 3 n a m a  e ocxi~riwniy ~ o ~ e p i ,  e nemi peri, H ~ H - T O  ToOOm 
n ~ c e  nici He nyxe c n p m  BÇIII~HHH) B u w x  n o m r m  3 6 ~ 0 ~ .  II He rnmt, 
ane mrur, sin RKHX 3 a n m m  BmaHsui i ue r m ,  c~a3an11 H ~ M  3 & ~ P O M ,  
mo T~KIM @mop. 4 0  TK Ha ue cliamern? 

[As far as your publications are concerned, the matter got somewhat complicated, 
because in your magazine "Terem,'* it seems, in the last issue, there are certain 
thùigs, aiiegedly written by yoy which are not conducive to the publication of your 
collections. I haven't rad it, but people who are instrumental in publishing yow 
editions read such things, and we were toid t h  such is the factor. What have you 
to say about that?] 

17 This event took place on March 9, 1967. 



Incidentaüy, it is unclear what it is in Boychuk's article that Drach refers to. Despite this 

setback, however, he persists in being optimistic: 

&wm, mo H m  y c i ~  q m e  C I O T ~ ~ ~ H O  ace 3po6u-r~ anri ~oro ,  tu06 Barni KHHMCH 

~'HBKRHCH APYKOM- fi UUM He XO? CKâ3aTII, LU0 BH ~ I o B H H ~ ~ ~  B~MOBJI~ITHCH 

eia csoïx nepeKoHam, ane cnpasa ammm K H ~ ~ O K  - ue cnpaaa ohni~~baa,  ue 
spo3y~ho. nnuy rrpo ue npocro, He eyanbao. Bce ;rc nyhiaro, rao BH 6yme 
narirsm romwr i 6y~eTe sircryna-rii B Knesi 3 sipuam. (5  Apr. 1967 for ail 
three quotations) 

[- think that we al1 must do everything we can in order to have your books 
published here. By no means do 1 want to say that thereby you should renounce 
your convictions, but, understandably, the publishing of your books is a matter of 
mutual concem. i'm writing about it in simple terms and without beating about the 
busk C still believe that you will be our guests and have your poetry readings in 
Kyiv.] 

Towards the end of the 1960s, the contacts between shistdesiatnyky and the poets of the 

New York Group, fnendly as they were on a purely personal level slowly dissipated. In 

this context, Vira Vovk constitutes a notable exception. Her several trips to ükraine in the 

1960s brought about a considerable controversy resulting in fbcther erosion of the group's 

CO hesiveness. 

It is well established in social psychology that to be in a group is to share with 

others a certain vision or a way of life that defines a person's identity and by which other 

people ident* him or her (Hogg 4). Through cooperative interaction in the pursuit of 

shared goais, individuais become attracted to one another, to the group, and to the 

group's goals. Yet it is ofien the case that the degree of cornmitment to such goais and 

thereby to the group itseifvaries tremendously from member to member. Mutual 

anradon, identity, solidarity, the key determinants of group cohesiveness, are variable 

entities and, as such, not equaiiy distriiuted among the individuais constituting a group. 



The same poup can be more or Iess cohesive in diierent contexts and at dÏfferent thes. 

The cohesiveness of the New York Group reflects this paradigm quite sc~puiously. 

From the very begnning, as 1 show in Chapter Two, the poets useû the group as a 

convenient vehicle for expanding force relations and their operativeness withui the existing 

institutional structures, and, dtiunately, for gauiing recognition and power. What needs 

fùrther clarification, however, is the fact that the discourse that ensued therefrom was 

alrnost exclusively controiied and maintaineci by the group's male counterpart. The 

participation of Patricia Kylyna and Zhenia Vasylkivska was relativeIy short-lived, 

discursively hconspicuous, and confineci by and large to poetic production.18 

Andijewska's and Vovk's association with the group by their own admission and efforts 

appeared even more peripherd and tentative.Ig However, throughout most of the 1960s 

these two women neither publicly protesteci against such association nor did they retiise 

theu contniutions to the group's publication Novi pdi. Moreover, both engaged in a 

tively correspondence with the other members of the group. The situation changed 

18 As 1 mentioned earlier, Vasylkivska left the group in 1963. She was considerably more 
active in the 1950~~  being responsible, for example, for editing the üterary supplement of 
the newspaper Svoboda. Moreover, in 1959 she published a polemical response to 
Hordynsky's negative comments (cf. his ' T d a  molodykh"), entitled "Do dyskusü pro 
molodykh poeti? [An Addendum to the Discussion on Young Poets]. in this reply she 
argued against imposing on the poets by the émigré community any politicd or national 
mission and reiterated the need for a totd fieedom in creative work. Kylyna's participation 
in the group is in itseifmiracuious, considering that she is an Amencan who just happened 
to get manied to Yuriy Tamame, an event that prompteci fier to tum to Ukrainian 
letters. 
19 Both, for example, had their poetic debuts outside ofthe United States and considerabIy 
eariier than the remaining members of the group, Andijewska pubiished hm est coliection 
Poezii [Poems] in 1% 1, and Vovk in 1954 (cf her rmUIlIst' ). It is also interesting to note 
that in tris correspondence, LaMinenko, refeniug to the New York Group, dways has in 
mind five poets, Le. Bohdan Boychuk, Yuj. Tarnawsky, Patricia Kyiyna, Zhenia 
Vasylkivska, and Bohdan Rubchak 



drastidy in the late 1960s when both Andijewska and Vovk found thernsdves entangled 

in polemical exchanges (one carried on pnvately, the other in public) with the group, 

though for different reasons and independently of each other. These disagreements 

resulted in a lack ofcooperation with the group's organ Novi ~oezii. More importantly, 

however, they leâ to a radical shifi in discursive practices, thus having a diuect bearing on 

the balance in power relations within and without, As Long as the bone of contention was 

outside of the group's boundaries, the cohesiveness was still thete, when it moved inside, 

the rationale to 'hang together' was hardly there anymore. By the early 1970s it becorne 

apparent that the members of the New York Group were eager to pursue their own 

individual paths. 

Andijewska's refisal to have her poetry published in Novi uoezii stemmed Grom 

the aifair surroundmg the resignation of Ivan Koshelivets as the editor in chief of 

Suchasnid. The general impression at the time was that this was a forced resignation, that 

Koshelivets had b e n  coerced to leme the post. But, as he explainecl in his letter to 

Boychuk aImost thirty years later, he left his position voluntarily, not wanting to bend to 

the political pressure exerted on him by the institution responsïble for publishing the 

joumai. At the centre of the controversy lay two 'poiitidy incorrect' articles by 

Kostetsky, in which he openly expresseci his views on such sensitive topics as the issue of 

bihgualism in Ukraine ('Mi Iurü Klen" 65), the essence and practicai impiications of 

communism ("Pro Pabi'o Nenidu" 5 9 ,  and haliy the genuineness or bgenuiness of Ivan 

Drach's commwWst stance (53; 55). KosheIivets declared to Boychuk that he was not 

directiy respoasi'ble for dowing these articles be p ~ t e d ,  because it happened at a time 

when he was sick The decision, accordhg to him, was made by another member of the 



editorial board, Volodymyr Stakhiv, who used the occasion to advmce his position in the 

ongoing rivalry with Koshelivets. Despite tûese circumstances, Koshelivets as editor in 

chief took responsibility for the publication of Kostetsys controversial articles and 

promiseci to reply to them at a suitable tirne. However, such a casual approach was 

unacceptable to the executive board, and Koshelivets, not wanting to yield his 

independence, resigned on p r i n ~ i ~ l e . ~ ~  The fact that Suchasnid in its bief announcement 

" This is how Koshelivets describes the incidence to Boychuk: 
'%II BCiUlaJIH, Ill0 Cl'IPn~AHHHKOM T O ~ I U H ~ O T O  MOrO B ~ L I X O ~ ~ ~  ((Cy'IacHocT~) 6~ 
C-raxi~. BIH 6 p  06paxemG n ~ ,  uo, 6 p u e  o m u  3 ronoeHroc y  TOM^ cepenoemi, 
me ennaeano xyp~an, He cra~ ronosam penarn0poh.r. . . . B ~ H  He mparae ~ani ï  i 
a n ~ o p w m  3 p p ~ n Ü  M0MeH-r 3i m e m  K O ~ U L K O T O .  Ka TOC uac, aK nifituna cramt, 
II samopie Ha poxy. . . . S nexm no~a ,  a C~axis siaaiayBae MeHe tsonm, . . . Oruton, 
pa3y B ~ H  CKâ3âB7 iU0 T@, MOBJ'MB, na8aTii (TIa'ITH) Li0 Syicy. X Moro 3aiiHTâB, ttbi B ~ H  - 
LI r m  i rlr . r a ~  HeMa qorocb ~&neworo. B ~ H  B ~ ~ I ~ I O B ~ B ,  qo  HeMa, i nae no crcnaay. 
iipmny ~amyrn, 6 p u n  HopManbHo npu npatri, a ü He npyrcyeae 6n. Ane RK swiirnna, TO 

exe enMurna, i R eepirn~e, KUO npa~arin~o uocb nktrnyw, encnoemo samepexe~w 
penaIcui1 cynpo~n ~ e i .  h e  TUM qacoM r ~ c n o  B~MUIJIO,  i [ri] ..., mi eeaxann ce6e 
npmanemmw no «iTponoryn s r n ~ i r n ~  ~ H K  i m rrepenonounuw i p n ~ ~ o x a ,  uo  B ~ H  

npu6ir i ~ e r a i i ~ o  3amnaa, qo6 6 ~ ~ 1 0  o@iuiiise crrpocryaaHtrrr penamiL II ~ X B ,  RcHa 
pi? eianoeinmaicTb 3a nomy mni rn ce&, ane ~innoeie, uo W cm TS u o  
cnpocryeawm n q i 6 ~ e  oyne, ane R noro errcnoomo B reproeiii mami, a He oqeMo. Hi, 
~pe6a ~ e r a i i ~ o .  Toni R 3i ceon, &KY ~~TRBCI i CW: OCL MOI pewopcbtci peranii, i 
p o 6 i  co6, q o  xorem. . . . T o ~ y  ~e t i i  He nono6ambcrr y B m o q  nncri reepnmeHm, 
tso MeHe ((BnKwHynm. Hi, n nimoe caM" (Letter to Boichuk, 28 Mar. 1994). 
[You guessed correctly that Stakhiv was the person who caused my departure from 
Suchasnist7. He felt offended that, being in the leadership position withh the circles 
responsiile for the publication of the joumai, he had not been chosen to be the editor in 
chief ... but he did not lose al1 hope and took advantage of the situation co~ected with 
Kostetsky's article. At a tirne when this article arrïved, 1 got sick with German measles. . . . 
I stayed at home and Stakhiv was paying me visits every day, .. . At one tirne he said that 
an article should go into pruit. I asked him if he read it and ifeverything was okay with it. 
He said yes and passed it to be printed. To tell the tnrth, if1 had ben  working then in a 
normal capacity, I wouid have never aiiowed it to be published. But once it came out, it 
came out, and L simpIy decided that on the 6rst convenient occasion 1 wouid express my 
objections and reservations about it in the name of al the editors. By now, though, the 
jounial was out, and [those] . . . who considered themselves close to Proloh, began to 
protest loudly and f?ightened Hryaokb, who then came to me and dernanded an immediate 
officiai reply- 1 took responsibility for the publication of the article, and responded that L 



about the sîaffchanges did not reflect this event accurately was especiaiiy upsetting to 

Koshetivets's wife, Emma Andijewska, " and in her letters to Boychuk she demanded 

from him an official protest in this matter by removing his name fiom the editorial board of 

the journal: 

[. . . 1 have done a great deal of thinking about this disgracefùl aB"r with 
"Suchas~st"' and this is my conclusion: ifyou continue to be an editor with 
"SuchasNst"' (and this is your business, for God's sake don? think that 1 want to 
influence you!) without expressing your protest against the article in the January 
issue of ccSuchasnist'," then 1 am no longer a member of the New York Group, 
because it's a matter of p~ciples: a public violation of hurnan dignity.] 

To Boychuk, however, retaining the journal in the group7s control and not losing it to the 

politicaiiy oriented forces was more important than the public manifestation of his loyaity 

to Andijewska and Koshelivets. Ultimately, his position in this matter was justikd, but 

initially there was a lot of confiision as to what course of action to take and what the 

group's stand as a whole should be: 

-- 

also believed that a refbtation was called for, but 1 would do it at some other time, perhaps 
in my next article, and not as a separate announcement. He said no, a reply was needed 
immediately. Then 1 becarne stubbom and said to him: here are my editorial regalia and do 
whatever you want ... That is why I don? Like the fact that you pointed out in your letter 
that I was W. No, [ left voluntarily.] 
'' indeed it was not made expticit in the notice posted by Suchasnist' that Koshelivets 
resiged- Moreover, one couId argue that the wording was also somewhat disrespectflll. 
(See Suchasnist' 1 (1%7) 118.) 



OWBUHHG y iHrnKX H ~ P O ~ ~ B .  . . . &0X, ayniW, Lü0 B ~Cyac~ioCn,) HaM 
n o m 0  HeMae rom po6mn! Bce TUB 3aemnn -a npo ce000ny 
n n m  sce (ane n n m  go6~e) - TO~TO, -a npo ctio x caMy c e o h y  
cnoea, ceohny HYMKII, mcy « C p a c ~ i m »  -raK 6~1nc~yqe sanepewna! Yn aap-ro 
«nepe6pam B  aur ri p y m  80% crrepea, 80% noxmuan? &WW, LUO Hi! B e e  
T~K, u o  HeMae ne npyicyea-rncn, i 3a Te7 ut06 npyrcyeamcn, nine ecronn! . . . 
J't Tsiii npyr, 60i~aHe - i x m o  Tn XIKH x0qer.u 36npm1 ~a-rephrr no 
«Heurac~ocrm - II nocrapmcx T06i ~OMOCTH. Ane ece wi n y w ,  uo  Tenep 
Han4 qe6a nosemm, am nponcama cmyauiri. Mn Mawo B py~ax acy 60 x 
6e3 Hac (Kyrlac~icrb)) m e  A P ~ I M  «C~MOCT~~~HAKOM)> - miimpi qe 3~a107-b. 1 
T O ~  c npeKpacHa Harona nocrasmf ix nepen nemi - AJIH HHX ~ o ' l ~ i l l ~ ~ o  rrpw~pi 
- @wn "of the birds and the bees of democracy. "@ubchak's letter to Bohdan 
Boichuk, 2 Feb. 1967) 

[To teli the truth, this whole absurd affair overwhelmed me enonnously! . . . 
Obviously, it is neither about crackbrained Kostetsky nor about Koshelivets's 
editorial abilities nor his tact., . At stake is the principle of the freedom of 
expression which is so simple and selfievident for other people.. . Hence, 1 think, 
we can7t do much ifwe stay with "Suchasnist'." Don7t forget that the NYG [New 
York Group] has always made a lot of noise about the freedom to write about 
everything (but to write well) - that is to say, it has made a lot of noise about the 
very sarne freedom of expression which ccSuchasnist"' denied so bnlliantly! Do you 
think ifs worthy to take over 80% of carcass, 80% of carrion? I don't thhk so! It 
will happen that the NYG wiU not have a place for its publications, and in order to 
set published, wiii go anywhere for that! ... Bohdan, 1 am your fnend, and ifyou 
in& on gathering the material for 'Wretchedness" [Rubchak's pun - Translator7s 
note], I wüi try to help you, Stiii I thïnk it wouId be better for us to wait a Little 
until the situation clarifies. We do have a tmmp wd, because without us 
"Suchasnist"' would transform into another nationalistic forum - dviikari know 
about this. So we do have a wonderfiil opportunity to reveal to them the facts - 
perhaps unpleasant - "of the birds and the bees of demm-acy. " ] 

Indeed, the situation did clarif' shortly thereafter. Much to Stakhiv7s disappointment, the 

new editor in chef of Suchasnist', WoEam Burghardt, unqualïîyîngly Wered 

cooperation with the poets of the New York Group, maintaining the journal as its 

unofficial organ. But this fact did not hoId sway over Andijewska and did not persuade her 

to return to the group.. A few months after the initial reaction, she wrote to Boychuk the 

foiiowing: 'Te, mo TH f a ~ ~ i  He 3 m  C B O ~ O  upi3ema 3 «C~S~CHOCTN)) ~ ~ J I X  ciwieeoi 



TB= 4iac~o'' (22 Aug. 1%7). [The fact that you refused to remove your narne fiom 

"%u~haS~~t"  following the J a n w  article (no matter what your personal attitude toward 

Koshelivets' is), underscores, in my opinion, your complete fiasco.] A week later she 

augmented this statement with her 6nai decision vis-à-vis her cooperation with NoM 

&: ' ' ~ p o &  6ommeY ocIaRbm TH He ~ H R B  cBom ~ P ~ ~ B W L L I ~  3 «C~~CHOCTW) nicm 

ciweeoï cra* ue yHerwomlianmc ~ e i  6pam y r m  B « H o B ~  noe3iRX))'' (28 Aug. 

1967). [Dear Bohdan, because you did not remove your name From [the editonai board] 

of "Suchasnist"', that makes my participation in "Novi po& impossible.] Her last 

contniution in the group's organ happened to be in 1967. 

An ideological diversence between Via Vovk and the group (manifested publicly 

especially as her polemics with Bohdan Boychuk carried out in Suchasnist') emerged as a 

result of her accounts published in Suchasnist' of the several trips she made to Ukraine 

between 1965 and 1970. At issue was a different understanding of the expediency of such 

literary contacts, To Vovk the posslbiIity of interaction with Ukrainian poets and writers 

on a purely personai level took precedence over ideologicai ciifferences; to Boychuk such 

a stand lacked principles, especidy sinct her public appearances were obviously 

monitored and staged by the representatives ofthe wrnrnunist regime (Boichuk 'Tro 

reiiatyvnu absoliutnist'" 106; Nahirnyi I L8- 19; Antonovych 4; 2). Boychuk a h  ascribed 

to Vovk irresponsible patriotic pathos (1 19) (so foreign to the group as a whole), and 

strongiy criticized her unqualifiecl Eiscination with the output of shisrdesiafryky 

("Proiasen'" 87). 

hother conuoversy that directly sterrrmed fiom Vovk's travel accounts concerneci 

a question pertaining to the theory and praxis of translation In one of her articles she 



happened to recount Mykoia Lukash's patronking remarks regarding the New York 

Group's renderings of Lorca's poems,n Lukash, a most renowned translater at the time 

of Vovk's visit, judged the group's d a t i o n  endeavors as too Iiteral and lacking in 

musicality ('Ttiud" 43). Tarnawsky took this charge quite personaüy and vigorously 

defended his own and the group's approach to translating Lorca into Ukrainian. He 

meticulously argueci against Lukash's 'folklorized' version of Lorca's oeuvre, stating that 

first and foremost it is the image, the metaphor that the poet nurtured and 'musicaiity' as 

such played a rninor role in his conception of poetry ('Rd tykhymy olyvamy" 82). 

Tarnawsky also argued in favor of a vers libre rendering of Lorca's poems and against a 

'regular meter' approach (78-79). Finally, he underscoreci the gross injustice done to the 

Ukrainian readers by offering them such a skewed representation of one of the greatest 

pets  of the twentieth century (90). Tamawsky's article sparked a krther controversy and 

gave a spur to Koshelivets for expressing bis views not as much on the translations 

themselves (ptudently, he excused himseKin the matter on account of not knowing the 

Spanish language), but on the New York Group as such in a way, it seerned as if he used 

the occasion to outpour his bitterness for the absence of solidarïty and support on the 

group's part a couple years earlier, when he resigned as editor in chiefof Suchasnist'. In 

his polemic article 'Pro pereklady i rine inshe" [On Translations and ûther Issues], he 

starts by reproaching Tarnawsky for treating the New York Group's conmiution in the 

realm of translation uniformiy, whereas it is obvious that the translations of Lorca's poems 

A book of Lorca's poems in tukash's translation was pubfished in Kyiv in 1969. His 
rendering, acwrding to Tarnawsky (who, incidenMy, is fluent in Spanish), are akin to 
'Ukrainianized' paraphrases rather than translations, and do not reflect the true essence of 
Lorca's poetry. 



were done by the individual members of the group (63), but then goes on focusing mainly 

on the group's careless attitude toward Ianguage, thereby impticitly questioning 

Tarnawsky's right to criticize Lukash so mercilessly, especially since the latter's mastery 

of the Ukrainian language cannot be denied (64; 69). At last Koshelivets intimates that the 

blame for the poor reception of the group Iies not with the public, but with the poets 

themselves: 

[I admit 1 even iike the New York Group7s impudence, however 1 cannot but have 
doubts if they approach this difficult mission with appropriate means and with a 
sense of responsibility. F i  of ai i  theu careless attitude toward the most important 
thing in poetry, Le. language, a lack of which they elevate to a principle (taking out 
poeny beyond language or its cïnternationalization" or something in this nature) 
does arouse doubts. 
. .. And the cornplaints about the public's prejudice against modem art out of 
conservatism are not always justified. in this prejudice there is an instinctual 
defence against deceptions.. . ] 

Octavio Paz succinctly sums up the rdationship between poetry and language: 

"Toetic creation begins as violence to languagen 28). Bohdan 

Boycbuk, without invokhg the sirnplicity and beauty of this statement, nevertheless 

sharply responded to Koshelivets's insinuations by questioning his integ~ity.~ ifthe 

23 It is more than likely that Tamawsky's long essay %teratura i rn~va'~ piterature and 
Language] published in the two consecutive issues of Suchasnist' in 1972 was pady 
written in response to Kosheiivets's charges against the aiiegedly poor knowledge of 
ükrainian and its effect on the poetry produced among the pets of the New York Group 



poetry of the New York Group was indeed so bad and ungrammatica1, Boychuk charged, 

why did the critic give it so much space in Suchasnist' during his tenn ('Til'ky pro r ine  

inshe" 70). The whole discourse on language, accordiig to Boychuk, was a missed 

(Andijewska exciuded). TarnawsTcyTs artkie, under the heavy suence of contemporary 
theoreticai standpoints in linguistics and information theory, not entirely fiee of certain 
inconsistencies and self-justification on his penevertheless builds a theory according to 
which a titerary work is merely a cluster of information. This information, however, 
especidy in a literary worbpertaius both to its content and form, Le. both 'what.' and 
'how' are essential in the transfer of message. Only in such transfer, i.e. in the act of 
reception cm a literary work be realized The process of active readers' participation 
determines the textuality of a literary work (71-74). Tarnawsky is less precise in defining 
Ianguage, but characterizes its function in a iiterary work by foregoundhg its 
instrumentality rather than its materiality. He even States that certain limitations of an 
instniment may lead to very interesthg resuits as long as the author conscioudy selects 
such limitedness (77). Tarnawsky aiso defends the author's role in challenging the existjng 
Ianguage n o m  if it is done with the purpose of channeling specific infannation (39). 
There are, however, some questionable points in Tarnawsky's approach, in the main his 
insistence on a necessity of a direct correlation between the author's intentional meaning 
and the meaning extracted from the text by a reader (39). This leaves no fieedom for an 
interpreter to constmct some other meaaings, especially those not necessarily anticipated 
by the author. Furthemore, a statement wherein the author should avoid the situations in 
which there is a potential that he could be misiierpreted, Le. his/her desired informaion 
would pas  to the reader somewhat deformed, diiuted or not at aU (73-79)' contradicts 
Tarnawsky's own experience with the audience, (For e-xample, his Bez Espanü [Without 
Spain] is a case in point. This particular text was poorly received, behg blamed among 
other things for its complete lack of meanhg) But the poet's long theoretical outpouring 
was to underscore the fâct that in the absence of a clearIy defined standard of the - 
Ukrauiian language, the émigré critics neither have the right to cnticize the young pets  
for their ways of wping with the Ianguage nor can they prescnie what constimes i t s  
correct usage. On a personal lev4Tamawsky expresseci bis aversion toward the Iexicai 
oniamentation in poetry, and, in the end, questioned the assumption that the richness of a 
iexicon is a necessary prerequisite for producinggood poems (52-54). 



[Culturally and psychologi~ally~ Pervomaisky's language mentality is as far tiom 
the Ianguage mentality of the Ukrainian-American students as Kyiv is fiom New 
York. This is, accordiig to my interpretation, Tamawsky's concem. Our contlict 
has a h  stemmed tiom it. But our teachers have not even tried to understand our 
needs and diiculties. Instead, for the past fifteen years, they have majestically 
stood in mandarins' poses and fùiminated against our incornpetence in the 
language. So much has been lost, ifmeasured against missed opportunities of the 
tùture!] 

As a counterexample to such postures, Boychuk evokes the attitude of Julian Przybos 

toward a comparable Polish émigré group of poets, based in London: "oui~iomni 

Moan i Henonbcbicy amocaepy ïx Taoprocm, aennKIiM napod' (73). [. ., evaluating the 

output of the London Group of poets, ... he considered those qualities for which we are 

criticized, i.e. the distancing of language and 'non-Polish' atrnosphere of their oeuvre, a 

big plus.] F idy ,  Boychuk emphasized the fact that the poets of the New York Group 

would always welcome a discussion, but without a patronizing attitude such as the one 

displayed in Koshelivets's article: 

b e t  us discuss, even fiercely (1 greet Mr. Koshelivets's fierce honesty, too bad it 
has amved so late, we wouldn7t have wasted fifteen years), but with an awareness 
that we are no longer the pupils, and you - the teachers.] 

Vüa Vovk, on her part, eventuaiiy made a conciliatory gesture toward the New 

York Group, but simdtaneously declared her independence by denying her membership in 

the group: 



[Even though 1 might again have some arguments with Bohdan Boychuk, Yurko 
Tarnawsky or with the whoIe group, I wiil do it with assurance that these people 
are able of justice and generosity which can transcend personal differences in order 
to intemie and m e r  the cooperation for the good of ükrainian culture.. . 
Regardles of the nature of our disputes - ideological or comradely, 1 am tied to 
the New York Group because of my work which has already brought forth a good 
harvest. Persondy, 1 do not consider myseif a member of this group, beçause 1 
myseifconstitute an autocratie "Rio-de-Janeiro Group" with an autonomy of 
thought and taste. Obviously neither the fiiendship nor the unquestionable merits 
of the New York Group are thereby denied.] 

Despite this polemic, she nonetheless continued to correspond with the individuai 

memben of the group, but dedined to contniute her poetry ta the Iast issue of Novi 

poezii (no. 12-13, 1970-71)." 

To make the fernale desertion cornpiete, Kylyna Iefi the group in 1973 shortly after 

she divorced Tarnawsky. The same year, Boychuk resigned fiom the editoriai board of 

'j In a 1970 letter to Vovk, Tarnawsky tried to persuade her otfierwise, but to no a d :  
'Xam me~i Eokyx, u o  TH H e  sinnosina i i o ~ y  Ha n n m  B~AHOCHO «HOBKX n o a i b .  
6yno 6 rn~ona, amo 6 TK ctrpaerti se m 0 - h  B mm 6pa-f~ ysam- llonepme, Hll 
[Hosi noes%] ue He Mbm ~ o H ~ I ~ I c ,  a i R, a noflpyre BOHH MH sci" (5 Oa. 1970). 
[.oychuk told me tbat you have not answered hÏs Ietter regarding "Novi poetu," It would 
be a pity Ï f  you indeed refUsed to partake in it. F i  N.P. wovi weziiî - it's not ody 
about Boych& but about me as weU; second, it [the j o u d ]  belongs to aiI of us-] A few 
months later he regretfùliy stated: "We am a m ~ ,  rao TK Eie rneH Hk rpynki. 
~ o a o m a c x  TH K O J I H C ~  - r q  HeMoB 611 TH 6yna. Ta siiarto MH B C ~  n o ~ c r r ' '  (5 Mar. 
1971). [Also, 1 did not know t h  you are not the member of the N.Y. Group. You had 
aiways behaved as ifyou were. But apparentiy we were aI i  mistakea] 



Suchasnist', referrïng to his lack of tirne because of a variety of pending projects. Thus, by 

the end of 1973, the group stopped to exist as an active and cohesive entity. However, the 

power gained during the 'vocal' period (1955-1972) did not dissipate right away and was 

ski1~Iy used by the male core to secure the legacy of the group. Hence the next two 

decades were al1 about prevalence, influence, and making history. The poets no longer felt 

compelled to prove their worth before the émigré audience, they M y  beiieved that their 

contniution can be tnily evaluated only in a larger context. Unfortunately, the communist 

reality in ükraine delayed the onset of feasibility of such evaluative measures for nearly 

two decades. The deciaration of Ukraine's independence in 199 1 reenergized the New 

York Group of poets and opened up for them many new opportunities and possibilities. 

To what an extent they have been able to control the new iiterary reality will be the subject 

of the next chapter. 



Chapter Four 

Tbc Kyiv School, or Where Dues the Unison Corne From? 

There is nothing obvious about the idea that the poets of the New York Group 

induced in any way the formation of a discursive momentum around the concept of the 

Kyiv School. Yet, in this chapter, 1 shall argue that it has been precisely the case, and that 

the group's role in this area (surprisingly, completely unacknowledged by the poets of the 

Kyiv School themselves) is paramount to the understanding of what it is that constitutes 

the very Iegacy of this émigre literary phenornenon, especially as it resurfaced in the 

1990s. 

On the one bd, the cmergence of the dialogue between these t w ~  circles of poets 

did not happen nght away in the new political reaiity (Le. since 1991);' on the other, it has 

its mots way in the past, more specifically in the mid- and late 1960s, when Vasyl 

Holo borodko, Mykola Vorobiov, Viktor Kordun, ihor Kalynets and many other talented 

pstshistdesiuhiY&3 (as they were known then) had (or mi@ have had) their literary, for 

the most part, short-Iived beginnings. One cm ody specuhte at this point what kind of 

dialogue mi@ have then emerged between them and the poets of the New York Group if 

AS 1 have aheady mentioned and shall indicate again below, the initiai alliance of the 
New York Group, partieulady at the time ofestabiishing Svito-wd, happened to be with 
the younger generation of poets, those who entered the Literary scene in ükraine for the 
fim time in the 1980s. 

Morenets in his introduction to Mykhailo Hryhoriv's book Sadv Marii (1997) argues that 
this denomination is rather misteadkg since, m his view, the Kyiv School h a  so Little in 
common with shist&siatnykykv He suggests that it wodd be more appropriate to cal1 the 
p e t s  belon- to this school 'neshi~siamyky' for their approach to poetry is so 
different h m  that of shistdesiamyQ (17). 



not for a new wave of political repression in the early 1970s. Instead, the decade of the 

70s marked a twiiight of sorts in the observable activity of both groups, aithough, 

understandably, for diierent reasons in each case- Nonetheless, despite the prolonged 

absence of any meaningfd contacts, the fact cemains that aestheticaiiy and ideologically 

these poets share a similar approach to poetry both in its formai and expressive 

dimensions. In many ways, the interaction between the New York Group ana 

shiszdesiat~rySr was not tnily organic but rather imposed by the chah of social and 

historical coincidences; the interaction with the Kyiv Schooi, on the other haad, was not 

only sought after (once politically feasible), but aimost wilIingly and consciously fashioned 

by both sides. An important role in this prctcess of self-fastiioning and refashioning in the 

1990s was played by the journal Svito-vyd, whose editor in chiet Bohdan Boychuk, afier 

a brief rendezvous with the chief representatives of the so-caiied visimdesia~riyky (e-g. 

ihor Ryrnanik, Vasyl Herasymiuk), realigned hirnself with the Kyiv School by making 

Viktor Kordun responsible for managing and distri'buting the journal in Ukraine. Thus 

Svito-vyd increasingly becarne a forum for a symbolic and literal meehng of the minds 

between the poets of the New York Group and the Kyiv School. 

In 1997 Viktor Kordun published an essay entitled 'Xyivs'ka shkola poezii - 
shcho tse take?" p e  Kyiv School of Poetry - M a t  is It?]' in which he explains the 

concept of this phenornenon and traces its ongins in a m e r  simiiar to what Boychuk did 

for the New York Group in his Terem article (cf "Iak i poshcho aamdylasia N'iu-Iorks'ka 

~ Ü s t  it was published in Literaturna Uk&a piterary ükraine] (20 Mar. 1997), but 
Kordun aiso reprïnted an enlarged version of this &de in Svito-wd 1-2 (1997). 
Ociginaiiy, it was presented at the symposium ocgankd by Goethe Wme, entintitled 



h p a )  some thirty years before. Tme, Kordun does not follow Boychuk's oflhand tone, 

but the correspondences in approach and emphasis are otherwise rather striking: 

cultivatin,~ ûiendship with artists, the importance of café gatherings (9), an aversion to 

progammatic declarations (not oniy for political reasons) (15), a totaliy apolitical posture 

in creative work (9), to name just a few. Furthmore, Kordun uses the occasion 

retroactively to formulate the parameters within which one can speak of the Kyiv School: 

[One can speak of the Kyiv Schooi of Poetry in several aspects: as a poetic 
phenornenon, the main characteristic of which is the freedom of creating; as a 
goup of young nonconformists for whom fieedom of wiii in al1 its b&ngs 
became a path of lie; as an experimental psychological attempt to live digerently 
t?om the other generations, to live in such a way as ifeveyhing's happening in a 
free independent country; as a htemity of poets whose main and singular task was 
to write poetry.] 

He aiso does not miss the opportunity to underscore the ciifferences between the Kyiv 

School of poets and their predecessors, i.e. shisrdesiatnyky 

- - - -  - 

'Xino i literatura v totalitamykh rezhymakh" [ C i a  and Literature in the Totalitarïan 
States] in December 2995. 



[The poets of the Kyiv School undoubtedly ieaned toward the oppositional wing of 
the 60's generatioq aithough their social position lacked such directly declarative 
character as was the case with their predecessors, the reason being that the poets 
in question regarded as impossible to yield to any ideological schemes. htead, 
from the very beginning, tieedom of poetic expression, personai and national 
freedom constituted the base of their creative work tn contrast to shistdesiamyky, 
the poets of the Kyiv School attempted to re@ the mentioned herein triad of 
fieedom in poetry aione, Wntins in such a way as if the causes which were stiU to 
be fou@ for, namely social and political fieedom, had been already won.] 

This pronounced emphasis on the fieedom of expression and on the political 

disengagement in creative work constitutes the very ptinciple that the poets of the New 

York Group so religiously espoused in their discourse. AU the more, it is striking that not 

a single reference is made by Kordun to the role the diaspora group assumed in this 

department. It is as if the poets of the Kyiv School during their formative years never 

heard nor read anything of the New York Group. This scenario, however, is not only very 

unlikely, but simply not true. While the extent of their Eimiliarity with the work of the 

émigré poets cannot be fùlly assessed at this point for the lack of access to the relevant 

archivai material, there are quite a few known circumstances which easiiy hint at the 

presence of at least cursory knowledge of the New York Group phenomenon among the 

poets of the Kyiv School. 

First, the most dynamic penod of the school 1965-1 968 (Kordun IO), coincides 

with Vi Vovk's trips to Ukraine on the one hanci,%& on the other, with the relative 

openness of interaction between some shistdesiuhiyky @rach, Korotych, Pavlychko) and 

'' As much as her trips to Ukraine were criticized by her coiieagues, V i a  Vovk used these 
occasions to brhg the New York Group's publications to Kyiv. Her letter to Boychuk 
contktns that: "Ane H He ~ a ~ a  ax noraaa, IUC B ~ M  ~ ~ E T ~ C R ,  60 KOXHWI~ pa3, Konw Brima 
Ha Y~paTq, nepeao3~na qmi Bami B H ~ ~ A H R  i po6ura B u  -raM no6py cnaey" (21 Mar. 



the New York Group. It is highly improbable that the young, beginning poets would not 

be eager to attend an evening of poetry reading, higldighting the achievements of the New 

York Group, organized by Drach and PavIychko upon their retum from the United States. 

Second, Vira Vovk's personai contacts with V i o r  Kordun, Mykola Vorobiov, Vasyl 

Ruban, Vasyl Holoborodko, and ihor Kdynets could not possibly leave them uninformeci 

about the endeavors of the diaspora group. Émigré pubiications, difficult as they might 

have been to obtain, were also finding their way to the literary circles in Kyiv and Lviv, 

and those anxious to acquaint thernselvs with them could do so via contacts with those 

cities' respective, influentid figures.' Therefore, there c m  be no doubt that the poets of 

the Kyiv School not only knew the aesthetic position of the New York Group, but also 

read at least sarnples of its poetry.6 Yet, writing about the aesthetic credo of the Kyiv 

School, Kordun neither contrasts nor in any way juxtaposes it with the New York Group's 

platfonn: 

1970). [But I'm not as bad as you think, because every tirne 1 went to Ukraine, 1 was 
carrying your publications with me and then advertised you and your work over there.] 

Vira Voviq for exampie, mentioned that Eiryhorii Kochur and lryna Steshenko had the 
publications of the New York Group, and that their homes were reading roorns of sorts 
where the young poets couid corne and read the work of émigré counterparts. (Telephone 
interview, 24 July 2000.) 
6 Two essays in Hrytsko Chubai's cornmernorative book Plach Ieremii (1998) by Mykola 
Riabchuk and Volodymyr Iavorsky, respedvely, indicate that sorne poets of the younger 
generation (herc Chubaii not oniy knew about the members of the New York Group, but 
also were in possession of some of theh publications: "Bk n o m m  ~ e ~ i  sipuri 
Bopo6iio~a, ronohponaica, Kopny~a, ( (Bem~i i  ueiimp)) C~yca . . . , ((Mampia~y nn>, 
EoiiuyKa..-" (Riabchuk, 'Xuiets' odniiei epokhy" 277). m e  showed me poems by 
Vorobiov, Holoborodko, Kordun, 'Gay Cemetery" by Stus, . . . 'The loumey of Bodiesn 
by Boychuk ... '1 Iavorshy, on the other band, red is  the foliowing: %in ïpruram R 
snepme ,uh~a~c)i: T~KOXC npo CYgacmx IIO&B: B a c m  Cmo~ema,  h o n y  
B ~ H ~ ~ W O B C ~ K O ~ O ,  Jlifnl KOCT~HKO, Mki~0JIy X O A O ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ,  EoîaaEfa 60firy~a Ti3 i ~ . "  
(286). [From Hrytsko 1 learned about the contemporary poets: Vasyl Symonenko, Mykola 
Vinhranovsb, Lina Kostenko, Mykola Kholodny, Bohdan Boychuk and others.] 



[If 1 were to summarize bnefly the creative principles of the poets of the Kyiv 
School, 1 would single out among them those which seem to me the most 
important: a return to the most pnmary elements and structures of the Ukrainian 
mythological consciousness; attempts at the transformation of primordiai 
mythological thinking into images of modem poetry which rests on modem 
ükrainian and West European philosophy and psychology, ... focusing poetic 
attention first of al1 on nature, man, and the universe, [with the understanding that] 
a human being is as equaIiy important as the other components of this world: 
gras, water, earth, sun, etc., - man's social and living conditions are not at the 
forefiont, instead transcendental mot& are being contemplated, in poetry one feels 
the presence of the divine and of the word's lively magic; the organic quality of 
creation - a poem must reach its own borders naturaily, .., certain ailusiveness 
that counts on the spiritual and creative coilaboration of the reader, an effort to 
prompt the reader into the poetic act ofcreating and recreating poetry in herhis 
consciousness; the absence of discursive Ianguage; a search for and a revival of an 
old poetic tradition, deeper and older than the syllabic and rhymed versification 
brought to Ukraine h m  outside, and therefiom a turn toward an original 
Ukrainian fiee verse, hence the utilkition of vers Libre as a principle in the process 
of creating poetry.1 

Even though not al1 of the above ptinciples are companible with the practices of the 

individual mabers of the New York Group (for example, Tarnawsky consciously avoids 

in his oeuvre any references to Ukrainian mythUIogical roots as weii as prefers urban 



motifs to those of nature), nevertheless, by and large, the affinities outweigh the 

ciifferences. What draws these two groups together is an apotheosis ofvers Libre and a 

rebellion against the traditional syIIabic versification system7 Morwver, both groups 

emphasize the importance of creative interaction with the reader, and reject the casuainess 

of poetic word. Poetry, infèmng fiorn Kordun's exposition is metamorphosis and a 

movement beyond, therefore it borders on magie and the divine. One should note, 

however, that this theurgic dimension is not as pronouncd in the poetry of the New York 

Group as it is in the poetry of the Kyiv ~chool .~ 

By drawing close paraiiels between these two groups, it is not my intention to 

undennine the significance of the Kyiv School. The poets belonging to this school are al1 

too much of autonomous and original talents themselves to warrant such assertion or to 

insinuate in any way the heavy influence of the diaspora poets on them. But there is no 

doubt in my mind that their early encounter with the phenornenon of the New York Group 

(especially with its emphasis on the fieedom of expression and its novel approach to 

poetry) must have been an uplifting, e d i i j h ~  and encouraging experience for the young 

Kyiv poets, an experience which could have convinced them to pursue their own 

independent poetic paths no matter how much it might cost them And it cost them a lot, 

since, being nonconfomists, they couId not envision any compromise with the regime 

7 That is not to say that the poets of the New York Group dispensed with the traditional 
versification system entirely. Except Tamawsky, aii the rernaining poets experimented in 
various measures with the conventions of traditionai poetics- But vers libre remains a 
h o n t e  mode of poetic expression for most of them. 
8 The metaphysical disposition is clearly discerniile in the poetry of Bohdan Boychuk and 
Vira Vovk. Emma Andijewska, on the atiter hand, has occasionally displayed a penchant 
for mysticism, especiaiiy that ofEastern provenience. 



whkh, in turu, delayed their book debuts and de facto eliminated any possbility for viable 

titerary weers. Holoborodko and Kalynets excluded: they all had their 6rst books 

published either in the 1980s or in the 1990s. These belated debuts to a large extent 

coincided with the book debuts in Ukraine itseifof Bohdan Boychuk (cf. Tretia osin' [The 

Third Autumn, 199 Il), Yuny Tamawsky (cf, Bez Nchoho mthou t  Nothing 199 1 ]), and 

Bohdan Rubchak (cf. Krvio lkarove [The Wmg of Icarus, 19911, al1 three published by the 

'~Npro"  Publishing House, not without the efforts and personal perseverance of Ihor 

Rymaruk (a coeditor of Svito-wd at that the).  For the first time their selected poetry 

becarne widely availabie to the Ukrainian readers, Thus, by and large, they s h e d  timing 

and the mode of reentry into the canon of ail-Ukrainian Iiterature with the poets of the 

Kyiv School. 

The discourse on the School, instigated by the New York Group and reified by 

Kordun in his article, was subsequently picked up by some literary scholars, most notably 

among them by Volodymyr Morenets. [n his extensive introduction to S a d ~  Mani [Maria's 

Orchards, 19971, the second poetry collection by Mykhailo Hryhoriv, he not ody analyzes 

the latter's poems, but also makes a case for the cosency of the whole school by placing 

Kordun's ruminations in a larger context. Although Morenets, unlike Kordun, evokes the 

significance of the New York Group in its brin& about a change in the attitude toward 

the poetic art in ükrainian Iiterature, he does not attempt to investigate any possible 

9 Holoborodko's book Letiuche vikontse [A Flying Wmdow] was pubiished in Paris in 
1970. Kdynets's collection Pidsumovuiuchv rnovchmnia [Surnming Up the Silence] was 
published by Suchasnist' in 1971, and Korowvannia o~udala [Crowning of the 
Scarecrow] by the New York Group in 1972- 



correlation between these two modernkt groupings. On the contrary, he insists on the 

Kyiv School's autonomous evolvement: 

prom the philosophicai point of view (even more so than fiom the strictly artistic), 
the New York Group's creative work (lasting to this very day) marked the 
beginning of the new turn in the spinhial renaissance of ü h i n e  as an entity 
aesthetidly productive rather than morally moaning. .. . 
The poets of the New York Group were the tirst to say a definitive word in this 
area by bringing forth a number of interesting poetry books which do not fit any 
ideoIogid and aesthetic scheme other than the one Ieading to the spirinial 
ernancipation of llkrainian poetry, freeing it fiom the tyranny of socio-historical 
determinim. However, this word was uttered outside the borden of Ukraine, and 
except for a very few, aimost no one had had a chance to hear it. But the nature of 
art is such that the seeds of quaiity, t d y  indispensable to that art, germinate 
regardless ofprevailing conditions. The Kyiv School constitutes a direct and 
rypologcal equivaient of the 'New York' [Groupys] modern proposition in 
Ukraine, an equivalent completely self-acting and independent of the diaspora 
grou~-l 

Thus it appears that Morenets inadvertentiy perpetuates the schooi's rather untenable 

pretense of not belonging to 'those very few" privileged to be aware of the New York 

Group's existence. One could argue that Kordun's silence on this issue is not coincidentai 

and is as communkative as words themseIves. For that matter, it is quite çonceivable that 

king considerably younger than the members of the New York Group, the poets of the 



Kyiv School found it unappealing and unconducive to their own image to commend the 

correspondences or to share their thoughts and impressions on the diaspora counterpart. 

The discursive vacuum that followed the heated debates of the early 1970s, 

involving several members of the New York Group, manifested itseifon many diEFerent 

levels. First, there was a noticeable deche in the volume and frequency of 

correspondence among the poets of the group. Second, very few books of poetry were 

published in that decade,'' and third, except in 1975, there were hardly any meaningfùl 

polemical exchanges in the press, involving either the group as a whole or its individuai 

members. This anernic émigré literary life reflected to a large extent a situation of dismay 

in the arts and literature in ükraine. The thaw of the 1960s turned out to be short-lived, 

and cornrnunist control over artistic production intensified enormously in the 1970s. 

Boychuk used this turn of events to justify the group's moderate position vis-à-vis literary 

developments in Ukraine in the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  and, more importantly, to cnticize the older 

generation of critics for their ahost unconditionai acceptance of everything that was 

corning tiom the homeland. Such a stand, accordiig to Boychuk, brought about a decline 

in the émigré Iiterary process: 

Tpe6a sinpasy ~ ~ U H ~ Y K ~ M ,  L[IO kacrepexuia 3axonneHicrra ych, uo  ~ e o p m o c ~  
B pamr~cbiciii m.repa-rypi, He 6yna o r r r r u d ~ a ,  60 mi pimi niwpa-rypi resepauiï 
l t p ~ i i m i  Asa pki~oewti 83amm 3 pamicb~om ni~epavoro 60-m POK~B. 

îlapano~cam~o, Monoma rom re~epauh 3aiima nqme noMip~oeatry, 
~ B ~ ~ K J I I I B ~  i nyxce ~ p m ~ y  Hacmosy. (''Pro nepovuyi pohliad" 39) ... 
. . . 6ara~o moneii c~apmoi re~eparai n p r i f i m  ~ e ~ o n y  npummnenwx 
p w c b ~ o i  noprocm erdrpW&i, - T W ~  noriwo, iconri . r a ~  yce 6yno 
kaC'RpeXFI0 no6pe, TO TYT M Y C ~ O  6pï 6e33ampemo me, ( ( H ~ ~ K ~ ~ H c ~ K w ,  

'O FoUowing the ciosure of Novi DO& only four pe t s  had published collections in the 
1970% namely Emma Andijewska, Bohdan Boychuk, Yurïy Tmawsky, and Vüa Vovk 
CE their Nauka ~ r o  zemliu (1975), Podorozh z uchytekm (1976), Os' iak ia wduzhuiu 
[This 1s How I Get Weil, 19781, Meandq Neanders, 19791, respectively* 



nopome. . . . B pe3ynb~a~i ~eopw~ocrr nopomery Hamono ni.repaqpsoro 
npouecy Ha eMirpaui. . . .E;inbuia qacnwa craplnoi re~eparrir Moxe se xore q e  
noycs iaom mm, rso aoHa 6yna ceiruco~ 3nyrne~~x KYJI~T~PHHX npouecie Ha 
Y~pahï ,  i cnpwwmrco~ ~ ~ H W C ~ H H R  B nosHiii üowru* rrpouecb q-r, - TO&O 

nonsiii~oi ~parem4. (40-4 1) 

[It should be ernphasized at once that the unqualified fascination with everything 
undertaken in Soviet literature was not uniform, because two different émigré 
generations assumeci two dEerent kinds of interactions witit the Soviet iiterature 
of the 1960s. Paradoxically, the younger generation took up a very moderate, very 
thoughtfid and very critical stance. 
... many people of the older generation adopted a method of contrasting the 
Soviet literary works with those of the émigré, so, Iogically, ifover there 
everything was unreservedly good, here it had to be unreservedly bad, 'un- 
Ukrainian,' empty. . . . As a consequence, an emptiness around the émigré iiterary 
process was being created. . . . A rnajority of the older generation Literati do not 
want to become aware of the fkt that they were the witnesses of the suffocation 
of the cultural processes in Ukraine, and instigators of the isolation and decline of 
the processes here, i.e. bringing about a double tragedy.] 

Boychuk's perspective regarding a diagnosis of malaise in literary processes both in exile 

and in Ukraine was chalIenged by Kateryna Horbach who accused him of partiality, 

subjectivism, elitism, and even professional envy (86-88). In many ways, Horbach 

recycles quite a few oId diatribes (e.g. the group's aileged disregard for the ceaders' nceds, 

uncriticai fascination with everything that the West has to offer culturally) in order to 

undermine Boychuk's authority as a critic and cultural arbiter. Her polemical voice, 

augmented by Sherekh's authoritative but dismissive remarks directed to the poets ofthe 

New York Group, published in the very same issue of ~uchasnist',~' triggered Rubchak7s 

extensive and pointed reply (cf. his 'Tro 'inshe', te same, i tym podibne" [On the 'Other,' 

the Sarne, and the SimiIaq). Rubchak not only defended Boychuk against Horbach's hasty 

charges, but more importandy, in his response to Sherekh, he questioned the cmency and 

" See his T m  samvydav na inshomu kontynent.7' 20-23- 



the efficacy of the latter's practice to use the label 'New York Group' as an umbrella 

concept with clearly deliieated characteristics. Rubchak's protest in this area implicitIy 

con6rms the reality of the 1970s, i.e. the reality in which the motivation to promote certain 

group affinity or to support certain joint endeavors (ke, for example, maintainhg the 

literary journal) simply disappeared: 

[As far as the NYG as a whole is concerned (and it is imaginary), then the 
antithesis to ail that which does not satisQ should be looked for in the lines of 
each iruiivichraIporr of the gtoup. . . . Iu.Sh. [Iurii Sherekh] knows very well that 
under the normal conditions of literary Me, Tamawsky and Andijewska would be 
( w d d  have to be) prefessionai enemies, aIthough still could be fiiends on a 
personal levei, .,. Aii of this, however, becomes childishly simple when one 
remembers the real needs and îÙncti*ons of the New York Group, and in the 
meantirne one views each poet as a creative individual who has her/his own inner 
pendulum, her/his own inner dialectics, her/his own, as Breton said, "othemess" 
which one should face up to everyday and struggie for in poetic image.] 

Rubchak does not spell out what exactly stands behind the group's "needs and fiuictions," 

but it is not dficult to infer fiom hk text that they definitely do not refer to the artisûc or 

stylistic stands of each individual poet. Again, the rationale of having a group has always 

been predicated upon securïng the power and controlling the discouse, and these 

components were of particular signilimce especiaiiy during the formative years- Once 



estabiished, the poets cared more about the? own individual identities than about a group 

whose fiuiction seemed to run out its course. 

Four pars later, in much the same mode, Boychuk presented his epitomized 

version of the New York Group phenornenon in his artide 'Dekü'ka dumok pro N'iu- 

Iocks'ku h p u  i dekii'ka zadnikh dumok" [Some Thoughts on the New York Group as 

WeIl as a Few Afterthoughts] he Uisightfully characterizes the poetry of each individu1 

member of the youp focusing especialiy on its innovative aspects, but in the end, 

comparing the New York Group to the Prague SchooI on the one hand, and 

shtstdesiunryky on the other, he paints a rather Me& picture of his colleagues' most ment 

creative activity: 

[Ilte Prague Group has become a historicai fact which I respect. Shisrdesiamy@ 
became suppressed or self-suppressed. .. The situation with the New York Group 
is not much better. It either aged prematurely or became exhausted - C don? 
know. Emma Andijewska's last collection "A Lesson about the Earth" (1975) 
disappoims not only because of the tiîie, but aiso because of what each page has to 
offer. . . . Equally disappointing is Yuriy Tamawsky's last book 'This 1s How 1 Get 
Weü" which is in p ~ t .  . . . For the pst tea years Bohdan Rubchak has not 
produced a single coUection, and published very few poerns durins that time. . .. 
VÏÏ Vovk, though active in poetry, Lias negiected her prose and plays. PatrÎcia 
Kyiyna left Gtetature for the comerciaI worid of English fiction. Zhenia 
Vasylkivska has become absorbed with domesticity-] 



One can argue that Boychuk's juxtaposing of the New York Gmup with the Prague 

School and shistdesiafizyb is not coincidentai. At the tirne when Boychuk wrote his 

article, the latter two groups were, in fact, no longer active. Thus, by association, the poet 

appears to suggest that his group by and large shares the fate of these two Iiterary 

groupings. In contrast to Rubchak, hawever, he even seems to be seriously questioning 

the efficacy of the members' individual endeavors, as ifalluding that without the support 

of the creative energy of the group each individuai poet is somehow in decline. What is 

also worth noticing is that in the late 1970s, as Boychuk's and Rubchak's articles attest, a 

discourse on the Kyiv School sirnply did not east. The names of Holoborodko, Kalynets 

or Vorobiov appear side by side with such shisrdrsunryky as Drach, Korotych, and 

Kostenko, only occasionaily quaiified as 'younger,' but never really clearly distinguished 

fiom them. The trend to separate or contrast the older shistdesiat~lyky (codormists) fiom 

the younger shisrdesiattryky (nonconformists) came about relatively late.12 

The contemporaneity of origins as well as the existence of contacts between the 

poets of the New York Group and shistdesiufnyky seem to promote the tendency among 

literary scholars to draw parailels between these two g r ~ u p i n ~ s . ~ ~  Mykola ïlnyts@, for 

example, as recently as 1996, insists on the affinity between them, stating that both groups 

12 It entered the discourse only after the poets of the New York Group an the one hand, 
and the poets of the Kyiv School themsdves on the other, began to underscore these 
differences in the 1990s and thereby declared their dissociation fiom the 60's generation. 
If See, for example, Pavlychko 423-26; Fier, 'Tnterv'iu" 18-20; Zhulynsky 10. in fact, 
Zhulynsky, by calling the New York Group a phenornenon of the Iate 1960s, incorrectly 
insinuates that shistdesiimyky spmed the group's literary activity '% 6ara~o roaopm 
upo uel @HOM~H ~oironoï Ha TOG qac, K~~~LUI 60-x poick, y ~ p a i ~ c b ~ o i  noe3ii B meKoMy 
Hm-Mopq, m e w a i k o  e@amwii cnanax RICO( 6e3nepemot 6 p  cr~wyllb~~amii  
~eop4crio «rnicrnecm~Ki~~P [We talked a lot about this phenornenon of young, at that 



betray sirnilar orientations: "... ~auineHicm Ha Hoamty, H a ~ ~ o p w i i  nouryi5 Ha 

cmopeaniiauirrro" (''Literaturni tradytsii" I 16). [,. . aiming at novelty, experirnent, striving 

for the strengthening of the autonomy of each individuality and her/his right for self- 

realization.] Indeed these are the principles that the poets of the New York Group could 

easily accept as their own, but as far as shisldesiabryky are concerned, these principles, 

even if secretly advocated, were considerably diuted and circurnscribed, and could never 

be tmly reified in poetic texts simply for politicai reasons. Unlike the poets of the Kyiv 

School, they were not quite ready to forfeit the wmfort of king published and officially 

accepted. The fiedom of expression was the most visible casualty of that choice. 

Therefore, there is a considerable dose of self-contradiction in Ilnytsky's article because of 

his insistence on imposing certain correspondences between these two goups. Aimost 

immediately he is forced to q u w  the above postdate: 

tirne, Ukrainian poetry of the late 60s in far away New York, whose extraordinarily 
effective burst was undoubtedly stimulated by the shistliesianyky's creative work,] 



[Naturally, the setting in both cases was of a different character, the reason being 
that the formation of the New York Group and of shislalesatryky sternmed fiom 
d i r e n t  circumstances. The former, who ended up abroad as children or 
teenagers, despite the hardship of DP camps and the 6rst years of emiption, were 
g r a d d y  losing the complex of an émigré, got European education and assimilateci 
themselves into the Western cultural environment of the time. The concept of 
modemism with its total artistic fieedom, void of any patriotic or national 
utilitarian duties, became quite natural to them. 

Shistdesiatnyyky were not in the position to aiiow themselves to be guided 
by such principles, besides they simply did not want to- The personal outset of 
their creative work had been solidiied not so much by the cult of individualism as 
by the protest against tuming people to rivets in a state machine.] 

From the very beginning the poets of the New York Group (Boychuk especially) 

resented being compared to shistdesiat~tyky. They firmiy believed that aesthetically 

shisldesiatnyky had not much in common with them for their vision stemmed fiom 

dserent sources and traditions. Boychuk, for example, points out the shisrdesia~n)?&'s 

aflinity to the poetic traditions of the 1920s and early 1930s, and sirnply denies their daim 

of being tnily innovative ("Dekil'ka dumok" 22). It is quite conceivable that increasingIy 

more forcefirl declarations of parity with the poets of the Kyiv School came as a result of 

attempts on the part of the 'New York' poets to offset any such comparing and 

juxtaposing them with shistdesiatnyky. Furthemore, Boychuk sees more correspondences 

between the Prague School and shistdestainyky than between them and the New York 

Group, because the former two favored and displayed the bent for an engagé poetry: 

063rnsi rpynw npamca i - &w B ~ o i i  qac He -raK H a  

ecre-rm~iii rutommi, RK Ha n a ~ p i m ~ o - e ~ o r . $ i ~ i j i .  Qeii npouec nx 
simrrroaxpu b r n - ~ o p l i c b ~ ~  rpyny, m a  aimoarwracx rmtra tia ~a jc i i i  
nrrorrr~mi, no ocaMmie~m. h e  se 6yna mbKa uim, nKy noem H ~ H E ~ ~ O P K C ~ K O I  

rpymi m a m r ,  3a Tiün BHCOK~ c ~ a p 6 ~ ,  IEK c q a a n ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ 0 6 0 ~  w o p s m  
( ~ a ~ i ~ b  siE[ pimol na-cp im) ,  pime~m Ha ~ o n e p t i b ~  i elicrtepmem, ce&na 
sia BcaKoro a y x k x  i noaaa ~aaneiKcrim ein w m a .  (22) 

[8oth groups, the Prague and shisrdesiatnyky, were fiuictioning at that time not as  
much on an aesthetic level as on a patriotic and emotional IeveI. This reality 



pushed the New York Group away to the point of isolation because the group 
refused to tùnction on such a level. But it was not a high price to pay. The poets of 
the New York Group were ready to pay it because at stake were such treasures as 
genuine f?eedom in creative wor k (even freedom tiom the native patnotic 
rhetoric), determination to pume modernism and experiment, &dom fiom any 
kind of senice, and a total independence iÏom the readec] 

Obviously, this "total independence fiom the made?' that Baychuk refers to has to be 

somewhat qualifieci and does not entail the group7s totai disregard for its audience. Rather, 

it means that having set up certain institutional structures of their own, the poets of the 

New York Group could creatively operate within a very small circle of admirers. Their 

audience w u  mal1 indeed, but at the same time quite loyal. The same readers, some 

twenty years d o m  the road, were particularly instnirnental in helping to keep the joumal 

Svito-wd in circulation. 

When in 1990 Svito-wd began to corne out in Ukraine, it represented the first 

literary 'joint venture' between the diaspora and the homeland poets and writers. It airneci 

at encompassing ail the major trends and prevaiting forces in ükrainian literature at that 

time as long as they lived up to the aesthetic criteria detennined by the editorial board. 

The initiai emphasis in the journal was to give as much (ifnot more) voice to taiented 

youth as to the more established iiterati. The alIiance with visimdesianiyky, namely with 

[hor Rymaruk and later on with VasyL Herasymiuk, facilitated soliciting material fiom 

promising young adepts of literature. The participation of some politicdy influentid 

shisrdesianyky Like Ivan Drach or Pavlo Movchan was also weIcomed and encouraged 

since their clout secured some masure of stability for the journal at the initial stage. Zt 

would not be an exaggeration to maintah that during its &st four years of existence, 

Svito-wd, despite its reiativeiy narrow scope (only literature and the arts were 



considered), culturally speaking, represented the most prestigious periodical publication in 

Ukraine. The inclusion in this independent forum was very much sought d e r b y  both 

established as well as young debutante writers and intellectuals. However, the situation 

changed somewhat when Suchasnist' ended its &c life in 1992 by transfemng its 

operations to Kyiv. Soon after that thor Rymanik lei? Svito-wd to accept the position of 

deputy editor in chief at Suchasnist'. His departure marked the beginning of the 

realignment of forces within Svito-wd as well as signaled an era of competition with 

Suchasnist'. For example, many authors of the younger generation, including those 

belonging to the well-known BU-BA-BU group, thanks to the influence of Ihor Rymaruk, 

found in Suchasnist' another prestigious outlet for their literary production. Svito-wd, on 

the other han4 moved away fiorn the establishment and concentrated its efforts on @ng 

even more space for emerging talents. At the same tirne the role of Viktor Kordun gained 

in prominence. He was eventually made responsible not only for administrative but also for 

editorial tasks. The visibility of the Kyiv Schooi and its associates grew considerably fiom 

this point on. This sha  also coincided with the increase in bancial diiculties of the 

journal. From the mid-1990s it became more and more difficult to secure necessary tùnds 

for a reguiar quarterly publishina of the magazine. It is my opinion at this tirne that al1 

these factors contnbuted to a marginaiiition and a slow decline of Svito-wd. By the end 

of the 1990s it lost its fiesimess, dynarnics, and came to be perceived, at least by some, as 

a marginal p~blication.'~ In 1999 due to a Iack offiinds and due to the withered 

enthusiasrn of its founder, narnely Bohdan Boychuk, Svito-vyd ceased its publication, 

14 See especidy an entry on Svito-vyd by Orest Shcheniak in "Mala ukraias'ka 
entsyklopedüa aktuai'noi literaairyy" Pleroma 3 (1998): 99, 



In the process of making their name and image anew in independent Ukraine, the 

poets of the New York Group fought against behg aesthetically placed side by side with 

shistdesiamyky. As an antithesis to such propositions, they thernselves came up promoting 

an alignment with the poets of the Kyiv SchooL The discourse that henceforth ensued 

helped the latter (at least partially) to offset certain dienation fiom the current iiterary 

developments. For the truth remains that in the 1990s, for the most part, 

postshistdesiantyky somehow continued standing outside the mainstream of the literary 

process, The fact is that their poetic production (by and large highiy respecteci) has not 

manageci to change such a perception. Therefore, paradoxically, by deviating the 

syrnptoms of that kind of marghdkation h o v e ~ g  around the school, the New York 

Group in a way marginalized itself in the process. The reality is such that the poets of 

these two modemist groupings entered the 1990s in Ukraine with the belated rehashed, 

perhaps even somewhat outmoded, debuts. They both had to compete with the energetic, 

haughty, postrnodemistically inclined youth. After the initial euphocia and ofien 

indiscriminate acceptance of everything coming from the diaspora, the focus decidedi y 

shifted to 'in-house' production. The oeuvre of the individual members of the New York 

Group has been integrated into the overall canon of Ukrainian Iiterature, but it never 

became a determinative force, a force iduencing the trends and developments in 

homeIand literature of the 1990s. 

To talk about the legacy of the New York Group in its non-poetic contribution is 

to talk first of aii about a variety of discourses engendered throughout many years of its 

active involvement in Lterature. In the 1990s, the most conspicuous, yet at the same tirne 

the least acknowledged, contriiution of the group lies in stimulating the discourse around 



the Kyiv School by foregrounding the mutual aesthetic W t y ,  and by providing the 

platfonn (Svito-vyd) for manifesthg these kinds of considerations. The discourse of the 

1950s hovered around the questions of power and recognition; in the 1960s the focus 

shifted slightly to inciude the issues of receptioq but the maintenance of the power already 

gained was stiIl ofutmost importance. A notable achievement of the 1960s (again, not 

always given its due) is the pubiishiag of Koordvnaîv (1967), an anthology of twentieth- 

century émigré poetry, whose compilers Bohdan Boychuk and Bohdan Rubchak were 

bestowed with considerable trust and freedom to offer their own, meticulously edited, 

version of the émigré poetic canon, Taking into account that at the time of the compilation 

work they were both in their early or mid-thirties, the trust show to them by Suchasnist' 

(the publisher) must have been considerable indeed. As Rubchak's letter to Boychuk 

attests, they did not take it lightly: 

a nmm [Rubchak refers to Lesych, Lavrinenko, Kravtsiv, Hordynsky] 3 ~ m  

~a~epirrn, ane mr TM I I O K ~ ~ ~ M ,  LUO i MM ioro 3~aw0.  BOHW ~3arani 6 y w b  no 
Kpoaw cepami, uo MH, a He BOHH, ~ a ~ y  po6cny e w ~ o ~ y e ~ o .  Tim x ripom R 
a k o n m ~ o  npmn Toro, tu06 BoHn ew6ripanu csoï ynm6ne~i sipu~i. 3eepramcb 
ao HNX paa;isr &mi B Memsmc s r r n m  6pa~y 6io-6i6niorpa~i~wac aanwx. 
(29 Mar. 1963) 

[These people [see the ükrainian quote abovel know the material, but we must 
show them that we know it as weii. On the whole, they will be awfully angry that it 
is we, not them, that have taken up such a task. By the same measure, 1 am 
absolutely against their own selection of their hvorite poems. 1 advise you to turn 
to them only in criticai cases, especially in the absence of biobibliographic data.] 

In terms of legacy, however, it is aiways interesthg to hear what the group itseif 

has to say on that, This is precisely the question that John Fier asked the members of the 

group in his 1988 interview, published in Suchasnist'. Boychuk abstained h m  answering 

this question, Andijewska ignored it on the ground that there is no group as such and one 



cm oniy treat seriously such a question by discussing the merits of each individual poet 

(35). Tamawsky did just that, Le. concentrated on exposing his owa contribution. 

Accordmg to him, his significance lies in creating a new poetic language, a language fiee 

of traditional, ornamental poetizing but rich in metaphors, which, being void of decorative 

Liuictions, condtute the essence of poetry (34). Rubchak alone made an effort to present a 

generalized picture as far as the significance of the whole group is concemed: 

&& nonoMorna 3ynu~irnr npouec nepewwqeamx slirntiestix camia -ra 
CïP)WKHX TOCiOJTb Ha H ~ H ) - Ü o ~ K c ~ K ~  6 ~ v ,  UO B tI7ST'L[ecHTLiK pOKâX 6yno 
B ~ B O M  ~ e n u ~ o i  ~ inno~hanb~ocm i nepea rriTepa-ryporo, i rtepen tlmqew i 
~ a e k  (6orocsr BUMOB~H!)  nepen icropim. Y wicrnecmix p o ~ a .  6yno 
H ~ O ~ & H O  A O C B ~ O M  ~HUIOMO B H O ~  n0e3Ü pO3iiiHpKïli PâMKIi KoHB~HLC~I?HO~O 
wam y q a i ~ c b ~ o ï  ni~epa-ryp~. . . . ne B r o ~ y  3 h m a  normw 
ehiirpauiii~oro . r m r a  Ha ni~epa-rypy. Cboron~i r m . r  - ~ a a i ~ b  u THX, u o  
rmam ni-repaqpy copo~  porcie TOMY - c~opirne srri3~ae rpaaoma i He 
Ji03BonUTl~ ~ O M Y  c a ~ o m 6 ~ 0  BKKOpUcTOByBaTH 'iirraubhy Il)6liICJ', ipaiorK Ha 

uahninrix cnoraaax i nepemrsmmq c~opitue ouis~rm no6pirii mip; criopiure 
3BHKHe A 0  He3BHYHOf0. (35-36) 

W G  helped to stop the process of transplanting cherry orchards and taIl poplars 
into the New York streets, which, in the 1950s, was the sign of grand 
responsibility in the face of literature, the reader, and (I'm &aid to utter it!) 
bistory. In the 1960s, an expansion of the boundaries of conventional reading of 
Ukrainian literature by incorporating the experience of poetry written in other 
languages became a necessity, . . . To some degree, NYG managed to change the 
viewpoints on iiterature among the émigré readers, Today - such a reader -- even 
if recniited frorn those who read literature some forty years ago, - will much 
sooner recognize the graphomauiac and will not allow him to abuse the reading 
public by playing on nostaigia and painfiû mernories; such a reader wili much 
sooner be able to evaluate a good work and get accustomed to the extraordinary.] 

Rubcbak's comments about the group's edifying influence on the reading public are rather 

hfbted, but his assertion that the poets of the New York Group stopped perpetuating the 

worn-out poetic tradition corning tiom Ukraine, is accurate and justiîied. Having digested 

many dEerent poetic traditions, these ükrainian émigré poets were obsessively 

determined to speak with their own unique voice. The discourses they produced d o w  



speaking of the group as a single cohesive entity, but, as the poets themsehes wouId 

surely concede, it is poetry alone that determines the truc Iegacy. The poetry of the New 

York Group, imbued with drive and originality, has oEered the readers novel perspectives 

wtiich, dificult as they might have ben, moved the readiig public onto planes previously 

unknown. 



P a r t  T h r e e  

DISGUISES: THEMATICS, OR UNMASKING THE WORD 

Poehy l& to the same place as all forms of eroticim - to the bieniiing andfi~sion of 
separate objects. It leads us to r fenrity, iir le& us to deash, and through death to 
contirnrity. Pwtry is eterniw the sun marched with the sea. 

Georges Bataille, Erotism. Death & Sensuality 



Chapter Five 

Transforming Dmire: The Double Face of Eroticism 

In the poem 'Xinets' dnia" [The End of a Day], Bohdan Boychuk celebrates life 

thcou@ erotic activity and underscores its undeniable worthiness in the face of 

unavoidable death: 

eiAIlaii 
~ e t 6  B nono~i Tenno-ry 
M'IIKOCO ronocy, 
i cm% TpeneT Kposn, 
i r a q x y  TùIa: 
sce siaaaii, 

â X  nom TeMiUiMW YcTâMH ~ i 9  
ne ~ m ' e  nicm T B O ~  .rüra, 
nom He o c r a ~ m  m m  
xononHy nm'm ~oc~ei i ,  (S~omynv liubow 1 1) 

[give back 
into my hands the warmth 
of your sofl voice, 
and blue trembling of your blood, 
and a branch of body: 
give back to me everything, 

until the night with dark lips 
does not drink out the song of your body, 
untiI it does not lave just 
the coId memory of bones,] 

This poem inadvertently elaborates and complements Georges Bataiiie's understandhg of 



eroticisn Eroticism, he says, "is assenting to life even in death" (1 1). Batailie, of course, 

was aware that such formulation might appear too generai, so he qualilïed it tiirther: 

Strictly speaking, this is not a definition, but 1 think the formula gives the meaning 
oferoticism better than any other. ifa precise definition were called for, the 
starting-point would certainiy have to be sexual reproductive activity, of which 
eroticism is a speciai form. Sexuai reproductive activity is common to sexual 
animais and men, but oniy men appear to have tumed their sexual activity into 
erotic activity. Eroticism, unlike simple semai activity, is a psychologicai quest 
independent of the natural goal: reproduction and the desire for children. (1 1) 

Yet, as I shaü indicate in this chapter, his broad formula found its devotees. 

Eroticism, understood as something that is "more than sex, more than iife, more 

than death" (Paz, Erotic Bevond 20), "a total experience that never realizes totality 

because its essence is always beyond" (19)' is one of those thematic forces that figures 

quite prominently in the poetry of the New York Group and brîngs a substantiai degree of 

unity in the group's otherwise stylistically diverse poetic production. Erotic motifs 

pemeate the works of al1 the members of the group. Moreover, despite the stylistic 

variations amongst these poets, on the level of si9nificance,' at least as far as erotica is 

concerned, they employ the very same poetic code. The eroticism of their poetic texts 

fiom the 'vocal' period (1950s and 1960s) is saturated with a similar, if not identicai body 

of sign;tj;is information. Understandably, however, the extent, the intensity, and the 

measure of surface explicitness in utilizing sexuai content Vary considerably fiom one poet 

to another. in fact, it is possible (inot necessary) to divide the group into two camps: 

those poets who openiy and wnsciously experimented with the various aspects of erotica 

1 1 am using this term as deheà by Michaet Riffaterre in his Semiotics of Poetry, wherein 
sigdicance denotes the active process through which the reader establishes the text's 
formai and semantic unity or a meaning on a deeper (textuai) level as diguished fiom a 
meaning on a surface (mimetic) level(12-13). 

& 



(Andijewska, Boychuk, Tarnawsky), and those for whom eroticism emerges as a kind of 

'behind-the-scenes7 compuIsion, inferred from the tension between the images 

syrnboiically libidinal and their contextuai position rather than expressed by a sexualiy 

explicit poetic language (Rubchak, Vovk, Kylyna, Vasyllcivska). 

This chapter argues that despite a seeming unevenness in emphasis, the erotic 

irnagery brou& forth by the poets of the New York Group became for them a vehicle for 

conveying existentialist views, especidy the need for fieedom and responsibility for each 

individual choice. The weight and discursiveness of such a posture, i.e. an open advocacy 

of an existentialist platform, points to yet another important component in the way the 

erotic metaphor was ernployed by the poets under scrutiny, mainly their almost combative 

willingness to probe the boundaries of the transgressive, the taboo, the 0ther.' It is withjn 

the fiamework of these two aspects, existentialism on the one hand, and transgression on 

the other, that the eroticism manifest in the poetry of the individuai members of the group 

d l  be anaiyzed below. 

The broad formuIations regarding eroticism quoted above perhaps do not give 

justice to Bataille's and Paz's understanding of the term. But these formulations do signai 

2 These terms play a significant role in Georges BataiHeYs conceptualiition of erotism. 
For him transgression was an "inner experiencen indissociable fiom the consciousness of 
the constraint or prohibition it violates, because 'there exkts no prohibition that cannot be 
transgressed" (63). In other words, it is only through the transgression that the force of 
prohibition becomes hiiy realized. By valorking an aesthetics of transgression, the 
members of the New York Group unveiIed a host of constraints and restrictions imposed 
on them by the émigré milieu in the reaim of subject matter or fonns of language. Whereas 
the erotic necessarily entails some violation of sexual taboos, one shouid emphasize that in 
the case of the New York Group and its particular set of social and historical 
circumstances, the existentintialist tuni on their part was aiready viewed in and of itselfas 
'transgressive' regardiess of the fact whether or not it was coiled with any aspect of 
eroticism (Cf Chapter Three) 



their gened orientatioa. Both men foreground eroticism as the point of tension or 

instability in the nature/culture opposition For Paz, eroticism is ccsocialized sexuality" 

@ouble Fiame 8) because it unfolds in society and in history. He tùrther states: "what 

distinguishes a sexual act from an erotic one is that, in the former, nature serves the 

species, while in the latter, human society is served by naturen (Erotic Bevond 12). 

Bataille also elaborates his initial formula: Wuman eroticism diiers from animai sexuaiity 

precisely in this, that it calls inner tife to play. In human consciousness eroticism is that 

within man which caIls his being in question" (29). Paz's remark that "the erotic metaphor, 

indifferent to the perpetuation of life places reproduction between brackets" (ûouble 

Flarne 4) sirnilady reinforces the notion that the erotic experience is very much divorced - 
from pure animal sexuality. Yet BatdIe insists in his influentid book Erotism: Death & 

Sensuality that reproduction, wMe opposed to eroticisni, is nonetheless the key to its 

understandimg: 

It is my intention to suggest that for us, discontinuous beings that we are, 
death means continuity of being. Reproduction Ieads to the discontinuity of beings, 
but bcings into play their CO-, b t  is to Say, it is intimately Iinked with death, 
1 shall endeavor to show, by discussing reproduction and death, that death is to be 
identified with continuity, and both of these concepts are equally fascinating. This 
hination is the dominant element in eroticism. (1 3) 

There is an unmistaken paralIeI between the erotic experience and an awareness of 

death: both belong exciusiveIy to the domain of the human. Thus eroticism inexorably 

reveais the nanite of the human prediwnent On the one hand, it points to man's 

sùiïùliüucous desire for continuity and disconhi@, on the other, it entails "a fision with 

the animal world and a rupture, a sepration from that world, an irremediable solitudey' 

(Paz, Erotic Beyond 17), Le., a desire to foiiow an instinct and, at the same tirne, to obey a 



set of prohibitions imposed by society. The existentid character of that diaiectic cannot be 

overlooked. Bataille's conception of the erotic as "assenthg to We even in death" (1 1) 

found a fascinating realization in the New York ûroup's poetic output. Like the 

sunealists, many members of the group placed eroticism (iove) at the centre of their 

attention and used it subversively as a tool in their rebelIion against the aesthetic 

entrenched within the community in which they were active.' 

The fine h e  between eroticism and sexuality, so meticulously worked out by Paz, 

brings to mind yet another important boundary, the one that is ofien muddled and 

misappropriated. 1 have in mind the distinction between eroticism and pomography. In 

Random House Webster's Unabridaed Dictionary pornography is defined as "obscene 

writings, drawings, photographs or the iike, especially those having Little or no artistic 

merit.'" The Oxford dictionary also stresses the lack of aesthetic quality in its definition: 

?he explicit description or exhibition of semai activity in literature, h, etc. intended to 

stimulate erotic rather than aesthetic or emotional feelings.'" Sexual arousai in 

pornography is very much calculated, predictable, mechanistic, and not entirely free from 

the perception of inherent sexist exploitation. in the erotic experience there is always an 

element of uncertainty, suspense, the unknown (aüke to what Paz coined as 'beyond'). 

This contrast is surnmed up beautifiilly by Gilles Mayné: 

Animais do not know prohibitions. in pornography, the actots are not 
animais, but in just performing the sexud act, they reduce it to a state of mere 
animality. . . . 

3 1 wiU focus on the groupzs retation to surreatism in more detail in Chapter Eight. 
4 I am ushg 2* , 1998, edition of this dictionary- It is perhaps worth pointing out that the 
same dictionary declares 'obscene' as "offensive to morality or decency," and aiso as 
somethuig that is "abominable, disgusting, repulsive, causing uncoutroiied semai desire." 

CE The Odord Dictionary and Thesaurus, ed. By Sara Tulloch, 1995. 



What characterizes eroticism, in sharp contrast to pornography and 
obscenity, is the fact that in an erotic experience, the prohibition arrests us and 
suspends our consciousness: we keep t e h g  ourselves that we cannot transgress a 
prohibition until the very moment when we realize that we must transgress it, that 
we are indeed aiready transgressing it and, what is more, rhat we are enjoying such 
a transgression to the uûnost .. - between awareness of the impossibility to 
transgress this taboo and the actual experienced transgression of such a taboo, we 
have entered a phase in which we do not l m w  what is happening to us . . . ; a 
phase of supreme(1y enjoyable) hesitation which as the transgression goes on, 
forces us to distort our own social, religious, and, above di, linguistic 
preconceptions. (3) 

It is worthwhile pointing out, however, t b t  there are sorne critics who aiiow the 

view of pomography as a potential aesthetic device, totaliy dependent on the goals set by 

one's own individuai consciousness in an artistic enterprise. In her essay "The 

Pornographie Imaginationy' i 1967), Susan Sontag, refemng to Batde's pomographic 

noveis, States, for example, that "ûooks üke those of Bataille could not have been written 

except for that agonized reappraisd of the nature of literature which has been 

preoccupying literary Europe for more than halfa century" (Styles of RadicaI WiiI 44). 

(Clearly, she is refemng here to the avant-garde rnovements of the first half of the 

twentieth century with their apotheosis of the spirit of antitradition and rebeliîousness.) 

The critic tûrther makes a case for the artistic validity of transgressive writhg by 

underscorhg the importance of Ietting the extreme forms of human consciousness (and 

art, according to her, is a fom of consciousness) be expressed as long as they are powered 

by the genuine voice: 

What makes a work of pomography part of the history of art d e r  than of trash is 
not distance, the superimposition of a conxiousness more cornfortable to that of 
ordinary reaiity upoo the "deranged consciousness" of the eroticaüy obsessed. 
Rather, it is the origuiaiiguiaiity, thorougbness, authenticity, and power of that deranged 
consciousness itseIf: as incarnateci in a work (47) 



By contrast, in bis book The Other Victorians: A Studv of Sexuaiitv and Pomotzra~hv in 

Mid-Nineteenth Century Engand, Steven Marcus proposes a more conventional view on 

the subject. He distinguishes pornographie works as those in which emotions are totally 

divorced from sexuaiity, wherein human relations are substituted by physical contact 

aione. Accordmg to Marcus, pomography is not interested in individuais per se, but rather 

with their genitai organs; its sole a h  is to awaken camai instincts. Literature, however, 

Marcus continues, never restricts itselfnarrowiy to this singdar goal (274-8 1). And 

indeed, the New York Group's erotic writings cm never be accused of such singu~arit~.~ 

In fact, to the contrary, it is impossible to understand the group's eroticism without 

looking closely at its love poetry. The erotic and the amorous are not be confùsed, but 

what exactly it is that distinguishes them is not so clear even to Octavio Paz whose 

ruminations in The Double Flarne hover preciseIy around the issues of love and eroticism: 

The confusion is not to be wondered at: sex, eroticism, and love are aspects of the 
same phenornenon, rnaBifestations of what we cal1 life. The oldest of the three, the 
most comprehensive and most basic, is sex Sex is the primordial source. Eroticism 
and love are forms denved fiom the sexual instinct: crystaliiitions, subhations, 
perversions, and condensations which transform sexuality, very ofien into 

6 Yet the poets were often portrayed as 'pornographers' within certain circles of the 
Uminian émigré community. An interesthg illustration of such prejudice is presented in a 
letter from George Kolomyiets to Bohdan Boychuk, dated 8 Iuly 1965. The fragment in 
question describes the reaction of an average immigrant reader? encountered by 
Kolomyiets at one of those Ukrainian tàirs to his first collection of poems Hranchaste 
sontse [The Faceted Sun, 19651. The fùii quote foilows: ".,. i nrom n o r m m a  
a r i s ~ ~ ~ c b  ~a36picy- &umma rra uepq  c r o p i ~ ~ ~  i wmcm 'B-ao Hm-Boprrcb~ol 
rpym.' Ha r ~ b o ~ y  3 a q m m  i w c p :  ' ~ f f  UHX 3 ~ a e ~ 0 ,  ue nenepami, 
n e c 6 i  i nopaorpa@-' ¶p K se m o b  q x a q  &mm ne moirai i 3a6pai3 R 
mmncm C B O - ~ ~ t i  p-." [.-. and people are beginning to examine the book. They look 
at the first page and rad: 'Publistier - The New York Group.' At this point, they cbse 
the book and say, 'we know those guys, they're a bunch of gays, lesbians, pederasts and 
pomographers. 1 heard this with my own ears and witnessed it with my own eyes and 
removed the books with my own bands.] 



something unknowable, As in the case of concentric circles, sex is the center and 
pivot point of this geometry of passion. (7) 

While admitting that the border between eroticism and love is shifting, Paz nevertheles 

concludes that "there is no love without eroticism, just as can be no eroticism without 

sensuaiity. ... Love is the final metaphor of sexuality" (128). 

1 have focused on these distinctions (eroticism/pornography; eroticism/love) in 

order to elucidate the boundaries of this investigation. It is my view that the New York 

Group's erotica and love poetry are inextricably intertwined simply because of the latter's 

unmistakable sensuality. Not only are the m a l  and the instinctual at the core of many 

love poems offered by the group, but, more importantly, they also insinuate novel 

significations. Clearly, the fact that the poets of the New York Group incorporateci erotica 

in their creative work fails to constitute any particular innovation on their part. The unique 

can be found exclusively within the sphere of sigrifkation. 

Regardless of its explicitness in depicting sexuaiity, erotica very often transcends 

this sexuaiity and by doing so, transports the readedviewer into a diierent plane of 

meaning. The passage or leap kom the level of representation (or mimesis, to use 

Riffaterre's terminology) to the levet of siQniticance is not always straigMorward. In 

order to facilitate the leap fiom the mimetic Ievel to chat of significance, i.e., to enable the 

establishing of sense for the poetic text, materre introduces the concept of hypograrn, 

SeMng as the generator of the poetic te% the hypogram is the original semantic matrix, 

indispensable to the process of interpretation. It can wnsist of a word, a phrase, a cliché, a 

quote, an intricate thematic complex or a string of associations, which on the mimetic 

leveî, discerniily break off and hgnent- The peculiar dissonance by which they are 



dïerentiated within the text alerts the reader's attention toward the symboIic key, which 

reveals the structure of the meaning. 

It would be erroneous to claim that erotica dominates the poetry of Emma 

Andijewska. Yet in her L961 collection, Rvba i rozmirf she delivered a cycle of homoerotic 

poems entitled 'Bionisii" [Dionysia]. The debut of this cyde was actuaiiy realized through 

the imaginary persona of Aristidimos Likhnos, invented by the author herse& who then 

endowed her created character even with a short biography. The very Eict of such Iiteraty 

mystification conc4s within itself an unusuai, if not extraordi i  message, or signai, for 

the interpretant. I shdl argue that both the title 'Dionisü" and this very mystification 

constitute the key to de-codiag the meaning of the entire cycle, or, a g a .  to use 

Riffaterre's terminology, comprise its hypogam. 

The reading of a poetic text requires familiarity with the tradition that the text 

alludes to. In the case of Andijewska and her cycle of poems, this background familiarity 

involves an acquaintance with the ritual connected to the Dionysian festivals in honor of 

the Hellenic g,od of fertility and wine. Moreover, a basic understanding of the ancient 

Greek rites and traditions regarding sexuaiity (wherein hornosexuality, and especidy 

pederasty, were not only tolerated, but, to some extent, encouraged) is helptiil, ifnot 

indispensable. F i i y ,  it is impossible to overlook the association with Nietzsche's The 

Birth of Tragedy and the aiIusion to the ApoUonian and the Dionysian aspects of the 

creative process. It is oniy within the parameters of these intertexts thai interpretation 

becornes possible. 



On the level of mimesis, '73ioniSü" recount the romantic obstacles and reversals of 

fortune experienced by the lyricai hero and the young lover. FoUowing is one of the poems 

tiom the series, entitled Wapys na muri" [Sign on the Wd]: 

p e ,  with the clusters of grapes in his voice, 
Let him abandon his flute 
And corne toward me. 
Today 1 shail love him, 
1, whose name they fear to speak. 
Let him take off the clothing, 
That demes his body, 
And cease blushing, like a girl, 
With his hands 
Covering his divine phallus. 
Today 1 shail love him, 
1, whose name they are ashamed to pronounce.]' 

With the exception of the first line, which cleariy does not conform to the mimetic 

fiamework, and which can be understood only in the context of the Dionysian cult of wine 

and its attendant emphasis on the cuitivation of the grapevine, this poem strikes the reader 

with its prosaic directness, generally atypical to Andijewska's poetic style, Yet the poem 

' Translateci by Luba Gawur. Hereafter in this chapter the excerpts transtated by her will 
be foUowed by her initiais. 



becomes delineated and acquires Unagery in the dynamics of the choice faced by the lyrical 

hero's object of desire: to either continue piaying the flute, or to mender to the act of 

Iovernaking. However, paradoxicaily, and fierein lies the beauty of it, this choice is 

iiiusory, for both music and the delights of c d  knowledge accordiig to Nietzsche, 

spring from the seifme Dionysian origin. There is truiy only one choice - to be oneself: 

to be authentic and not ashamed of me's own personai power, as syrnbolized by the 

ccdivine phallus" - the source of creative energy and ecstasy. Freedom and choice lie at the 

core of existentialist thought, and there is no doubt that the erotica inherent in the 

'Tlionisii" cycle projets these very principles. The foliowing poem conveys the angst that 

is so characteristic of existentialists: 

p o u  came to my bed. 
You, for whom 1 waited from among others. 
You came and reclined, 
Having hidden your phallus between your legs, 
And looking altogether like a woman. 
But you are mistaken. 
1 am alone, and your presence 
Passes through me like a bedsheet. 
1 am Jone, and with awe you watch, 
As from the siIence 
Your body disinteptes into orange doves, 
Which disappear behind the window.] (LG) 



Neither love, nor the presence of another is capable of surmounting the feeiing of solitude. 

That very much echoes what Georges Bataille says in his seminal book on erotism, 

namely, that "when al1 is said and done that which in eroticism bears us to pimacles of 

intensity also lays the curse of solitude upon us at the sarne they7 (262). Ultimately, the 

self-reaiization of the incornprehensibility, even absurdity of existence, produces a 

numbing and encumbering effect. As alwayq it is death looming large on a horizon that 

speaks through and to the bodies embraced by Eros: 

TH He 3HaB, CU0 MO~MW BYCTaMK XOAkiTb CMevb 
1 ~ a n n e c n  cepen ~oeapnuiia C B O ~  ehearom. 
Tenep n o e  Tino ewsieae sbep ~ p x n y  3a 

Kpmom, 
T ~ o e  poxeee Tino, qo ronysano ronyfiin. 
Teoe Tb0 P ~ H H ~ X  ~ ~ M O P O ~ K ~ B ,  liaCIYpU% i 

ma@~affY. 
TH MeHe 6aWi~ TiJlb~n ABâ pâ3Ii. 

Torii Konn R JY~IAHWB Ha î06i nornm, 
Tn 3 ~ a s   MO^ cnaey, i TH 6arreann~c~ csom 

slaearoio. 
TH He 3~a0, uo MOLMU eycrahur xonwrb cMepm. (79) 

You did not know that death dweiis in my mouth 
And bragged about your courage among fnends. 
Now your body is dispersed by the wind bit 

by bit. 
Your pink body that fed the pigeons. 
Your body of early tiosts, nasturtium and 

saifion. 
You saw me onIy twice. 
Then, when I rested my eyes on yoy 
You knew my Eune, and you boasted of your 

courage. 
You did not know that de& dwells in my mouth.1 



The stratification of existentialist constructs Ui Andijewska's erotica is masked, and for the 

most part, concealed. Therefore the criticism that foilowed the publication of Ryba i 

rozmir focused on the outrageousness of the sexudly explicit images rather than on the 

pessimism inherent in existentialist phiiosophy. Here is how Bohdan Boychuk descnies in 

a letter to Andijewska the commotions in New York's circles: 

[Your collection "Fish and Dimension7' made a revolution in New York. . . . But let 
me get back to the 'crevolution7~ - it al1 began at the "Slovo" meeting - Halyna 
Zhurba and Humema were almost jumping out of anger, excommunicating you 
tiom literature, and Kostiuk, the archpriest, said: 'Weü, how is it possible that a 
man apparently tosses his rotten phaiius €iom hand to han& etc." Well 1 sat there 
with satisfaction and only fiom time to time poured oil on troubled waters highly 
praising the collection But HaIyna and Humema were jumping even higher. They 
decided to print a rebutment in the [newspaper] "Svoboda," denying that it is the 
"Slovo'~'~ publication, @y the way, why did you use their logo? This is our 
publication and we have our own logo.) Merwardq when Lasovsky's son read 
your collection and lost tus innocence, Lasovsky with p t  outrage wrote an 
apostolic epistle to "Svoboda," questionhg your moraiity. 1 responded to him (it 
wiii be published in 'Zysty do pryiateliv"'). Moreover, Lesych read to me his 
review of the collection (good) which should soon be published (i still don? know 
where). in other words, your book became a iegend.18 

8 Boychuk's response to tasovsky's letter in "Svoboda" was never publisheci, as the poet 
hunsetfclded it in a subquent letter to Andijewska: Woü m-rri B 060po~i (d?nOw) 
trixro He cx& Ilcmmi, ane Jecm m qtxe  BA^ O@ m a a c ~  B «JIrrcrax no 
r r p h » ,  i Eapm ~i6w 36npatmca ~inr~osinam l h o  6y~eu.1 ruamma - TO 



Lesych's review that Boychuk refers to above, represents an apology of sorts or 

justification for Andijewska's expiicit homoeroticism- The author of the review evokes a 

gamut of the well-known works in world literature and art that incorporate erotic motifs in 

order to defend Andijewska's artistic position. Although he does criticize her for perhaps 

toyiag too much with 'dgar' elernents: 

[... the true readen (or viewers) diffecentiate between art and pornography, 
between poetry and verbal exhibitionism. 

Even Literary mystifications such as ''trmlations fiom Aristid'ios 
Likhnos" (although here Andijewska considerably stretched the iets of authorid 
posture and, by inddging in t ~ o l o g i c a l  repetitions and in certain images, she 
[undenninedl the artistic equiiibriwn of the whole collection!) cannot be subject to 
moral or amoral considerations, because they are the products of different 
categories, the goal of which is not to arouse sorneone sexually, but to express 
poetically original psychic or psycho-physical States in the same artistic manner as 
ali the other (including those popularly calleci 'moi-al') feelings, commotions, We's 

nonaqem Ha mmmKIIji ime~c! ...- (10 Feb- 1962). B o  one wanted to publish my 
article in defence of your Tish,'' but Lesych contriiuted a very apt evaluation of the book 
in '2ysty do pryiateiiv," and Barka, apparentiy, is thinking to respond- Ifyou are lucky - 
you rnight be included in index Librortim Prohibitorum!. . .] Boychuk's ofihand tone and 
the use of the ecclesiasticai terminolog (e.~., calling the critic, Kostiuk, an archpriest) in 
his Ietters to Andijewska only underscores his overall satktiction and, not so ddly, 
sarcastic enjoyment of the conuoversy surrounding one of the New York Group's 
publications. 



iùnctions and confiicts. 
Andijewska poems are 
unfortunately, with the 

. However, it is diflicuit to deny that these particular 
fiee of certain vülgarking elements which lave the reader, 
feeling O fjustified distaste.] 

While Lesych admits that Andijewska's "spirit of rebeiiiousness" rnakes her poetry 

inaccessible to an average reader and, de facto, necessarily feeds the perceptions of her 

elitist inclinations, he fails to notice the existentidkt premises of such a rebeiiious stance 

on her 

Unlike in Andijewska, the existentialism intrinsic to the poetry of Yuriy Tarnawsky 

is obvious and consistent. in his collection of poems Idedizovana biohrafiia ( L964), which 

fuses the amorous and erotic into an indissoluble whole, the optimism of the lyrical hero 

and his faith in love are progressively superseded by the angst, so typical of existentialists: 

He sipro, 
UO T& K O X r n ,  

tuo x o v  saceimi 
cai4 
~ o ï x  o~ei i  
IICHHM IIOJIYM'RM 

T B O ~  

q o  X O = y  p03nnecrcam 
C B O ~  yCTa 

i nm'mb 
06  mi rpa~i-r 
TBOÜO~O ppo~a! 

9 ExiExistentialism, as a source of poetic inspiration, notabty recedes in Andijewska's tate 
poetry. For example, her 1985 wliection Sookusv Sviatoho Antoniia [The Temptations of 
St. Anthony], whose eroticism is impiied rather than expressed, lacks any exïstentialist 
subtext. It is written in a manner more typicaI to Andijewska's poetic style; the poetry in 
this book (exclusively in the sonnet fom) is playtirZ associative, occasionally grotesque, 
opaque. Since it belongs to the poet's 'pst-existentialist' phase, 1 shall not discuss it in 
this chapter. 



oamycn nemm 
y qop~iii IIM~ 

Moro cepm. (46) 

don? believe, 
that I love you, 
that 1 want to Light 
the candles 
of my eyes 
with the bright flames 
of yours 
that I want to smash 
my iips 
and consciousness 
against the sofi ganite 
of your mouth! 

[ [ay, 
and shd always 
remain lying 
in the black hole 
of my heart.] (LG) 

The mimesis in this poem is destroyed by the phrase "candles / of my eyes" and this 

refutation of representation cuiminates with the oxymoron '?he sofi granite 1 of your 

mouth!" The paralleIisms "1 don? believe, 1 that 1 love yoy / that I want to light L. ..II that 

1 want to smash" should, it seems, underscore a certain level of determination and 

steadfastness, yet they actually signai nothing else but the lyrical hero's profound doubt, 

which is, as it were, kindled by the possibiiity of a choice. For the luminosity of love's 

fl ame tmly entices, and despite his words, the lyrical hero craves this luminosity. 

Nevertheless, '%he granite / ... mouth," i-e., the a priori conviction of the unattainability of 

genuine interaction or intercommunication with the beloved (very much in line with the 

Sartrean notion of relationship as a perpetual conflict), thrusts him inevitably toward 

loneliness. There, the heart trammutes into a black hole, thus contorting and wmpting its 



conventional symbolism. Again, ultimately, in the face of death, each person always stands 

doue. Yet the illusion thaî the act of lovemakinn (no matter how poisonous, in fact, the 

more poisonous the better for the resulting death is viewed as a supreme liberator) mutes 

an unfathomable absence, is nevertheless strongly upheld by the poet: 

[Where are you? 
i'm looking for you 
in the labyrinths 
of your body. 
Like an echo 
my hands 
fly over 
the white conidors 
of your iimbs. 

To tind 
like a chalice 
of cold poison 
your lips 
and press them 



to mine . . . 

To the very end, 
to death!] 

Lovemaking, lie death, is absurd because of its leveting inevitabitity and insir 

[my love 
is banal 
like the taste of banana 
in the mouth, 
but 1 must 
kiss 
the cold lips 
of rny girlfnend, 
touching with finsemps 
her skin, 
hard like lemon, 
and say 
1 Iove you! 
because I am a man] 

The above poem fiom Tamwsky's debut co11ection foregrounds his obsession with yet 

another existentiaiist (Sartrean) prernise, Le., that of the M e r  as an indispensable mirror 



for one own's identity. However, as the poerns quoted above attest, that 'other7 is ofien 

inaccessible and opaque. 

Following his Idealizovana biohra6iia, Tamawsky rather infiequently resorted to 

either love or erotic poetry. Even when he did make use of erotic motifs, his rnethod in 

conveying them became radicalized. Two prose poems, found in the 1978 coilection Os'. 

iak ia yduzhuiu ms 1s How I Am Getting Well] and sharing the French titie 'Tes 

dessert (sic!) de l'amour," can serve as iIlustrations. What cornes to the forefront in these 

two prose poems is Tamawsky's rare toying with the obscene (if not pomogaphic) as an 

experimental device for metching the Iimits ofthe f o m  of l aagag  that can bejudged as 

[.. . in a hotel on the edge of a city and the sky, with the window wide open, we 
made love without stopping for eleven hours. Cold sparks, rie those of sparklers, 
flowed continuaiiy out of the openings between the muscles in the back of my 
thighs and I was afi-aid for my life. But 1 iived to see the dawn, Naked and 
embracins we went up then to the f?ieudly window and agreed with the world 
[sic] it was our brother. . . . 
By then her fàce had gotten 5ke a bayonet that7d been burieci in the ground for a 
long time, eaten away by nist, so tt~at 1 could hardiy reco@e it. But s tü l  she was 
beautifid She was nakd  She stood on the background of the window, her right 
side tunied toward me. Her breasts were p M y  sharp and sa, strangely enough, 



was their color. Then, Literaiiy out of thin air, she took a handfd of excrement in 
her right hand, smeared her breasts with it, got up ont0 the window SIN, and 
stepped out into space. It had no top nor bottom and was the smell and color of 
mountin pinks.]10 

This excerpt not only points to the lingering presence of existentialist residue (motifs of 

alienation and death), but also betrays the poet's sexist (or, arguably, rnisogynist) 

tendencies. The feminist iiterary critic, Nda Zborovska, in her review of Tamawsky's most 

recent book ikh nemaie (1999), points to the poet's persistent use of imagery that 

foregrounds the lyrical hero's repulsion toward a wornan (89). Zborovska also correctly 

sbtes that the woman becornes a pretext for Tamawsky's epistemological search for the 

meaning of nothingness (89). Finaliy, she concludes that his texts reflect the poetics of 

alienation and death (89-91). Clearly, uniiie Andijewska, Tamawsky adheres to the 

existentialist tenets even in his more mature poetry. 

Erotica in the poetry of Bohdan Boychuk has gradudy evolved into a position of 

significant force. His is a poetic world in search of the rneaning of lik, fiom the painhl 

moments of birth up to the inscrutable silence of death. His eroticism, cornpared to that of 

his colleagues, has the rnost elemental quality. As his first book of poems, Chas boiiu 

(1 957), attests, life and death come from the same dimension, that of pain. A tripartite 

poem opening this collection, entitied 'Tisni botiu" [ïhe Songs of Pain], contemplates 

Iove, faithfùlness, and birth as fictions of tirne, the linear flow of which engenders 

nothuig but pain: 

A 6asy sce: 
sac tùrrxm 0 6 n ~ m  3pue 
(TBOC &KW, c ~ k e  

'O Os'. iak ia vyduzhuiu is a bilinguai coUectioe Therefore this translation is the author's 
own rendering. 



A B H C O X ~  ycra, 
mc mm, 
UWI&TMM~T~ ~e3~03yhiin0. 
B orax - He nacrca, 
TiSlba~ h b .  (3) 

see everything: 
time will rake the face with fhgemails 
(your face, fiesh 
and beautifid), 
and cover 
your golden Iocks 
with the fiost 
of countless winîers. 

I see . .. and love. 

And shriveled lips 
Like teaves, 
will rustle incomprehensibly. 
In your eyes - not grace 
but pain.] 

For Boychuk, love and the erotic experience must not bracket off reproduction To the 

contrary, the poet eroticues the act of birth, elevates its originary significance to the point 

that the experience usuaiiy associateci with it (pain) symboiically replaces the authority of 

Logos: 



[she reclined, 
spreading her knees, 
and 
embraced 
the pregnancy. 

she lay down unhumedly. 

in the womb: 
life trembied 
iiie a drop of hope; 
faint overcame 
her. 

and she understood: 
in the beginning was the pain 
not the word 
.............................. 

and in the end there wiii be pain.] 

The poet's concentration on one of the most elernentai aspects of human reality, Le., on 

the reaiity of being paintùiiy 'thrown' into existence, betrays his affinity with some basic 

existentialist concems, especialIy an anxiety in the presence of death, Every act of birth 

entails the imminence of death, and thus reminds of human discontinuity (using BatailIe7s 



tenninology). Yet, paradoxicaiiy, this discontiinuity appears to be aiieviated, at least 

momentarily, through the sexuaVerotic experience. Love, sexuality, reproductioq and 

death are ail inexûicably intertwined in Boychuk's poetry, and thereby create a space in 

which the uniqueness of each human individuai (Le., her/his tùil responsibility and fieedom 

to act) mysteriously unfolds. 

These existentialist tenets are particularly pronounced in Boychuk's subsequent 

collections, namely in S~omynv Iiubow (1963) and Mandrivka til [The Journey of Bodies, 

19671. What has to be ernphasized, however, is that in his poems the anguish of death is 

almost aiways offset by the vitality inherent in the reproductive urge of a human being: 

Bi~ep m e  no o6piro 6e3nn~i" 
nocTan ~ ~ H O K ,  B n o m  3a6y1-i~ 
rao epocnn yrpo6a~n eennmwn 
B ~ a i % y r ~ e .  (Mandrivka tii 36) 

[From over the horizon the wind 
inclines the tall women, 
left behind in the fields. 
They push their pregnant beiiies 
into the coming years.]'2 (Mernories of Love 55) 

[nterestingly, Boychuk's images of women, aiways fertile, full of life and life-giving, 

represent (unlike those in Tarnawsky's oeuvre) the positive, earthy, regenerative force; 

seemingiy the only force that is capable of counterbalancing the despair of a man faced 

with the burden of his own perplexing existence: 

'' The poet chansed the word %mm?' (fàcetess) to "8~c01ci" (tail) in his book of 
selected poems Virshi. @rani i ~eredostanni (1983). The translation, rendered by David 
Ignatow, refiects this change. 
" Translated by David Ignatow. 



[The Evenins 

Fever scorches the earth 
which lies breathing heavily 
with dusk pulled over its eyes 

Under the burlap sky 
the tiill moon rounds, 
and the earth grows light. 

Men drift toward women 
whose hips grow into clay huts. 
And their hearts grow 1ight.1'~ (Mernories of Love 56) 

Thus the ferninine, approached by the poet with an awe reserved usually for the sacred and 

the unknowable, oflen becomes a point of departure for metaphysical contemplation: 

[At k t  tirne spiit 0% 

and the Light flowed l i e  a giuey juice out of darkness, 
the heavy harvest fell fiom his bands 
into the clay jars of women's wombs: 

Translatai by Mark Rudman. 



He spat üfe for them like a sain 
in his own image and ükeness. 
But he congealed himseifinto a stony face 
without a trace of desire.] 

The aforementioned ferninine perspective dominates the cycle '"Zakiynannia" 

bcantations], which was written in 1968 and first pubiished in the 1983 coilection Vmhi 

wbrani i peredostanni. The lyrical heroine of this cycle transcends loneliness through her 

dream-states, choosing her own clairvoyant imagination as a wellspring of ultimate 

k d o m ,  an imagination that offers infinite configurations of variow contingencies, 

including the possibility of conjuring up the ideal lover: 

[for i 
wiii wade through the waters of drearns 
to search 
for his contingency 
through waters of dreams 
to search 
for his presence 
for 1 
grow through the desire of the fleshl @G) 

Here, again, like in Andijewska's case above, the cycle's titie is pivotal; its centrality 

cannot be overlooked neither in terms of semantics nor with regard to formal devices. For 

exampie, in the above poeq the repetitions 'Tor i," ''fior 5" and W e r  "to search," "to 



search," - intimate the rituai of rnagical incantations, undeniably constituting a device for 

conjuring up the effect of speiicasa or enchantment. Hence the title itseifestablishes the 

hypogram for this poetic text. For the connotative possibüities of the word ''zaklynannia" 

are rather wide-ranging. Tt signifies not only the ensnaring or enchanting of someone or 

something with the aid of magic, but also exorcising, liberating fiom evil spirits. In the 

given text, such an evil spirit appears to the heroine in the form of life's temporaiity, 

which, paradoxically, can be vanquished in the act of love: 

[for 
in love-making, bodies 
squeeze through 
the crevices 
of the wails 
of non-being 
and panthg for air 
inhale time 
which stops for an instant 
and moves 
in the direction 
of the future] &G) 



Thus, through sexud love, cadity,  whose essence is characterized by impermanence and 

inconstancy, acquires certain transcendental qualities.'J 

In his unpublished notebooks, Boychuk ponders over the reluctance among some 

cntics to accept erotica, especially since the erotic, according to him, wnstitutes the very 

underpinning of life: 

[Sorne critics treat erotica with disdain. And what's so wrong with erotic writing? 
The best creative work was engendered by youtffil love! Mer ail, what is there 
for the human being but existence and love? Everything, in the final analysis, will 
be tumed to non-being. And if two people can get close and understand each other 
- even if their motives for that are egoistic - it is beautfil. It gives them 
momentary fullness. (Here everything is momentary.)] 

The poet's preoccupation with the erotic and its tempord transient, dimension reaches a 

pimacle in the long poem, entitled 'Tiubov u tr'okh chasakh" [Three Dimensional 

 ove],'^ written in the mid-1970s and published in 1983. This sixteen-part cycle 

juxtaposes the innocence of adolescent sexuaiity (both irnagined and recollected) with the 

cruelty of the war (the Holocaust in particular) on the one hand, and with the aiienation 

and carnai depravity that face modem man, on the other. 

14 This echoes the sentiment expressed by Rainer Maria Ritke in his second Duino Elegy: 
'You safeguard forever the spot which your gentle hands cover 1 and, beating beneath, 
you feel the true pulse of permanence . . . " (3 1). Thus Riilce foregrounds the lasting, if not 
eternal, qualities of sexual love. Quoted 6om: Duimo EIees, tram. by Stephen Cohn. 
Manchester. Carcanet, 1989. 
15 This is not a iiteral translation (see Chapter One for that) but it was rendered this way 
by Mark Rudman in his translation of this poent CE Memones of Love 16. 



The story unfolds through a cascade of discontinuous episodes, each representing 

a different dimension of the iyrical hero's incessant quest for love. A tripartite suucture of 

each individual part underscores the reaiity of the-bound existence in which a prwent 

tense (represented by a tale of a Manhattan man m a h g  love to a prostitute) is not 

accepted, but used as a kind of launching pad into the worid of imagination (dreamlike 

states of idedized explorations of pure sensualit-) and mernories, no matter how pairhl 

(instantiated by the narrative recounting a young boy's infatuation with a Jewish girl killed 

by the Gestapo). These mental projections (the tiiture) and recollections (the pst) 

constitute the lyrical hero's erotic and, paradoxically, puriSfing foms of escape from the 

unbearableness of alienating and strangling urban reality in which'lou stand done 1 in this 

apodyptic city / inhalig the fiimes / of bodies worn out / €'rom making love" (Memories 

of Love 24).16 They also symbolically represent life's journey tiom the innocence bst to 

the innocence regained. 

The poem evinces a strong sense of redemptive dl, a need for shedding the g d t  

of the one who survived, 'Ziubov u tr'okh chasakh" blends erotic, existentid, and 

historicd motifs into a whok of unprecedented expressive power: 

16 This and other excerpts fiom this poem quoteâ bere were translateâ by Mark Rudman. 
The original reads: 
«i TaK moÏm 
y Micri 0rmposeHEtff 
3âXJïHMUiICX qwOM 

sinmo6nemm TUD) (Wi& wbrani i oeredostanni 148) 



Ber  face shone under me and her stiffnipples pressed into my tlesh. Her beliy, Iike 
a fnghtened bird, fluttered against my hips, her legs squeezed my waist. The 
evening spilled the white of its solitary eye over Our bodies. 

The aight, tom apart by bullets, hung over the precipice. The Gestapo stunned the 
black holes in the walls with swastikas instead of faces, heavy boots thumping over 
the cobblestones, hunting for those still aiive. When they pulied them out, the 
moon caught in the victim's throats and they could not shout into the vanquished 
world.] (Memones of Love 33) 

Rarely however, the explicitness and raw quality of semal scenes destroy an overali sense 

of h u t y  inherent in human sexuality: 

noMapHru nonyumi niicrmt, 
u06 crema 3 e n e ~ w ~  po~nna~wno, 
a ~ O T ~ M  MOCKHMSI nOnOHHMII 
a06 06nac~a~wno. (144) 

[Yau will dream that birch-white Leaves 
wili cup her whitening breasts, 
wrap around her hips and caress 
her legs; 

you'll dream of burdock leaves, 
their sap pressing against her thighs, 
liftins her toward you 
on tlat green hands.] (Memones of Love 20) 

Despite a number of unmistakabIy existentialist themes such as dienation, despair, 

lonehess, this subtle and implicit celebration of the act of lovemaking as, for example, in 

the poem above, marks a tuming point in Boychuk's poetry. Hereafter, existentiaiism as a 

source of poetic inspiration incontrovertiily recedes. 



Love poetry does not emerge as a dominant force in Bohdan Rubchak's oeuvre. 

Yet the handfùl of the love poems that he does offer (especiaiiy those included in his 

second collection Promenvsta nada) unquestionably hover around the comection between 

an erotic impulse and death. His mminRtions on love invariably beuay existentid 

underpuinings: accordiig to him, loneliiess and dienation are so rooted in human 

existence that even a union between a man and a woman (no matter how passionate) 

cannot alleviate them. Rubchak selects the famous story of Abelard and Heloise in order 

to underscore the transience and inherent fiailty of any physical relationship: 

I sakm H ~ M  

npniirnnocb po3m~krcn. Hauy npehpacHy b i c r b  
poz&-ra Ha n i s ~ i r  i ilienesb. Hime 
~ai ime-uam (&e-si~ep, ~aCime-UB~T) 
HeMoB H~KOJIH He 6yno. Hiroro He 6yno. nycr~a. (Promenvsta mda 27) 

@ben we 
had to part. Our beautifùl Wholeness 
was spiit into the North and the South. Gentle 
almost-happiness (ahost-wind, almost-fiower) 
appears as ifit nwer was. Nothiig was. Only ernptiness. 

AU our eternity, oh Abelard, 
we shall not know the highest happiness - 
the happiness of finality.] 

S d y  expiicit images are by and large absent in Rubchak's poetic output. ffis 

eroticism is very much msinuated, aever straightforwardly reveaied. As in the poem 

"Spomyn pro misiats"' Wiiections of MoonL it is an intricate play of images in which 



traditional symbolism intertwines with the imaginary to spur the unexpected. in this poem, 

the poet foUows the syrnbolism of Ukrainian folk tradition and imbues the moon with 

masculine attriiutes, despite the fact that in other traditions it is usually thought of as 

'fernale.' images of the moon7s light penetrating deeper and deeper or of the moon as an 

ultimate authority ("M~cxu~ - anaa. Mic~qb - ouera." m e  moon is alfa The moon is 

omega.]) necessanly intirnate a phallic K i -  Moreover, the seductive powers of the moon 

are aiso foregrounded: 

[Lonely @ris 
cany the stigmas of the moon on their breasts - 
two reflections of his face 
that are fUed with the desirous suiliering at night 
that are fUed with the irrepressible thirst 
so they drink his tùllness. 

And then 
on the golden surfaces of their hair 
the moon burns in tùll biaze 
and theu white bodies 
become his chambers.] 

The mimetic aspects of the poem are undermineci by the gammatical unçertainty 

surrounding the verb "hre fled wih" For it very welI may refet to the "stigmas of the 

rnoon7' or to the "lonely Qirls." in RiEaterre's view, a poem will always violate the very 



graaunar it evokes on the mimetic level. This apparent ungrammaticaiity undoubtedly 

functions as a hypogram, using Rifiterre's terminology. It helps to overshadow the 

illusion of reciprocity or, more likely, the illusion that it is the moon (the male) rather than 

the girls that is being seduced. But the h e  "so they dnnk his fullnessy' as weii as the stanza 

which foiiows it abruptly reverse such interpretation and make it clear that the male is 

reaiiy in charge. The moon's ultimate goal is to possess the fernale so she can be 

enveloped by the power of his %Il blaze." Quite in h e  with the lunar symbolism, the 

erotic act insinuated here entails both destructive and regenerative aspects simuitaneously. 

As Bataille points out in his book on erotism, the climax of any sexual act is very ofien 

referred to as "Me death." This, in tuni, might shed some light on the poet's penchant for 

converging on the darker side of the human nature. His preoccupation with nothingness, 

emptiness, impermanence unrnistakably has an cxistentialist origin. 

Rubchak's eroticism evinces a strong aura of authority and power, and qualities 

like that are precisely those chaiienged by Vra Vovk's love poetry. Her coiiection 

Liubovni lvsty kniazhnv Veronikv do kardynaia Dzhovannibattisty [Love Letters of 

Princess Veronica to Cardinal Giovannibattista, L967] quite explicitly addresses the issue 

of gender inequality: 

[Our world, my lïiend, employs 
The male moraliw- 
What's convenient for a man - 
1s also decent.] 



The poem conveys the story of an unconsumrnated love affGr between Princess 

Veronica, a woman of superô intelligence, proud and worldly, and Cardinal 

Giovanniiattista, a man of questionable integrity, fickle and untrustworthy. U d i e  

Andijewska and Tamawsky, Vovk avoids the transgressive fonns of laqpge, but, 

instead, explores and focuses on the nature of a transgressive relationship. Mer  all, a 

sexual [ove between a lay person and a Cathoiic Church officiai is strictly forôidden. This 

elernent of prohibition, however, is essential to the poem's jyadual buildup of erotic 

tension. The lyricai heroine goes through a series of love stages; fiom the 6rst haif- 

(10) [To seize a lighting in the palm / And preserve its energy!],17 throuph the hopes of 

[My tiend, if you desire me 
Not only through letters, 
Ask the Pope for permission 
To swiffly consecrate me 
A cardinal's wife. 
Besides, I'U te1 you a secret: 
I'm no good 
As a bottle that warms the bed. 
My love even in marriage 

If In anaiyticai psychology iightening is seen as a symbol of mascutine virality and power. 
One a n  certainly speak of this image as one with phallocentric connotations. 



WouId be like a fearfiil hind.], 

to the realization of ni1 prospects for a teciprocd union: 

[Then love look hto the eyes, 
Horrible k e  death 
Painted by artists long ago-] . 

Clearly, such evoking of death is not coincidental. Both love and death entai1 the same 

existentid diiemrna: the human yearniag for continuity. Bataille sums it up succinctly: "the 

urge towards bve, pushed to its lit, is an urge toward death" (42). 

it would ùe a mistake, however, to assume that the theme of death in Vovk's 

poetry figures as prominently as in the poetry of Tarnawsky and Boyc hu k. It is true that a 

handful of love poems in her most exiaentialist book Chorni akatsii (1961) indeed 

underscore the inextricable comection between Eros and Thanatos (CE "appassionata" 

(25); 'Chichikastenago" (28); "Velykyi tanok" (45) [A Grand Dance]), but her Liubovni 

lvsnf seerns to go beyond that. What is particularly interesting about this collection is that 

it makes a case for femlliinity without the appearance of giving in to masculine dominance. 

In fact, the most Eiscinating phase of Princess Veronica's love aE"r is the last phase, the 

phase ofhedig. The lyricai heroine is not apologetic, regains ber pride, and calmly 

contemplates unfbltïiied pleasures: 

M y  friend, you WU never know 
The kshness of this body 



And the kisses, wild violets 
That 1 reserved for you.] 

The voice of reason suppresses carnd desires and paves the way for regaining personal 

freedom: 

w y  &end, 1 made 
A big niistake telling you 
About my pain. 
There is no bigger enemy for a woman 
In this world than a man. 
You felt power over me 
And despised my weakness. 
Thank you. i've collected myself 
I'm calm and proud again 
And your sympathy is redundant.] 

Taking responsibilities for one's own actions, toying with the notions of freedom and 

choice, intimateci by the passage above, invariabIy betray Vira Vovk's indebtedness to the 

Patcicia Kylyna's interest in the erotic is shght, though, not udike in Vira Vovk's 

oeuvre, gender sensitive. Looking at the entirety of her poetic evolution, this interest 

anived d e r  Iate. Curiously, her 6rst two coIlection are notabIy fiee of any erotic, or 

even romantic motifs. Only in the third collection, Rozhevi mista me Pink Ciries, 19691, 

does the poet reveal a more iyricd side of her poetic persona- This coiiection mcludes the 



cycle of sonnets, entitled c'Aiiuminii i rozha" [Aluminum and Rose], in which the themes of 

love, fiedom, temporality, fate, and death constitute indispensable links in the chain of 

We. Death is not viewed as an inevitable evil, but as a measure against which things are 

weighed. It adds value into ordinary events and makes love doubly precious: 

F o r  without the end, Iife lacks exuberance - 
Love's twice as luminous facing death. 

We hold in rupture, distant, 
To be united by the death's vision in flight.] 

The temporality of life is serenely accepted, not argued with. Moreover, while 

existentiaiist concem are still evident (the motifs of dienation, strife, responsibility 

without illusions), Kylyna seems to reject 'nothingness' as an answer to a world without 

God. Her 1s t  poem in the cycle 'Wevira" WnbeliefJ undoubtedly moves her closely to the 

mysticai redm in which God is aiî and faith aione has power to enlighten: "60  asi in ciuro 

e Bor, i3 ropHa - C B ~ .  1 O, sip y 3 c e p u  Ta 3  MY, c~inTb!~' (12) pecause even glas is 

God; the world out of tùmace. / Oh, let the faiths of hearts and rninds shine!]. 

Love presented in "Aliuminii i rozhan lacks camd dimension. It exudes certain 

ethereal quaiities and lends itself easily to philosophical considerations. But the erotic 

eternent is present (though in an insinuated rather than explicit manner) in Kylyna's other 

cyde, entitled %fïnimal'ni poezii" m a l  Poems]: 

- -- - -  -- 

1s This is more iikely a typo. It should rad: "suid' [vision]. 



vow lovemaking is a laser's ray 
so bright that it shines through 
my substance, opaque, like steel. 
Even through me they will see you: 
the green ray, so invisible, 
that's inside me üke in water, muddy fiom milk, 
they will see your mysterious transfomation: 
the ray so fnghtening that it will reff ect 
your mortai spectrum fiom me, the necessary mirror. 
But fiom the lisht's piethora I myself 
become a ray, and you - my transparent steel.] 

The image of a ray, shuung through (penetrating), undoubtedly caries phailic 

connotations. The beauty of this poem, though, lies in the capturing of the essence of an 

erotic act: the moment in which the roies ofagent and patient become meaningiess. The 

perpetrator is simultaneoudy the one being perpetrated ("7 myself / become a ray, and you 

- my transparent steel"). The confluence of subject and object in the act of lovemaking 

underscores the instabdity of the sociaily constructeci gender rola. The 'ûther7 becomes 

an indispensable mirror for an agent, and converseiy, because of this indispensability, the 

'Other' itseK becornes an agent. The lyricai heroine in the above poem herseif becomes "a 

ray" (here: a symbol of phafic power) because without her presence ( r d  or imaginary) 

the whole act of lovemaking loses its purport. 



Zhenia Vasylkivska's poetic henneticism defies hasty attempts at categorization.lg 

Existentiaiism as a source of inspiratioq it seems, dweiis on the margins. Human concems, 

codicts, emotions hide well behind a facade of dense metaphors which, at least on the 

surface, impiicate nothing other than the world of nature. Certainly, the erotic, so 

inherently human, does not lie bare for an easy recognition. Yet, arguably, hers is a poetry 

of repressed desires, desires which resurface in the images intimating libidinous subtext. 

Throughout Vasylkivska's oeuvre (limited as it is), nature is eroticized: "cono~i rpymt 

MOQR" (Korotki viddali 36) [salty breasts of seal or. '2onm1iii min c o w  / MenoBo- 

npmoro, / uo  & pe6pam sanÏ3~nm / ~ n i c ~ o  s h a e  . . . (4) [The golden dust of the 

sun, / honeyliie, spicy, / that si& lustflllly 1 in between the iron ribs .. -1. tt is a poetry 

nch in images suggesting the attributes of the male reproductive organ: "stovpy" [poles], 

"stovbury" [trw tninks], "rebra" [ribs], crescent moons (%iicRub - IUC pe6po ~ono~a ' '  

(14) [The moon l i e  a tib of milk], hard Stones, swords, thunders, piercing rays; the poetry 

which endows nature with the human eroticism as if it too, iike a maq should feel and face 

death. Here is a h p e n t  of a monologue by the Stone that contemplates its imminent end 

fiom the poem 'Xamin' hovoryt"' [The Stone Speaks]: 

d l  lie 

The dfficuity atm stems fiom the fact that she contributecl just one book of poems, 
Korotki viddali That is why it is almost an impossible task to trace a poetic evolution in 
her case. [n terms of her relation to the rest of the group, it is quite clear that her affinity 
with her coiieagues Lies more in the sphere of poetic forms than in the sphere of thematics. 



here long. Till the ground's ice-field, 
Lie mould, piles ont0 the withered bed, 
i'I1 turn my forehead and tear 
the impotent tremble of a traii, then in darkness 
i'li emerge with the 1st  unjustifieci rage.] 

To a varying extent and with a varying success, Eros inspired al1 the poets in the 

group. Following the devastation of World War II, which they witnessed either as youth 

or children, the poets tumed to (fahionable at the tirne) existentiaiism for answers. Death 

becarne an obsessive subject for them, because only by facing it, could the issues of 

freedom, personai responsibility and choice of actions have an authentic ring to them. 

Erotic urge and death, as Bataille so aptly demonstrated, go hand in band. It is impossible 

to discuss death without a glimpse into the dawn of existence, and, by the same token, the 

semai act, no matter how much extncated from the issues of reproduction, always 

foregrounds it as a possibitity and an inherent potential. 

The strong undercurrent of eroticism in the poetic texts ofthe New York Group 

was not only an expression of their aesthetic inclinations, but also very much an active 

undermining and challenying of the petite-bourgeois mentality of the contemporary 

M a n  émigre reader. Their rebeiüousness becomes especiaily translucent when 

juxtaposeci with Bataille's assertion that %oticism always entds a breaking down of 

established patterns, the patterns . .. of the regulated sociai order basic to our 

discontinuous mode of existence as deîined and separate individuais" (18). This 

unwavering individualism and fieedom of expression Le at the core of the New York 

Group's erotica, and dehe  the essence of the poets' creative activity- 



Cbapter Six 

From Spain with Love, or 1s There a 'Spanish School' in ükrainian Literature? 

There can be no doubt that with regard to the thematic innovations introduced by 

the New York ~roup,'  the voice of Spain and Latin America assumes a role that cannot 

be lightly dismissed. The developmenî of a poetic idiom for some poets in the goup was 

predicated to a large extent on their intimate knowledge of poetic works by such literacy 

Qiants as Pablo Neruda, Federico Garcia Lorca, Juan RamOn Jiménez, and Antonio 

Machado, to name just a few. While the degree and intensity of Spanishnatin American 

influences Vary fiom poet to poet, or, as in the case of Emma Andijewska and Bohdan 

Rubchak, amount to nil: neverthetess, ifone approaches the poetry of the New York 

I George Grabowicz, for example? considers here as innovative the foltowing themes: the 
city, the erotic, death and aiienation. But he faiis to mention the presence of Spanish 
motifs and themes in the group's output ("New Directions7' 166-67). 

Neither Andijewska nor Rubchak has ever ventured to translate Spanish-Ianguage 
poetry. The Spanish themes are also conspicuotrsly absent in their respective poetic 
outputs, aithough the second issue of the group's journal Novi ~oezii (1960) contains 
Andijewska's poem entitled 'Wommage a Fedenco Garcia Lorca." To my knowledge, this 
poem is her one and only attempt at incorporating Spanish themes. Rubchak's first 
collection Kamùinyi sad , on the other hami, contains a poem titled 'Kavalero 
proshchaiet'sia z hitaroiun [A Cavalier Bids Farewell to his Guitar] which not only alludes 
to the Spanish setting, but actually uses a coupk of Spanish words: adios and chipita. 
Interestingly, in the poem 'Troiekt dlia baletu v tr'okh aktakh" [A Project for the Three- 
Act BalIet] of the same book Boychuk discerns Lorca's idluence: 'LTaico31~ ,qxe enanwii 
sncnis ((aionemo ychiixafos~cw - Kopoma i noem xapmepwmrKa ~ouaxmi  (xou rn 
rany3Kïr, rno ~ o c m  r o p ~ i  noatapami ~ a r a r r y ~ i ~ b  d k p q  - iioro c<sopM MWIOHW) 

- xor y nboro ue sxme y soeci~ ~ H U I O M ~  ce~ci)" (Letter to Bohdan Rubchak, 1 Apr. 
1957). [ A h ,  your expression "srnihg like a violet" is very felicitous - it gives a bief but 
tùli characteritation of a nun (although, these branches that cany black oranges remind me 
of Lorca - bis "black melons," but he uses it in an entirely different sense.1 (Cf Rubchak's 
"3 B~KHOM XOJUiTb M O H ~  @OETHO Y C H ~ O W C ~  / niL[ ïarry3KaMH, i40 H O W b  q0pFIi 



Group in its totality, this 'Spanish turn' is, in my opinion, one of those factors that çlearly 

dehe the group's uniqueness and cohesiveness. To rny knowledge, no other Ukrainian 

poet or group of poets have incorporated the Spanish themes in such a systematic manner 

and with so much enthusia~rn.~ 

The concept of a 'national school' in Literature, judging by its application in the 

histond accounts of specifically Polish and Russian Romantic titeratures: entails a 

considerable de- of fàscination with a region or a countryI its people, landscapes, lore 

and customs as reflected in the works of a poet or a writer whose national ongin andfor 

language ciiffers fiom that of the people described in other words, one can easily infer 

fiom such practice that it is literary content alone that justifies the usage of this concept. In 

this chapter, however, 1 shall argue that such anapproach is too narrow for the description 

of the New York Group's love for things Spanish because it does not allow the inclusion 

no~apawi." (16) [Outside the window the nuns wdk, smiling tike a viotet, under the 
branches that carry black oranges.].) Notwithstanding Boychuk's comments, Rubchak's 
overall interest in Spanish thematic material is marginal indeed, and does not ment the 
inclusion in the 'Spanish School' phenomenon of the New York Group. 
3 Singular examples can be found in Bohdan Ihor Antonych (cf his "Slovo pro Ai'kazar" 
[A Word on Aikazar]), Iurü Klen (cf. "Kortes" [Cortez]), and Vadym Lesych (cE "Do El' 
Greko" [To El Greco]). There are also two 'Spanish' poems in Iuni Kosach's poetry 
colIection Kubok Khanimeda (CE 'El Centauro de la Conquista" and 'Tmtsisko Gois"). 
4 1 am refemng here to the so-called 'Ukrainian schools' in Polish and Russian literatures 
of the Romantic period (Milosz 247-49; Cyzevs'lqj 449-54). In Polish literature this tenn 
applies to the works of three Romantic poets, narnely Antoni Mdczewski, IozefBohdan 
Zaiewski, and Seweryn Goszczynski, who were bom in Ukraine and found Ukrainian 
foiklore and history inspiring. In Russian literature this name designate those Romantics 
who were attracted to ükrainïan thematic materiai (e-g, K Ryleev, N. Gogol A Pushkin 
with his Poltava, to name just a few). It is often insiiuated that this fascination with the 
Ukrainian themes stems tkom the general Romantic attraction to the exotic (CyzevsYSj 
449). However, it has to be emphasized that this exoticism for almost all authors just 
mentioned was very close to home. To the poets of the New York Group, on the cantrary, 
the Spanish inûuences meant the reverse of what happened to the Romantics, i.e. going 
away fiom home rather than back to the place of ongin. 



of aspects other than thematic. Thematics, while the most conspicuous, is not the only 

factor that needs to be brought to the surface, My coinage 'Spanish tum' ais0 entails two 

other facets, namely the production of numerous Ukrainian translations of Spanish- 

language poetry and the presence of inauences that actualIy transcend the Spanish content. 

I am refening here not so much to the duences perceivable on a thematic level, but on a 

formative level, Le., those having to do with shaping up each individual poetic personaiity. 

This latter categoty is no doubt the subtlest and, perhaps, the most controversial one, 

because hardly any poet readily adrnits such iduences in her or his oeuvre. 

Let me first catalogue the group's achievernents in the sphere of translation, 

specifically i?om the Spanish. Andijewska and Rubchak aside, the remaining five poets of 

the New York Group have ail been active in bringing Spanish-language poetry to the 

Ukrainian reader. In 1958 [hor Kostetsky edited and published the book Vybranyi Garsiia 

L'orka for which he invited arnong others Yuriy Tarnawsky, Zhenia Vasylkivska and 

Bohdan Boychuk to contnbute their translations and they did indeed. Overali, however, 

not that many books of Ukrainian transIations pertaining to Spanish-Ianguage Literatures 

have appeared in the West, which, in a way, is understandable considering the iïmited 

resources of the émigré comm~nity.~ The other works of translation worth mentionkg are 

Juan Ramon Jiménez's Pliatero i ia [Platero and T] in Boychuk's rendering published in 

1968, Garcia Lorca's Iak kokhavsia don Perlim~lin z Selisoiu v sadu [The Love of Don 

Periimpiin for Belisa in Theu Orchard], translated by Tarnawsky and published in 1967, 

Kostetsky, for example, also plannecl the publication ofPablo Neruda's selected poems, 
but the book never came out, again, most Likely, because of no fiinds. (Ihor Kostetsky, 
letter to Bohdan Boychuk, 8 Sept. 1968.) 



and two books in Vua Vovk's translation, the first being Pablo Neruda's long poem 

Verkhiv'ia Machu Pichu [The Heights of Macchu Picchu, 19701 and the second -- Lorca's 

Chotvrv dramy Four Plays, 19741. However, a bulk of translations was produced as 

direct contniutions to the group's organ, a yearly publication Novi DO& (1959-1971). 

This journal introduced the poetry of the foiiowing Spanish-langage authors: Pablo 

Neruda, Cesar Vallejo, Jorge Carrera Andrade, Vicente Aleixandre, Juan Rambn Jiménez, 

Rafael Alberti, Miguel Hernandez, Federico Garcia Lorca, and Antonio Machado. 

Collectively, their poems amount to approlgmately two thirds of all translations included 

in Novi ~oezii. By far the most prolific Spankh-language translator and contributor to the 

journal was WoIfram Burghardt, a literary scholar specialking in Spanish literature. He 

never really belonged to the group (more likely simply because he never produced original 

poetry)6 but instead was very active in shaping up the profile of the journal, being 

6 Cunously enough, Iurii Lavrinenko in a letter to Bohdan Rubchak insinuated the validity 
and efficacy of Burghardt's inclusion in the group: 'Y ~bto-nopicy ~enep rocnoe 
Bonb@pa~ 6yprrapn-r - CHH mph h e ~ a .  B ~ H  BMKJIâLIaE eciiaHCbKy MOBy i Jtkepxïypy B 

yHiaepcmeri Ha Hro$ameHni. & a ~ ~ m c x  ~ ~ t o i i o p ~ c b ~ o t o  rpyr~oto)). Haiioibure 3 ~ a e  
i U ~ H I E T ~  Bau ((KaMiHHHii Caq,) (n0cb y HbOïO Ulû KHHXK'Y B3RB i BOHa nponana), 
u ~ K ~ B H T ~ c X  TaKOX mp. T ~ P H ~ B C ~ K Z ~ M  - OXOre KynliB Y MeHe i0ï0 ( ( h X  B MiCl%), 
moro pa~ime He Mir nicra~w. 3 MeHuroto oxo~oto W B  i «Hapome~m inonsu) 
A~nie~cb~oï ,  He saxo-rie ~ynm «qat hm)) i ~ 3 e m  6yna rrycrou~m). Eary, u o  3 

ycia ~btoiiop~cb~oi rpyrrn B ~ H  ~aii6iürbuIe u i ~ m  Bac. T o ~ y  nocwnan, Bm iioro 
~opomcb~y (ne xuee iioro ~ a ~ a )  i ~m$aanemcbicy aapecir, tu06 BK Mornn q n  
ltCK@i ~ B ' X ~ ~ ' I I ~ C R  3 HHM. Bk  @AC? LtbOMY p w f i  - TaKe Miuo BpZKiH~irr 3 pO3MOBH. B ~ H  
oxore y n e  H ~ H B H H ~  y MeHe a ~ w i i  CIP&~HHK KHOBNX noaiji>,, R O ~ ~ C J I ~ B  rpoui 
6oii.ry~oei i nortpocria, tao6 sucnas ~eHi  me rrpmipauq 60 ~ a ~ i ~ b  He B m r  RK min 
uporma-m (onepxm m e  . rmpa  mi r o q  i 3pa3y mm Borrepa~). &mo, mo 
BOJ'II&~M 6yB [ h l  CipeKpaCKKM nOiIOBHeHH5IM ccThtoiiop~cb~oi ïpymD). B ~ H  i'iO3irwB y 
MeHe wuwacy nepemaai~ h p ~ e  [sic], - a He M ~ B  n p d p ~ ~ ~ a  saiiaoro, mo6 naTu 
iiow y anacKicrrb. B ~ H  & 6w 6y-m KPWTWKOM, mcam [IPO ecnaHcbq nhepa-rypy, 
TOUO. Heaino~o ~ e ~ i ,  Morne B ~ H  i noair narue. h m a a  ~ y n b q ~ a ,  m e  24 pow - 
L ~ I I M C ~  ~ciyTpiuIHi~ 3 n a m ~  ~ e i  CXOMIM no Bac" (20 July 1959). [Woifiam Burghardî, 
IurÜ Klen's son, is now on a visit in New York He teaches Spanish laquage and 



responsible for the Ukrainian rende- of poetic works by Vicente Aleixandre, Juan 

Ramon Jiménez, Rafael Alberti, Antonio Machado. Burgbrdt was also instrumentai in 

planning the publication of an anthology of Spanish poetry in ~krainian.' The project, 

however, has never been brought to a successftl completion, most likely for lack of funds 

and determination. There can be no doubt that in their love for things Spanish, the poets of 

the New York Group found in Burghardt a powerfiil and knowledgeable ally, and yet al1 

the enthusiasm and propulsion to make a difference nevertheless rested with them alone. 

titerature at the University of Newfoundand. He is interesteci in the New York Gmup. He 
knows and values most your book 'Xaminnyi sad" (someone took this book from him and 
now it is lost), also shows interest in Yur. Tamawsky, - gladly bought his book "'Zhyttia v 
misti" which he could not get earlier. Less eagerly he bought Andijewska's "?iarodzhemia 
idola," and did not want to buy "'Chas boliu" and ''Zemlia bula pustoshnia" [These are 
Boychuk's first two books - Translator's note]. 1 see that fiom al1 the members of the 
New York Group he has the most respect for you. That is why t'm sendimg to you his 
Toronto address (his mother Iives there) and to Newfoundland, so, ifneeded, you can get 
in touch with him. He will be pleased, af least this is the impression I got from the 
conversation with him. He readily bought the only copy of Wovi poezii" I had, i've 
aiready sent money to Boychuk and asked him to send me another copy, because 1 haven't 
managed to read it thoroughiy (1 received it ody four days ago and W o l h  took it nght 
away). 1 think Woüram wodd be a wonderhi addition to the New York Group. He 
borrowed fiom me Lorca's book in translation, I did not have an extra copy to give him 
for good, He could be a critic, he codd write about Spanish literature, etc. 1 don't know, 
perhaps he even &tes poetry. He is a man of culture, twenty four yem old, somehow 
there is an imer resemblance between him and you.] 
7 For example, Burghardt's letter to Tarnawsky, dated 16 Oct. 1962, includes the whole 
outline of the anthoIogy. As it was conceived by Burghardt, the anthology was supposed 
to contain the poetry of fourteen Spanish pets  fiom Antonio Machado to Carlos 
Bousofio. Moreover, Burghardt suggested that a separate book be devoted to the poetry 
of the South American authors: "cm ni~nemoa~epmcii~cb~oi noe3ü~pe6a 6yno 6 
npncsmm oKpeMy KHLM(KY. K p h  Tora a He no9yeiiioc~ nocm 0 6 i i ~ a ~ ~ i i ,  m6 
mm nopm. 3smaho  ne Moxe 6ym m n o N  & Eiopxeca, Hepyn~, C. B-O i 
MOIiOnirx M ~ K C H K ~ ~ I ~ $ B ,  CK& O~~aii i0  &C Ta ~ w H X ,  3 XICHMM B a p O  03~~0IblMTH~b." 

[For South American poetry we shouid devote a separate book Besides 1 do not feel 
competent enough in this area in order to give advice here- Obviously, there codd not be 
any anthoiogy without Borges, Neruda, C. Vaiiejo and young M&cans, let's Say, Octavio 
Paz and others with whom it7s worth getting acquainted-1 



Going b c k  to Novi uoezii and Spanish-language poevy presented there, Yuriy 

Tarnawsky ttanslated severai poems of Patio Neruda and Garcia Lorca; Patricia Kylyna 

contnïuted her renderings of Miguel Hernandez and Garcia Lorca; Bohdan Boychuk 

introduced the poetry of Jorge Carrera Andrade (a  Iesser known Latin Amencan poet 

from Ecuador); and, findy, Vira Vovk proposed two poems by Cesar Vallejo and a few 

poems by Lorca, the latter mostly in collaboration with Burghardt Zhenia Vasytkivska, 

who contributed a substantial number of translations to Kostetsky's edition of Lorca, did 

not offer any for Novi ~oezii ,  ive. none from tfie Spanisb but she did present her 

renderings of several French p e t s  since it was the French language that was her real forte. 

The group's input in the r e a h  of translaîion enumerated above ducidates the 

extent of its passion for Spanish-language literanires. The poets of the New York Group 

certainly hoped to instill some of h t  enthusiasm among their émigré compatriots but with 

slim results. As Tarnawsky's letter of 19 Feb. 1960 to Vira Vovk indicates, tfiey decided 

to organize an evening of Spanish poetry reading as a fund-miser for the publication of the 

second issue ofNovi ~oePi.  but to their disappointment not that many people showed up. 

This is how Boychuk descnies this evening in Liis unpublished memous: 

put in order to nicely round up the SOS, 1 will mention in more detail an evening 
olspanish literature which took place on 20 March 1960 in the National Home. It 
was very interesting and elegant everring- We prepared and read the translations of 
Unamuno, Machado, S i  ALeixandre, Aiberti, Lorca, Octavio Paz, FLorit, 



Neruda and Huidobro. Zhenia Vasylkivska rad  an essay on Spanish titerature. 
Unfortunately, very few people came. It m e d  out that there was another ment 
taking place the same day, a patriotic event, and it's well known that arnong Our 
kin patriotism always tops culture.] 

The poets were certainly ideaiistic if not impractical. lnterestingiy, the second issue, 

published in 1960, did not contain any translations. 

By far, however, the most engaging aspect of the 'Spanish School' phenomenon is 

the group's utiiization oFSpanish thematic material. Octavio Paz, writing about poetry in 

the Spanish language, calls it "reveky and firnereal dance, erotic dancing and mystical 

flight" (Bow and the Lvre 75). Perhaps it is this unique combination of Eros, death, and 

mysticism that attracted the young Ukrainian poets to Spanish poetic masures. Of course, 

each poet of the group has incorporated the Spanish hecitage in his/her pecutiar way: as a 

background for expressing personal drama or as a pretext for experimentation 

(Tarnawsky), as a vehicle for contemplation on love, beauty, life, death (Boychuk), as a 

means to inlùse Ukrainian titerature with certain exotic flavor (Vovk, Vasylkivska), and, 

finaiiy, as a channel for giving readers a very persodied picture of S p a  irnbued with 

individual impressions, experience, and reflection (Kylyna). 

The presence of Spanish themes in the poetq of Vasylkivska is somewhat scant 

and its significance rather marginal. This marginality stems mostly fiom the fact that 

Vasylkivska lefi the group and iiterature quite earIy, having written just one collection of 

poetry, Korotki viddali. And yet this book includes the poem entitled cTiamenco" which 

deffly captures the spirit of the famed Spanish Gypsy style dance and music. It descnk 

the mourntirl sound of guitars, the hoam voices of male singers, and the tense movements 

of dancers' bodies with an intensity usually associateci with flamenco: 



Xpunn~i~ B~JUI~MKOM 

crapewtii ronoc - 
PByWCHM CTaKKaTO 
CrpyHIr ri-raps. 

[An elderiy voice is 
like hoarse spiints, 
the guitar's sound - 
an ardent staccato. 

Biades clashed with 
a clang of steel, 
shneked with arrows, 



broke in pain. 

A throaty voice is 
a reminder of caves, 
barefooted Gypsy girls, 
the towers of Sevilfe. 

A cruel vengeance, 
suitry passion, 
a south wind 
Q"ds sand. 

An evening with wine 
and to the sound of fandango 
a wharf dances 
in the crimson sunset. 

Joy is Iost 
in a harsh dance - 
the sun is bleeding, 
an evening dies. 

The guitds cold 
lips tremble with 
white boundess 
desert sadness.] 

What deserves attention in this poem is Vasylkivska's mastef i  match* of the poem's 

rhythm with the actud content. The staccato of the guitar she refers to in the first stanza 

also characterizes the rhythm of the whole p o m  But the three poems that constitute the 

cycle 'Wamenco" are her only contniution to Spanish thematics. Overail Vasylkivska's 

interest in Spain, by and large, was conhed to translations. 

V I  Vovk's poetic output in cornparison to Vasykvska is considerabIe, therefore 

the number of poems dealing with Spain and Latin America is proportionally more 

substantial- Sa the number of poems d i r d y  incorporating Spanish content is d e r  



lirnited. Therefore, Marta ~al~tovska 's~ comment about Vovk's Spanish 'aroma,' 

expresseci in a letter to Boychuk, is particuiarly surprising %pa BOBK 6ara~o c~rnbriiura B 

noesit, RK y nposi i BoHa «naxHe)) Ecnanim. Y ~ e i  o p ~ r i ~ a n b ~ i  o6pa3w i noaii 

aepa3q 3mepurenim" (8 May 1960). [Vira Vovk is much stronger in poetry than in 

prose, and she '%as the scent of" of Spain. She has original images and her poem have a 

clear finish.]g One should emphasize, however, that it is a Latin American flavor that 

prevails, more likely because Vovk emigrated to Brazil and settled in Rio de ~aneiro.'~ 

Her poems, especiaiiy in Chorni akatsij ofien carry as titles the names of the countries 

visited ( e g  Salvador, Chile, Mexico) and can almost be perceived as concise poetic 

travelogues expressing the poet7s impressions and observations. Yet they seem to lack the 

spirit and immediacy of experience; they seem to be distant and devoid of personal 

perspective: 

' Mana Kalytovska (19 16- 1 WO), an émigré poet and author of three books of poetry, 
Lived and worked in France following World Wa. ii. 
9 This comment on Spanish arorna of Vovk's oeuvre is al1 the more surprising because at 
the time Kalytovska wrote her letter to Boych* the only book that contained a thematic 
reference to Spain was Elehii. Therefore, it is interesting to specuiate on what buis 
Kalytovska reached such a conclusion. Perhaps, V I  Vovk's bent for the spirituai and the 
mysticd remindeci Kalytovska of the manner of the best religious poetxy of the Spanish 
Golden Age (for example, Saint John of the Cross). Unfortunately, she does not elaborate 
the subject any Meer. 
'O Hence her work b a r s  a considerable mark of the influences of the Branlian culture, but 
since they are outside of the Spanish language domain, they are not examineci in this 
chapter- 



[Mexico 

It's good that a trait iike a swallow 
Flew between the volcanoes 
And that goldtinged innocent grass 
Unfurleci itself for the wind. 
It's also gaod that a blue cemetery 
Was the minset's cradle 
And that Stones bloswmed 
In the dwellings, churches, and pyrarnids. 
The brown organs of cactuses 
Suddenly trumpeted about the sun, 
And about the moon of sharp patterns. 
Taxco will shine in vision. 
ïhe tiIted sides of sanctuaries 
Grow out of the unsteady ground in Guadalupe.] 

In two other poetic books, aamely Elehii (1956) and K a p ~ a  khresta [The Kappa of 

a Cross, 19691, unlike in Chorni akatsii, SpanishILatin American themes do not occur for 

their own sake, but, rather, are inextricably interwoven in the fabric of the pet ' s  personal 

reflections on God, human justice, and fate. The first elegy, entitled "Toreadory i heroi" 

[Toreadors and Heroes], for example, brins forth the Spanish people's treasufed tradition 

of bulifi$ting only in order to undermine the assumeci heroism of matadors and to give a 

spur for subsequent ethical ruminations, not without a strong mystical underpti&g Yet it 

is this first 'Spanishy part that eiaides genuùie passion and compassion, and makes the 

whoIe elegy poeticaiiy satisfying 



Topeanopn! 
K a ~ e n U  sap~cninu HU crpynMcrto cncarntoc -rin, 
1 Manpin, &uii MIiHynm, i Ceeinbx 
3- 3a HHMR IiieJ'ieCiffUiMki Ke.4PaMIf. 
. . . A B pymN n i c o ~  apeHn BcxKae qoe ,  
i -typ &orpymiii 3 a ~ e p ~ y ~  rony6imLÙ ori: 
«i-Ia~iuo, m n n ~ o ? ) )  
Topeanop n! 
r o p m  mmoni~n ,  neprrrïrbcx onnecm 3 pyrc poxeem: 
. . . H e c p  anrr ~opeanopie 
BinphaHi syxa i cnrztirrenii Typa m m  . .. 
Topeanopn! Bn nocinn semio! 
(Aas~iure i ~ ~ s h m o p c r  nanmw sinboy 
h i  Tex sbaeann  npnnmmy r n q ,  
1 B C ~  CIOAHBJ'üLIiW k M ~ L L ~ ) .  (7) 

[Toreadors! 
Camellia covered the slenderness of brown bodies, 
And Madrid, heavy with the past, and Seville 
Sigh for them with mstling cedars. 
. . . And the blood sinks into the nifous sand of arena, 
And a buii with a mighty trunk turned his bluish eyes: 
What for, man?" 
Toreadors! 
Mandolins bwn, the applaud spills Eom pink hands Like pearis: 
. . . They carry for the toreadors 
the buii's cutoff ears and slobbery tongue . .. 
Toreadors! You inhent the earth! 
(Once inquisitors burned witches; 
Those men also e m e d  public respect 
And everyone admired their might.)] 

Two poems in Ka~pa khresta 'Mekhikans'kyi svichnyk" wexican Chandelier] and 

"Sal'vador" [Salvador] combine in a way the approach evident in Chorni a W i  with that 

present in Eiehi, i.e., on the one hand, they thematicaiiy resemble the miniahires of the 

former book, but formally and stylisticaiiy they are more mature, experimental (especially 

in the reah of genre, one being a baüad, another a symphony), and the treatment of the 

subject matter is more personai, lengthier, and, idce EIe& with a considerabIe dose of 

religious/mysticai overtones. 



But to taik about the consistent presence of Spanish andior Latin American 

themes, is reaiiy to taik about Tarnawsky, Kylyna, and Boychuk It is these three poets 

who t d y  deserve attention, not only because each of them has brought forth a book of 

poetry wholly devoted to some aspect of Spanish-language culture, but also because they 

m m  to extol in their poems the spirit of the Spanish people. Ernest Hemingway in his 

famous book on buiiEghting Death in the Atternoon characterizes this spirit as foUows: 

Ifthe peopIe of Spain have one comrnon trait it is pride and ifthey have another it 
is common sense and ifthey have a third it is impracticaiity. Because they have 
pride they do not rnind killing; feeling that they are worthy to give this fi. As they 
have common sense they are interesteci in death and do not spend their lives 
avoidiig the thought of it and hoping it does not exist only to discover it when 
they corne to die, (264) 

The theme of death permeates the poetry of al1 the poets in the New York Group. But 

there can be no doubt that Tarnawslq, Boychuk, and Kylyna display that interest in death 

in a particularly pronounced way. Moreover, pride and intense emotionality are 

characteristic of Boychuk's poeq, Tarnawsky's texts, on the other hand, eMnce a stroog 

aura of masculinity (which is by and large very much in tune with the perceived macho 

attitude of the majority of Spanistinatin American males);" and findy, Kylyna's 

'Spanish' poems underscore certain fatalism and the tragic aspects of life. 

In 1964 Bohdan Boychuk published his fourth collection of poetry entitled Virshi 

dlia Mekhiko [Poems for Mexico, 19641. This tiny book of tifteen poems, in whkh for the 

t t By the poet's own ah-ssion, Spain with its masculinity has dways constituted a point 
of attraction to him: 'What attracts me about Spain and its culture is its masculinity and 
simplicity, îhe hoarse, 'afüao' fiamenco voice, the tight clothes, the preoccupation with 
death, and facing it head on  No sentimentality. My critics donTt understand that in my 
writiags 1 strive for the Qreatest sirnpticity, and find beauty in roughness, coarseness, not 
the candy-box cover prettiness. That's why 1 love Spain." (e-mail to the author, 26 Dec. 
1999)- 



6rst time the p e t  dispensed with his usual technique of vers libre, has its origh in a trip 

made to Mexico in 1962, Boychuk avoids, however, the passive roIe of an observer who, 

iike an o r d i i  tourist jots down the impressions of things encountered. He persordies 

Mexico, rnakes it a woman, and then fdls in love with her, The eroticism thus introduced 

emerges as a paramount characteristic of the book. lt welds into a coherent whole the 

fkelings, the impressions, the landscapes and the people: 

[You touched me with the tremblbg band 
and your Iips seemed miraculous 
through flickering sobs of candies beading 

over women lying cross-tike on the ground 
whose prayers me1ted on tbeir moist lips: 
then 1 desired you.] 

This personaüzed vision of Mexico, combined with the typical Boychuk metaphysical bent, 

yields poetry that foregrounds the emotive and existentid aspects of human experience. It 

a h  points to the Çagtlity and temporality of Iife: 



Ha By3bKi BYJIHU~. 1 CBO~LIHO 

rac H e  crymîrb cmmr tn seincim, - 
a n p o m r ~ e ~ i  B Hyrporni pyw no cpi6no 
ommwrb Ha cepui se& ( 16) 

[Time pauses halfway up - 
gasps and collapses on the hiIl. 
A dark-skinned Christ rides a donkey 
with a poor man's face. 

HoUow drums beat over 
the clay skulls of the houses 
whose spines grow into the rocks; 
roofiiles melt and flow 

down narrow streets. Tbne 
ûnds it bard to corne or go, 
and the hands grasping for silver 
stiffen in the deep earth.lt2 (Memories of Love 93) 

Critics were not particularly generous to Boychuk foUowing his debut in 1957. 

With the appearance of Virshi dlia Mekhiko this trend was reversed. The book was 

warmly received and the reviews were positive. Iurii Dyvnych (a pseudonym of 

Lavrinenko), for example, praised this book for a stylistic continuity 

[. . . the continuity of this work ''Vushi dia Mekhiko" unfolds on every level: on 
the level of subject matter, on the level of inner tension engendered by the unity 
between antitheses and contrasts; on the Ievel of rhythm, heavy like the steps of 
fate; on the level of colour, thick like a harden blood; finalty, on the level of 
atmosphere, tinged with fatality and breathed through the grand lungs of this 
country.] 

12 TransIated by Mark Rudman- 



Bohdan Rubchak, on the other hand, commended bis coiieague's courage to experiment 

with regular versification, and especially with rhyme: 

&ClCe lIPM€MHO BpâXa€ TBOR H U  PMMOH). . .. Tâ~i peri IiK ((HaBpO4WlO- 
HaMOSeHHM)), ( ~ H ~ M o x ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ o ~ o x ~ H w ,  KCKPOH~--C'OJI@H~)) - UUIKOM 
cepiio3Hi n o w  Teoeï ~eoproi mbpa~opii. T x  cmo s~yrpirn~e ssy~oee 
o@op~ne~wi  naneKo q u e  ein n o n e p e k  perek mono pwr~y, 
socepemeHim, rno npo Hel n rosoprïe yropi, noxonmb ein 6iiarnoi iioro 
cncre~a-rmauiï i anopmKoamocrii. Bipui TBOC II a y ~ m ,  enrpam~b Ha 
crpo@irHiii opra~i3auiï. «Taxco)>, ~ar tp~man,  ryaoeuii ~ o n e p ~ ~ i i  crpo$irairii 
eipm. (Letter to Bohdan Boichuk, 24 July 1963) 

CI am pleasantly struck by your work on rhyme. . . . things like "navrochylo-- 
namochenym," "memozhenyi-zavorozhenh" "bskron'--holubin"' -- constitute 
serious progress in your poetic laboratory. Also, your internai sound design is 
much better than in your previous works. As tàr as rhythm is concerned, this 
intentness 1 talked about above, stems from a better systematization and 
organization of rhythm. I think that your poems fare better if you follow the 
strophic arrangement. 'Taxco," for example, represents a wonderhl modem 
strophic verse.] 

Boychuk reintroduced Spanish thematic material almost a decade later in the poem 

entitled 'llovha podorozh ii" [A Long Journey which was included in his selected 

poems, published in 1983 (cf. his Virshi, ybrani i peredostanni 120-22). "Dovha 

podorozh" represents a series of interwoven narrative and lyricai reminiscences following 

the trip to Spain Boychuk made in 1969. Yet these prose poems and mg-iike interludes 

transcend a mere discriptiveness and, in fact, contain very few references to the actuai 

places visited. Yes, the poet does mention Toledo, Granada, Valencia, but, in the main, he 

is interested not so much in conveying the picturesque details of Spanish cities as in 

poeticaily re-creating the atmosphere and spirit of the Spanish people, interlaced with his 

own meditations on love, death, and God. Boychuk's 'Dovha podorozb" uuly matches 

Paz's characterization of Spanish poetry, mentioned eariier: it is itseifcca fiinerd dance," 

"erotic dancing" as weli as "'a mystical fight:" 



[here, animated by God's desire, the stone got swolien, rose above the sea, while 
the tottering houses of the t o m  grabbed the sky infear, we were walkhgby the 
fishermen's nets, by their faces cut by winds, by oid fishing boats, - reaching the 
top of Peiiîscola, where under the sky the winds bent the cross on which Christ 
was shedding salty tears; having embraced ourselves we stood there motionlessly 
and looked back into our love] 

Undoubtedly, however, at the core of the New York Group's Spanish 

phenomenon lies the poetry ofYuriy Tamawsky and Patncia ~ ~ l y n a . ' ~  Both have become 

fluent in the language, both actudly went to Spain and lived there for more than a year, 

and finaily, both published books directly related to that sojourn. Here is how Kylyna 

describes this experience: 

13 Tarnawsky's and Kylyna's interest in things Spanish, uniike that of other members-of 
the New York Group, has deep roots and seems to go back at Ieast to their youth. . 

According to Tarnawsky, this interest was one of those things that both poets had in 
comrnon. This is how they relate the beginnings of their fascination with S panish culture: 
%y interest in things Spanish dates back to about 1950, in Germany. It was engendered 1 
think by vanous Hollywood films deaiing with the conquest of America and films with 
Spanish background Me LZorro," in which the leading role had Tyrone Power. At that 
t h e  1 was told by some that 1 looked lÎke him, which pIeased me greatly. 1 got somewhere 
a grarnrnar of Spanish in Polish, and snidied the language on my own. When 1 came to the 
US in 1952 1 started listening to the Puertorican stations, got hooked on Latin music, ad 
began to understand Spanish." (lurii Tmavs'iqi, e-mail to the author, 26 Dec 1999). 
T o r  me, the comection into things Spanish goes back into childhood, growing up on a 
Montana ranch S panish duence on the deveiopment of ranching in the Americas is 
enonnous, even in areas of North America which the Spanish crown never claimeci, Like 
the Paciîïc Northwest. U.S. methods of handling iivestock, gear, lingo, were rooted in 
Spanish methods, and these were stiU very visible when 1 was growing up. in Montana, a 
cowboy was caiied a buckaroo, fiom Spanish vaquero- Our Western iivestock associations 
were based on the old Spanish mestas, wfich went back ahnost to the middle ages. I 
leamed Spanish in high school in Montana" (Patricia NeU Warren, e-mail to the author, 
IO Jan. 2000). 



Yuriy and I were in and out of Spain frequentIy between 1964 and 1971. We went 
there because we wanted to take a sabbatical fiom our jobs and Spain was then the 
cheapest place in Europe to live (the peseta was then very devaiued against the 
dollar), but aiso because we wanted to h e r s e  ourseives in Spanish culture. We 
lived there fbll tirne for a year and a hait: fiom 1964 into mid-1965 and spent a 
month of every year there &er that, tiU 1972. During those years we traveled ail 
over Spain ... there was hardIy a remote corner that we didn't poke into, enjoying 
the diversity of Spain's cultural and ethnic heritage." 

Patricia Kylyna's book Rozhevi mista, pubiished in 1969, reflects this diversity 

aptly and refieshingly. These poems could also be labeled 'poetic travelogues7 since by 

and large they describe the places visited, yet the treatment of the subject, unlike the case 

in Via Vovk7s poetry, is exhaustive and very personal. The moods, attitudes and everyday 

details of city We, observed during the numerous trips, are aimost aiways used for 

subjective effects. Kylyna captures not only the beauty of Spanish cities, but also presents 

her own retlections. Stylisticaüy diverse, ofien written in long but flexible lines, Rozhevi 

& foregrounds the narrative approach to poetry and thereby points to Kylyna7s naturai 

tendency toward storytelling. The contemporary scene is fiequently blended with historie, 

titerary, and art references as, for example, in the poem 'Toledo:" 

'' Patricia Neii Warren, e-mail to the author, 10 Jan 2000. 



pl Greco was right. Toledo lifts up toward 
the sky exactly the way he painted it. 
I enter the painting as if through a mirror. 
people on the streets become bare saints, 
and on the red hilis outside Toledo, 
thousands of Christs faint under olive trees. 
In the wind's a turmoii of velvet sarments. Glassy eyes. 
The bodies elongate and fly oK A Roman warrior 
is beheaded. The golden Gothic aitars hang upside dom. 
A cathedrai sails away. The flames of two candles 
unite. Light! Ecstasy! Schizophrenia! 
Dmg addicts! Astigmatism! Suddeniy 
a taxi cab aies through honking viciously, 
then only narrow streets remain, smelling of urine and incense, 
and the marketplace where Arabic pottery, cabbage and mirrors are sold. 

No wonder that El Greco 
when painting apostles, 
looked for models in a madhouse.] 

Rozhevi mista aIso includes two long poems, often considered Kylyna's best texts 

in ükrainian, entitled Tolum'ianyi byk" Ficry Bull] and "Plach na smert' Antoniia Risa 

Pastora" parnent for Antonio Riso ~astor]." Both deal with the famous Spanish tradition 

of bulfighting. An intensity of tragedy and a level of empathy expressed in these two 

poems paraiiel mastery of language and fieshness of images. But underlying ail this is the 

pervasiveiy existentialist theme of death with its absurdity and randomness, related 

poetically in a manner that mixes compassion, anger and awe: 

15 Kylyna's "Lament for Antonio Riso Pastor" was originaiiy pubtished in Novi Paezii no. 
8 (1966). 



[A bull's horn, k e  a lighting bolt, strikes your chest 
and sphters the tree of your h e m  
-4s a dreadhl light, your agony whitens the faces of ail matadors. 
When you're risiig slower than smoke, 
the blood chars your silky ciothes of torero. 
Oh, how surpnsed you are of your own weakness! 

I do not see your death, 
E read about it in the newspaper three days or three 

centuries old, 
still, like a prophetess tiom the days o f  old 
1 hear the crowd's scream k e  a blue thunder of the buil's horn, 
and see the buii standing above you Fie a stormy cloud. 
My h e m  begins to burn and to blacken, 
and C wonder that 1 have to die more than once. 
You're rising slower than smoke, 
when the buII tàdes away like an echo of a distant stonn. 
With your hand you want to pIant a seed of a new heart in pur  

chest, 
but you fàtI again, slower than the forest tums to stone, 
and the matadors wüi cany you out of the bullring 



already precious, like a log that suddeniy transfonned into 
an opal.] 

Rozhevi mista, Kylyna's last poetry collection in Ukrainian, aIso strikes by a 

diversity of poetic fonns included. In addition to the two long poems mentioned above, 

this book proposes her attempt at the classic sonnet form, short stanzaic poems, vers libre, 

and even an imitation of the old Ukrainian genre of duma.16 (Cf, her '%an Juan de la 

Pe6ay' 30-3 L.) Her growth as a Ukrainian poet, as e x t r a o r d i  as it was, considering her 

background, undeniably reached its crown in Rozhevi mista. This book could have 

marked a new phase in Kylyna's poetic evolution ifnot for her departure fiom Ukrainian 

letters. 

Yuriy Tamawsky's passion for things Spanish has found many oudets. 

Thematically there are many allusions to Spain even in his early collections, most notably 

in Pouoludni v Pokipsi [Aftemoons in Poughkeepsie, 19601, but the culmination arrived in 

1969 with the publication of prose poems entitled Bez Es~anii [without Spain]. In this 

book (higNy experimental in its conception), the vision of Spain is intemalized to the point 

that it dissolves into various parts of the lyrical hero's body, This 'anatornical' approach 

underscores the obsessiveness of reminiscences over a farewell with a Lover, i-e. Spain, 

and at the same time elevates body rather than mind as a source of mernories. Bez Espanfi 

has a weU-dehed structure. Part One is composed as a senes of poerns depicting various 

phases of departure and arrivai, thereby contrastins the beauty of the lost lover (Spain) 

l6 Kylyna and Tarnawsky translated thirty three dumy h o  English, which were 
subsequentIy published by the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and Harvard 
Ukrainian Research Institute in 1979. 



with a mundane existence in the United States, but both come about not so much as 

descriptions of externa1 realities of either country but as verbalizations of internal States of 

the lyrical hero, rooted in the unconscious and the irrational. Part Two consists of a series 

of addresses directed to specific places in Santander (a city in which Tmwsky and 

Kylyna resided whiie in Spain) as weU as to other Spanish cities, interspersed with a 

number of interludes titled '"ïysha" [Silence] in which the lyrical hero is transporteci back 

to the present time. However, whether we are dealing with the hero's reminiscences or his 

'here and now,' both are conveyed in a rnanner relying on a fieely associative Stream of 

consciousness (Grabowicc "New Directions" 168). Moreover, fiequent surreaiist 

juxtapositions occasionally undennine the logic and comprehensibility as, for example, in 

the excerpt below: 

9~ B KHJUIM( 9~ B MOLX K O C T I ~ ~ ,  WC B qik Qap6i 6nmblCiii no nanepy i 
~enaneiciii sin qosu, ~ ~ ~ C T ~ T X I I  T B ~ Ü  Bomm i npocrip, uo  eia6ynnc~ 6e3 ~ o ï x  
ym, i ~ o e  o6nwrw? I( nepecrynam cnoea, i n y ~ i u r ,  i ceom mcipy, i ~anpmmoro 
pylur no nos BOAH, uro emeicna ~pi3b mbm m o u  no mirapanyu napuaux 
rricen i ore ai^, Ta saaxo~xy m e  nosepk B  MO^ ~ ~ ~ L U L X ,  i nanip y  MO^ 
ycrax, i Ksanpa-r murma, xmiü HaMapHe HaMaramfi e ~ c n i n i  ~ o e    in o. O, 
noeepmi no MeHe o 6 m ~ w  n o a  peroamub i 36epa noniui ~ o ï x  ~poicie i 
yciirirno~, nomoxemx mo'ïm ai-rarq IIM II ~ O C T ~ B B B  Ha T B O ~  -ci= i uerni i 
3 ï y m  C B O ~  py~ohii 6 i i  MOCTU, i IIaJibMIf, 3 BepiiiHHKâMH B Biîax i B KOP~HH~, i 
oe3crparrrHi w e i  3 M O T O ~ ~ O B ~ H K M H  ~ L C I ~ ~ M I I ,  i IIOUIJIII ïx ~ e ~ i  NI no1lg no 

b m  nia  MOI^ Gmwi i Ha  MO^ B ~ H U I O I !  (41) 

[Address V 
(Vaiencia) 

1s it in the mg or in my boues, or, perhaps, in this ink close to the sheet of 
paper and my blood that your tire and space are held without my lips and face? 1 
pass beyond words, thoughts, and my skin, directing my hand to your water which 
ran out through the delta of squares to the shelis of even numbers and oceans, but 
1 tind oniy the nirfàces of my fineers and a paper in my mouth, and a contour of 



the mg which in vain strives to holct my body, Oh, turn to me the face of your 
substance, and gather the regiments of my steps and smiles, multiplied by your 
branches which 1 left in the shadows and in the bricks, unite your white 
drawbridges and p a h  trees with riders in the branches and in the roots, and 
fearless museums with motorized paintings and send them aii to help me in the 
battlefields under my nails and on my cheek-bones!] 

When Bez Es~anii was tint published in the journal Suchasnist: it triggered a flow 

of angry letters fiom the readers, forcing the editor in chiefi WoLtiam Burghardt, to 

conduct an interview with Yuriy Tarnawsky in order to dispel at least some concems 

brought forth. This interview, provocatively titied "Bez Espanii chy bez machennia?" 

[Without Spain or Without Meaning?], deait with issues concerning the communicative 

role of poetry and, to some extent, forced Tarnawsky to explain his approach to poetry in 

general, and in Bez Es~anii in particular. The poet emphasized the significance of 

perception on an emotionai rather than rational levei, and reiterated the fact that this long 

poem reflects his emotiond states following the departure tiom Spain. Moreover, he also 

took issue with those who accused him of beingnoncornmunicable in Bez Esnanii: 

[Those readers, who don't see any meaning in '%et Espanü" or, perhaps,perceive 
it as nonsense, do so . . . because i'm not saying to them things they would Like to 
hear. Writing about myseifoutside of Spain, they want me, let's say, to explain not 
only how 1 feei, but also why 1 feel that way, ... Instead I'm teüiig them only h m  1 
feel, and only on the level which is Iower than the level of rational awareness, i.e. 
not showing them what are the consequences of rny psychic state in my everyday, 
ordinary life.] 

He W e r  states: 



ronoe~e B t(6.E.)) - ue cme cnoci6 uorqwkaqii 3 rmaqeM. 3strraii~wq 
pa4i0~WLb~Uii cnoci6 ïiepenaBW TOTO, U O  lUiCbMeHHUK Bb'iyBaf (He ïOBOPiû 
rrpo pauio~am~e m c n e ~ m )  - ue nepeuanam ~ e ,  mo B ~ H  xore cmam, 3 

«e~ouihoro  pbm)  Ha p a r t i o a w ~ e  qo6 w m  c n p s i i ~ a  iioro C B O ~ M  

p a u i o ~ m m ~  anapaToM i ~ o n i  nepewae ue Ha caiii e ~ o L [ i i i ~ n  piaeab. II  x 
x h  k npocro ~ i a  BnacHoro e~ouikicroro pism no e ~ o u i h o r o  pism maya, 
He BAatoWCri  A 0  UWrO iIOCePeAHbOf0 P~BHR, ~ O C ~ P ~ A H W ~  M O B K  (14) 

[The main concern of 'TIE-" is this very mode of communication with the reader. 
An o r â i i ,  rational way of conveying those things that the writer feels (I'm not 
taking here about rationai thinking), involves tramlating that what he wants to 
communicate fiom the c'emotionai levei" into the rationai level so that the reader 
perceives it rationaiiy and then translates it to h e r h  own emotiod level. 
Contrary to that, I wanted to proceed fiom my own emotional level straight into 
the reader's emotional level, dispensing with that intermediary level, intennediary 
language.] 

hcidentdy, it becomes clear fiom the context that the "emotional levei" Taniawsky refers 

to in his interview is essentially equai to what is generally called the unconscious. 

However, disregadmg his quite idiosyncratic views on reception (whereby the reader 

ought to be able to re-create the author's emotions and, as it stands, has very little 

autonomy"), the fact remains that the real subject of the poet's texts is he himself: 

.. . X xOT~B ~rnu6mrcrr B CBOiû C B ~ O M ~ C T ~ ,  B~AH&U Te, Lü0 II uryKaB, 
3a~onysa-r~ ue B ~aünpocriuiii MOB~, i ue me. Tom n rrpltnycKas i nani 

17 in the same interview, Tarnawsky announces: 'Ta r r m  ~ y c m  cnpiChianr MeHe Ha 
~ o i x  yhiosax, a He i ~ a m e .  ... Sapax, u o  n ~ a i c y  «cnpuP~a~w», a He «3po~yMim>, 60, 
Moxe, a He xory, tu06 rmaq p o 3 y ~ i ~  mip. Bk noemiea emec-ru 3 m m  T ~ K C L  Te, 190 

R xo'IY>1(16). [The reader has to perceive me on no other than my own t e m .  . .. Notice 
that I say 'lo perceive," and not "to understand," because, perhaps, 1 do not want the 
reader to understand my work. She should take out of it only that which I want.] 
Curiously enough, this statement is in stark contrast to more Liberal (Xnot liierated) view 
he expresseci in an introductory note to Ikh nemaie (1999): ''Ikcamic~ ui n m ù  3 

nepeuoHmwm, rao arrrr enanon> npowmmt k noqi6~0 m o r a  b u e  S ~ K O M  

npocropy. . . . ~amioairrwii rmar  - a m.0' MOT 6ym ' l i ~ n a ~ o ~ ~  ii aerana~o~mi, 
mc n o m  - .-. mnme noeq  eomo m o p r r r ~  3 mar aocb y~kamue, m a r n e  i nopore 
TUIbm #O$ (7). [niese poems were witten with conviction that for their apt 
interpretation as much reading space as possible is indispensable. . . . the taiented reader - 
and the readers like poets can be talented and untalenteci - d have fU fteedom to make 
out of them something unique, something peculiar and dear only to himJ 



n p ~ c m ,  tao Komc xrocb .urraTEiMe ui tcapnrrnc, somi s h o p m  y moro, Ha 
e ~ o u i h o ~  pi~Hi, e~oui i  npn6nm~o Toro pony, q o  ü ~ o i .  (14) 

[. . . I wanted to penetrate deep into my own consciousness, to fkd there 
something I was Iouking for, to encode it in the siinplest Ianguage, and that is it. 1 
assumed then, and stiü assume, that when someone reads these pieces, she will re- 
create on the emotionai level emotions approximately of the same kind as my 
own.] 

When in the mid-1970s, instigated by the trip he made to Mexico in 1975, the poet 

re-introduced Spanish Amencan motifs in his poetry, he did so as a background for 

unfoldimg his own personal drama (with aii the emotions and concem) rather than for 

sharing his own impressions. As in Bez Es~anii, Mexico here becornes a mere pretext for 

dealing with his own subjectivity. The text 1 am refe- to is titled 'Qperene sertse" 

medged ~eart1.l' This long poem, cornpriseci of seventeen short-line parts, gives very 

few details about the places Msited. In fact, if not for the author's footnotes," one could 

hardly (ifat al[) guess what region or city the poet aiiudes to (cf parts 14; 6-10; 12). But 

even the poems that include references to specific places ( l i e  those, for exarnple, about 

Mexico City) lack the reaiity of a concrete geographical entity. The poet does not reflect 

the city, its people and atmosphere, rather it is the city that reflects him and his imer 

emotional States: 

'' The poem has had three pn 'n~gs  so far. Onginaüy it was published in Suchasnist' (no. 
1-2'4,1986). It was reprinted in the book of selected poems Bez nichoho, pubtished in 
Kyiv by the c~niproy' Publiahinn House in 1991- The third edition (which L am using here) 
is included in ikh nemaie. 

The only ediaon of "ûpereue sertsen that inciades the expimatory foutnotes is the one 
included in Ikh nemaie. 





MOE m~wi 
3 ~ 6 ~ .  @ch nemaie 82-84) 

114. What Were the Late Aftemoons in the Pink Zone Lie? 

Calmness 
like a hMlight 
settied in my body, 
my pain 
was 
S i  a huge 
bed, 
somewhere deep in me, 
finally made, 
i was bendig 
over my sou\ 
like over the sheet of paper, 
my heart 
moved 
like a hand 
nishing to jot down 
a thought, 
sometimes 
a marble disk of the table 
moved around 
like a lonely . 
guest 
in a coffeehouse, 
across fiom me 
a clock - predator 
having. clawed 
the nail on the waii 
hard1y moved 
its wings 
and beak 
the plants 
in hanging pots 
hissed 
like vapon 
escaping 



the pipes, 
time 
grew in watc hes, 
like the plants 
in pots 
it was so quiet 
that 1 understood 
the substance, 
the end 
of pain 
is the same 
as the end of 
the marathon 
spectators 
wobbie 
Like rotten 
teeth.] 

In this poem the only due we have that the action takes place in Mexico City is the title, 

for it includes a reference to the "Pink Zone," a fashionable district in the Mexican capitai. 

Otherwise, what we encounter here are not the details and dynamics of the Pink Zone, but 

the personal, inexorably existentid, stniggles to make He Iivable and meanin&l.M 

It is evident fiom the poems analyzed above that each poet of the New York 

Group who has incorporateci Spanish and/or Spanish American content Ui hidher poetry, 

approached it differently and utilized it for various eKects. My contention is, however, that 

underlying this 'Spanish tum' among them (no matter how heterogeneous on the surface) 

was their being very much in tune with the prevaiiing trends and tastes witfiin the literary 

establishment in the United States or in the West in general. In 1954 the NobeI Prize in 

" Tarnawsky transcends, however, this overIy persona1 approach of "Operene sertse" in 
the three subsequerit poems dealing with Mexico, inchdeci in the cbapter "Vrosli virshl" 
Dgrown Verses] of lkh nemaie (c£ "Y~catan,~ 'Wexico and 'Wexico ii'3. The 
manner of presenting the subject in these three short verses is more descriptive and 
personaiiy detached, but their extent is not signifïcant enough to counteract the pet's 
attitude assumeci in "Operene sertse." 



literature, for example, was awarded to Ernest Hemingway, a writer who happened to be a 

champion for things Spanish in American literature." Two years later the sarne prize went 

to the Spanish poet Juan Ramon Jiménez. The poetry of Pablo Neruda and Cesar Vallejo 

was widely adrnired and extensively translated by such young (at the the)  American poets 

as Robert Bly and James Wright. These are but a few indicative instances of a rather 

pervasive fascination with Spanish culture at the t h e  of the New York Group's 

fonnatioe Patricia Kylyna conveys this climate quite succhctly: 

Typically, überai and leftie young Amencan writers of the 1950s and 1x0s 
adrnired whatever they couid leam of leflie and liberal European and Latin 
Amencan poetry. It was part of a new intemationaiism in young U.S. vision, and 
an effort to end our Yankee parochialism The New York Group members had 
similar tastes and vision, though their intemationaiism came tiom being dragged 
through various countries as war refugee children, and speaking various Ianguages 
to survive. So Garcia Lorca and Neruda were big favorites with the New York 
~ r o u ~ . ~  

Therefore, the variety of translation projects that the members of the goup were invoived 

in, reflected as much their own personal tastes as those that were generaliy in literary 

vogue at the the. Reading extensively Spanish-langqe poetry, rendering it into 

Ukrainian, keeping step with the prevailing literary trends did have a tremendous impact 

on the emergence and poetic growth of each poet thus discussed. Again, this impact varies 

from poet to poet. Nevertheless the influences on the formative levet are discemile and 

worthy of closer scrutiny. 

ïhematicaiiy and stylisticaiiy Taniawskfs eariy poetry, and especiaiiy his tint 

coliection ZhNa v misti, can be traced back to Pablo Neruda. Tarnawsky himseifdraws a 

'' Tarnawsky admitted, for instance, that he Iiked Death in the Mernoon very much and 
that it was one of the reasons he went to Spain. 
22 Paîricia NeLi Warren, e-mai1 to the author, 10 Jan, 2000. 



parallel here, noting that the title of his first book was suggested by Neruda's Residencia 

en la tierra [Residence on Eartix], but he is unwilling to go t'urther than that: '4 was 

haunted by the topic of death and Neruda's poetry seemed to release me fiom it because it 

dealt with it. When I put together 'LXe in the City' I think the title was partly suggested 

by his 'Residencia en la tiena.' But it also ailuded to the subject of a large industrialiied 

city, which stifled me d e r  the peacefiil Ulm, in Germany, and to existentialism (Llife')."23 

Yet when in 1958 Patricia Kylyna submitted Taniawsky's and her own poems for 

publication in the journal The Fifties, this is the response she received from the editor, 

Robert Bly: 

In the case of Mr. Tmawsky's book, 1 think the translations are good, and the 
poetry shows great ability, but when i read many of them together, they seem to 
me too much like Nenida. A group of poems not only creates images and music, 
but also a personality which stands behind the poems. 1 thuik when we say poetry 
is new, we mean that behind it, we can sense a new personality created by it. But 
behind these poems the personality I see, as in the third part of "Thoughts About 
My Deaîh," is not new to me, but one 1 have seen before in Neruda This is not 
surprising or temile; you both are vecy Young, but I think 1 would try to get rid of 
these echoes; and 1 think gradudy, as you write more, the poetry will become 
more and more like yourself, with much more of your own accent, and 1 would 
definitely l i e  to see more Later. (5 May 1959) 

Robert Bly, however, was not the only one who discemed the correspondences between 

the poetry of Neruda and that of Tarnawsky. Shortly d e r  sendimg his first book to 

Rubchak, Tarnawsky received the foiiowing remarks from his colieague: 'Ha MOH) 

Moma nhsanr!) Federico Garcia Lorca, Pablo Neruda r H  Carrera Andrade" (30 June 

1956). [In my modest opinion, you display a bent for Spanish and Latin American 

L3 runi Tarnavs'kyi, e-mail to the author, 26 Dec. 1999. 



literatures. Your poems have something (I'm not sure yet what exactly it is, and if it is 

possible to pin it down at dl!) that remhds me of Fedenco Garcia Lorca, Pablo Neruda or 

Carrera ~ndrade.1'' 

What connects Neruda's Residence on Earth and Tamawsky's Zhyttia v misti is 

the same existentid anguish expressed as the individual's doomed struggle to overcome 

dienation, because he is destined to being an outsider, facing in the end nothing but his 

own death. The enchantment with existentiaiism and profound pessimism found in Zhyttia 

v misti is as pronounced as in Residence on Earth. Yet this thematic affinity is 

cornplernented dso by the closeness in poetic style, including versification techniques and 

syntax. According to Mq*one Agosin, "the techniques characteristic of Residence on 

are the syncopated use of words, the absence of adverùs and adjectives, and the 

constant use of similes that invoke incongrnous images." (40). Bohdan Rubchak in the 

article 'Poeziia antypoezii" discems analogous qualities in Tarnawsky's poetic oeuvre: 

[. . . Tarnawsky intemationalized the Ukrainian language, deptived it of 
ornamentation, song-iike qualities, heaviness, adjectives, so typicai to it. . . . 

in his first collection, with the coldy anti-poetic title "Life in the City," the 
poet skeletonized the ükrainian language in order to convey the image in the most 
direct way possible, in order to distance it tiom the environs of the Ukrainian 
language, and that way '?O denude" it- .-. Here we bave not the word, but the 

24 Rubchak reiterated this view, Le. stresshg especiaIly Neruda's influence, in the article 
on Tarnawsky published a decade later in Suchasnist'. (CE 'Toeziia antypo& 48) 



image that is liberated Eom the tyranny of language. Tarnawsky lirnits the tasks of 
poetic language to a staccato telegraphic message.] 

Tarnawsky's love for the use of similes, anaphoras, prosaic rhetoric (labeled by Rubchak 

as 'anti-poetry7) mi@ have had its source of inspiration in Neruda's poetry, for these 

poetic devices are the hailmarks of his poetry as weIl. However, one can defitely say 

that by the time Bez Esuanü appeared, Tarnawsky managed to cast away Nerudian 

echoes. Yet, undoubtediy7 this Cldeau poet was his hero in the beginning of his poetic 

career and someone, who in many ways, haunted him throughout much of his aduit lie, 

despite the poet's declarations to the contrary.* But, like Residence on Earth to Spanish- 

language poetry, Zhyttia v misti undeniably titrnished a new modem diction to poetry in 

Ukrainian. 

As for the other two poets i have d y  focused on, namely Bohdan Boychuk and 

Patricia Kylyna, one can also say that they tw have had their favorite Spanish poets. 

Kylyna, for example, was undoubtedly at fkst iduenced by the poetry of Federico Garcia 

Lorca. There is enough 'green7 imagev in her poems to remind us of Lorca's famous: 

"Green, oh how i love you green" Unmistakably, his 'green' transcends mere colour. It 

refers to a state of mind which is undefinable and irrational. Kylyna's images "zelenyi btl"' 

[green pain], 'kelena krov" [green blood], "zelena literatura" Ween litermre], "zabuty 

*on many occasions Tarnawsky made statements that it is Rimbaud not Neruda that is his 
favorite poet. (Cf 'Bez Espanii chy bez machennia?" 25) Yet the quality that is 
particuiarly striking both to Neruda and Tamawsky is their constant need to search for a 
new way of expression Like Neruda, Tamawsky bas had many turns in his poetic 
development: the anguished existenidkt of Zhvttia v mis& the experimenter of & 
Espanii, the politidy cornmitteci inteliectual of U ra na, to name just a few. However, 
unlike mature Neruda, who in his late poetry refused to take himself seriously, Taroawsky 
has never really been able to dispense with the existentid heaviness. 



zelenity" [to forget how to turn green], not unlike simiiar expressions in Lorca, 

foreground a certain ineffability associated with this word. 

In some cases, a thematic correspondence seems so strikingly resonating that it is 

quite natural to conceive that Lorca's verse niight have been a prototype for Kylyna's text- 

I am refening here to the poem "Moiodyi bmoK' [The Young Liiac] tiom her first 

collection Trahediia dzhrneliv: 

Ha C n ~ i  Oapo~erp Kaxm, Sturm. 
Bnmo Oyno ~ p i 3 b  B~KHO sene~~rii rop6; 
r a ~  6yna Moritna nca, noqrrra 
ceko-3ipea~rr~ O ~ ~ K O M .  (6) 

[The petals of thunder opened up 
over the thick leaves of clouds. 
Sturm, the barorneter on the waU 
in the old house said. 

"Are you IeaWig won?" 
a girl asked her great-grandrnother. 
"Yes," she answered. 

A smaii window widened in the flac foliage. 

"And when will you be back?" a girl asked. 
'7 don't know," the pt-grandmother answered. 



The barorneter on the waü said, Shmn. 
One could see a green hiii through the window; 
there was a dog's grave over there, 
covered with the tleshly cut tiIac.1 

And here, for cornparison, is Lorca's untitled poem fiom the cycle "Suites": 

One ... two ... three. 
The hour stmck in the forest. 
The silence 
lilled up with bubbIes. 
A gold pendulum 
c d e d  my face 
through the air. 
The hour stnick in the forest! 
Pocket watches, 
squadrons of flies, 
came & went. 

From my hem came the sound 
of my gandmot her's 
goldplated ~ a t c h . ~  

Despite the fact that the poets introduce the different measuring devices (Lorca -- a watch; 

Kylyna - a barometer), both poems contemplate an imminent passing of tirne, culminating 

uitimately in death, though in contras to Lorck stylisticalIy, Kylyna's poem is more epic 

and narrative. 

Her long poem '2ament for Antonio Riso Pastol' is also more Likely modeled on 

Lorca's 'lament for [gnacio Sanchez Mejias," but here she has brought so much of her 

own background and persodty that it is impossible to accuse her of any kind of 

imitation. Lorca's 'lament" is etegiac, somewhat stylized (especially the first part with an 

obsessively repeated line "at five o'clock in the aftemoon"), and styiistically diverse (the 

t6 TransIated by Jerome Rothenberg. Federico Ciarcia Lorw, CoUected Toems. ed. 
Christopher Maurer, vol. 2 (New York Farrar Straus Giroux, 1991) 263. 



poet switches from the free-flowing lines in the fust two parts to more formal stanzaic 

arrangement in part three and four). Kylyna's poem, on the other hand, written in bng 

versatile tines is stytisticaiiy homogenous; moreover, it exudes the unity and continuity 

both in tenns of tone (direct and personal) and in terms of approach (narrative). 

The influences of the Spanish ancilor Spanish American poets on Bohdan 

Boychuk's fomutive beginnings are less obvious. kguably, however, Juan Ramon 

Jiménez, with his almost religious reverence for poetry, lefi a mark on Boychuk's 

philosophical and artistic premises. Both poets share the preoccupation with such eternally 

poetic themes as love, woman, and death. Yet stylisticaily, this thematic affin@ becornes 

l e s  manifest, especiaiiy when one juxtaposes Jiménez's Lyricism and serenity with 

Boychuk's propensity for dramatic effects. Here is how the poet himself descnies his 

involvernent in things Spanish: 

[I've always felt that there is a deep emotional e t y  between Ukrainians and 
Spaniards. That is why i've been fascinated with Spanish and especiaiiy Spanish- 
language, i-e. Latin Amencaq titeratures. Perhaps, that feeling was the product of 

Bohdan Boichdc, e-mail to the author, 25 W. 1999. 



my own imagination, but that was enough for me to open myselfup for a miracle 
when 1 went to Mexico in the early 1960s. And the miracle did  happe^ Mexican 
historical sites, their mythology, legends, a people's way of life gave a spur to the 
images, music and subject rnatter of my cycle Poems for Mexico. The same can be 
said about my second part of the cycle "A Long Journey," which came forth during 
my trip to Spain at the end of the 1960s. 
Whether or not Spanish intluence is traceable in the works other than those 
mentioned above - 1 do not how, I have not noticed it. 1 suppose that there could 
have been a very subtle influence. Perhaps one c m  look for its attributes in my 
dark elements - the emotionai, the mysterious, the tragic. But one shodd not 
forget that these elements constitue the main thmst of my nature, my worldview, 
that is they are organicaily my own.] 

It is interesthg to note that Lavrinenko in his review of Boychuk7s Virshi dlia Mekhiko 

aIso tried to find parallels between Ukrainian and Mexican mentaihies as ifjustfiing 

before the émigré reading public the poet's thematic choice: 

[What couid Ukraine and Mexico possibly have in common? Many Ukrairuans 
. . 

who 
traveled to Mexico taik about some kind of &&y. 1s it perhaps a combination of 
luxuriant nature with the poverty of colonial fàte? Or, is it an immeasurable depth 
of history - stretching €rom the conquistadors through Aztecs to Maya, iike in our 
case - fcom the C r i  to Trypilians? Or, is it perhaps this saturation of history 
and soii with the blood, suBering, endurance? Or is it a vitaiity which under most 
trying circumstances preserves the strength to love and manifests this Love in the 
Iycical arts side by side with the monumentaiism?] 

Notwithstanding Lavrinenko's rather unconvincin~ argument (ascniing to %hi dlia 

Mekhiko a 'monumentalism'), his insistence on finding the correspondences between 

Ukrainian and Mexican cuitures is quite emblematic; he is simply bemying the symptoms 

of an émigré condition 



As the poetic excerpts in this chapter ihstrate, the poets' embrace of Hispanic 

cuitures was intense and tangible. Theu love for Spanish Ianguage literatures found its 

expression in poetic explorations of Spanish content as weii as in numerous translations 

they had undertaken. That work was not a cal1 ofduty. Ratfier, it stemrned fiom their 

deeply felt need for expansive experiences, Spain (or Spanish Arnerica), with its proud 

people and bullfighting tradition of demg death, offered them an unusual escape 6om the 

narrow confines ofexiie. They have always considered themselves citizens of the Western 

wodd who sirnply happeneci to corne Eorn Ukraine. In fact, it should be pointed out that 

the poets' gravitation toward Spanish motifs had a definite rebeliious ring to it. Like 

eroticism before, the 'Spanisti m' was yet another challenge to the expections of the 

émigré community. 

The freedom of expression, inciuding an unrestricted selection of themes, has 

always been at the heart of the New York Group7s activity. The emergence of the 

'Spanish School' phenomenon, unique in Ukrainian literature, has been a byproduct of that 

artistic Eeedom, longed for and practiced by al1 the poets of the group. Clearly, moreover, 

underiying this 'Spanish turn' among the members of the New York Group was, on the 

one hand, a reluctance on their part to aüow themselves to be ensnared in the typicaliy 

émigré nostalgia, and, on the other hand, an identification with the cosmopolitan mode and 

mood of the modemist and avant-garde rnovements, particuiarly of Spanish and Latin 

he r i can  provenance. No one c m  accuse these poets of not lovhg their own country, but 

they have atways felt at home in America, in Mexico, or, for that matter, in Spain as weU. 

The 'Spanish Schooi' pheoomenon of the New York Group, as I have attempted to 



deiineate it in this chapter, happens to be but a guise of the poets' deeply felt and espoused 

intemationaiism. 



Chapter Seven 

(Post)Modemist Masks: The Aesthetics of the play-  le ment' 

In his 1968 portrait of the New York Group, Iurij Solovij depicted Emma 

Andijewska wearing a mask. Accordmg to him, she aione, among the poets in the group, 

evoked the image of a person who likes disguises- This perception, however, is not 

necessarily a product of Solovij's fancy or his artistic inventiveness, in fact, it rather 

reflects the attitude Andijewska herself cultivated and assumed in her poetry. Her third 

coliwtion Ryba i romiir (1%1), to which I have already referred in the chapter devoted to 

the group's erotica, is a case in point. That book includes a section of her own poetry 

presented as translations of works of two imaginary poets: Aristidimos Likhnos and 

Bambu Bdrumbhu (incidentdy, this Iast name, to camouflage the project even tùrther, 

happened to be a pseudonym of the aiready unreal John Williams). The playfùlness of such 

a literary mystification is so pronounced tbat it cannot escape notice. No wonder Jurij 

Solovij made Andijewska Wear a mask in his portrait. 

Iohan Huiringa, a leading theorist of play in this century, in his seminal work 

Homo Ludens, underscores the secrecy with which play loves to surround itself. He 

- - -- 

1 Even though this chapter deais with the mo&e of poetic expression rather than a speciiic 
theme (traditionally understood as an entity referring to Iiterary content), 1 decided to 
inciude this investigation in the part on thematics because, uitirnately, play engenders 
disguises, and the way words are selected for such a poetic game constitutes a theme of its 
own, ait is conceived "as a u@ïng, integative principle . . . the global signifieci, 
homologous to the cornmon structural denominator emerging fiom aii (or most) formal 
aspects of the literary worK' (Rimrnon-Kenan 15-16). 



tirrther states: 

The "difFerentness" and secrecy of play are most vividly expresseci in "dressing 
up." Here the "extra-ordinary" nature of play reaches perfection. The disguised or 
masked individual "playsyy another part, another being. He is another being. The 
terrors of childhood, open-hearted gaiet. mystic fantasy and sacred awe are all 
indcably entangled in this strange business of masks and disguises (13) 

And yet, 1 shaii argue that toying with the ludic, with aii its tacit imptications, has not been 

Emma Andijewska's exclusive domain within the circle of poets belonging to the New 

York Group. Bohdan Rubchak, for example, although perhaps more implicitly and subtly, 

matches Andijewska's playfùl poetic exuberance with his own version of poetry as a 

creatively, intellectually, and interactively structured histrionic game.2 His manipulation of 

genres and Literary tradition, his games with workand the aporias he inadvertently 

creates through jwctaposing ofien incompatible spheres of discourse al1 make him fimiy 

rooted inludic experimentation. 

The purpose of this chapter is twofold, On the one hmd, 1 shaiitrace the interna1 

evolution that each of the aforementioned poets underwent in histher treatment of the 

play-eiement; on the other, I shaii also attempt to pinpoint the shifis that occurred in their 

poetic texts From the perspective of two dominant trends in the twentieth-century arts and 

litetamer namely modernism and postmodeniism_ W~thin such paradigqi believe, the 

question wonh answering is whether or not it is possible to l o c h e  a borderline between 

these two cultural trends in the poetic outputs of the respective poets, and ifso,how is it 

aesthetidy reified in the texts. 

2 incidentaIly, the words 'mask(s)', 'phy'seem to 6e partiiuïariy cherisiiii 6y Kubchak 
for they figure prominentiy in his oeuvre. 



AU modern discussions of play always involve a polarity of play and seriousness. 

This radical opposition, though questioned by a number of younger theorists of p~ay7' is 

rather pervasive in the classic studies of Johan Huizinga and Roger  aill lois.' Huizinga, for 

example, defines play as "a voluntary activity or occupa.on executed within certain fixed 

lirnits of tirne and place, according to niles freely accepted but absolutely binding, having 

its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy, and the consciousness that it 

is 'dEerent7 fiom 'ordinary ~ife'."~ (28) That 'ordinary Sie' in Huizinga is being 

essentidy identified with seriousness. In other wards,one plays in a ludic spirit, but one 

faces 'ordinary life' in a spirit of seriousness. Bohdan Rubchak expressed this beautifùlly 

in the poem "V kirnnati sta Liuster" F the Room of a Hundred Mirrors]: 

[I ofien put on ornate garments. They 
coIourfùlly giitter on me 

Most notable among them are Jacques Etirmann, Fimes FT. Kans, Wmen Motte, Ruth E. 
Burke. For full citations see Works Cited or ConsuIted. 
4 I am referring here to their Homo Ludens and Man, Play, and Games, respectively. 
5 This d e W o n  seems to underplay the opposition play/seriousness. On p. 13, however, 
there is another definition which b ~ g s  this opposition more to the forefiont. It goes as 
foiiows: "Summing up the forma1 characteristics of play we might cal1 it fiee activity 
standing quite consciously outside 'ordinary' tife as being bot serious,' but at the sarne 
thne absocùing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity connectai with no material 
interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It proceeds witbin its own proper boundaries of 
time and space according to h e d  d e s  and in an orderly manner. It promotes the 
formation of social groupings which tend to m o u d  theruselves with serrecy and to 
stress their difference fiom the common world by disguise or other means." 



on a miniature stage of my intimate theatre. 
But in a naked 

white iight, among the bushes of the Stone orcfiard, 
the attire fades completely, the fajr mask pales, and 
the makeup of grotesque washes O& then 1 
become rnyseif again.] 

Although the opposition play/seriousness poses some problems which even Huinnga 

himself recognized; 1 do find it usefiil as a classificatory device enabling me to 

diierentiate the poets of the New York Group according to the presence or absence of the 

play-element. My understanding of this opposition is rather cornmonsensical. It is dicul t  

not to read the poetry of Andijewska and Rubchak as somehow inherently diverting, 

especially when compared to that ofthe other members of the A certain 

distancing, 'literariness,' ifnot plain artificiality penneate the texts of these two poets - 
qualities which, by and large, are absent in the poetry of Bohdan Boychuk, Yuriy 

Tarnawsky or Vira Vovk For the Latter poets poetry is existentiai, inextricably Linked to 

' r d  We, to the extent that the boundary between Iife and art becomes somewhat blurred. 

That is not to suggest that their poetry is for the most part confessional or 

6 in the beginning ofHomo Ludens fie States: 'FExamuied more crosely, Kowever, the 
contrast between play and seriousness proves to be neither conclusive nor hed. We can 
Say: play is non-seriousness. But apart fiom the h~ that this proposition tells us aathing 
about the positive qualities of play, it is extraordiarily easy to refute* As soon as we 
proceed fiom 'play is non-seriousness' to 'play is not serious,' the contrast Ieaves in the 
Iurch - for some play cm be very serious indeed," (5) 
7 Rubchak's proclivity for playfüiness was noticed by Boychuk very early on. In his letter 
to Rubchak, Boychuk trïed to dissuade the young poet fiom nurturing this side of his 
talent: ' '~AHO R 3anpMhiim: Bami noaii (~m& Hasin B mfi nepion) nyxe 
eiaMi~~i xapmepoicr. He ~ H W ,  'INM ue IIOZIC~TH- BK a b  B cTamI q m u i b ,  a60 
6aB~ecb 3 gIiTaqeicr, Ue ocrame R 6 ~ o n b  ~ O B C ~ M  B ~ K I . U ~ Y ~ E I ,  60 noah  sa n o e m a  
pi% 1406 Hem 6 a ~ m c b "  (28 Jan_ 1956). [One thing 1 aoticed: your poems (even those 
written in the same penod) vary in character. Kou are either in the phase of search or 



autobiographical, but they do fel  and express in their texts the 'heaviness' or absurdity of 

life.' In that sense, their poetry is serious rather than playfiil. And yet, 1 am weli aware 

that such a distinction poses another problem if one wants to adhere to the conception of 

play presented by Huizinga. According to him poetry (poiesis) is a play-function, an4 

moreover, it will never rise to the levei of senousness (1 19). in other wordq it is 

inherently 'extra-ordiiary' and immutably removed h m  'ordima@ life. 1 believe that this 

apparent contradiction stems fiom the double nature of play. For it is both an activity 

rooted in intention and an outcome of such an activity. If one accepts the broad view that 

aii creative activity is animated by a strong Iudic spirit, then indeed aii poetry might be 

perceived as a play-tùnction. But even within such an assumption, one should be able to 

recognize that a playtùl activity does not necessady lead to a playtùl outcome, or, to put 

it differently, play does not aiways rmlt  in a plaything. 

Going back to Andijewska and Rubchak, i would like to point out that in addition 

to their shared interest in the play-element they both seem to display a preference for 

traditional poetical forms such as stanza, meter, rhyme (though imperfect - assonance, 

dissonance, consonance - rather than perfect); both also seem to exhibit a propensity to 

expenment with such classical genres as, for exampIe, the sonnet. This return to tradition 

simpIy play with the reader. The Iatter 1 wouId prefer to dispense with, because poetry is. 
too serious a matter to play with.] 
8 This 'heaviness' of life especially pemeates the poetry of Bohdan Boychuk. In the letter 
to Rubchak in which he tried to convince him not to play with the reader, he also 
propounds his own understandimg of what poetry is: ' n o a k  ue raocb 60mo9e, uocb 
BeJIHKe, - Ue C j T b  YCbOïO, BOHa PO- 3 ~1ryrpÜU~b0r ~ ~ X O B H O ~  KOH~SHOCTE~.. ." 
(Jan. 28, 1956). [Poetry - it is something tllII of pain, something monumental, - it's the 
essence of everything, it is bom out of h e r  spintual necessity ...] Tarnawsky's poetry, on 
the other hana fiom the very beginning, by foregrounding the images expressing the 



both in formai (poetics) and cultural (context/convention) aspects has some affinity, in my 

opinion, to what Linda Hutcheon d e m i e s  as one of the defining principles of 

postrnodemism, namely "'the presence of the past" (4). She emphasizes, however, that in 

order to cal1 such a retum a postmodernist one, it has to be first and foremost criticai and 

problematized rather than merely nostalgie (4). It is also weU established that play, parody, 

pastiche lie at the core of the postmodernist project. What concems me in this chapter is 

not only the extent to which these attributes are present in the poetry of the poets thus 

discussed, but also the character of the playtulness employed by them. Can it be labeled 

postmodernist? Or, perhaps, notwithstanding ail that postmodemist colouring, 

ideologïcally, it is still deeply rooted in modemism. 

So far I have focused on sirnilarities between Andijewska's and Rubchak's ars 

poetica, simply because i wanted to set them apart from the other members of the New 

York Group. It would be a mistake, however, to think that their approaches to the play- 

element are the same. Aithough on the level of laquage itself(i.e., on the level of 

experimenting with its materiaiity, sound especiaiiy) there is indeed a strong resemblance. 

Both poets seem to espouse an alliterative technique in building a iiie and play with words 

for sound effects, thus often bracketing the meaning for example, in Andijewska: 'Tabto 

@imcx cy3ip7~ 1 ïy60m ~ O J I ~ ~ H W K  nopymmn" [A constellation lost in a shroud 1 The 

lip has disturbed the doves' abode] (Kurv opostin' 12 ) or in Rubchak: 

contingency of death and Ge, makes that very Life seem, not uniike in Aiben Camus' - 

oeuvre, quite absurd. 



[Don't believe in poems and dreams: 
mouming, and roa., and swirl. 
Out of a brew of magic herbs 
Each poem is condensed.] 

One should emphasize, however, that on the whole that kind of wordplay is more 

characteristic of Andijewska's poetry thm Rubchak's. Retuming to the diierences, they 

mostly stem Iiom the distinct attitudes each poet exhibits toward the creative process 

itself, These attitudes, to some extent, coincide with what Nietzsche called the Dionysian 

and the Appolonian; the first being instinchiai, inationai, ecstatic, unbounded, the second 

being rationai, restrained, mediated, bdanced- Ifwe measure the poetry of the two 

respective poets with such a yardstick, then Andijewska will end up in the Dionysian camp 

and Rubchak in the Apolionian one. 

Roger Caillois, an important theorist of play, follows Huizinga's mode1 of play 

quite closely, except that he refiites the latter's insistence on agon as the essence of every 

play activity. Caillois tums his attention aiso to sames, which Huizinga by and large 

ignores, and classifies them in four broad categories: agon (cornpetitive games), alea 

(games of chance), mirnicry (make-believe games), and ilm (vertige, or games dominated 

by confusion and diwray). What is useful in CaiIlois' work for my own purposes is that 

he also introduces two attitudiial poles or 'kays of playing" (53) which fùrther qualii 

these four categories. They are @dia, characterked by turbulence, fiee improvisation, 

fmtasy, and luchrs, identitied with constraint, arbitrary rules, effort, ingenuity (13). The 

attniutes of these two attitudinal modes bear some resemblance to the previously 

mentioned, Nietzschean, famous opposition between the Dionysian and Apoiionian ways 

ofviewing the world. Hence, 1 see Emma Andijewska's use of the play-element more in 



the pidia mode and Bohdan Rubchak's more in the 1utfrr.s mode. Andijewska's 

spontaneous, immediate, childlike associations contrast vividy with Rubchak's more 

structured, inteiiectuaiized, allusive poetic constmcts. 

On the other hand, even though these are the general tendencies, one can discem 

the shifts in Andijewska's poetry, going fiom the more struwed '1udic7 to the more 

improvised 'paidic7 treatment of the play-elt?ment Her 'as if translations fiom the already 

mentioned collection Rvba i rozmir are quite iüustrative. In a letter to Bohdan Boychuiq 

dated 21 December 1964, Andijewska cals her 'ïlionysü" (this is a cycle of poerns by 

Aristidirnos Likhnos) a mockery. She said: 'be He epmilira, a nac~iru~a" [this is not 

erotica, it7s a mockery]. Nohvïthstanding her comment about 'DionysC this cycle does 

invoke hornoerotic themes. Moreover, interestingly, her irnaginary poets Aristidimos 

Likhnos and John Wiiarns (Andijewskadescribes the latter as an Afro-Arnerican bom in 

Harlem) either depict the minorities (be it in semai orientation or race) or actuaily belong 

to hem, In the early 1960% when these teas were publis& both homosemials and fia- 

Americans were considered marginai groups, Playing with the notion of alterity on 

Andijewska's part is not coincidental. It very much reilects the feelings she and her 

colleagues experienced as young émigré poets realizing thernselves in America. But that 

kind of structured, 'ideologicai' playhg is an exception d e r  than a d e  in Andijewska7s 

poetry. Her subsequent collections represent an incessant string of metaphors, 

metonymies, wordplay, all grounded in a 'stilt.-We' desaiptiveness, discontinuity and 

chance. Here are a few examples, the first fiom the poem '%forsYka terasa" [A Seashore 

Tenace], the second fiom the poem'%penikolyvan"' pegrees of Vibrations],and the 

third one fiom the poem 'Wavkolo magnolii" [Around Magnolia]: 



Kike a net, having pulled a cake out of the delta 
Of air and put it on a tray instead of a roll - 
Let the sea close by nuzzle rny calves 
With a wet nose, so neither aBiction nor misfortune be present.] 

P O X ~ B ~  iy6~a, H k ,  Khb~a P H ~ H H ,  - 
He crin -- Kopoea -- imep'q C ~ M ~ H M # ,  

Ae OKO - Wjic~icn - B L ~ O B ~  HaKOMBPHWK 
fi nom - nh ce& - cmosi ~peGe. (Znaky. Tarok 142) 

[A pink sponge, knife, and a few smdl fish, - 
Not a table -- a cow - serene interior, 
Where an eye - puIls reaiity and fields of force 
hto a long rnosquito net.] 

Mamonho r y p ~ y n ~  B nepemy 
I htapMyp, uo  nemocmy - . r a ~  BHpamo, 
~ M ~ H H B  ~o~anbriicn, i - m b n  ~op03iti - 
3 ycix nerem, uo  - nepeeo-oprair. @khitekturni ansambli 21 1) 

Magnolia was jostled to bend 
And a marble, which with a petal - so cIearIy, 
Changed tonaiity, and - the traces of corrosion - 
From al1 the lungs - an organ-tree.] 

Bohdan Rubchak's toying with the ludic is not as conspicuous in his 6rst collection 

Kaminnvi sad (1956) as in his more mature poetry. Nonetheless the seeds of playfulness 

had been planted at an early stage. Hence the poem "V kimnati sta fiuster," quoted earlier 

and which opens this collection, already points to his awareness ofa certain theatricality in 

ail creative endeavors. Despite the fact that on the whole the modernist, existentid, and 

purely imagist qualities prevail in that lira book, the aiiusiveness, intertextuality, and 

playhg wÏth the cultural emblems of the past, typicaI of Rubchak's subsequent poetry, 



also have their ongin in this £irst collection Here we 6nd a reference to Shakespeare's 

Hamlet, to Mann's main character of the Buddenbrooks saga; we encounter intimations to 

the traditions of both Athens (Orpheus) and Jenisalem (The Song of Songs). This 

"presence of the past" or intertextual play is nof, however, 1 shall argue, parodic in nature. 

His dialogue with the figures of literary traditions both Western (Balzac, Baudelaire, 

Goethe) and native ükrainia. (Vyshensky, Kotliarevsky, Franko, Antonych) as weii as his 

invocation of famous literary characters (Cassandra, Dante's Francesca of Canto V, 

Inferno, Faust, Don Juan, to name just a few) all spring from veneration rather than the 

desire on the poet's part to subvert this gandeur of hurnanist tradition. 1 discern in 

Rubchak's poetry a certain longing for continuity, 1 sense aspirations to be inextricably 

Iinked to the riches of cultural mata thus evoked: 

Xpmame~amr sno m e  He csinrrbc~t 
B eeqopax, u o  MOB m, MOB IIOJIWH. 

B H ~ M  Hem€ BXe WCU~I MhU)7, 

OKC~MZETHHX nopo~ci~ i BHH. 



[Today No Longer Flowers 
(Reading Baudelaire) 

Evil no longer shines through chqsanthemum 
in the evenings which are like a venom, üke a wonnwood. 
There is no more roorn in it for the moon, 
velvety vices and whe. 

There is no gold-bladed rain in it, 
even none of the velvet's c&eap idhies: 
Satan of sober rnadness 
Sent off a poisonous smoke into the dwellings. 

Do not se&, dear, evil in the summer stars. 
[ts pure, bloodless fiost 
is produced in the laboratories 
without poerns, without spoiiedposes. 

In stony finite solitude 
which has forgotten despair and pain, 
1 see your rolling tears 
and Unmensely envy you.] 

The poet ofien employs irony and Iess so the grotesque, but dismisses their 

subversive potentiai; the ironic tone which permeates his more ment poetry is brought 

forth as a device for playfid probiag of communicative possibiiities between terd andthe 

reader. For exarnple, in the opening stanza of the poem Toetychnyi khlib" poetic Bread] 

the premise of what poetry should constitute is immediately debunked with irony: 

[One should knead such bread 
that it would contain both pde and humility, 
so it would make a meai for the sick and a venom for the sated, 
but 1 am neither a baker aor a prosecum] 

The last stam in this poem: 



[And the world's wi l  - animai, offensive - 
1 WU pass by on the viaducts of dreams 
and reveal the poplar's sorrow 
on Sunday, d e r  good dinner.] 

is a far cry Eiom the metaphysical qualities ascnid to poetic activity in his early poem 

mymm n H u r  cyn, mrla rone 6y-m myKa-rn - cytb 6y-m. 
Biary~am rrpomip:  ni^ ropcrmc maxie naneiro, 
eintcy3a-m sac: ZLimi p m y u  a ~ o p m  neuepax, 
i ~~COJUOTHHM B ~ ~ O M  po3yhfEM csin nem, nome. (Kaminnyi sad 52) 

[To seek only the essence, to se& ody the bare existence - the tmth of being, 
To feel space: the flight ofblack buds in the distance, 
to feel the:  distinct drawings in the black caves, 
and to understand your day through the wind's absolute, oh, poet.] 

The seriousness of tone in this poem contrasts vividly with the somewhat cynical and even 

mildly subversive underpinnings of "Toeqchnyi khiib." In the latter poem, Rubchak 

alludes to the century year-old rnodernist formula of 'art-for-art's sake' with a 

considerable dose of skepticism and sarcasm. Possibly because of this shifi in tone, in Poza 

tradvtsii, John Fizer characterizes Rubchak's Iate poetry as foiiows: "... yce qacTiure y 

[. .- more and more tiequently Rubchak's poetry focuses on the absurdity of life, the 

metaphysical emptiness of symbolic reality, the absence of the steadfast foundation of the 

rationa1 conception of the wor1d.l Yet, 1 wouid argue, the poet's mistrust of metaphysical 

substance either in iXe or in poetry, &dent especially in his Iate poetry, does not have 



nitrilistic or undermining overtones. On the contrary, Rubchak does not question the 

validity of the accepteci order of things, be it on moral or aesthetic planes, but he does like 

to reveal its weaknesses. Moreover, ha very ofien uses cultural emblems as vehicles for 

expressing his own personal dilemmas. For example, in the poem '2uk Fiokteta" 

[Philoctetes' Bow], he contemplates his own poetic return after many years of silence, 

ushg the Greek mythological figure of Philoctetes: 

a B ~ e ~ i  MOR mpnicn i COPOM, MIE m i ~  i M ~ G  cKeM. (Krylo [karove 13) 

[... and, maybq 1 shall return. Out of death as a slender narcissus, 
faultless, blue. For aiI the pain and the clouds' rags 
1 will give a sharp response to the sun's cordiai challenge. 
L wili congeal @ce a bas-relief on the heze. With an icy breete 
I will breathe to change a nightmare into a crystal nightmare. 

But now 1 am with myself. My j u e d  island 
gins the chapped ribs of rocks every moming. 
Above me the seagutls, transparent Quests, dance, 
below me the timeiess space in its toothiess anger 
chides outfalis, springs, dwelkngsy roots, buds, - 
and within me there is my pride and sharne, my rise and my pain-] 

As the Iegend has it, the great archerr Philoctetes, was bitten by a snake on his way to 

Troy. Abandoned and forgotten by his fkiends, he spwt nine miserable years on the island 

Lemnos. It turned out, howwer, that the destruction of Troy required Philoctetes' bow 



and his skiils as a warrior. In the end, healed of his wound, he killed Paris with the arrows 

of Heracles, and the city of Troy eventuaiiy felL Undoubtedly, Rubchak also has great 

confidence in his weapon, Le. poetry, and is hopefùl that his art cm d e  a diierence and 

will eventuaiiy bring hirn deserved recognition_ This beiief in the power afpoetry, its 

transfomative and almost transcendental quality, clearly betrays the poet's modemh 

posture. 

Rubchak's foregoundhg of the d e  interactive or communiaive aspects of 

piayiül activity invokes yet another model of play, this time, the one presented by Jacques 

Ehrmann. For him, play is economy, communication, and articulation, Le., "opening and 

closing of and through language" (56). He tiirther rejects the opposition of play and redity 

(OC seriousness) as false and unproductive, 'Taci~tex~cantains in itself its ownreality, 

which in essence (or by nature!) is put into play by the words which make it up. . . . In 

other words, the distinguishing characteristic of reality is that it is played," (56) In this 

modei, culture, play, and game are al1 foms of communication. Players are at once the 

subject and the object of the play- WhatL fbd usefiiland valuable in this theory is 

Ehrmann's insistence on the articulative relation of player to player, player to game, and 

game to world. Using this scheme as another classificatory tool, I would categorize Emma 

Andijewska's poetry as the one that privileges the dynamics between player (writer) and 

game (text), and Bohdan Rubchak's poetry as the one that foregrounds the relation of 

player to player, i-e., the relation which manifests itseifin the communication between a 

d e r  (via texts) and readers in the act of reading By juxtaposing various types of 

discourse, by creating poetic puns that highlight the ambiguity of words, by constantly 

forcing us to waver between poeq  as communicationof some idea or feelinPsepmk 



from the text and our awareness of how the text is generated by quirks of tanguage rather 

than by reai-iife situations, the poet requires his reader to reconsider the reading process, 

forces herlhirn to participate in the creative process, and makes problematic a conventional 

approach to his texts. From this angle Rubchak's ludic poetry may weli be part of a 

postmodernist artistic project, althou& on the other hand, he never really d l s  into 

question the humanist universalist conceptions ocmeaning and centre. Previous styles, 

works, traditions are played with, but never doubted; paraphrased, yet at the same tirne 

cherished and accepted. This is particuiarly evident in the first part of the poem ''Monoloh 

kapitana Eiheba" [The Monologue of Captain Ahab], where Heman Melville's personage 

tiom Mobv Dick is invoked: 

[At last, my white h a l e  
you're emerging tiom my depths. 
i've been waiting for you - for the bouquet 
of nightmares, water and fog 



As a child t lay in wait for you 
in the coral pictures of books, - 
already then 1 preserved you warmly 
in my veins, 

bringing as a barefooted boy 
a warm pack of simple words: 
1 was sending to you rny defenseless emissaries 
for dark dealings. 

Everything for you. Everything through you. 
Now al1 is a sea-deep wretch. 
With a sickly white vapor 
the thoughts got thickened and dimmed.] 

Unlike Rubchak, Andijewska by and large seems to be oblivious to the issues of 

reception. Hers is the world of seifkontained poetic consuucts. the world in which the 

word reigns supreae, even though dislocation, surprise, ambiguity, so conspicuous in her 

oeuvre, fiequently suspend the logical tùnctions of that very word. However, it is this 

faithfùiness to the authority of the word, the acceptance of its centrality and autonomy 

which situates Andijewska's poetic output finniy in modemism, The playtùIness of her 

poetry is the byproduct of the game she seems to play with the langage itseIf. The 

intertextuality, so central to Rubchak, takes a back seat in Andijewska's ars poeticag 

There can be no doubt, however, that she is quite mindfui of the postmodemist 

underpinnings of the contemporary cultural scene. For example, the poem 

"PPrymnizhenymy ochyrna" [with Ha-Closed Eyes] which opens her recent collection 

Although, by no means, it is absent. Like Rubchak, she aiso displays a penchant for the 
ancient Greek décor and Greek mythological figures. (CE "Dionysiin in Ryba i rozmir and 
"Antychni reministsentsit" in Arkhitektumi ansambli.) One can aiso discem in her poetry 
an intertextua1 play with various kinds of folk iiteratures. Yet, again, 1 wodd argue that 
these tendencies are not as dominant as is the case with Rubchak 



Mezhyichchia pand between Rivers, 19981 demonstrates Andijewska's take (no doubt 

ironic7 judging by the title) of what postmodernism is all about: 

[There is no Being. There is only a chopped monologue of 
Objects. Everywhere - parts instead of the whole. 
The only retreat - a neurasthenic colour 
That bums spleen and hearing with a match.] 

This s t a m  ironically foregrounds the postmodem contesting of metaphysicai premises, it 

aiso points to postmodemism's preference for fragmentation and discontinuity rather than 

totality and continuity. 

Yet another aspect which moves Andijewska doser to the modemist end on a 

continuum between modemism and postmodemism is her priviieging of ethics. 

Throughout her poetic output she evinces a strongly dehed sense of what is right and 

what is wrong, perhaps echoing Kant's categorical imperative. The typical postmodemist 

relativism in the sphere ofethics (which incidentaiiy goes back to Nietzsche's 

perspectivism, i-e., his famous formula that there is no truth, only interpretations) is 

consistently foreign to Andijewska. Herbert Grabes, for instance, asserts that "one of 

postmodernism's most prominent features is the suiving toward a pan-aestheticism which 

reverses the subordination of aesthetics to ethics." (13) Expiicit in her prose, irnplicit in 

her poetty, the ever-present undercurrent of clearly dehed moral values does not do 

justice to such a reversai, at Ieast not in Andijewska's case. The ethical issues are as 

important to her as aesthetics itself. Her collection Ryba i rozmir* for example, includes a 

chapter entitied Y? ttsyklu pro dobro i do" From the Cycie on Good and Evil] in which 



she contemplates various aspects of religious and metaphysical approaches to the divine. 

In a poem 'Zakony bozhestve~osty" [Laws of the Divine] she embarks on a dialogue 

with God, questioning His efficacy in the face of evil: 

4 0  ~ a e i ~ a  eci -ri csirna q 6 o ~ e ~ p 1 i  
Po3rutaa~i ~aniao  i Hanpano 
(O nno-rb ~ i a  n n h ,  K ~ O B  e h  ayxa ~poea)  
He ~incsim Tsoa 6narona~i, 

[To revive breath out of nonbeing, 
Out of this confùsion and declare: 'Be!" 
Why, oh God, you felt to mark 
This world with such a heavy finger, 

That even ail those cubic meters of light 
Scattered left and right 
(Oh, flesh from flesh, blood fiom the spirit's blood) 
Are not the reflections of your grace 

But black pits where murderers 
Throw corpses. And that other ray 
Which wanted to shine dies under feet. 

And for the mourner with a candle in han4 
Who came to give some Iight to the dead, 
Suddenly you show Satan's face.] 

This poem, expticit as it is in its metaphysicai and ethical nimuiations, is not an exception. 

One should emphasize that ethical concems penneate many of her poems. It is just that 



they are not always as conspicuous. Perhaps they are sometimes missed because of her 

often uncontrolIed verbosity. On the other hand, notwithstanding such a strong display of 

a moral centre, one c m  also easily argue that Andijewska's other tendency, a tendency 

toward open, associative, and indetenninate poetic texts with a piethora of incongmous 

juxtapositions of images, toward poetry as a playfùi process of exploring verbai fields 

rather than a presentation of a coherent viewpoint or an emotional reaction to some aspect 

of social or personai reality could place her well in a postmodernist camp.'0 The poem 

TZmina" [A Change], for instance, rnanifests such a high degree of opaqueness that in a 

way it makes a mockery out of any interpretive enterprise: 

Ao~rcirtsÜr 3 c m  URTOK i p m ~  
k3 BmOBXeHHRM (B uelrrpi) Ha ~L~BTOHZI. 

3a~im r o n i ~  - nsi -pi ( ~ C O K )  amewi. 
E;hbxpM ~ y n i  - ronoc, - Oapmo~ - 

10 Ihab Hassan, for example, posits indeterrninacy, derived fiom Nietzsche's thought? as a 
basic feature of postmodernïsm He descnies this indeterminacy as embracing many 
features: the rejection of the human being as the measuse of d value; the portraya1 of the 
subject as a fiction; and the recognition of 'facts' as perspectives or interpretations (The 
Postmodern T m  47-54; The Dismemberment of Omheus 268-69). As 1 evidenced in my 
essay on Andijewska, there is no doubt that she does dispLay a tendency to manifest the 
reality of the poem as a pure fiction as weU as rnakes ber poems very impersonal, devoid 
of the hurnaa agent ("Elementy dehumanizatsii" 13; t 7). 



[Surroundings are ail spots and retinas 
With an elongation (in the centre) of halltones. 
instead of heads - there are two or three (sand) antennas. 
Billiard balls - a voice, a bacitone - 

Every tirne a tauter (pulse of mooring) tent 
Which rattles and - pigeons' fligbt. - 
Consciousness - dry vaileys of glimmer 
Which take the abrupt gosr higher and higher. 

The inside spins so slowLy - 
That in an instant the wave took it away, - 
It covered clutches and hid the blade. - 
A heavy pen haived 
An ameba-globe with the heaps of goodness 
And for the next one -- out of a new circle -- a hat.] 

One could argue that Andijewska, being also an artist, simply describes here her process of 

drawing or painting, but one has to admit thatthe obscutity of the images in this particular 

poem is t d y  overwhelming. Andijewska's oscillation between the poems as kind of 

exercises in verbai play with a cIear-cut disregard for the meaning and the poems 

semanticdy 'loaded' so to speak, paradoxically make her poetry stylisticaily uniform and 

yet simultaneously diverse and complex This double-edged,. equivocal quality of her 

poems greatiy contriiutes to the difficulty of convincingly classifjing her as a poet, and 

especially hw late poetry as either dezidedly modemist or decidedly postmodernist." 

Admittedly, of al1 the poets of the New York Group, Andijewska defies attempts at 

classification the most. 

'' Prof Marko Pavlyshyn of Monash University, in the private conversation with @e 
author of this thesis, expresseci an opinion that to him Andijewska is dehetely an example 
of a postmodernist poet. 



Nevenheless, in conclusion, 1 would l i e  to insist that in spite of the employment 

of some typicdly postmodemist techniques, namely play, intenextuality, irony, 

indetenninacy; ideologically (or philosophically) both poets seem to be unable or, more 

Iikely, unwiiiing to reject or subvert the metanarratives (using Lyotard's terminology) of 

the humanist tradition. Their position may best be dehed as liminal with respect to a 

continuum modernism/postmodernism~ The masks they Wear may have a postmodemist 

tinge, but the faces behind them are nonetheless modernist. 



P a r t  F o u r  

LIMINALW TRANSITIONS, OR MAPPtNG TEE GAP 

We may be living in limiltal rimes, at the threshold of changes in the human mearure 
more profootd than we imagine; or we tnay be simpiy living throzrgh the ordinmy 
nighimme of historyfiom which there is no awakening. 

Ihab Hassan, The Postmodern Tum: Essays in Postmodern Theoq and Culture 



Chapter Eight 

From Surreaîiim to Postmodemism: Prelimiap1, tirniaairand Postliminal-Eoetic 

Realities 

Ever since Victor Turner introduced the concept of liminaiity in his 

anthropological theory, it has found its usetulness also in literary studies. The concept has 

proven quite fniittùl in discussions ofliterature. which entail a variety of transitionalstates. 

According to Turner, the liminai condition is "necessarily ambiguous" because it eludes 

and slips through "the network of ciassifications that nonnally locate states and positions 

in cultural space" (The Ritual Process 95). Furthemore, he states: 

Liminal entities are neither here nor ke;thereare betwixt andbetween the 
positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremonial. As 
such, their arnbiguous and indeterminate attributes are expressed by a rich variety 
of symbols in the many societies that ritualize social and cultural transitions. Thus, 
iïminality is kequently iikened to d e e t o  beingin the womb, ta invisihility, to 
darkness, to bisexuality, to the wilderness, and to an eclipse of the sun or moon. 
(951 

Much of Turner study seems particularly applicable. ta mappiq the New York Group's 

creative, assembling, and exilic trajectories. One should not forget, however, that his 

concept of Illninaiity has its ongin in AnioldvanGeMep's processuai analysk of the rites 

of passage. Van Gt?~ep  distinguishes three phases of passage tiom one situation to 

another or from one social world to. anather preliminal@esof separation), liminai(ntes 

of transition), and postluninal (rites of incorporation) (1 1). Each phase has its signs - 
preliminai invokes break& with the pastdepamre and.deathsymbols;iimh&inertness 

and indeterminacy symbols; and postlimid, stabihy and sharing symbols. 



Turner, who made limindity his specialty, sees in van Gennep's use of prefixes 

attached to the adjective 'Liminal' an attempt to signal the ceatrality of lhhl i ty  and a 

move to indicate the peripheral position of the two other phases. But van Gennep 

concedes that "in specific instances these three types are not always e q d y  important or 

equally elaborated" (1 1). In other words, he seems to suggest that one should pay as much 

attention to the liminal situation as to that which precedes ar hlows it&r eachphase 

holds great importance and plays a role in the change of social status. in the first phase of 

transition in the rites of passage, that of sepatio& thete is a time of distancin@orn the 

earlier period, place or state in the cultural or social contexî. [n the last phase of this 

process, the time of reaggrrgation, there is a return ta a stahle positiogalso socially 

Iocated, but at a level that is different from the one in the first phase, because it entails a 

transformation of social status. Between these two phases there is the hinai,-ie,"a time 

and place of withdrawal from normal modes of social action" (Ritual Process 167). 

In this chapter 1 shall employ vanGennep7s tripartite scheme as wellas Tunier's 

insights on Iiminality in order to argue that the New York Group7s poetic evolution 

betrays the signs of the process in whichonecandistinguishpreliminal,iiminai and 

postlirnind phases. As 1 have previously intimated, the poets' activity and output can be 

divided into two distinct penods or phasex t h e p u p  (or 'vocal') periodJiom L956 to 

1971; and the 'one-man-show7 (or individual) period, fiom 1972 up to the present Ume. 

The latter, 'individual,' period, howevqlends itselfto afimher subdivision: the 'sident' 

years of the 1970s and the early 1980s, and the 'reinvigorated' years of the second half of 

the 1980s and the 1990s. These dates and de&mtbns arcof course, approximate+. but 

they do reflect something of the changing mood and cbaracter of this poetic movement 



and of the gathering and the dispersal of its energies. Thus, 1 would claim that the 

transition fiom the homogenous, purely mode& mode of the 'vocal' period (preliminal) 

to the individually diversified modes of the late 1980s and the 1990s (postliminal) would 

not have been possible had it not passed through the indeterminate, ambiguous, impure, 

(post)modernist phase of the silent 1970s (lininai), a decade of soul-searching and 

reevaluation of the group and individuai accomplishments. It should be stresse4 however, 

that while ail the poets experienced the preliminai, only some of them have reached the 

postliminai. Vasylkivska and Kylyna lefi the group at the preliminal and the liminal stages, 

respectively; on the other hand, Andijewska and Rubchak have remained at the liminai, 

(post)rnodernist level. Only Boychuk., Vovk, and Tarnawsky actualiy moved to the 

postliminai phase, although not necessarily in the same direction. The first two poets 

reestablished themselves as unequivocai modernists, whereas Tarnawsky chose the 

postmodeniist path. ' 
W e  it is m e  that W t y  is central to Tuner, his contribution, mainly Ritual 

Process, aiso recognizes the importance of a diaiectkal interplay between structure 

(prelirninal and postliminal) and anti-structure (liminal):' 

-. . For hdividuals and groups, social life is a type of dialectricai [sic] process that 
involves successive expenence of high and low, communitas and structure, 
homogeneity and diierentiation, equaiity and inequality. The passage from lower 
to higher status throu* a ümbo of statuslessness. (97) 

' As 1 wiil show below, his most recent long poem "Misto kyiv ta iam" [The City of Sticks 
and Holes] exhibits a decisive postmodemist bent. 
2 By 'sttucture' Turner means "a more or less distinctive arrangement of specialized 
mutuaüy dependent institutions and the institutiond organization of positions andfor 
actors which they imply" (167). One should aiso note that for anti-structure he has another 
designation, Le., communitas. According to him, communitas 'hresents society as an 
undifferentiated, homogeneous whole, in which individuais conûont one another 
integraily, and not as 'segrnentalized' into statuses and roles7' (177). 



In this chapter 1 also want to argue that there is a direct correlation between the changes 

in the poets' creative approaches and the evolution that the New York Group itseif 

undenvent, Therefore, as far as the progression of the assembly alone is concemed, using 

Turner's formulations, one can discern the mavement fiom shvcrlrre (the 'vocal' period) 

to anfi-strtrcaue (the 'dent' 1970s) and back to structure or re-stmcrure (the 

'reinvigorated' 1990s). The m e s  and the sixties to the New York Group were aii about 

seeking power and statu, and about detaching itself fiom the émigré institutions of MUR 

and "Slovo." The seventies w i t n e s s e d ~ w d a c t i v i t i e s ,  and camaraderie 

without the assembling aspirations. The nineties saw the wiIl to reaggregate mainly 

because of the efforts to sustain the puhlishing af the journal Svito-wd. 

[t ensues from the above that the shifi in the group's intemal structure, i.e. a 

loosening of the cohesiveness of its b o u n ~ c o i n c i d e s  with the shifl in the members' 

aesthetic attitudes and practices. No longer is the modemist premise overbearïng the 

poets' writings. On the contrary, beginningwith the L970s, one can disceni aqualitative 

transition from the decisively modernist~surrealist posture to the more ambiguous, 

indeterminate stance vis-à-vis the then emer- postmodemist trends as weii as vis-à-vis 

the still entrenched and active modernist practices. Their output in the seventies and the 

early eighties refi ects andior incorporates quite a few elernents that can be labeled 

postmodemist, But they are inexüicably intertwined with modernist assumptions and 

come across more as the uimmings than the main dish L contend that this impure, miced, 

modernist/postmodem-st hybridized quality of the poetry coming 6om that p e n d  belongs 

to the reaim of the liminai. Hence, my use of this term necessarily entails hybriâization, 



indeterminacy, irnpurity, and the disintegration of the hierarchicai distinction between high 

and popuiar culture. 

in the previous chapter E chose to broach my discussion of (post)modeniist 

aitributes by focusing on the piayfulness found in Rubchak's and Andijewska's oeuvre. 1 

came to the conclusion that their poetry, aod especialiy iate poetry, exhibits rnany features 

which postmodernism could claim as its own. However, the modernist premises are still 

very much with them. Cunsequently, their position c m  be at best characterizai as liminal 

on the modernist/postmodernist continuum. In this chapter 1 expand the issue by 

examining the texts ofthe rernaining members of the goup and by going. beyond the 

liinai. In order to elucidate the qualitative shifis that occurred in the poets' oeuvre since 

the early seventies, E shall first examine the extensiveness of the surreaiist vision in their 

work of the Zlocal' prelimind period, then contras the group's avant-garde posture with 

that of their American counterparts, nameiy the poets of the Beat Generation, and fmally 

proceed to discuss the liminai and podimind phases, focusing especidly on the interplay 

between modernism and postmodernism as reflected in the texts thernselves. 

Surreaiism, as approached and practiced by the members of the New York Group, 

does not manifest itself soleiy in the more or less &thfiil application of the surrealist 

poetics. It is aiso embedded in the vey  attitudes toward art and Iife that the poets 

assumed. Fust and foremost, the desire for complete fieedom, the desiire for creative 

nonconformism, characteristic for ail who evolved toward mealism, remains invariabIy 

centrai to al1 the endeavors of the New York Group. Overcurning the bamer between 

reason and the instinctud depths, reflectd in the patent expioitation of eroticism, also 

figures quite prominently in the poets' output. F d *  y, the forqrounding of [ove as the 



source of unity and release as weii as the emphasis on self-exploration and, perhaps, self- 

revelation, al1 point to the surrealist mode of perception and individuation. Of course, 

these attniutes are not evenly entertained by the individuai members of the group nor are 

they equdy present in their oeuvre. But, to a lesser or greater degree7 each of them 

reveds at least some aspect of the spirit of surrealism. It is my contention that the 

surrealist project was particularly determinative and constitutive of the group's poetic 

formation. But this is a view that others have questioned. 

Bohdan Boychuk, for example, Iooking back at the gtoup's achievements and 

giving his assessrnent of the poetry of each individual member, challenges tagging Emma 

Andijewska as a surrealist.%e believes that her 'surrealism' is too idiosyncratic to 

warrant such a label and does not have much in common with its Western counteqart: 

[. . . we can talk perhaps about idiosyncratic surrealism, because 1 don't have any 
other fitting term, but not in the Westernsense- This is through and through 
Andijewska's individual 'surrealism,' one that is thoroughly Eastern, or, if you 
prefer, Ukrainian For in evety metaphor,-iniiîeraiiy every ihe7 thereader will 
stumble on a word, or an image, or an allusion . . . that springs fiom the depths of 
the ükrainian past.] 

- - - - -  - 

' in bis article 'Qekii'ka dumok pro N7iu-lorb'ku hnipu" he writes: 'Kpimmq (i 
Hequmrry rn OT amop Ga mami  qamo Hamramrcir 06~emi-m E m y  A W ~ C B C ~ K ~  
~animioro 'c~>ppeanicr', ~ o m  x Eawacami ~i 3 wcr̂ sorri." (23) me critics(andnon- 
critics, as the author of this article) frequentiy suove to limit Emma Andijewska with a tag 
'surreaiist,' when the case is that Emmais aii hy herseIfand ofno one 's willl There can 
be no doubt that Boychuk opposes here the view advanced especidy by Volodymyr 
Denhavyq the critic who was overly harsh inhis c~mments to the poet's 6rst collection 
Chas boliu. 



Boychuk fails to concede, however, that the choice of laicon alone cannot engender the 

surrealist character of a poem. Rather, meality emerges from the unusual juxtapositions 

of words, images, and thoughts, al1 alludimg to the 'presentness' of reality (which thus 

becomes super-reality) and to the inherent instability of experience. Andijewska's poems 

abound in such juxtapositions and her imputed 'Ukrainianness' is simply irrelevant here. 

She delights in the incongnious, in the unconventional, if not plain bizarre: 

[Animals dnp fiom the fingers.] 

[He blows the bel1 likes a sleeve. 
His body has a river instead of a hand 
And a few hooks to hold marquises over the 

counter.] 

[Goose bumps of the sky 
Starlings gathered into the bowl.] 

In fact, her vision, tvith its stress on the marveiious and the spontaneous, closely correlates 

to the surrealist principles, advocated originalty by Andre Breton. Andijewska7s imagery 

strongly evinces the desire to transcend ordinary life and to undermine logical language. 

She has an extraordinary ability to irnpart abstract properties to the concrete or vice 



verq4 or even to provoke laughter.' These charactenstics, together with contradiction, 

negation of physical properties, concealment, halIucinatory aspects, according to Breton 

Lie a the hart of what constitutes the surreaiist image (38). For Breton, the surrealist 

image is precisely the surprishg juxtaposition of images of disparate realities. 

Andijewska's surrealist poems, not uniike those of the French predecessors, bedder by 

their often absurd association of images, images that are t?om sharply ditFerent contexts: 

[The road lifted like a flame. 
[n the air the horse of molasses gdlops 
Through tenaces and plates - 
Cosmic yolk got ripped.] 

In the above stanza, the road and the horse generate the speed and force which strike at 

the very source of cosmic existence. On the other hand, the preceding two stanzas also 

d o w  the interpretation in which we simply deai with the defamiliarized description of a 

sunrise (here "yolk" could well stand for the sun). 

hdijewska7s 'de-realizing' aesthetics undoubtedly stems fiom the belief in the 

creative powers of the unconscious. Her startling juxtapositions merely atternpt to unleash 

the potential of primitive or originary impulses. Ultimately, it is al1 about bringing forth a 

4 This is the quality that Boychuk hiraseif pointed-out: "A ma ~ e c n o m ~ u a  acorliffrùrt 
KOHKpaHHX eJIeMeHTb 3 akpiiKWIiMl4 (~BYKOM, @OPMOH), KOJibûpOM, CMaKOM i i ~ . )  - 
TBOP- cTpwmem ü 06pa3mope& (.'Dekil'ka dumok" 24). [This unexpected 
association of concrete efements with the abstract (sound, form, coIour, taste and so on) - 
lies at the core of her imagery.] 
5 For example, these lines fiom Andijewska's poem "Radist"' [Joy] cannot but provoke a 
smiie: 'B mp~omi  arirem u ~ 6 a ~ i  / Xpoqm, Ha cowe s s h r n ~  s a . "  (Narodzhennia 
&!a 8) the potato field long-legged angels / Snore, turning up their bums to the sun-] 



new consciousness, the consciousness in which, accordhg to Breton, 'Tie and death, the 

reai and the irnagined, pas? and fllture, the communicable and the incommunicable, high 

and low cease to be perceived as contradictions" (123).~ 

ifone were to create a surreaiist continuum for the poets of the New York Group, 

then, no doubt, Andijewska would have taken up the most 'surrealist' position, and Vira 

Vovk and Bohdan Rubchak wouid have stood on the opposite end. Vira Vovk's 

somewhat distant S i  with surreaiism could be partly explained by her strong Christian 

conviction. Wnlike Andijewska, it appears that she perceives surrealisrn's mysticism as too 

'atheistic' and ideologically contaminated. J, H. Matthews, for example, believes that 

surrealisrn's mti-Christian attitude is "a coroiiary of its reîùsai to be bound by the 

restrictions society imposes" (43). He hrther elaborates that the 'Yindamentai dBerence 

between Surrealism and Christianity is that the latter asks us to beiieve salvation to be the 

prerogative of an agency outside man, whereas the Surreaiists have always remained 

persuaded that it is man's own concern, his own responsibility, to be won by his own 

efforts" (44). Vira Vovk's reiigious bent clearly clashes with the surreaiists' preferred way 

of life, but it does not prevent her fiom corning up with an array of surprisii images, 

images that frequently juxtapose incompatible elements in a way that is unmistakably 

echoins the surrealist approach: 

6 This statement no doubt entails mysticism The oflen ascnied mystic quaiities of 
Andijewska's oeuvre (Myîrovych 'Toeziia Emmy Andiievs'koi" 13-14; Boichuk and 
Rubchak 369) could have very weii had surreaikm as the source of inspiration, But neither 
of these critics saw the surreaiist provenance of the poet's mystic proclMty- ihab Hassan, 
for example, States that ï h e  Smeaiist revolution is uitimateiy grounded on a rnystkkm of 
the subwnscious" (The Dismembennent of Chpheus 72). Andijewska's preoccupation 
with the altemative ways of perceiving the world has opened up the possiiilities to 
Qiimpse at the 'eciipsed' (subconscious) side of the mind. 



[A tree scatters red-black beans 
For children's long strings.] 

[And the rnoon, like a dock 
Without hours, strikes etemity. 
I hear ... is it a wave 
That grinds ribs?] 

[Violins circulate in the blood,] 

namm corne 3 comp, 
XMapa a quax mesremm. (Kappa Khresta IO) 

[The sun of axes bums, 
A cloud mstles in the bushes.] 

Of course, these images are not as startling and cryptic as Andijewska's, but they a h  

discard the logic in the mating of words as well as point to an unexpected chance 

encounter of two realities where distance can be bridged ody with the help of unagination 

open to the unknown. 

Bohdaa Rubchak's connection with surreaüsm is aIso weak, but mostly because of 

the h e n s e l y  structured and inte11ectual c h c t e r  of his poetry. Hïs is a vision that leaves 

very Little room for spontaneity and dreamiike associations. Even his haiku (which by 

nature are supposed to remain beyond the intellect's comprehension and involve only a 

* - 
moment of pure perception) d e r  Eom intellectualization and reflected apprehension of 



[A sad night carries 
beloved's medal 

who died yesterday.] 

3ene~i mcni 
MOP030M cJ I~B y6ITli: 
crapim noem (Osobvsta Klio 40) 

[Green thoughts 
kiiled by the ice of words: 
poet's old age] 

Neither of these miniatures exudes the immediacy of a now-moment nor are they free of 

discriminative or reflected thought.' Rubchak seems unable to let go of conscious control 

in constructing his poems and this is what makes his participation in the sunealkt project 

even more dubious than that of Vira Vovk's. But like Vovk, he aiso comes up with a 

number of surrealist images, foregroundimg especidy contradiction and concealment: 

[Along the asphalt boulevards 
Among the dark-blue leaves 
The Lemon-stars ripened.] 

7 Given the surrealists' ccgiorüïcation of the convulsive intensity of the moment"~sseli 
I48), Rubchak's deliberateness is certainly out of sync with this particular tenet of 
surrealim 



From beneath the sand thorny han& grow, 
and lips like knives, and bushes of harsh hair - 
the body out of the sand looks for a dl-breasted victim, 
whom rain carries in its eyes, the one that has green hands.] 

JJjsra~a x a y e  
iïynbCy€ CnOMIiHOM 
3 qepsoHmc neqep npa~ori. (Osobysta Klio 36) 

[Girl passionately 
pulsates with the memory 
of red caves of primeval night.] 

ïhe  remaining four members of the group, each in hisher own more or less 

pronounced way displayed affinity with at least some aspect of the surrealist movement. 

Amongst these, Bohdan Boychuk's surrealist proclivities are arguably most tangential. In 

this respect, he is closer to Vira Vovk and Bohdan Rubchak than to Emma Andijewska. 

What links his poetic vision with surrealism is, however, the glorification of love and the 

privileged position reserved for women. Like the surrealists, Boychuk sees woman as 

mediator between the alienated man and the wodd. Through love man may hope for 

redemption, through woman he may dream of regeneration: 

M y  paths dried up thkt  in my mouth, 
my roads seek the ~oblet of your m e ,  oh woman, 
my me: 
goes back to the fields of your arms 
where white springs 
arouse blood with love, charity, periwinkle.] 



But his poetic laquage is by and large free of the illogid juxtapositions revered by the 

. . 
surrealists; moreover, his metaphors are builton a n a b  rather than oncanttadiciian and 

disjunction. Therefore Boychuk's atnnity with surrealism is fïrst and foremost thematic 

and philosophical. Cleady, h is nat basedmtheiitiliwtion of sunealistpoeticshut an the 

insistence on fieedom from ümitations and boundaries of any h d ,  includig the fieedom 

to convey poeticaliy sexual and sensual experien~es.~ 

Zhenia Vasylkivska's poeûy Lendsitselfeasiiy ta the interpretatianfiom the 

surredist perspective. She stands quite close to Andijewska in her foregrounding of the 

word's enchanthg potential and in elevating the irrational- Her images, aithough less 

incongrnous than those of Andijewska's, stade nonetheless and implicate the whole nexus 

of the poetic persona's unconsciousdesires a n d i m p ~ d w r e s  whichre@ themnelves in 

contrary oxyrnoronic juxtapositions, taken straight fiom the impersonal world of nature: 

Ha nopomeri 
mut 6alyp6mHoro 
supix rnnOoq 
60po3~y aiqy. (Korotki viddaii 9) 

the emptiness 
of the careless day 
came a deep 
tiirrow of wind.] 

[And the wind's hands 

* AS 1 have intimated eariier, eroticism Egures q$te promïnendy in BoycKdirs oeuvre. 
Matthews, for exampte, sees eroticism in mealism both as an attempt by its preachers to 
underscore their nonconformism a d  "asaweapan inthe stniggle for the attainmentaf the 
meal" (1 56). 



dimmed out - 
and the dawn 
shines with bread.] 

[The moon - like m W s  ni, 
the moon like a white fox, 
with a black wing over the oar 
an injured wave sobs.] 

As L have previously intimatecl, Vasylkivska's reticent lyricism canies unmistakabIe erotic 

overtones. In the last stanza, for example, the image of the crescent moon as rnilk's ni 

possibly subsumes phallic connotations w hich, however, mi@ have been entirely 

contingent or unconscious for the poet herselfat the moment of creative act. The 

unconscious workings of the inner self no doubt affect Vasyücivska's irnagery. By giving 

in to illogicai impulses the poet brings her own desires, of which she may well be unaware, 

into the world she poeticaiiy perceives. Surrealist poems - in the words of Charles Riisseli 

- 'inay bring together states ofmind, absurd landscapes, physical sensations, and illogical 

arguments" (137). Vasyllrivska unquestionably displays the penchant for the aesthetics of 

fiee association and that in itselfplaces her close to the ierrealist camp. 

Tt is a weli-known fact that the surrealists w e d  to dreams for inspiration. 

Dreaming secured for them incongniity and a notable release fiom logical restraïnt. 

Breton, for example, expressed his amazement that so Iiftie credence had been given to 

dream states: 

Freud very nghtly brought his criticai Eaculties to bear upon the ciream, It is, in 
fact, inadmissible that this considerable portion of psychic activity . . . has still today 
been so grossly negiected. I have always been amazed at the way an ordinary 



observer lends so much more credence and attaches so much more importance to 
waking events than those occuning in dreams- (10- 1 1) 

Patricia Kylyna and Yuny Tarnawslq are the only two poets of the New York Group who 

indeed utilized dreamlike associations in their creative process- They did not aspire to 

escape reality through dreams but, rather, they used them as a tooi in furthering self- 

exploration and self-knowIedge. 

Patricia Kylyna's second book, entitied W n d s  and Drearns, consists of a number 

of surrealist poems that foreground the relationship between the dream and the waking 

state. For example, the long poem 'Tegenda abo son" [Legend or Dream]. anests how 

masterhlly Kylyna blends the real with the unexpected and the ima@ary: 

["Dad:' she said,"you are injured." 
"1 know." 
'Dad, in your wound there is a litrie bird." 
"1 know. Hold yourself tight," 
'T can stand on my o w l '  she said 
and got up.] 

Kylyna's insistence on the simple and the concrete only enhances the surprisinge€Eectof 

the fintastic, interlaced imperceptiily into the fabric of the poem On the one hand, 

"Legenda abo son" descnies the homebound joumey of an injured father and his daughter 

in a rnanner bordering on realism; on the other han& because of occasional meaI images, 

the whole poem rads (quite in lhe with the titie itselE) Like a retelüng of a dream. 

Surreality emerges here in the interstices of the reaiïstic scenery and the oneinc 



happenings. By mixing diierent contexts, Kylyna creates thereof a new reality, a reality 

which is far removed from o r d i i  We. 

Yuriy Tamawsky's surrealist turn is arguably as pronounced as that of 

Andijewska's, although he approaches the movement Iiom an entirely diferent angle. 

While both p e t s  believe in the power of language to engender new modes of perception, 

Tamawsky, unlike Andijewska, abhors unnecessary intricacy and complications, prefèrring 

in every case the simple to the elaborate. Andijewska's inspired, spontaneous euberance 

finds counterrneasure in Tarnawsky's austere word efficiency and induced drearnlike 

streams of associations, especially in his prose poems of S~omyny [Memones, 19641 and 

Bez Es~anii. This does not mean, of course, that Tamawsky's poetry does not betray 

occasional hermetic proclivity. But his henneticism stems more f?om ascetic reductiveness 

rather than From excessive wordplay. 

In S~omvny, for example, Tarnawsky introduces the alienating disjointedness of 

images in order to deal with the remembrances of his mother's ihess and death. He uses 

the contradictory Iogic of the drearn to structure the sequence of events, so that the 

incongniity itself provides the organization of the disparate parts: 

P i ~ a ,  ~ a p a 3  m r a  Bymem. Ha HG nec i3 COGOPOY 3 a ~ i m  narUi, i3 6 0 n e ~  
mon, T ~ J I ~ ,  RK marrreM ~a-repii, B 3y6ax. (1 1) 

[The river suddenly becoming the Street. In it the dog with a cathedral instead of 
mouth, with the pain of your body, as if with the piece of fabric in the jaws.] 

the buildimg, on the table, the radiance of bread, med with Light, extracteci f?om 
butter and eggs. A dead woman, dressed in yeUow skin, whose souk tunid to a 
fly-1 



Pink, foamy wine, Like a bloody lace, peers out from your tips. The rainbow of 
oranges that begins in North f i c a ,  disappears in your mouth.] 

[The gate opens, Instead of sound, it reieases the moon's light. Your pdmother ,  
in black attire spacious as night, e n t a  the orchard. She lies down on the bed, 
which, like a shadow, hangs in the air over the apple tree.] 

It is certainly not the lighthearted 'marvellous' that transpires through these excerpts. 

Rather, it is the dreamlike and the hallucinatory h t  seem to govem Tarnawsky's poetics. 

The elaborateness of language and imagery give way to the modem simplicity of ordiiary 

objects. Yet the way the poet externaiiies his interior reality has much in common with the 

surrealist self-exploratory process, the goal of which is to uncover the hidden seif's 

a£fective life. This subjective turn, evident especidly in Tarnawsky's prose poems, 

corresponds to the surrealists' attempt to "reunite the conscious selfnot only with the 

unconscious self, but with itdtheir past" (Russeil f 43). 

In their giorification of the incongruous, the surrealists often advocated 

'automatic' writing. This feature has not found its usefÙIness in the output of the New 

York Group. But even the French surreahsts themselves, as it has been pointed out by 

critics many a tirne, were not entirely consistent in this sphere.' Moreover, the Ukrainïan 

9 This is how Hassan summariiies the surrealists' attitude toward automatic w-rïting: 
'The Surrealist theory of language, of creativity, accords, then with its poetic mysticism. 
Tts applications, however, are equivocal. Arago4 for instance, confesses that Surrealism 
entails practiced inspiration; Eluard gves hùnself tu automatic writing very Little. Even 
Breton ends by admitting that pure automatkm is never more tban an ideal or hyperbole- 



poets did not siwe the political activism of the surrealists, especiaüy their leftist and 

communist inclinations. The New York Group i d e n a d  itseif more with surrealism's 

passive phase (the 1920s) than with the politically activist phase of the 1930s. In keeping 

their apolitical stance, the poets appeared more modernist than avant-garde,.nevertheless 

the spirit of revoit was very much with them, although, understandabty, its roots and 

targets differed substantially from their Freachcaunterparts. 

The preliminal reaiity of the New York Group's poeéc evolution subsumes two 

issues. The kst has to do with the pets'  desireto detach themselves fiomtheaesihetic 

principles professeci by their predecessors; the second entails the adherence to and the 

development of the relatively unifonn set of creative appcoaches. The dtxkiveiy mdiemist 

bent of the members' output Frorn that early penod, enhanced by surrealist images and 

aesthetics, is somehow inherently predicatedupon thevery e- tence  of the pup-  hfact, 

the group constitutes structure (using Turner's term) which provides a measure of security 

and stability for its members, but at the same timeactsasa Levehg device, inducing 

thematic and fonnal correlation. Thus, the oeuvre of the 'vocal' period abounds in the 

typicaiiy preliminal symbols of death, roads,departures, andjaumeys- This is how 

Rubchak, for example, ends his first colIection Kami& sad: 

Though the Surrealists want to beiieve t l k  poetry tives in images of direct revelafion, 
neither their verse nor their prose depends entirdy on images. They still argue and stiii 
exhort- Their immense hope is ta create, through objective chance, sleep,automatism, a 
new kind of langtüige, a new consciousness, something larger than art or herature" (76- 
77)- 



[. . . Give me your hand, 
We'll leave this place. 
WeyU go to seek 
A lost tiny talisman.] 

Boychuk's last poem in Chas boliy entitled 'Mandrivka" [Joumey], also symptomaticaily 

points to a passage from one place to another, Tamawsky's Zhvttia v rnisti 

overwhelmingly thematizes deatb; on that note Kylyna's Trahediia dzhmeliv ends 

('%woawqe npocTo L rua@, / rre Mn xosamo ~aa6mnii nocyn" (3 1) [Cemetery -- it's 

simply a closet / where we bury chipped dishes.]); Vasylkivska invokes nature's rite of 

passage. These are but a few examples of the trend quite universal for al1 the poets of the 

New York Group at the time of their formation and consolidation. Arguably, without the 

initial group interaction, the poetsy paths codd have conceivably developed differently. 

The gravitation toward assembling coutd well have its roots also in the tradition of 

the European avant-garde. There can be no doubt that the European comection proved to 

be strong and quite pervasive among the young ükrainian poets, despite the fact that they 

al1 (with the exception of Vira Vovk) found themselves in an Amencan settins. Still, Lisa 

Efirnov-Schneider, writing comparatively about the poeuy of the New York Group, 

contends that there are "signifiant pardlels between the New York Group and their 

American contemporaries" (29 1). She is, of course, teferhg here to the American 

underground movernent of the 1950s, namely the Beats. Efimov-Schneider sees these 

paraiiels not only in the subversive attitudes bath groups assumed toward respective 

literary traditions, but also in the sphere of the thematic and formal innovations. In the end 

she comes to the foliowbg conchsion: 

Both the Amencan underground and the Ukrainian New York group in the 1950s 
try to deal with change, with their own cuiturd displacement, and with their desire 



to prevent the petrification of poetry. The similarities between the two groups 
suggest that the readiness of the Ukrainian poets for new ideas and methods might 
not have developed in quite the way it did, had they not found themselves in a 
cultural milieu that was undergohg similar upheavals. (301) 

While it is tme that the rebellious spirit and the desire for change was deeply ingrained in 

the activities of both the Ukrainian poets and their American counterparts, E h o v -  

Schneider fails to perceive the fiindamental ciifferences between them. The similatities she 

refers to are, in fact, somewhat pert'unctory. First of ail, unlike the Beats, the New York 

Group embraced the achievements of high modeniism, including the poetry of, for 

example, T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. The Beat Generation was considerably more radical 

in their rejection of the social, political, religious, and artistic values of their time. The 

Beats abhorred the cerebraiism of existentialism and instead pursued the extremes of 

experience: the use of dmgs, sexual experirnentation, criminality, mysticism. This mode of 

Life then found its reflection in their writings which elevated the themes of obscenity, 

(homo)sexuaiity, delinquency and madness. By contrast, ail the members of the New York 

Group Eom the very beginning considered themselves and iived the life of law-abiding 

citizens who valued cornfortable (if not bourgeois) existence. The Ukrainian poets did not 

share the Beats' love for jazz, Zen Buddhisq did not place as much emphasis on spiritual 

development and sacred vision as their American counterparts did. The conception of a 

literary career and status (aithougti eroded by the condition of exile) was still quite 

important to them 'O 

IO It is interesthg to note that Tumer referred to the Beat Generation as a prime exampie 
of communitas in modem Westem Society. =... the values of communitas are strikingly 
present in the literature and behavior of what came to be known as the 'bat generatiou,' 
. . . They stresseci personai rdationships rather than social obligations, and regard sexuality 
as a poiymorphic instrument of irnmediaîe commiinitan d e r  than as the bais for an 



Also questionable is Efimov-Schneider's assertion that 'the situation of the 

American poets is similar to that of the New York group. The image of Walt Whitman is 

as central to their struggle as the figure of Shevchenko is for the Ukrainians" (296). It is a 

misstatement (to say the least) to suggest that Shevchenko constituted for the poets of the 

New York Group an inûuence with which they had to stniggle. That task was taken by the 

ükrainian futurists as weii as other poets ofthe L92Qs avant-garde. On the 0th han& the 

stature of Whitman was especially formative for Allen Ginsberg. He embraced rather than 

fought Whitman's illumination of the reaim of the actual, the material world, yet rejected 

the inteliechiai and emotionaiiy detached poetry of T.S. Eliot. Findy, Lisa Efimov- 

Schneider misses the mark by not appreciating the dB"reaces in the sphere ofgenerai 

attitudes of the respective groups. Against the prevailing pessimism of the early poetry of 

the Okrainian group (spurned no doubt by the tenets of existentiaiism), the Beats 

presented a literature fiil1 of optimism, they offered an artistic vision exudiig energy, 

activkm and movement, both outward and inwatd- Such an approach to lité and art, 

together with their antiformaiist and anti-eiitist stance, places them, according to some 

critics, close to the poetics of postmodernism, Matei Calinescu, for example, is of the 

opinion that it is possible to speak of American postmodernism as early as the late 1940s: 

.. . the tennposrmdert~ism 6rst came into titerary use in the United States, where 
a number of poets of the later 1940s used it to distance themselves fiom the 
spbotist kind of modernism represented by T.S. Etiot. Like the early 
postmoderns, most of those who subsequently johed the antimodemist reaction 
were aesthetic radicals and often inteiiectuaüy close to the spirit of the 
counterculture. The works of these writers constitute the historicd nucleus of 

enduring stmctured social tie. The poet men Ginsberg is par'cularly eIoquent about the 
tünction of sexuai fieedom. The 'sacre& properties often assi@ to communitas are not 
Iacking here, either. this can be seen in their fiequent use of religious te- such as 'saint' 
and 'angei' to descnie their wngeners and their interest in Zen Buddhism" (1 12-13). - 



literary postrnodernisrn. in poetry the corpus of Arnerican postrnodernist writing 
wouid include the Black Mountain poets (Charles Olson, Robert Duncan, Robert 
Creely), the Beats (Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Laurence Ferlinghetti, Gregory 
Corso), and the representatives of the San Francisco Renaissance (Gary Sayder) or 
those of the New York School (John Ashbery, Kenneth Koch). (297) 

The New York Group's aesthetic affiaity with the American poets listed above is 

indeed minimal." The group's 'vocal' period, Le., the penod stretching fiom the mid- 

1950s to the early 1970~~  is decisively modernist, (The way C use this term here, it 

subsumes, of course, the avant-garde.'2) The sh8  away frorn the preliminal to the lirninal, 

i.e., fiom modernisrn to the mode betraying sorne characteristics of postrnodernism, did 

not occur until well into the seventies, the decade characterized by a diminished publishing 

activity among the group's members and by their tum to prosaic, rninimaiist, engagé, and 

playfil forms of expression. 

The debates on rnodernisrn and postmodernism and their interrelation seern 

thernselves to betray rnany lirninal qualities. As yet, there is no firm agreement if 

postmodentism constinites the 'exhaustive' or endgame phase of modeniism,or entails an 

entirely new aesthetic formation, despite its name in which   mode mi^' admittedly, 

I l  Tamawsky, for example, many a tirne demonstrated in his correspondence strong ties to 
Europe and expressed his dissatisfaction with the American way of life . Following his trip 
to Paris, he wrote to Rubchak: 'Y? ocra~owo aapiruns: ~ a r r r i ~ y  B ïïapmi, a60 He 
m ~ y  w d .  h e p n ~ a  noeom e6neae MeHe, i sac Hanoewie MeHe e i ~ o d '  (27 luiy 
1959). CI decided definitiveiy to Live in Paris or not to Live at ail. America is slowly killing 
me and t h e  füls me with age-] Tarnawshy, of course, did not make his residence in Paris, 
but he dÏd move to Spain and took there a temporary abode. He continued his prejudice 
toward America, writing to Rubchak Eom Spain: "'A Gary, u o  n mKom He 6yay 
aMepkfKaHCbKIiM iiHCbMeHHwKOM, 6a i HWM He X O Y  Oy~d' (18  OC^. 1964). [Z Sec that 1 
wiii never be an Amencan writer, well, 1 don't even want to be one.] 
12 In a way, i am following Calinescu's revised approach: Y still beliwe that the 
opposition berween modemism and the avant-garde is defendable analytically in certain 
(historical) contexts, but on the whole Ï t  needs to be revised to accommodate the much 



appears to bear more weight than 'post.' Thus, postmodemism cm be apprehended as 

modernists thernselves did or because it rejects them. Geraid Grdi?, for example, sees 

postmodemism as essentially a continuation of modemism, rather than as a sharp break 

fiom it. Accordmg to him, it is simply a more ngorous and consistent acceptance of the 

implications of modem skepticism Ifmodeniists turned to art as a source of consolation 

in the face of a reality perceived as disordered and lacking in enduring values, 

postmodernists, more consistent in their skepticism, "conclude that art provides no more 

consolation thm any other discredited cultural institution" ( 5 5 ) .  ihab Hassan, on the other 

hand, while admitting the fluidity and instabiiity of the terms, nevertheless charts a number 

of bipolar characteristics for modernism and postmodemism alike, seeing the former as 

foregrounding form, purpose, design, metaphor, depth, metaphysics, determinacy and 

transcendence; and the latter underscoring antiform, play, chance, metonymy, sufice, 

irony, indeterrninacy and immanence, to name just a few of these characteristics. ('& 

Dismemberment of Orpheus 267-68). Fredric Jarneson, conceptualizing 

modernism/postmodemism dichotomy and coming f h m  an entirely dEerent ideological 

angle (Marxist to be precise), appears even more radical: 

The first point to be made about the conception of periodization in dominance, 
therefore, is that even if di the constitutive features of p ~ s n n o d e ~ s m  were 
identicai and continuous with those of an dder modenùsm - a position 1 feel to be 
demonsuabIy erroneous but which only an even Iengthier anaiysis of modernism 
proper couid dispel - the two phenornena would re& utterly distinct in 
their meaning and social ftnction, owing to the very different positioning of 
postmodernisrn in the economiç system of late capitai, and beyond that, to the 
transformation of the very sphere of culture in contemporary society. (57) 

sharper recem opposition between modernism (includin~ ttie avant-garde) and 
postmodernism" (278). 



In other words, Jameson views postmodemism not merely as a period or style, but rather 

as a cultural dominant in which aesthetic production has been integrated into commodity 

production. Moreover, this conception, according to him, "allows for the presence and 

coexistame of a range of very different, yet subordinate features" (56). 

While the break with modernism was unmistakably visible in architecture and the 

visual arts, the notion of a postrnodem rupture in iiterature has been much more difEcuIt 

to establish John Barth, an Amencan writer tagged as postrnodemist, in his 1967 essay, 

referred to the contemporary iiterary production as ''the literature of exhaustion," irnplying 

the situation in which 'Lhe used-upness of certain foms or exhaustion of certain 

possibilities" (29) prevails- Some dozw yem Iater, in the essay 'The Literature of 

Replenishmen~" he clarifiecl his position by saying that bis earlier article was reaily about 

"the effective 'exhaustion' not of langage or of Iiterature but of the aesthetic of high 

rnodeniism" (7 I), that is the latter's insistence on the autonomy of the art work, its 

hostiiity to mass culture or to the culture ofeveryday Key and its detachment fiom 

political and social concerns. Barth, for example, considers Nabokov and Beckett as 

essentiaiiy late modemists and contrasts them with such postmodemist writers as halo 

Calvino and Gabnet Marquez. It seems, therefore, that the sixties in America were the 

most ff uid and vaiegated period with respect to definhg the literary boudaries between 

modemism and postmodernisn Some &CS, Andreas Huyssen being the most prominent 

among them, contemplate the existence of a variety of postmodeniisms, especially 

differentiating the trends predominant in the I%Os with those of the 1970s. Huyssen, for 

e.xampie, sums this up as foiiows: 



Against the codied high modemimi of the preceding decades, the postmodemisrn 
of the 1960s tned to revit& the heritage of the Eurapean avantgarde and to gïve 
it an American fom dong what one coutd cal1 in short-hand the Duchamp-Cage- 
Warhol axis. By the 19709, the avantgardist postmdetnism of the 1960s had in 
turn exhausted its potentiai, even though some of its manifestations çontinued well 
into the new demie. What was new in the 1970s was, on the one hand, the 
emergence of a culture of ecleciicism, a largely affirmative postmodeniism whick 
had abandoned any daim to critique, transgression or negation; and, on the other 
hand, an alternative postmodernism in which raistance, critique, and negation of 
the status quo were redefined in non-modernist and non-avantgardist ternis, .. . 
(188) 

Huyssen admits, however, h t  the above periodization is somewhat problematic, unstabk, 

and quite dependent on the perspective fiom which one views phenornena in question. He 

concedes that fiom a European perspective the sùrties in the U S .  "Iooked Iike the 

endgame of the histoncal avantgarde rather than like the breakthrough to new frontiers it 

claimed to be" (195). Later on, he seemingiy revises his stance by saying that the 1960s 

could well be considered 'Yhe prehistory of the postmodern" but only in order to 

reemphasize the view that %te notion of postmodernism cm only be hiiy grasped if one 

takes the late 1950s as the starting point of a mapping of the postmodern" (195). 

Accordhg to him, such an approach makes a lot of sense because if%e were to focus 

only on the I970s, the adversary moment of the postmodern would be much harder to 

work out precisely because of the shifl within the trajectory of postmodemism that lies 

çomewhere in the fault h e s  between 'the '60s' and 'the '70s"' (195-96). 

Huyssen's insights into the workùigs of cultural and artistic trends in the US. of 

the 1960s are particulariy usehl in understanding the New York Group's Link with the 

European (histoncal) avant-garde on the one han4 and with the contemporanmus 

American neoavant-garde, on the other. There c m  be no doubt that the goup fiom the 

very beginning kit more aligned with the European artistic rnovements (after dl they were 



all but one born in Europe) than with the emerging underground culture of Arnerica. Tt can 

be argued that the cultural trends of the sixties in the U.S. con~ued  the premises of the 

historicai avant-garde by expanding its boundaries, by engendering new movements, by 

them a uniquely Arnencan flavour. Pop art and the Beat Generation, for example, 

two inherently American movements, eariy on displayed a tendency to disregard high art 

by incorporating elements of mass culture. At Ieast this is one of the manifestation of their 

attempt at the reintegration of art into lüe. The young Ukrainian émigré poets, on the 

other hand, looked back at the European avant-garde in order to pick up and extend those 

trends that were already established and which were especially close to their hearts. Hence 

they found surrealisrn's tum to interiority, to the irrational and creative powers of the 

subconscious mind quite irresistible and unusually attractive. They incorporated many of 

the tindings of the French surrealists into their writings; at the same the,  they succeeded 

in imbuing them with their own unique visions, creating thus a specificaily Ukrainian 

version of the movement. 

The liminal character of the New York Group's output, although somewhat 

traceable already in the late 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  is particularly noticeable following the closue of N A  

poezii in 1971. The dissolution of structure (Le., the group) that this event had 

precipitated opened the door to the individual soul-searching among the poets. The period 

of anti-structure that ensued resembles Tunier's cornmunitas in the sense that it lacked 

previous urgency and dispensed with the need for a status-bound order. It is as if 

the poets suddenly became oversaturated with the responsibiiities that maintainhg the 

group required and wanted to fiee themselves tiom the bonds of such stnictured 

existence- in Dramas. Fields. and Metanhors, Turner observes that "ofleo this retreat h m  



social structure may appear to take an individualistic fonn - as in the case of many post- 

Renaissance arhsts, writers, and philosophers" (260). As 1 have previousiy iadicated, the 

1970s are especidy unremarkable as far as personal interaction among the members of the 

New York Group is concerned. It is evident in correspondence, it is also evident in 

diminished publishing activities, In the sphere of poetry, there is a lot of hesitancy as to 

which way to go, which trend to pursue* Clearly, they mut  have been somewhat 

innuenceci by the changing tide in American letters, because their oeuvre reflects a curious 

admixture of modemist and postmodemist attributes. The fault lines between the 1960s 

and I970s, as Huyssen noticed, are particularly significant to the understanding of the 

trajectory of Amencan postmodemism (L95-96). The iiminal phase of the New York 

Group, as 1 have conceived it, foregrounds stylistic impurity, ambiguity, hybridization, i-e., 

coexistence of modemist and postmodemist features side by side without the subversive 

moments that the latter usuaiiy entail. 

Patricia Kylyna7s entrance into the ürninai happened through her adoption of the 

minimal approach to poetry, as early as in 1968. Muiimalism cari be seen as a reaction 

against modemist aesthetics mainly because it rejected its tendency toward complexity and 

elitism. It promoted simplicity of fonn and a deiiberate lack of expressive content. Minimal 

poetry did not shy away fiom repetitiog impersonality, and cliché. The foiiowing is 

Kylyna's minimal poem no. 2, printed in Novi ooezii 10: 

OKO, MO€ OKO, TBOC OKO. 

Fioro OKO A W B ~ X  na r o q  x h y ,  
a60 Ha iiora, a60 na ipxme s d o -  
H a m i o y i 6 e 3 ~ ~ ~ c ~ g  

MOB o q n q ~ ,  a60 .renecKon. 
06 k 3  Bac, Ur0 KOTRïbCli II0 C B ~ Y ,  

6a9am uim @bmm q o y a p i ~ .  



Eai ~ e p i  oG, mo nani moriiy.ra y TpyHax 
Ta ori sary6ne~i hniK m n e r a m :  
Kome 3 HIE 3 ~ a e  CBOH) op6h-y i c ~ o e  corne. (74) 

FY~, mY eye, Your eye. 
His eye looks at a naked woman, 
or at God, or at rusty iron. 
Our eyes, without which wecre bliid, are 

like glasses or a teiescope. 
Your eyes without yoy they roU al1 over the world 

seeing whole movies of side-walks. 
Their dead eyes which still moan in coffins. 
And eyes lost in-between planets: 
each of them knows its orbit and its sun.] 

The juxtaposition of a "naked woman" with "God" is a prime example of Kylyna's attempt 

to demolish the modernist boundary between 'high' and 'low' subject matter. Yet the last 

line "each of them knows its orbit and its sun" still points to the modernist need for centre 

and point of reference. Thus, such vicissitudes ensnare the poem in the Iiminal space. On 

the one hanci, the poet displays an urge to destroy higMow dichotomy; and, on the other 

hand, she stiii clings to the univedist notions. 

The twn to simplicity, although not necessarily of the minimalkt kind, touched the 

poeuy of the other poets as well. Emma Andijewska's Nauka pro zemliu (1975) includes a 

considerable nurnber of miniatures, which as in Kylyna's case, deli&t in mixing highbrow 

subjects with the most ordiiary, everyday objects: 

[Etemity - a tree with a cat's trunk. 
A cup of tea, a mug of cowbane. 
AN traveiiing - on heei, on hooÇ on wings. 



They play with dice in the crucifKon's shadow. 
And again they paint in red the @tes 
For newcomers.] 

Andijewska relativizes and removes an aura of mystery fiom such notions as etemity or 

crucitixion by jutaposing them with a cup oftea or a mug of cowbane, or with the 

gamble of dice. The sunealist images, however, strip Andijewska's poetry of transparency. 

Even thou$ Nauka Dro zemliu as weli as the p r d i n g  collection Pisni bez tekstu [Songs 

Without a Text, 19681 are less opaque than her other poetic books, they still betray elitist 

tendencies. Andijewska's 'postmodernist' venturing remains thus ambiguous, thus liai. 

Two other poets who sornewhat experimented with the minimalism-tike simplicity 

are Yuriy Tamawsky and Vira Vovk. Tarnawsky's Os'. iak ia vyduzhuiu (1978) 

introduces poems that read l i e  prose statements, chopped into extremety short lines, 

sometimes no longer than a word: 

[Secret 

When 
wiii they 
reaiize 
that all 



1 ever 
did 
was look 
for you, 
mother, 
d e ,  
daughter?] 'j 

However, the extreme forma1 simpiicity of the poems inctuded in thiç collection is not 

backed up by the emotional detaclunent typicai for minimalisrn- Os'. iak ia wduzhuiu 

exudes emotiveness as weU as is quite expressive and lyricai in conveying the feelings of 

the poet's alter ego: 

nom, 
I1K TNXZ~ ii 
ronoc, 

pocsrrian, 
icomi 
B ~ H  36pm 
~ o e  utamri? (79) 

The rain, 
like a sotl 
voice, 
w&es up 
the plants, 
when 
wiU it 
wake up 
my happiness?] 

The ciichéd banahy of the question posed in this poem undermines the seriousness with 

which one would expect the reader might have approached it. One codd argue, perhaps, 

- 

" This poem as weil as the next one were translafed by the author himseif 



that such a subversive (iindeed so) rnove entails something inherently typical to 

postmodemism. Again, we have a case where mode& and postmodernist attnbutes 

clash with each other and form an entity belonging 'heither here nor there," using Turner's 

language. 

Via Vovk's Meandry Meanders, 19791. and Mandalia Flandala, 19801, two 

collections that are composed exclusively of terse poems, suffer fiorn rnodemist inhibition, 

while, at the same tirne, visibly attempt to k o d u c e  postmodernist chance, playfdness, 

and inconsequence. Both coilections, for example, Iack pagination, as if deliberately 

inviting the reader to corne up with hisher own sequence. Moreover, in Mean& the 

fragmentary, disjointed, alrnost enurnerative rnanner of poetic expression aiiows a 

considerable interpretative fieedom. One is somehow prompted to resequence or play with 

lines or stanzas within the singie poem, as if looking for nuances of comprehension: 

[vibrations of light 
terraces steps pigeons 

Daphne 
offers plaits of hai. on the altar 

nothing dies 
and somcthing f?om the dove-blue 
of your eyes 



lavender 
in the cracks of wal~s]'~ 

The poem, in a fragmentary fashion, evokes the memories of unrequited love, linked to 

some kind of self-sacrifice, and, ulthately, to acceptance, because "nothing dies7' and the 

remembrance of 'the dove-blue of your eyes" wül live on." 

Vovk's other collection, Mandalia, is considerably less ernotive, and, styhticaiiy 

speaking, more minimal. It is a cycle of concise, detached, impersonal observations, 

describing various aspects of ordiiary life from a deeply spiritual (not without the 

duence of Eastern philosophies) perspective. in the poem ''Molyby" prayers], for 

example, the poet contemplates the various manifestations of spirituality: 

1 J Translated by Maria Lukianowicz. 
" Rubchaiq for example, interprets the lines "Daphne offers / plaits of hair on the dtai' in 
the following way: 
'Y ceoenq ehrrrysami sboro ~+~~cLuI, R noHyMaB npo cxpeuerim craporpeubicoro 
Xe~BOnpHHOüIeHIiH fi ) ' K ~ ~ H C ~ K O ~ O  BCC~[IJ~I- c H H X E I O ~ ~ W ~  i'iOaHaHHH ABOX 

pmyanis ~ac~i-rmno 6 porno Anonno~a B aianoeinsonry h.im 3 n o c m  ~ecnoaiearioi 
TOSKLI. Cma noma, onriare, 3aysamna B npmoakii pomoei, u o  BoHa B U~OM).  

o6pa3i x h a  r i m v  Ha nocrpwïirerim nisssr~a B repmui. B cakm ~ a ~ o i  
amoimepnpe-rauiï, onepqmo rue ukaehy 6ara~orpamim - cxpeuetwt nocra-ri 
y~pai~cbic01 ~B'MHw, craporpemicoro ~ - r y  3 O ~ ~ ~ T O H ~ M H  ~ a c m b ~ o i  epcrrnmi Ta 
riepirosrroro 06prrny ca~03peremrrt ... "("Meandrarny Vuy VovK' 4 1). my own 
reading of these lines, 1 thought of crossing between the Old Greek offing and the 
ükraïnian wedding: a synchronie combiaation of these two rituals would elucidate 
ApoUo's role in the respective myth fiom an unexpected angle. The poet herseif, however, 
made a remark in an open conversation that she wanted to allude in this ünage to the rituai 
ünkd with ordaining the nuus. In the light of such self-interpretation, we receive even 
more intriguing multifuîousness - a crossing between the figure of the Ukraùiian girl and 
the Old Greek mythology and the church citual of renunciation.. .] 



[The Buddist (sic) rnonk 
grïnds his prayers in the mili, 
the Christian threads them on a rosary, 
the ploughman sows them on the soil. 

The diierence is in the ritual.], l6 

closing with a rernark akin to an aphonsm, The simplicity rests not only in fom but also in 

diction and tone. The metaphor (in Hassan's conceptualization a decisively modernist 

characteristic) is rare, and the prosaic dominates the manner of expression. 

Bohdan Boychuk published just one collection in the seventies, narnely Podorozh z 

uchvtelem ( L W6), but this Long modemist poem was originally conceived and written in 

the 1960s, thus it does not realiy reflect the qualitative shift that occurred in his late 

oeuvre. There is no evidence that Boychuk entertained minimalkm with the same 

conviction as, for example, Kylyna, But what can be found in his poems of the 1970s and 

the early 1980s, cok ted  in Virsfü. gbrani i geredostanni (t983), is a turn toward the 

simplification of poetic laquage. His mature poetry admits mixing of genres (e.g., prose 

poems and lyric poems), admits prosaic motifs (includiig the thematizing of such urban ills 

as prostitution), expands on themes of (ove and sensuality. This tendency is especidy 

conspicuous in Boychuk's poem '2iubov u tr'okh chasakh" (1974-76). Et can be argued 

that the juxtapositions of the lyrical song-Sie beginning stanzas with the rough vers libre 

sections of this long poem very much resemble and invoke the l i  coilapse between 

high and mas culture: 

l6 Translateci by M a  de Oliveira Gomes. 



3a~ponurrr ori. 

2. 
posnepui~ Ha r p y m  rrxeprcanb 
soHa nepexonmb times square 
i eiaaamcn K O ~ O M ~  

XTO rrpame ~ o x m m  

Cl. 
She7U shed the night's perde, 
bum your lips with her breasts, 
Uifect your moistened eyes 
with unrest, 

you'ii dip your anxious brow 
in the white foam of her flesh, 
turning to retum 
into her. 

tearing apart her Cotton dress 
she crosses Times Square 
and gives herself to everyone 
who hungers for flesh 
and pays 

Y("' 
also make love to her 
having no one 
c~oser]'~ 

" Translateci by Mark Ruciman. 



Boychuk leaves behind complex baroque-like metaphors and replaces them with 

language that foregrounds an emotionai immediacy, focuses on the personal element, 

prefers an individuai experience and directness of comrnuni~ation.'~ There is a marked 

departure from formai to more flexible verse forms, resulting in verbai ciarity and 

simplicity of idiom. It would be a far-fetched gesture to suggest that the above change in 

his poetic approach ments the label 'postmodernist,' but it does signal a siight move to the 

surface and away Ciom the overly metaphoric language. His poetry by and large escapes 

liminai impunty, aithough bnishes with it siightiy, in the 1970s. His most recent oeuvre 

avoids postmodernist ambiguity and subversion which spur double-coded readings. A 

remarkable philosophicai continuity and consistency in his worldview grounds his Iate 

work firmly in the modernist camp. 

In addition to simplicity and what cm be tagged as the 'prosaic' tum of the 1970s, 

one c m  discern another tendency in the group's output of the liminal phase. The 

universalist concems and transnational attitudes more and more give way to the local and 

the national. For the young poets it was unthinkable to be politicaily engagé in the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  

but in the eighties at Ieast some of them, namely Vira Vovk and Yuriy Tarnawsky (less so 

Boychuk) turned to expiicitly nationai and political themes.Ig Tarnawsky's cycle "Dorosii 

virshi" [Adult Poems] and LJ ra na (1993) are especiaily emblematic in this regard.M 

- 

'' In the menties Boychuk began a fiuitfiil cooperation with young American p e t s  in 
order to translate works by Ivan Drach and other contemporary ükrainian poets. It is 
quite conceivable that this project had a considerable impact on Boychuk's own poetic 
style. 
19 This tendency is Iess true for Vovk's poetic output, but is very strong in her ciramatic 
works. 
M At a private reading of U ra na in 1991, Tamawsky commenteci that this partidar work 
of his is written not without the rampant influence of postmodemîsm. 



U ra na, a ten-part poem having as its subject the weU-being of Ukraine, her past, present 

and tùture, incorporates many features of postmodernist technique: numerous dusions 

(iiterary, historical, political, cultural) - shuflled and reshuffled, d i t  quotations, a piay 

with clichés and various intertexts bordering on coIIage, but the subject matter is conveyed 

in such a passionate subjective manner that the tone underlying the narration does not 

leave any doubt as to what End of message the author wants to commuuicate. These 

centred, unarnbiguous underpinnùigs of U ra na virtually e l i a t e  postrnodern double- 

coding and preclude readings on more than one level. Again, this poem ventures out into 

new territones, but seems incapable of dropping the bag of old habits before entering 

them, One could argue, perhaps, that such Liminality is precisely Tarnawsky's attempt at 

double-coding, but there is no evidence in the poem itself that the poet consciously 

employs indeterminacy as a way of showing his postmodernist prociivity to play with 

various modes of expression. 

Postlirninal reality entails stability, clarity, sharing, and an incorporation into 

structure, but at a higher status. It thrives on situations that allow gathering rather than 

dispersal of energies. The publication of the journal Svito-wd as well as of the individual 

poetry books in Kyiv for some members of the New York Group constituted a measure of 

acceptance and an elevation of status. However, as I mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter, to taik about the postlirninai reality in the group's poetic evolution it is to talk 

about the oeuvre of Boychuk, Vovk, and Tar~wsky. During the 1990s d three proposed 

poetry that has freed itself from hesitancy and IiminaI ambiguity. That is not the case, 1 

argue, as far as Rubchak and Andijewska are concerned. Neither seems to have found a 

stable solution to their persistent fhîness. Rubchak's diminished poetic production 



perhaps explains why it is so hard to discem any qualitative rnovement in his mature 

poetry. Andijewska, on the other hand, despite an incredible productivity, also seerns to be 

unable to add anything new to that which she bas already perfected. For now both poets 

made the I i n a l  their permanent poetic abode. 

Boychuk and Vovk reemerged in the 1990s as hard-core modernists, both by and 

large returning to the themes they were preoccupied with during the 'vocal' period. Thus, 

in Boychuk's case we see a deepening and simultaneous intertwining of his two main 

fixations: metaphysics and eroticism. His last book Tretia osh' (199 1), for example, in 

addition to selected poems fiom the previous collections, also introduces two new 

powerfiil cycles: "Pro zhinku i pom zhovtinnia" [About W o m  and the Time of 

YeUowing] and "Molytvy" prayers]. The former presents a story about a mature love and 

a subsequent break-up, and foregrounds a typicdy modemist preference for design and 

totalization rather than chance and deconstruction (using Hassan's classification), evident 

especially in the poet's choice of the idiosyncratic form (aii seventy five poerns in this 

cycie are built the same way: two short stanzas -- a tercet and a couplet - the last lines of 

which rhyme): 

[Our Iives were passing by, 
when you stopped to 
bend the branch, 

when the dam bowed, 
so 1 couid reach you.] 



The latter, Le., "Molytvy" elevates the religious introspection by dwelling on the 

signïficance of Logos and transcendence. This dialogue with God, however, is iess 

skeptical and rebeüious than that presented in Boychuk's early work it very much 

underscores the poet's thirst for the centre and a meaninfil point of reference. 

Vira Vovk's Poezii (2000), published in Kiev, includes four new collections, 

almost al1 written in the 1990s, and one as recently as 7000. They expand on and hover 

around themes familiar to her oeuvre: the mythic and the ferninine (%inochi masky" 

[Women's Masks]); the religious ("Moleben' do Bohorodytsi" [Supplication to Mother of 

God]); the native Ukrainian (Tysani kakhli" @Znamelled Tilesj); and the personal ('Yiolia 

pid vechir" [Viola Towards Evening]). The pensive tone of the last collection harmonizes 

well with philosophical reflections on passing of time, on aging, on the meaning of life: 

[days come and fly off 
impulses on high heels 
bright hopes desires 
everything withers away 
and only the candle on the lips 
a petal in the eye 
and a lark in the heart afler the harvest are lefk] 

Again, the preoccupation with temporal rather than spatiai aspects of existence points to 

the pervasiveness of modernkt tenets: the insistence on metaphysics, purpo- the 

signifieci. The k n n e s s  of aesthetic principles of her late poetry fits the paradigrn of the 



postliminai quite convincingly. The poems in "Violia pid vecW invoke postliminal 

symbols of sharing: 

Pere's rny desk 
my library 
my clavichord 
a few paintings on the walls 
a mg from my childhood 

a11 that is transient 
mine and yours] 

This reaching out to readers in Ukraine is clouded by the realization of the temporary 

nature of al1 things. NevertheIess, Vovk's poetic return to Ukra'ie undoubtedly 

constitutes a crowning moment of her entire Me. 

Arguably, Yuriy Tamawsky is the only poet of the New York Group who 

managed to transcend his b a l  (post)modernist hesitancy and embrace postmodemist 

poetics. Tnie, this embrace is wholeheartedly evident only in one work, nameIy in the long 

poem 'Msto kyiv ta iarnn [The City of Sticks and Holes], included as the Iast work in the 

book Ikh nemaie (1999), but it is not inconceivable that it perhaps signals the beginning of 

the poet's adoption of a new mode- This poem dispenses with the typicd Tamawslq 

subjecthity (the lyrical hero is 'he' rather than T); moreover, the titie itseKdisptays a 

considerabIe dose of intertextual double-codingr it couId weIi rad: T h e  City of Kyk and 

Holes." The interpIay between "sticks" and 'Xyiv" cou1d have its origin in the events of 



the early 1990s, before Ukraine's declaration of independence, when people 

demonstrating in the capital were iiterally beaten by the special units of militia armed with 

sticks. On the other hand, there are enough beatings descnibed in the poem which appear 

to have nothing to do with the politicai reality." 

'Wsto kyiv ta iam" on one level is a story of a romantic relationship going 

nowhere. The male protagonist moves disjointedly fiom one situation to another as in a 

dream, seemingly more and more abuseci and tortured by a cruel woman. But., on amther 

level, the poem reads Like a parody of the poet's own obsessions with love and search kr 

an ideal woman (cf his other cycle Tor  an ideal Woman"). Moreover, in the process he 

deconstmcts many emblems associateci with famous lovers as, for example, Orpheus: 

21 Tarnawsky ' s commentary in the endnotes actualIy dows both intetpretations: 
"-.. noeMa Moxe 6yru impnpmosma rmpimo~y, 3fiP~0 3 a c o ~ ~ ~  ii 
3 m 6 ~ 0 m ~ l l  ma'la. Ta amop 1~0-t-b 6a nbmrrr& i,o omom 3 m m  ~o'misocreii e 
po3rmmm ü RK onucy M O P ~ T I ~ H O ~  po3~a,q y ~ p a i ~ c b ~ o i  m m  a T F ~ M  C~MI~M i 
po~rurany Y~paiiiii, B y~oeax Cos'ms~oro Comy, i c M e p  K O ~ ~ H H R  B T ~ I C ~ M  
K O H T ~ K ~ ~ ~ "  (420) [. . . the poem can be interpreted in many Merent ways, according to 
the reader's associations and abilities- But the author would Like to suggest that one way 
to approach it is to see it as a description of the moral degradation of ükrainian people, 
thereby the degradation of Ukraine in the Soviet Union, and as a depiction of love's death 
in the context of the above.] 



[he Iooks at himseif- 
he's al1 naked, 
the body's white 
as if made of marble, 
he thinks of himself 
like of an antique statue, 
feels satided 
thinking tike that, 
in his hand 
a aute, 
he brings it 
to his tips, 
plays, 
the sound cornes out, 
beautifiù, 
he's surprised 
that he c m  play so 
weu;  

laughs at the banality of love scenes not without a reference to hackneyed 'nightingale' 

and 'cherry tree: ' 



he's ecstatic, 
she's under the tree, 
it blossoms, 
it's a cherry tree, of course,]; 

delights in the repulsive: 

[a man mumbles sornething, 
then suddenly vomits 
on the waman's breasts, 
he was just passing thern 
that very moment, 
he sees half-naked, 
heavy, 
squeezed 
woman's breasts, 
sornething green moves 
on them, 
it's a fiog, 
the man threw it up, 
must've swdowed it, 
he feels nauseous 
at the mere thou& of it]. 



The disiitegration of myths, beliefs, morals, and love, projected by Tamawsky in this 

poem, recails Hassan's variation on a theme of deformation which, accordmg to him, 

pervades postmodernisrn: 

The latter alone [Le. defonnation] subsumes a dozen current t e m  of unmaking: 
decreation, disintegration, deconstruction, decentement, displacement, difference, 
discontinuity, disjunction, disappearance, decornposition, dedefinition, 
demystification, detotalization, deligitimation - let aione more technical tems 
referring to the rhetoric of irony, rupture, siience. Through ali these si@ moves a 
vast will to umaking, affecting the body politic, the body cognitive, the erotic 
body, the individuai psyche - the entire realm of discourse in the West. 
Dismembement of Omheus 269) 

Tamawsky's muitilayered unmaking in W s t o  kyiv ta iam" amounts to the strongest 

postmodernist statement that he has ever presented. 

The four poets who remain poetically active up to the present moment: Emma 

Aridijewska, Bohdan Boychuk, Yuriy Tamawsky and Vira Vovk, have al1 demonstrated 

that writing can achieve fife and substance. Their prolonged creativity on the one hand has 

paved the road for new poetic discoveries, and, on the other hand, petrified past 

achievernents. On the whoie, the majonty of the poets of the New York Group confined 

themselves for the most part to a realm of personal experience, within which they showed 

impressive skiil. ûthers (especially Andijewska and Rubchak) sought creative comfons 

behind facades of various masks. However, regardless of personal preferences, the period 

of their poetic activity, by now spannuig almost haKa century, manifests their graduai 

opening up to new demands and fashions, reveals their WilIingness and overall receptivity 

to aesthetic pluralism. in this respect there is a clear a£fjnity with postmodernist tenets. 

AAer aii, pluraiïsm has becorne, acçording to Ihab Hassan, the condition of postmodern 

discourses; moreover, p Id i sm fin& itself "in the social, aesthetic, and inteiîectuai 



assumptions of postmodemismyy (The Postmodern Tum 167). It is, therefore, quite 

possible that the changing realities of the New York Group's output stem precisely ftom 

the condition of pluralism which sustains the abundance of beliefs and approaches. Again, 

Hassan summed it up beauMy: 'Tor the time being, we may have to settle for a concept 

of postrnodemism that sirnply polemicizes modemism, revalues it in a polychronic scherne 

of history, a form of cultural intertemporality" (215). It is my contention that the poetry 

of the New York Group constitutes an adequate response to such intertemporality. 



Chapter Nine 

Periphery vs. Centre: The Poetics OC Exile 

The way I employ the concept of i i iai i ty in this study, it implies both a 

transitionai state and a fixed position,. Le., an expanded zone in which i i i a r s  (be it an 

individual or a group) find themselves operating for a considerable period of time or even, 

as in some cases, pennanentiy. in the previous chapter I concentrated on a transitory 

aspect of liminaiity by discussing the ambiguities and shifls that occurred in the New York 

Group's output with regard to modeniism(postmodernism continuum_ In this chapter I use 

the term to delineate the group's exilic position and to designate the spatial relationship 

benveen a centre (Ukraine) and its penphery (émigré milieu),. the dynarnics of which 

defines the very condition of exile. 1 also want to indicate the shifty, if not reversible, 

character of the centre-periphery dichotomy, especiaiiy as it pertains to the issues of 

Literary production, 

Edes are necessarily considered Liminal or margUiai penonae because they take up 

a position of 'ex-centricity' (using Hutcheon's coinage) vis-à-vis their respective counties 

of ongin and a position of eccentricity in relation to their adopted homelands. Politically 

and socialiy they are cut off from their roots and their land, thereby their impact on the 

workings of the centre is by and large extremely negligible. Yet in the sphere of culture 

this impotence becomes less pronounced and effectuai; moreover, it can even be 

transformeci into a new source of power. It is precisely in the province of aesthetic 

creativity that the centre-periphery assignation looses its kïty and stability, and where the 



paradoxical reversais 1 already ahded to are not ody conceivable but realizable, given the 

right set of circumstances. When a centre happens ta be in the grips of totalitarianism and 

the artistic freedom is severely curtded, then the exilai writer or poet has an unique 

opportuniiy to present a viable alternative. 

Usins the poetics of exile as a rnethodoiogical tool, this chapter has as its goal to 

anaIyze the nature and sigriificance of one such dtemative, narnely the one put forward by 

the New York Group in the r d m  of poetry. 1 shall argue that the members of this group, 

despite theu émigré status, were able to transcend their periphery by defining and pustiing 

the aesthetic boundafies of ükrainian literature. It is also my view that their oeuvre 

evinces the exilic sensibility, even though the poets themeives by and large shunned the 

thematization of exiie. I wiii bring forward a hancifiil of poems that do reflect the issues of 

exilic 'otherness' in order to underscore the ambivalent (üminai) nature of the poets' 

creative situatedness. 

In its ciassic or strict definition exile refers to a situation in which one can't go 

back; it covers both the moment of expulsion as well as the state of living irnmediately 

fotiowing the bbanishment. By the same token, an exile is a person who c m o t  retum home 

without facing death or jd for acts alIegedIy committed against the goveming regime. 

Such characterization has a definite political ring to it, and one might even see some ment 

in the statement that " d e  is a political rather than an artistic concept" (GIad vüi-ix). But 

recentiy, the practicai applications of the tenn ' d e '  widened considerably- Edward Said, 

for example, without u n d e h g  the causai underpinnings of eràIic existence, focuses 

nevertheless on its experientiai and psychologicai aspects, seeing in e d e  ï h e  perilous 

territory of not-belonging" (162). Said, however, concentrates not ody on exile's 



miseries, but on its advantages as weU: 'Most people are principally aware of one culture, 

one setting, one home; exiies are aware of at least two, and this plurality of vision gives 

nse to an awareness that - to borrow a phrase î?om music - is conîrapimtaf' (172). 

Another obvious advantage of exile (which Said does not speak of) is an obtainment of 

artistic &dom. But no matter what the gains are, the condition of exüe aiways involves a 

certain ambiguity, a feeling of discornfort, a Liminal existence- Therefore Said ends his 

reflections by saying: "Exile is üfe led outside habitua1 order. It is nomadic, decentred, 

contrapuntai; but no sooner does one get accustomed to it than its unsettling force erupts 

anew" ( 172). 

My own approach to the concept of e.de can be fomulated in two propositions, 

designated respectively as 'psychological' and 'linguistic.' First, exile must denote a 

moment of displacement (whether it is geograpbical or inner is less relevant) which 

consequently Ieads to the condition of 'otherness;' second, and here 1 agree with Joseph 

Brodsky, it is necessarily "a linguistic event" in which "an eded writer is thrust, or 

retreats, into his mother tongue" (10). The distinction oflen made between an exile and an 

émigré, in which the former refers to a person who is compeiied to leave his/her own 

country for fear of persecution but stiU hopes to retum when circumstances allow, and the 

latter impiies someone with no wüi for such a return, is less important to me, in fàct, 1 

habitually conflate these two designations, simpiy because in the case of the New York 

Group both seem to appIy.' 

' That aIso seems to be the stand of Bohdan Kubchak in his essay 'Womes as SheUs: 
Ukrainian Émigré Poetry-" 



The seven poets 1 have been discussing thus far al conform to the characterization 

of exile given above. They have aii retained the mother tongue as their main medium of 

expression, ail experienced some kind of displacement and, referring exclusively to their 

literary situation, neither of them rnanaged Cor was even wilhg) to transcend the 

condition of 'othemess' in the respective counmes of residencee2 Interestingly, however, 

despite the obvious disadvantages that any poet or writer in exile faces, the members of 

the New York Group accepted their condition not as a curse but rather as an opportunity 

to expand the aesthetic boundaries of Ukrainian iiterature. They were eager to incorporate 

the Westem artistic feats into their own vocabuiaries, eager to synthesize poetically their 

experiences fiom two diierent worlds. More Likely, it is this Western orientation and a 

general openness to new ideas that prevented them fiom succumbing to the typicaily exilic 

modes of writing in which the feelings of nostalgiq estrangement, or terminai loss 

dominate. Said's remark about exile as "the unhealable rift forced between a human being 

and a native place" ( 159) is evidently rehted by the group's posture and experience. If 

' Patricia Kylyna's case, of course, is unique among the poets of the New York Gioup. 
Hers is the case of linguistic seif-exile. She consciously chose the status of the Other in her 
own country, airnost celebrating her aiterisr 

VXHHKâ, ~03J&lO TiRbKH CIO-BOLUlHOMY, 

no-~coBoiiry; 
cary Te, nro sxce 6awna, rrro H ~ K O ~ H  He 6awna. 
Te, mo nanerto,  in MeHe naneKo. (Trahediia dzhmeliv 10) 

[I am a foreigner, I understand only in watery, 
in temporal terms; 

I see that which I've already seen, that which I've never seen. 
That which is far; fk away fiom me.] 

KyIyna's case spurs Rubchak to reevaluate the meaning of home: '7Ier CO-ment to 
Ukrainian Literature proves that home is not always a geograpbic locaticn: home can be 
language and culture alone, with th& own rigorous temtonal imperatives, The value of 
'Yhe soii" ofien tends to be overestimated" CXomes as SheIîs" 119). 



anything, the p e t s  in question were actively involved in healing and thus bridging the rifi 

Said talks about. 

Not sucprisingly, therefore, exilic displacement is rarely thematized by the New 

York Group and the motifs of uprootedness, homelessness and love for the native soi1 do 

not figure prominentiy in its output, Those few poerns that do take up such motifs, 

necessarily place them in a larger context. It is as if the experience of exile mus be 

cleamd of any local reference. When Bohdan Boychuk contemplates the loss of home in 

his poem, it not only has a universal ring to it, but the very idea of home is doubted and 



[There was an esserice somewhere, 
only pmztes are lefi, 

home s t d  somewhere, 
but h m  to find if? 

My path 
suddeniy slipped 
fiom undemeath my k t ,  
dissipated like dust 
into infinity. 

I walked 
and sank up to my knees 
into darkness. 
On the edge of light years 
daylight appeared sometimes, 
and Eom time to time the star 
was falling into someone's 
hands. 

Yes: 
home stood somewhere, 

and, perhaps, did not; 
the goal was somewhere, 

and, perhaps, was not. 
I went somewhere 
and knew 
my path leads nowhere; 
I went and knew: 
my seps are He.] 

This urge to establish the universals underlying personal experience, according to Andrew 

Gurr, lies at the hem o f e d c  sensibility. He States: 'The more individual the record, the 

more compulsive is the need to assert its general validity. We might weii ponder how 

' This is a revised, more compact, version of the poem which otiginalIy appeared' in 
(1957). 



much this urge to daim universality is a reflex response to exiie" (22). As Boychuk's 

poem above attests, it is indeed very much the case. Even his love for the lost homeland is 

expresseci universaiiy and abstractly: 

~pa i t~o  uoprrmo m m m .  (Chas boiiu 30) 

[and 1 want to touch your wounds with my Lips 
and squeeze black longing out of my heart 
unto yow hands, 
and aflerwards to dissohe forever 
in the womb o f  your black soi1 
and becorne yow body's grass, 

Zhenia Vasytkivska's approach in this regard is even more abstract and detached 

fiom the reaiity than that of Boychuk's. Turning to her native country, she niminates: 

T~K, MW T& 36cipaw 60 mi po36macb, 
nK si-rep k wnIinbKaMEi 61tymm COCOH. 

i, Bce ramr, TH - ~ i ~ e p .  TH Topmicm 
conoui rpyrict Mopa - i BOHO X B I ~ ~ ;  

TH nanaeu ~ O ~ O ~ Z I M  ~IOJWXOM wt qmy  cinb - 
i OXHBriloTb T ~ E M H ~  M ' ~ H  - 
i H a  cn-py~m AOROHRX 

rrpw~ocm c s k i i  M~CIIW. (Korotki viddali 36) 

[So, we gather you, because you shattered 
iïke a wind in-between the needles of haggard pines. 
And you, d e r  dl, are the wind. You touch 
saity breasts of the sea - and it waves; 
you fd with a sheer breath onto the muddy salt - 
and its mysterious muscles revive - 
and in the süm hands 
you bring h s h  moon] 



The native land she addresses in her long poem 'Bat'kivshchyna," fiorn which the above 

excerpt was taken, hardly bears any concrete reference to the reality and territory knowa 

as Ukraine. What we have in this poem is Vasylkivska's attempt to constnict an imaginary 

home, confined to and defined by her poetic imagination. In many ways her case is not 

singular- As a d e ,  the younger the émigré generation, the more it loses its identification 

with the homeland. Consequently, because she does not use a straightfotward rnemory as 

the basis for her creativity, she avoids nostalgie senthentality in the re-creation of an 

image of home. 

The uprooted temperament exhibits itself most vividly in literary texts that convey 

the -eties of dienation. This type of aiienation in the case of the New York Group 

cannot be easiiy distinguished corn the existentialist vanety. In fact, for the majority of 

poets beionging to this group, aiienation is both a metaphysical condition and a 

psychologicai response or counteraction to the discomected community. When Bohdan 

Rubchak writes in the poem ''Zrada anhela" [Aqel's Betrayai]: 

Ta xor rrpasa6m ceh ~ o r e i i  rocmmeM, 
xor np~ncysas ~e6e pereii m p  - 
ocrmerncir ~irnrosm qymiueM: 



cmrryuui? c n o m  neprnoi 6naKlm'. (Promenvsta zrada I I )  

[The shoulders got tired of uncomfortable wings, 
the wings such as on the old woodcuts. 
in the corners of lips - a sybarite's smile, 
and the pavement's dust on the sandals. 

Because he took the earth for a horizon, 
the earth took tous too high: 
the myth's only genuineness is closed, 
and there's no strength to imagine the flight. 

And even though the world of nights coaxed you with a gik 
and the weight of things chained you down - 
you'd remain a stranger: 

unwashed signs beam in the eyes, 
and the wings are in the way, and the blinding 
memory ofthe first anire vesicates.], 

he not oniy underscores his sense of 'othemess7 and eccentncity, presumably caused by 

displacement and manifesteci as "uncomfortable wings," but also alludes to the 

metaphysicd exhaustion ("there's no strength to imagine the flight") and to the vanity of 

material cornfort which cannot be really enjoyed because "the wings" (strangeness) and 

'the bIinding memory of the first anire" (i.e., remembering the point of origin) are very 

rnuch in the way. To put it differently, an angel (an artist? an exile?) will never feel at 

home with humans (ordiiary people? foreign population?); ultimately, the very reality of 

his displacement amounts to betrayai. 

in Es other collection, narnely in Divchyi bez krainy, Rubchak aiso takes up the 

theme of homelessness; yet regardless of strife and obstacles inherent in such condition, he 

ends on a positive note and with the assertion that, for those seeking, home can be found: 



[Oh, girl without a road, 
oh, wayfarer without home, 
clouded with the pain 
are our pale afternoons, 
what will you relate about us 
afker long wandering, 
when you'il enter, slender as ever, 
your radiant home?] 

Except that in this poem a "radiant home" may very well entail poetry entered by Muse. In 

other words, Rubchak's home acquires a symboIic dimension and sirnply points to 

creativity. Some twenty years later, he says: "Ln the end, every true poet forever seeks his 

own house of lanyiage whicfi becornes for him, in Heidegger's words, "the house of 

Being" (''Homes as S heiis" 12 1). 

What has to be emphasized, however, is that there is no obsessive rebuilding of 

home image in Rubchak's poetry (or, for that matter, in the poeuy of the other New York 

Group's memben) nor is there a backward iooking nostdgia for a lost paradise. The poet 

merely plays with the notions of 'home' and 'belonging,' foregrounding their destabilizing 

possibiities. In the articIe 'Womes as ShelIs," which 1 have aiready cited, Rubchak 

manifésts just that by evoking one such possibility, mainiy poetry as home. Referrïng to 

the poets of the New York Group, he says: 

These poets have too many reservations and ask too many hopeless questions. in 
fact, they have to make reservations in order to survive, as iftheir imaginecl 
Ukrainian pas were not so much a permanent home as a temporary abode, a hotel. 
At the same tirne' their oIder colIeagues fiequedy treat thern as transient @est in 
the ükrajnian domain Never ha* been fd by the energies of the Ukrainian soii 
long or thorouay enough, this generation of pets is tom between two quasi- 



homes, two temporary homes: one for temporary living, the other for temporaiy 
dreaming. 

It is no wonder, therefore, that . . . these poets have chosen poetry itseif as 
their home. They aiso had to make another choice, one which their older 
colleagues were spared: not ody did they choose IO make poetry îhek home, but 
they a h  chose to make Ukrainian poetry theu home. This last choice was perhaps 
the most agonizing of dl. Ukraine is, for these younger poets, not an existentid 
necessity but something of a posited concept, in which they have eIected to beiieve 
and which they have elected to foiiow. (1 14) 

Rubchak's observations are accurate in the sense that they hint at the paradoxicd situation 

in which the poets of the New York Group found themselves. On the one hand, they used 

poetry in order to neutralize or alleviate the feeling of dienation that naniraliy cornes with 

exile; on the other hand, by choasing Ukrainian as the hguage of expression, they 

perpetuated exilic 'otherness.' No matter how cosmopolitan or assimilated they were, the 

issue of language would always t h s t  them back into eccentricity and ex-centricity. 

To what an extent the notion of home is contingent and elective is iiiustrated by 

Yuriy Tarnawsky's poem "Zapovit" [Testament]: 

i He ~pmaiim rtrr pma, rua rria m i b t ~ m a  ~ O W  
H e  mro-ma. (Poetü pro nishcho 307) 

m e n  1 die, bum down 



my body like a forbidden or hated book, 
and gather ail the ashes, so not one of my molecules 
is left in the place where 1 got cremated. 

And go to Santander, to the rock protniding far 
to the sea, 

and wait for a strong wind fiom the south, 
and throw the ashes to the sea, let them flap 
like a gray flag for a few seconds over the blue water. 

And afterwards never ever 
think about me and do not pronounce my name, 
so its Ietters would not crack. like scabs 
and the wound beneath, which will never heal, 

wouldn't bleed.] 

The poet's wish that his ashes be spread over the sea in Santander,  pain," undoubtedly 

invokes the poem witten by the ükrainian romantic poet Taras Shevchenko some 

hundred years earlier. Shevchenko also spent most of his adulthood outside of Maine, 

but, unlike Tamawsky, he poetically expressed his desire to be buried in his native 

country. Tarnawsky's ostentatious statement clearly cuts through clichés associated with 

the oeuvre of an exiled writer or poet. It denies nostalgia, questions the necessity of 

homecoming, and defiantiy celebrates uprootedness. Yet Tamawsky's pronounced 

cosmopoiitanism is in fact a mask, a consciousIy chosen pose, behind which there is an 

exiled person who deeply cares about the fate of his native land. For example, in one of his 

poems he addresses Russia, ükraine7s colonizer, with such contempt that it cannot but 

hvoke Shevchenko's similar passions: 

4 Santander was the Spanish city in which Tarnawsky resided on and off in the 1960s 
through the early 1970s. 



[Oh country, you s d e r  fi-om the rnaternity complex 
and wrap other nations with barbed wire of your love, 
how come not one arnong your sons 
comes forward and says: 'Tlease, leave them aione, oh mother!"] 

Tarnawsky's schizophrenic response to his Liminal situatedness is quite in h e  with what 

constitutes the exilic sensibility. This simultaneous belonging and not-belonging to two 

diierent geographical and psychological temtories engenders poetry which is necessarily 

contradictory and polyphonic. 

As I have already indicated, the instances of apiicit thematiing of the issues 

related to exile in the overall output of the group are not abundant. In that sense, the poets 

of the New York Group do not fit the paradigm of a typicaI émigré writer. The poetic 

excerpts elucidating some aspect of the exilic condition which I quoted above constitute 

an exception rather than a nile. The poets like Emma Andijewska or Vira Vovk, for 

example, do not go even that Far. Andijewska's poety is completely devoid of any 

reference to the exiiic existence. Via Vovk on the other hand, while hardly ever 

thematking exile directly, occasionally uses chiIdhood mernories to te-create the image of 

the country she cornes tÎom. Yet this imagined or re-created CTkraine does not eciipse the 

exotic beauty of Vovk7s adopted homeland, i.e. B r .  It seems that the poet7s creativity 

feeds on the imaginary and harmonious coexistence of these two countnes. Again, this 

tendency is deeply rooted in the exic sensibiiity. The contrapuntal awareness of 

simultaneous dimensions (using Said's words) undoubtedly enriches the vision, widens 

perspective, but aiso hjects a sense of discornfort, a sense of liminal indeteminacy 



[they sprouted 
unsown flowers 
on the windowsill 
of this foreign 
world of ours 
to offer 
the sadness of homeless creatures 
the srniles of white rice 
in the red balloon of the evening] 

The theme of homelessness is barely touched in this poem, but the dilernma of what is 

LLours" and what is 'Yoreign" becomes conspicuously centred and underscores the 

lirninality of exilic existence. 

What unites al1 six poets of the New York Group (Kylyna, as an American, has to 

be excluded here) is their insistence to write in the native tongue in such a manner that 

whatever they bring forth, if translateci, has a universal appeal to it. Hence, the local and 

national idiosyncrasies are not particularly revered or cultivated in their oeuvre. This 

tendency brings us back to the problematics of the centre-periphery dichotomy. The use of 

mother tongue situated the members of the New York Group outside of the cultural 

mainsueam of their adopted counuies. Therefore the propensity to speak through the 

universal forms and content, and the acceptance of humanisrn as a philosophical signpost 

could weU stem fiom their need (conscious or unconscious) to compensate such an 

obvious lack On the other hand, by not cavuig in to the parochial demands of the émigré 

This is a stightiy revised version of the poem ori@diy published in Meandry (I979). 



milieu (the group vigorously defied a typically émigré penchant for ghettokation), the 

poets engendered for themsdves a paradoxicai situation of periphety within penphery,.i.e., 

the linguisticaily liminai position vis-à-vis the host country, and thematically liminai 

position vis-à-vis their own politicized émigré comm~ni t~ .~  No wonder, therefore, that the 

centre (Ukraine) became of pivotd importance to then Yet, geographicaily and politically 

speaking, they were ail 'ex-centrics,' thus periphed, thus liminai. However, by choosing 

early on ükraine (though not its political reality) as a symbolic and psychological point of 

reference, the poets of the New York Group embarked on a life-long creative journey not 

only to be eventuaily acceptai by the centre (hopefiilly, some day a ee and democratic 

country), but aiso, ambitiousiy enough, in order to come up with and impose their own 

aesthetic pivot in the reaim of Ukrainian poeuy. It is possible to conceive that the aesthetic 

centre they strove to contrive was a palliative measure against the ensnaring realities of ail 

the penpheries encroaching on them. 

It is oflen said that exiles never break the psychological link with their point of 

ongin and that they must keep faith in the possibility of homecoming. The poets of the 

New York Group indeed numiced the Liak with Ukraine as a 'spirituai home,' but having 

lefi their native soi1 at an early age, they never really entertained the thought of returning 

to their homeland. The West has becorne their permanent home. Despite initial 

uisecurities, they found fieedom abroad and îhat in itself was enough to make up for the 

6 E%y that 1 mean that the themes the New York Gioup cuiüvated were by and large 
universalkt in nature. The poets consciously avoided engaging themselves poetically inthe 
issues that would have any direct correlation to the émigré condition in other words, 
cheap paûiotism (ofien excessive among the exiles) has never ben  championed by the 
!PUP- 



severance with the native land which, unfortunately, at the tirne of their creative prime, 

could not have offered them much in that area because of the communist occupation. 

Zygmunt Bauman put it succinctly: '7.n exile, uncenainty meets fieedom. Creation is the 

issue of that wedloci?' (32 1). The members of the New York Group found home in poetry 

and experienced creativity in &dom. 

While the permanent homecoming was never an issue, the poets under discussion 

hoped for a symbolic retuni, hoped for an eventual iiterary acceptance by the centre.' The 

official contacts they made with the poets 6om Ukraine, namely with Ivan Drach and 

Dmytro Pavlychko in the mid-1960s, provided them with a short-lived prospect of being 

published in Ukraine. That, understandably, did not happen. The majority of the group's 

members were in fact very reaiistic about the possibility of real cultural exchanges. By and 

large they were hesitant to cooperate, mindfiil of political ramifications, and caretùl not to 

compromise or undermine their aesthetic integrity. But they welcomed the interaction and 

knowingly tested the limits. For example, this is how Boychuk saw it: 

7 W e  they had to wait for an officiai recognition quite some the, the poets were aware 
of singular private reactions coming out of Ukraine, mainly because Suchasnist' 
publications were ciandestinely channeiled to ükraine, and at least some individuah were 
able to acquaint themselves with the overseas literary production. Bohdan Boychuk, for 
example, in a letter to Bohdan Rubchak, mentions one such ceaction: '%ym nemi sinryKEi 
3 K ~ a a  - no3meao pearyeam s o ~ p e ~ a  Ha Taoi -ra E m  siplm. O m  ~ p m ~  n m ,  
s o ~ y  neMa y q  T~M~MI~II!" (28 Sept, 1963). m e r e  were some responses flom Kyiv - 
they reacted positively especialiy to yours and Emma's poetq. One critic asked why there 
is no Ukrainian content!] From the tone of the letter, it is clear that such reactions were of 
great importance to the members of the group- 



- . r a ~  xe  ceohna Taopromi i mm~w - ue H m  e~rinso npnii~ani sa r sqe  
soncrro. (Letter to Vira Vovk, 12 Dec. 1966) 

[But the winds which breathed among us were fiesh and interesting - we'U try to 
make them hitfùl. The exchange of thoughts was poignant but ûiendly - i'U teU 
you some tirne, it's hard to write about it. To our 10" anniversary issue of 'Wew 
Poetry" we have invited the poets fiom Ukraine (oficiaily7 via the Union of 
Writers - that is through Dmytro [Pavlychko]) - if poetry does not anive, we 
shall leave blank pages and this is how it wiIl be released into the friture. We SM 
put them now into the cornered situations. Why not? There are creative and 
persona1 fieedoms over there, and it is converrient to us to take these at face 
value.] 

Boychuk couid not be more sascastic about the creative &dom in Soviet Ukraine. But 

this statement pointedly illumates the audacity with which the group proceeded as far as 

dealings with the centre were concemed. Of couse, none of the ükrainian poets invited to 

contribute to Novi poezii did what they were asked for. Conversely, nor were there any 

blank pages in the almanac's tenth issue. 

Unlike Vira Vovk, who visited ükritine on a tourist visa thrice in the 1960s, others 

in the goup yearned for an official recognition and an officiai invitation. Naturally, it 

never arrive4 at least not in the sixties. Ct is interesting to see this development through 

Kylyna's eyes: 

Fiaiiy, Drach and his circle dared to invite me and Yuny to visit Soviet 
üiuaine. Again, 1 was to be the door-opener - the "safe'' Amerikanka. Drach 
wrote that it would be possible to read our poetry in major cities there. 

We were tempted. It was now possible to get U.S. visas to go there. A 
trickling of American tourists had visited Ukraine. I had debriefed with one 
Amencan-born coilege student who told me how he had actually hitchhiked 
around the Ukrainian boonies, right into the high mountain country where 
Pavlychko was f i o a  .-. But was it sa&? The KGB had continued to keep an eye 
on us. At large Ukrainian social aEïis, the KGB was casuai about letting one of 
their guys be visiile, ~ 4 t h  a drink in his hand. ... 

We decided that our trip wouid be satè only ifthe Soviet Ukrainian 
govenunent wouid issue an official invitation- 



Regretably, [sic] in the late 1960~~ an officiai invitation was still not 
possible.g (Warren, "A Tragedy of Bees" 20) 

But it did a ~ v e  some twenty years later, in the late 1980s and the early 1990s, when the 

Soviet Union was at the brink of coliapse. Al1 four poets who withstood the temptation to 

go to Ukraine as tourists - Bohdan Boychuk, Emma Andijewska, Yuriy Tarnawsky, and 

Bohdan Rubchak - received official invitations from the Writers' Union ofükraïne at 

around that time. 

Understandably, the New York Group's dealings with the centre in the 1990s 

altered considerably as much as Ukraine itself transformed from one of the Soviet 

repubiics into an independent state. Not only was the group recognized and accepted as a 

significant contributor to letters, but it managed to influence, brief as it was, the 

literary process in the Lirst few years of Ukraine's independence through publishing the 

journal Svito-wd. The alliances with the poets fiom Ukraine were bound to shift as well. 

Shistdesialnyky by and large lefi literary quarters to become poiiticians and no longer 

constituted any viable counterpart to the group's activity. Therefore the members of the 

group digned themselves with the poets of the Kyiv School and visimdesiatty@. 

However, the latter mon distanced themselves fiom the New York poets, perhaps hding 

them too passé for theu own taste. The group and the Kyiv School drew even closer. 

in Chapter Four 1 made an effort to illuminate the poetic comection between the 

poets of the Kyiv School and the New York Group by p o i n ~ s  out the evidence 

supporting the claim that young postshistdesiatrryky, namely Vorobiov, Kordun, Hryhoriv, 

- - ---- 

8 Kylyna slightiy exaggerates as far as safety is concemed. M e r  ail, Vira Vovk went to 
Ukraine and nothhg happened to her. Therefore, the reluctance to make a trip to the 
native land was more a matter of principle than a matter of safety. 



Holoborodko, were aware of and iduenced by the aesthetic propositions of their overseas 

coileagues. in this chapter, 1 want to elaborate on this connection slightly more by 

incorporating the psychologicai element. For the afiXties between these two groups go 

beyond the sphere of poetry. In fact, both groups experienced the condition of exile, 

although a diierent End of ede .  As the poets of the Kyiv School demonstrated, it is quite 

possible to feel an exile in one's own country. Paul Ilie, for example, dismisses the view 

that geographical displacement constitutes the basic criterion for identimng exile. He 

proposes the concept of inner exile in order to focus not only on those who lefi but dso 

on those who were bound to stay and had to build their own space for cultural 

communion. According to him: " h e r  exile . . . is an emptiness that awaits restoration, 

much the same way that temtorial exile is the absence that compensates itself by nostalgia 

and hopefùl anticipation" (14). It took approxbately two decades for the Kyiv School to 

dispense with its h e r  exile and to expenence the restoration and acknowledgment of its 

contnïution. It took approximately thirty five years for the New York Group to have its 

anticipation tùlfilled by making the symbolic (literary) retum to Ukraine a reaiity. 

The exilic condition, unique as it was for each respective group, did not leave them 

unaffected. Theu aesthetic nonconfiormism and principled glorification of k d o m  in art 

and literature invariably isolated them from the mainsueam audience, Alienated writers are 

fiee to write and publish what they please? but as a rule they have diiculty in defining 

their public. Each literary generation has its own clearly delineated tirne slot to flourish. if 

for whatever reason this opening cannot be taken up and used effectively, then over tirne it 

9 As far as the Kyiv School is concerned, Eee publishing., of course, was not an option. 



necessitates marginalkation and brings about a danger of the writer's loss of a 

comprehending readiig public. 

The New York Group7s fime to flourish coincided with its most fertile 'vocal7 

period. This penod witnessed a flurry of activity arnong the poets - intensive writing, 

publishing, editing, translating - but because of geographical displacement, all that 

contnibution was peripherd and unappreciated vis-à-vis the centre. When at last the group 

returned to its native land, their achievements became historicized and not viewed as 

contemporaneous, thus deprived of the impact otherwise they might have had. In a way, 

the Kyiv School shared the New York poets' fate. By the time Vorobiov, Kordun, 

Holoborodko, and many other 'silenced' poets, began publishing their work anew, they 

were bound to compete with a younger, quite aggessive, iiterary generation in other 

words, the time lag of some twenty years hmed out to be extremely ditficult to overcorne. 

While no longer exiled, the poets of both groups remahed lirninal in Ukrainian literature 

ofthe 1990s. 

i would like to conclude by addressing again the s W i g  nature of the centre- 

periphery dichotorny. There can be no doubt that territorially speaking, the position of the 

mernbers of the New York Group has aiways remained peripherai in relation to the centre, 

Le. Ukraine. M e r  dl, a geographical displacement stayed intact. However, speaking 

exclusively in aesthetic terms, this periphery does not apply. Foiiowing Stalinist purges in 

the 1930s- Ukrainian émigre literature gained in prominence and the eded comrnunity 

took over the Literary process for at ieast two decades, In the mid-1950s, when the young 

poets began publishing, the eded minority was stiii very much in charge over the direction 

Ukrainian literame was taking- But with the emergence ofshistdesiamyky at the end of 



the 1950s, this situation changed drasticaiiy. It is safe to say that since then the üterary 

centre coincided with the territorial centre. Yet without the fi-eedom of expression and 

with the Iron Curtain stili in place, the poets in Ukraine could not t d y  develop their 

potential, and the most talented of them, namelypstshistdesian?yky, were silenced. 

Therefore, the aesthetic centre had to remain outside, in ede .  The poets of the New York 

Group introduced many innovative features into &ainian letters; arguably, they are the 

ones who crowned and exhausted the possibilities of Ukrainian modemism. It is thus my 

contention that these poets were temtorially peripheral but aestlïetically central to the 

development of Ukrainian literature in the 1960s. However, because their innovations 

became widely known only some twenty years later, the impact of the poets' vanguard, 

while historically acknowledged, has not been as significant as it rnight have otherwise 

been. Exile constitutes an immense force for Liberation, but there is also a price to pay. 

Regardless of the degree of acceptance by the centre, the New York Group has never 

been hUy integrated into the literary mainmeam; thus its status of an 'outsider' lives an, 



Conclusion 

The airn of these chapters has been to establish the literary, philosophicai, 

aesthetic, and socio-politicai parameters that justify and define the existence of the New 

York Group as a single literary phenornenon in the history of Ukrainian literature. This 

study is the first such attempt at presenting a synthesizing account of the group's poetic 

output and activity. [t was designed to substantiate the validity of using the label 'New 

York Group' not just to designate a casuai, fluctuating over the ,  circle of tkiends who 

simpty happened to be writing poetry, but, more importantly, to indicate the discursive 

dominant and the literary process which occurred outside Ukraine within clearly delineated 

period of time. 

The seven poets of the New York Group I focused on in this investigation 

constitute the main thrust of the phenornenon because of the compact nature of the 

discourses and poetry they produced during the period kom the mid-1950s to the early 

1970s. In fact, 1 argued that this span of approxirnately fifieen years is the most 

determinative and intrinsic to the understanding of the group's inner workings and 

propositions. The ensuing 'individual' p e r d  (which in a way stiii goes on) has not had as 

forcefùi an impact as the precedig penod, Le., the penod of the group's inceptive and 

formative undenakings. 

in Part One I introduced the individuai pets and situateci them against the 

background of Ukrainian and Western rnodemïsms in order to elucidate their aesthetic 

orientations. I came to the conclusion that the New York Group's version of modemism 



subsumes the elements of the historical avant-garde, mady through the incorporation of 

some tenets of the surrealist aesthetics and through the radical rejection of the reliance on 

authoritative émigré institutions. On the other hand, the poets' insistence on the 

autonomy of art, their hostility to mass culture, their fetishization of newness and 

individualism place them right in the middle of the modernist camp. In this introductory 

chapter 1 also contended that the group's poetic oeuvre (by choice written in ükrainian) 

emerged as a result of a unique intenningling of the native and Western traditions, with the 

latter decisively prevailing. 

Part Two contextuaiized the New York Group's emergençe and activity and 

argued that the poets' radically new poetic language ernpowered them to engender also a 

number of culturally significant non-poetic discourses with their literary predecessors and 

contemporaries, evident especially in correspondence and criticism- This, in tuni, 

eventuaily had a considerable impact on the selfsame process in Soviet Ukraine. i relied on 

Michel Foucault's concepts of discourse and power/knowledge in order to explicate the 

fact that the poets' early tendency ta assemble was very much strategic and thus pragmatic 

rather than programmatic in nature. They used the platfom of the goup as a measure to 

secure for themselves enough ciout not oniy to propound their controversial (ttom the 

viewpoint of the mostly consemative émigré milieu), novel approach to poetry, but also to 

control the literary discourse, especiaily in the 1960% a decade which witnessed a fierce 

competition between the New York Group and its Ukrauiian counterpart - 
shtstdesiatnyky . 

While the discursive momentum of the sixties was most turbulent and conspicuous, 

the poets' initiai concems with asserting th& literary presence (power) and s e c h g  



readership (reception) were graduaüy replaced by the concems over issues of the group's 

legacy. This shift became particuiarly pronounced in the Iate 1980s when Gorbachev7s 

policy of glasnost and perestroika opened the door for East-West cooperation and aiso set 

the ground for joint ventures in the realm of the culturd and the artistic. The establishment 

of the journal Svito-vyd in 1990 came as a direct result of this policy and revived the sense 

of the group's cohesiveness. The journal initially played an important role in shaping the 

literary process and in bridging the disparities between the exiled and homeland literary 

outputs. The alliance with the Kyiv School that ensud proved to be a blessing and a curse 

alike. The poetic and aesthetic afF.nities between these two groups made the cooperation 

in the journal fulf'llling and pleasurable, but because the position of the Kyiv School poets 

was anything but mainstream, it inevitably and eventually led to the perception of the 

journal as a marginaiiied venture. Moreover, it also reinfiorced the 'outsider' status for the 

poets of the New York Group. 

Yet the poetry itself that the mernbers oCthis goup offered tàred much better than 

their publishing endeavors. The goal of Part Three was to unmask comrnon themes 

underlying the poas' rapture with eroticistq death, 'Spanishness,' and the ludic. 1 

determined that erotica was employed not ody to stir controversy by debunking semai 

taboos, but also to convey existentialist views, especiaiiy the need for fieedom and 

responsibility for each individuai choice. Existentiaiism proved to be particuiarly pervasive 

in the group7s oeuvre of the 'vocal' penod. The poets7 shared preoccupation with death as 

an existentid predicarnent unquestionabty had its roots in the phiiosophy of nothingness. 

With regards to the ludic and Spanish mot* in the poeuy of some members of the group, 

1 concluded that both constitute the rnasks behind which looms the profound connection 



to the internationalist tendencies inherent in the modemist rnovements. It is this 

cosmopotitan stance arnong the group7s members that many a tirne antagonized their 

potentiai readers. 

Part Four recounted the New York Group7s phenomenon and poetry from the 

angle ofa broader culturai perspective. Using the concept of liminaiity, 1 argued that the 

group evolved poetically fiom the modemist tenets (with a strong admixture of surrealist 

elements) of the 'vocal' period to either postrnodemist or modemist ones (depending on 

an individuai poet) in the 1990s via the indeterminate timinai (post)modemist phase of the 

1970s. This decade of diminished activity was nevertheless the decade of creative soul- 

searching. The poetry of this period exudes a curious blend of modemist and 

postmodernist tendencies, but, admittedly, with the former clearly prevailing. 1 also 

demonstrated that the concept of iiminality was equally important to the questions of 

poetic shifts within the paradigm modemism/postmodemism and to the exile condition in 

which the poets found themselves. I came to the conclusion that despite their émigré 

rnargmhzed status, they were able to transcend their periphery by pushing the aesthetics 

boundaries of Ukrainian literature. 

Many contemporary critics contend that titerature is an open concept, an activity 

always in process, an entity which has no permanent essence or canon. Yet my own 

attempt at situating the New York Group in the context of international movements and 

trends as well as in the context of Ukrainian literature hoped precisely to establish a 

tiamework which would help to stabilize and pinpoint the coordinates reguiating the 

iiterary process. While canons indeed often come and go, there are aiways certain 

junçnires and events in the historicd development of any literature which resist erasure no 



matter how open and unstable the concept of literature itseifis. It is my clah that the 

poetry of the New York Group constitutes the example of one such juncture, 
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